FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN COMPUTING
INTERCONNECTION SYSTEM APPROACHES FOR MINIMIZING DATA TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS
LOGIC ANALYZERS SIMPLIFY SYSTEM INTEGRATION TASKS
Megatek's new Whizzard 6250 raster system makes advanced computer graphics more economical than ever.

You can define your image in a 4096 x 4096 virtual space, with up to eight colors.

Real-time dynamics enable you to pan throughout this space, then zoom in with true scaling for added detail.

And our new system introduces you to low-cost, FORTRAN-based WAND software.

The Whizzard 6250 harnesses the power of Megatek technology for your business applications...

...for new flexibility in architecture and drafting...

...for an added dimension in process control...

...and wherever a visual presentation makes data easier to understand.

So imagine yourself at the Whizzard 6250 keyboard. Computer creativity has never been so affordable.

Imagine...all this technology for far less than you imagined.

At Megatek, we strive to set the standards for technology in computer graphics. Now we've set a new standard for value, too. Introducing our new Whizzard 6250 system.

It gives you graphics power you would expect from Megatek. For far less than ever before. You get the drama of full raster color. High resolution. Sophisticated dynamics implemented in hardware. Local vector memory.


The 6250 has its own version of easy to use WAND software. It's upward compatible to WAND 7200, software for our family of advanced systems and terminals.

Model 6450...

The ¼" cartridge recorder that thinks it’s a ½" tape deck.

Kennedy’s Model 6450—it’s a start/stop drive which is faster than streaming in almost all applications; a drive that has a data reliability rate for soft errors of not less than $1 \times 10^{10}$ and a hard error rate of $1 \times 10^8$. The reason? Model 6450’s GCR recording technique.

Need Capacity? Model 6450, with a DC 600A cartridge, will store up to 23 MBytes of unformatted data, and over 20 MBytes formatted.

In a hurry? A serpentine head is standard on Model 6450, eliminating time consuming rewinds. Need simple interface? Model 6450’s intelligent Pico bus interface is not only easy to interface—it’s been proposed as an industry standard. If you need a controller, there are a variety for all standard mini-computers.

The bottom line! Model 6450 is the answer to Winchester back up. Reliable, low in cost and available off-the-shelf. And built with Kennedy quality.

KENNEDY
Subsidiary, Magnetics & Electronics Inc.
1600 Shamrock Ave., Monrovia, CA. 91016
(213) 357-8831 TWX 910-585-3249
CIRCLE 2 ON INQUIRY CARD
A NEW SERIAL PRINTER FROM THE LEADER IN MATRIX TECHNOLOGY

Mannesmann Tally sets the pace in price with the T1705.

From the Tally tradition of quality and reliability comes another dramatic advancement in lowered cost of ownership. A combination of low purchase price, low maintenance costs and low parts usage. A "no options" fully loaded printer that combines the latest in LSI electronics with precision mechanics. You get standard features that are extra cost options on other printers.

OEM's will select it because users will prefer it!

The T1705 is the quietest impact printer on the market. It has 160 cps optimized bi-directional printing with high speed 48 ips head slew for throughput speeds up to 200 lines per minute. Rugged reliability. No preventive maintenance requirements.


A new serial printer. Competitively priced. 30 day delivery. Call your nearest Mannesmann Tally Sales outlet.

Mannesmann Tally, 8301 South 180th Street, Kent, WA 98031. Phone (206) 251-5524.
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The shopper's answer for DEC LSI compatible I/O cards.

When it comes to I/O functional cards for DEC LSI-11 microcomputers, ADAC has the biggest selection available.

ANALOG I/O

1012 16 channels, high level inputs, 12 bit
1012EX 32-64 channel high level inputs, mux expander
1014 16 channels, high level inputs, 14 bit
1023 16 channels, high level inputs, 12 bit, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
1023EX 32-64 channel high level inputs, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
1030 16-64 channels, high level inputs, 12 bit, 2 DACs
1112RL 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, 12 bit
1112RX 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, mux expander
1113 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, 12 bit, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
1113EX 8-16 differential low level and thermocouple inputs, mux expander, LSI-11/23 interrupt compatible
14120A 1-4 D/A channels, voltage or current loop outputs

CLOCK CARDS

16016PT Programmable crystal clock/timer

SERIAL I/O CARDS

1750 Asynchronous line interface with two I/O ports

DIGITAL I/O

1604/0PI 2-4 optically coupled pulse-input channels
1616SCI 2-4 pulse output channels
1616CCI 16 discrete inputs, contact closure detect
1616/MIC 16 discrete inputs with priority encoder
1616/OID 16 parallel outputs, optically isolated
1616/OII 16 parallel outputs, optically isolated, can cause interrupt
1620TTL 16 latched inputs and outputs for DMA operation
1616HC0 16 discrete outputs, high current drive
1632HC0 32 discrete outputs, high current drive
1632TTL 32 TTL I/O lines
1664TTL 64 TTL I/O lines

BUS INTERFACE

1620DMA Direct memory access controller
1900 Unibus to LSI-II translator
1950 Bus repeater
1900CT Cable terminator card

Whatever your DEC system—Unibus, Qbus or Omnibus, write or call for full details on the industry's widest line of compatible cards and complete system enclosures.

ADAC CORPORATION
70 Tower Office Park • Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 935-6668
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There's lots of good reasons to buy your ADD-ON/ADD-IN memory from the leader. For starters, there's the wide range of core and semi mini-memories we offer. The industry's widest. In fact, Dataram is the only company in the world supplying minicomputer-compatible core and semiconductor main memory and disk emulation systems. The only company.

And Dataram ADD-ON/ADD-IN products do more. Like save money...as well as valuable space in your minicomputer. And they increase throughput and improve overall performance.

Just some of the reasons why Dataram is the leading supplier of ADD-ON/ADD-IN memory for the minicomputer industry...and shipping at an annual rate of $25 million.

Want more reasons? If you're using a minicomputer, and want to get more for your memory dollar, talk to us. We're very reasonable. Dataram.

Princeton Road
Cranbury, New Jersey 08512
Tel: 609-799-0071  TWX: 510-685-2542

I'd like more answers about mini-memories for my ___________________________ minicomputer.

☐ Please send information.

☐ Please have a salesman contact me:

Name ____________________________

Title ____________________________

Company ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip ____________________________

CIRCLE 5 ON INQUIRY CARD
Compare this general purpose logic analyzer with the currently accepted industry standard.

The K100-D wins over Hewlett-Packard's 1615A hands down!

Logic designers have made Gould's powerful Biomation K100-D our fastest selling logic analyzer mode to catch gliches as narrow as 4 ns. It gives you the most precise logic analysis for today's high speed minicomputer, mainframe and microprocessor systems. Best of all, you're already prepared for faster designs as they arrive.

Compare capacity.
The K100-D's 1024 word memory is four times as deep as the 1615A's. This dramatically extends the length of data you can trap from your system at any one time. And that means faster, more accurate debugging. In addition, the K100-D's standard 16 channel format can be expanded to 32 channels for work on the new generation of 16-bit microprocessors.

Compare your productivity.
Finally, the K100-D makes designers more productive with convenience features superior to those of the 1615A. The K100-D has a larger keyboard, plus an interactive video display. Comprehensive status menu. Data domain readout in hexadecimal, octal, binary or ASCII. And the list goes on and on.

The final analysis.
To help you evaluate these two fine instruments before you buy, we've prepared a point-by-point competitive comparison of the two. If you're designing and debugging high-performance digital systems, you'll want to read this document carefully. To get your free copy, just use the reader service number or write Gould Inc., Biomation Division, 4600 Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95050. For faster response, call 408-988-6800.

Hewlett-Packard 1615A
A very good logic analyzer

Speed: 20 MHz
Resolution: 30 ns
Memory: 256 words
Channels: 8 timing or 16 data
or 24 data

Biomation K100-D
The industry's finest logic analyzer

Speed: 100 MHz
Resolution: 10 ns
Memory: 1024 words
Channels: 16 timing or 16 data
or 32 data

Gould
An Electrical/Electronics Company
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THE ZENTEC SERIES 8000 INTELLIGENT TERMINALS

The first Intelligent Terminal designed specifically for OEMs to configure and for people to use.
With the Series 8000, Zentec successfully redefines the words Human Engineering. Never before has there been a more powerful, more flexible, more operator-oriented video display terminal designed expressly for OEMs and system integrators.

The first thing you see on the CRT is the almost completely glare-free surface for reduced operator eye fatigue. The single knob right up front is used to turn the system on or off and to control the level of brightness. While a P31 green phosphor is standard, white or amber phosphors may be optionally provided. Character resolution and contrast go easy on the eyes, too, and wait until you see the character size on our 15" screen!

Configurability AND Flexibility
With Zentec's unique multiple-module concept, the 8000 may be easily configured with either a 12- or 15-inch CRT with full swivel and tilt, up to three snap-in printed circuit boards in the logic box for fast MTTR, and a wide variety of detachable keyboard styles. A single PCB is standard with the 8000, and the OEM may add one or two of his own PCBs. The standard logic contains Zentec's unique mini-computer-like bus architecture under the control of a powerful microprocessor. Hardware for synchronous or asynchronous communications and printer I/O is standard. The Zentec 8000 may be configured with 16, 32, or 64KB of RAM and 4, 8, 12, or 16KB of ROM or PROM. That's flexibility!

The microprocessor-controlled detached keyboard of the 8000 is canted 11° for operator comfort and the keys may be stepped, or optionally, sculpted.

Through Zentec, all OEMs can now offer a unique private label product so finely tuned to their customers' needs that it achieves the highest level of man-machine interface. For the direct story on the Zentec 8000, call us at (408) 727-7662, or write for our brochure.
**CALENDAR**

### CONFERENCES

**APR 2—Invitational Computer Conf.** Sheraton Denver Tech Ctr, Denver, Colo.
INFORMATION: B. J. Johnson & Assocs, Inc, 2503 Eastbluff Dr, Suite 203, Newport Beach, CA 92660. Tel: 714/644-6037

**APR 3-5—West Coast Computer Faire.** Civic Auditorium, San Francisco, Calif.
INFORMATION: Computer Faire, 333 Swett Rd, Woodsie, CA 94062. Tel: 415/851-7075

**APR 6-9—Industry Oriented Spring Conf and Exhibit.** Cervantes Conv Ctr, St Louis, Mo.
INFORMATION: Instrument Society of America, 67 Alexander Dr, PO Box 12277, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. Tel: 919/549-8411

**APR 7-9—Electro, Coliseum and Sheraton Ctr, New York, NY.
INFORMATION: Dale Litherland, Electronic Conventions Inc, 999 N Sepulveda Blvd, El Segundo, CA 90245. Tel: 213/772-2965

**APR 7-9—Internat'l Reliability Physics Sym, Sheraton-Twin Towers, Orlando, Fla.
INFORMATION: John Edwards, Gen'i Chm, American Microsystems, Inc, 3800 Homestead Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Tel: 408/246-0330

**APR 9-12—Southwest Computer Show and Office Equipment Expo.** Market Hotel, Dallas Market Center, Dallas, Tex.
INFORMATION: Bill Mayhan, Nat'l Computer Shows, 824 Boylston St, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Tel: 617/739-2000

**APR 27-29—IOOC '81 (Internat'l Conf on Integrated Optics and Optical Fiber Communication), Hyatt Regency, San Francisco, Calif.
INFORMATION: Barbara Hicks, Optical Society of America, 1816 Jefferson Place, NW, Washington, DC 20036. Tel: 202/223-8130

**APR 27-29—INFO/MFG (Information Management Expo and Conf for Manufacturing), McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.
INFORMATION: Banner & Greif, Ltd, 110 E 42nd St, New York, NY 10017. Tel: 212/687-7730

INFORMATION: Banner & Greif, Ltd, 110 E 42nd St, New York, NY 10017. Tel: 212/687-7730

**APR 27-30—Powercon 8, Loew's Anatole Hotel, Dallas, Tex.
INFORMATION: Powercon 8 Program Chm, Power Concepts, Inc, PO Box 6226, Ventura, CA 93003. Tel: 805/985-6978

**APR 28-MAY 1—Society for Information Display Internat'l Sym, Grand Hyatt Hotel, New York, NY.
INFORMATION: Lewis Winner, 301 Almeria Ave, PO Box 343788, Coral Gables, FL 33134. Tel: 305/446-8193/4 (1 to 5 pm)

**APR 30-MAY 1—An Assessment and Forecast of Computer Graphics Conf, Saddler Brook Marriott, Saddler Brook, NJ.
INFORMATION: Bob Sanzo, Frost & Sullivan, Inc, 106 Fulton St, New York, NY 10038. Tel: 212/233-1080

**MAY 4-7—NCC (National Computer Conf), McCormick Place, Chicago, Ill.
INFORMATION: Gerald Chiffrieller, 1815 N Lynn St, Suite 800, Arlington, VA 22209. Tel: 703/558-3600

INFORMATION: T. A. Suman, Philadelphia Electric Co, 2301 Market St, N3-1, Philadelphia, PA 19101. Tel: 215/841-6397

**MAY 11-13—Electronic Components Conf, Colony Square Hotel, Atlanta, Ga.
INFORMATION: T. G. Graw, Bell Laboratories, Whippany Rd, Rm 3B-312, Whippany, NJ 07981. Tel: 201/386-3000

**MAY 12-14—Internat'l Sym on Computer Architecture, Minneapolis, Minn.
INFORMATION: Harry Hayman, Computer Architecture, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/589-3386

**MAY 20-22—MIMICOM (Internat'l Sym on Mini- and Microcomputers in Control and Measurement), Hilton Hotel, San Francisco, Calif.
INFORMATION: P. L. Hsu, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co, 5301 Bolsa Ave, Huntington Beach, CA 92647. Tel: 714/896-3311

**JUNE 10-12—COMPAR '81 (Conf on Analyzing Problem-Classes and Programming for Parallel Computing), Nurnberg, West Germany.
INFORMATION: Wolfgang Hander, Inmd, Universitat Erlangen-Nurnberg, Martensstrasse 3, D-8520 Erlangen, West Germany

**JUNE 14-18—Second Annual NCGA Conf, Baltimore Convention Center, Baltimore, Md.
INFORMATION: Society of Manufacturing Engineers, PO Box 930, Dearborn, MI 48121. Tel: 313/271-1500

**JUNE 29-July 1—Design Automation Conf, Opryland Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
INFORMATION: Harry Hayman, Computer Society, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/589-3386

### SEMINARS

**APR 7-9—Survival and Growth of the Engineering Industries through Integration of CAD/CAM Technology, Carlton Hotel, Cannes, France.

**MAY 16—Introduction to Pascal, Squibb World Hqtrs, Princeton, NJ.
INFORMATION: Bill Hafstad, EDUCOM, PO Box 364, Princeton, NJ 08540. Tel: 201/457-4055

### SHORT COURSES

**APR 1-3—Data Communications Systems, Sheraton Tara Hotel, Framingham, Mass.
INFORMATION: Amer Inst for Professional Education, Carnegie Bldg, Hillcrest Rd, Madison, WI 53740. Tel: 201/377-7400

**MAY 4—General Purpose Interface Bus Workshop, Intel Training Ctr, San Francisco, Calif.
INFORMATION: Ben Catanaro, MCS Customer Training SV3-1, 1350 Bordeaux Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Tel: 408/734-8102

INFORMATION: Engineering Summer Conf's, 200 Chrysler Ctr, N Campus, U of Mich, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. Tel: 313/764-8490

---

Announcements intended for publication in this department of Computer Design must be received at least three months prior to the date of the event. To ensure proper timely coverage of major events, material should be received six months in advance.
The Intelligent Alternative to DEC Disk Systems

A DEC®-compatible disk system combining eight-inch Winchester and flexible disks.

For DEC users who need more capacity and performance than a dual RX02, the DSD 880 now offers a more cost effective alternative than a dual RL01.

- significantly lower initial and total life-cycle costs
- the reliability of a Winchester, with 7.5 Mbytes, emulating RL01
- the removability of a flexible disk, with 1 Mbyte, emulating RX02
- valuable saving in rack space (5 1/4" vs. 21"
for dual RL01)
- unique "Hyperdiagnostics" enabling fast and easy troubleshooting to the modular level
- built-in bootstrap eliminating the need for an expensive DEC bootstrap board and saving a backplane slot
- one half-quad backplane slot vs. two quad boards for the RLV11
- versatile interface card for easy integration with any LSI-11 backplane, unlike DEC's RLV11 interface that needs a special backplane and cannot be used with the VT103 terminal

Compare for yourself and see why nothing compares to the DSD 880.

The Intelligent Alternative to DEC Disk Systems

To get more information on the DSD 880, call or write:

Corporate Headquarters: Western Region Sales: Eastern Region Sales:
2241 Lundy Avenue 2560 Mission College Blvd., Suite 108 51 Morgan Drive
San Jose, CA 95131 Santa Clara, CA 95050 Norwood, MA 02062
Tel: (408) 946-5800 Tel: (408) 727-3163 Tel: (617) 769-7620
TWX: 910-338-0249

International Sales:
Australia: Melbourne (03) 543-2077, Sydney (02) 846-8533; Canada (416) 625-1907; Denmark 01/83 34 00; Finland 90/88 50 11; France 03/956 81 42;
Israel 03 / 298783; Italy 02/4047648; Japan: Osaka (06) 333-1707, Tokyo (03) 345-1411; Netherlands 020/45 87 55; New Zealand 4/693-008, Norway 02/78 94 60; Sweden 08/38 05 70; Switzerland 01/730 48 48; United Kingdom 01/207-1717; West Germany and Austria (069) 1204-0.

*Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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Local Area Networks Overview—Part 2: Standards Activities

J. Michael Kryskow
C. Kenneth Miller
Concord Data Systems, Inc
430 Marrett Rd, Lexington, MA 02173

Because of the diverse applications and definitions of local area networks, many different approaches have been taken to solve the local network problems that were described last month. Three major groups in the U.S. are currently attempting to develop a local area network standard, or industry de facto standard. Each group is aiming at potentially different functional requirements and application objectives.

Purdue Workshop/Proway (TC5A of IEC/SC65A/WG 6) is a standards body defining local area networking for industrial applications. DEC/Intel/Xerox (DIX) is a 3-company combine engaged in solving local area network problems with particular emphasis on office automation. The IEEE Computer Society Local Area Network Standards Committee is a body trying to develop access and protocols in a layered approach similar to the ISO Open System Interconnection (OSI) layered protocol. The IEEE architecture is defined in a layered approach where media, distance, and topology can be independent. The Committee's objective is not to preclude any application. Certain parameters common to all three approaches are shown in the Panel. For ease of comparison, the work of all three standards bodies will be compared to the more familiar standards work of the ISO/OSI architecture (Fig 1).

Proway

Proway standards work has been in progress for several years. The Proway standard is oriented to the process control and industrial environment and requires real time control and a guaranteed access time to the network. These applications result in several unique functional requirements.


Reliability—The system is to be defined in a manner that failure of a single device will not bring down the common resource medium. This requirement includes a timeout mechanism (JABBER CONTROL) that automatically disconnects a station after it has been transmitting for a period greater than the timeout. Also, redundant modems and taps and/or media are required. In addition, no active components can be used in the medium.

Realtime Control (Priority)—The access method must provide a priority mechanism that allows high priority users (demanders) to communicate in an expeditious manner on the medium. The current specification requires that a single demander gain access in less than 2 ms.

Flow Control at Link Level—Each station will have prior knowledge of allowable stations with which it can communicate on the system.

Broadcast, Message Transfer, and Transactions—There are three defined mechanisms for passing information between users. One (Datagram, broadcast) requires no acknowledgment in the communication protocol. Another (message transfer) requires an acknowledgment from the link transport or applications in a manner that is not time-critical. The third (transaction) is an uninterruptible (by any other device) transfer of a command/response pair across the medium.

The basic system architecture of Proway has not yet been finalized, but it can be roughly outlined and compared to ISO/OSI. Detailed information on frame, interface, and physical breakdown are shown in Figs 2(a) and 2(b). Concentration in effort has been on defining the media, modem coupler, coupler interface, link control layer path unit, and the requirements for access, acknowledgment, and reliability. Currently, Proway specifies a 1M- to 2M-bit/s data rate over 75-Ω RG-6 baseband coaxial cable.

In general, the system has been adhering to the form of standard RS-232/422/423 DTE/DCE interfaces and modified frame structure, using HDLC, available protocol integrated circuit (IC) chips, and ISO/OSI layered structures. It differs somewhat from the DIX

Parameters Common to Proway, DIX, and IEEE Local Network Approaches

Primary emphasis is bus topology
More rigorous error protection mechanism than just 16-bit CRC
Peer to peer link protocol requirements
Source/destination addressing
Layered approach to system architecture
Coaxial cable media
Requirement for access technique
Pick A Form. Any Form.

NEC Spinwriter printers make it simple.

Forms handlers reduce the labor content of using printers. The more forms you handle automatically, the more labor and aggravation you save.

NEC Spinwriter printers have ten forms handling options, twice as many as other printers. All are NEC-quality to deliver superior reliability. Almost all are operator interchangeable without special tools. Several perform functions no other forms handler can match—such as bidirectional paper movement, first and last-line printing, and ultra-fast cartridge changing with forms handlers in place.

Add these labor-saving options to the Spinwriter printer’s speed—up to 55 CPS, 128-character print elements, multiple language fonts and numerous ease-of-use features, and you get the most productive character printer available anywhere. The NEC Spinwriter printer. For information, call your nearest NEC sales office.

NEC. Going after the perfect printer.
and IEEE approaches in its requirement relative to priority (urgency) and “transactions.” Also, flow control is mandatory at link level. This tends to make carrier sense multiple access/collision detection (CSMA/CD) contention access techniques and Datagram messages at link level unpalatable to Proway. The tendency of Proway is to expand HDLC into a peer link protocol, using HDLC/ADCCP and “standard” ICs to develop a more rigorous access technique than CSMA/CD. In fact, Proway has recently stated a preference for the use of tokens as the access method. It is expected that Proway activities will come to completion in one to two years.

**DEC/Intel/Xerox Combine (DIX)**

The DIX work began a little over a year ago and appears to be based on past work done on Ethernet and Decnet. The approach, however, is tightly coupled to a local (less than 2.5-km) cable environment for office automation. DIX current architecture at link level is characterized by no sense of priority, non-critical access times, and no realtime control requirement.

There are other principal characteristics of the DIX approach:

1. The network data rate is 10M bits/s, using Manchester baseband modulation over 50-ohm coaxial cable;
2. High impedance active taps (transceivers) are used to tie in to the medium;
3. There is no requirement for acknowledgment at the link level, therefore no control field;
4. Access method is CSMA/CD, derived from Ethernet;

---

**Fig 1** ISO/OSI structure for communications systems

**Fig 2** Proway physical layer (a). There are no active components in trunk line; provisions are made for redundancy in coupler, drop line, tap, and trunk. Multiconductor interface is similar logically to RS-232-C and electrically to RS-422 and -423.

Proway link layer (b). Highway unit including network and transport layers have not been adequately defined at this time. Access mechanism leans toward tokens but is not yet defined. HDLC frame is used (flags and bit stuffing). Command field is not yet defined but is similar to ADCCP. Information length field is added for data integrity. Source and destination addresses are both extendable as in HDLC; upper limit not defined.
COMM CHANNEL

Fig 3  DIX physical layer (a). Drop line consists of five 78-Ω shielded twisted pairs and carries transmit and receive modulation (Manchester encoded, 10M bits/s), carrier detect, collision detect, and power for transceiver. Special puncture tap in transceiver penetrates cable and contacts center conductor. Active components in transceiver act as zero-length stub, with cable.

Manchester modulation must be isolated from earth ground dress. 16-bit type field defines different network routing to 46 bytes min. 32-bit source and destination addresses are globally unique — first bit in address field determines unique or multicast address. 16-bit type field defines different network routing structures. Data field (8N bytes, N = 46 to 1200) must be padded to 46 bytes min. 32-bit CRC is used for increased data integrity. End of frame is detected by carrier drop on last bit of CRC. Frame size is 72 bytes (576 bits)*min. There is no link field, Datagram service only at link level, and also no link layer priority mechanism. Access is CSMA/CD

DIX higher layers (c). Network and transport layers deal with flow control, acknowledgment, failure recovery (error checking), and prioritization algorithms. These layers are not currently finalized. Emphasis in network services layer is based on Decnet. Transport layer allows for different network types

Fig 4  IEEE physical layer (a). Drop cable of five 75- to 150-Ω shielded twisted pairs up to 50-m long handles ECL, electrical drivers/receivers, data/clock; Manchester encoded — control by encoding violations. Data rates are 1M, 5M, 10M and 20M bits/s. Media access unit (MAU) is active and powered by DTE. P' section handles encoding/decoding of P' signals, frame delimiters for some media, eg, pre- and postambles and deals with disconnect, JABBER, and test functions. P section handles media/modem functions. Three MAU types are being considered to handle access by token only, CSMA/CD, or either. Media interface can be different for different media: baseband coax through passive or active taps, CCTV-type broadband, or optical fiber are being considered. Baseband modulation is likely differential Manchester encoding; broadband as yet undefined

IEEE link layer (b). More than one access procedure (CSMA/CD, token) being considered. Beginning of frame undefined; leaping to preamble or physical layer delimiter. Access field will be implemented for token access, not yet defined. Destination and source address extensions are similar to HDLC and support individual and multicast (group) addressing. Link control is similar to asynchronous balanced mode of ADCCP plus Datagram service. End of frame to be determined, leaping to postamble. Also, minimum frame or method to extend frame in CSMA/CD access is to be determined, as is "N" in information frame. There are two classes of service, Datagram and acknowledged.
Farrand High Gain Inductosyn®
linear and rotary position transducers
custom designed to meet size, accuracy, and
environmental requirements, can be delivered
at $10.00 to $20.00 each in production
quantities.

Accuracies to ±50 microinch, repeatability to
±20 microinch. Pitch to user specification;
.010" to .020" typical. Auxiliary control
signals, such as End of Travel or Track
Location, can be included. Any substrate
material, from cast aluminum to fiberglass
tape. Thermal time constant adjustable to
match user structure, eliminating inaccuracies
during warmup.

Capacitively coupled. Ideal in strong magnetic
fields. Interface easily to MOS. Use any
excitation, such as 250 kHz user system
clock. IC packages containing complete
oscillator, error amplifier, and AGC available.

Contact George Quinn,
(914) 761-2600 or Telex: 646640.
Or send now for technical bulletin.

COMM CHANNEL

5. All stations have fixed-length (48-bit) globally
unique station address, assigned and administered by
DIX;
6. There are no flow control procedures or connec-
tions at the link level;
7. Transport and a network service layer are included
within the architecture;
8. No flags or bit stuffing is performed; frame
delimitation is done at the physical level by using pre-
and postambles; and,
9. Minimum frame size is 512 bits independent of
information field.

The basic layers and their functions are listed and
compared to ISO/OSI in Figs 3(a), (b), and (c). It is
important to note that the DIX approach was not one
of dependence on standard ICs or other standard pro-
tocols (like Proway). This allows greater architec-
tural flexibility; it potentially allows for broadcast,
multicast, and individual addressing on an IC that in-
cludes frame, address, and error recognition cir-
cuity.

To sum up, the DIX approach to local area net-
working primarily addresses office automation in a
layered approach, has no priority, with the bottom
two layers operating in an unconnected (Datagram)
mode, and the higher two layers dealing with
acknowledgment and flow control. The DIX work at
link layers and lower is complete, with specifications
released to the public in Nov 1980.

IEEE Computer Society Local
Network Committee, Project 802

IEEE standards work, in progress for about a year,
has perhaps the widest set of functional requirements
and the most ambitious and rigorous schedule of the
three bodies. The intent of the IEEE standard is to
handle more diverse applications than those
addressed by DIX, eg, digitized voice and prioritized
environments, but not to specifically preclude the Pro-
way applications to any great extent. Thus, the IEEE
is attempting to accommodate characteristics in-
cluded in both Proway and DIX, which objectives
have led to the following desirable goals of this stan-
dards effort:
1. Attempt not to limit (distance, topology, and
number of stations) physical layer with restrictions
from higher level functions (namely, access);
2. Allow higher levels not to preclude large topology
applications such as pipelines, large city and in-
dustrial complexes, and satellite communications;
3. Allow a sense of priority in the access mecha-
nisms—however, not necessarily oriented toward
realtime control;
4. Support of broadcast, multicast, and individual
addressing;

(continued on page 19)
"Quantum 8-inch Winchester drives are setting a new industry standard."

—Jim McCoy, VP-Marketing, Quantum Corporation

Lowest cost-per-megabyte.
Quantum Q2000 disk drives are your most affordable way to upgrade from floppy disk to Winchester reliability. Because we designed every part, every function to give you highest quality at the lowest cost-per-megabyte in the industry.

Four times the capacity.
Choose from our 10, 20, 30 and 40 megabyte versions. That's up to four times the capacity of leading 5 and 10 megabyte 8-inch Winchester drives.

Full compatibility.
Interface, power supply and mounting requirements are fully compatible with industry-standard Shugart SA1000 fixed disk drives. There's no need to alter your basic system design when you upgrade to the Q2000.

Higher performance.
Average access time is up to 28% faster than the Shugart SA1000.

To stay competitive in today's exploding market for low-cost computer systems, you need to know about Quantum 8-inch Winchester drives now. For details, call Bob Teal, Quantum Corporation, 2150 Bering Drive, San Jose, CA 95131, phone (408) 262-1100.

Quantum Driving down the cost of quality.

Optical track position encoder provides accuracy better than 1 micron.

Rotary moving coil actuator provides higher track density.

Average access time:
50 msec (10 Mbyte Q2010)
65 msec (40 Mbyte Q2040)

5 megabytes per disk surface
10 megabytes per disk
345 tracks per inch

10, 20, 30 or 40 megabyte capacity

Temperature compensation servo gives direct feedback from disk surface for microprocessor-controlled track positioning.

Identical mounting to 8-inch floppy & SA1000 disk drives.
When it comes to optoelectronics, Dialight offers a wide selection plus many unique advantages. For example, we now package LED indicators singly and in arrays for mounting on PC boards. As soon as you insert them into the board, they're precisely positioned and ready for wave soldering. Installation is far faster. And production costs are dramatically reduced.

For front-panel LED readouts, we package 7-segment displays with their associated decoder-driver circuitry and mounting bezel. The entire assembly, with as many digits as you need, is ready for instant panel mounting.

And remember, our product line isn't limited to just optoelectronics. In fact, Dialight is the only supplier who can outfit your entire product with handsomely matched indicator or color coded lights, switches and indicators.

DESIGN IN DIALIGHT
5. Allow for both Datagram (unrestricted and no state information) and peer (with state information and some flow control) acknowledged communications at the link level;
6. No inclusion of the network or higher layers in their standards work, but a willingness to contribute to standardizing those layers, closely following the ISO/OSI structure and other standards activities; and,
7. Require some form of information exchange at the link level for exchanging identification and for administrative functions.

Figs 4(a) and (b) provide a more detailed description of the IEEE protocol structure, again referenced to ISO/OSI.

The most significant and controversial event in the past few months in the IEEE standards work has been the recent agreement (Dec 1980) to support two access methods, CSMA/CD similar to the DIX approach, and token. Before the Nov 1980 meeting it was generally assumed that the adopted access method would be a form of CSMA/CD, since it is the most understood and implemented technique in the U.S. and is being heavily promoted by DIX. At that meeting, however, many CSMA/CD deficiencies and token access advantages were delineated, causing Committee members to question the wisdom of recommending CSMA/CD. This was a rather extraordinary event, given the weight of the DIX companies, and the existence of their system specification.

Limitations of space preclude an adequate discussion here of the pros and cons of CSMA/CD vs token access. However, a brief synopsis of the advantages and disadvantages of each access method may serve to provide a perspective on the turnaround in IEEE thinking. Some of the advantages of the CSMA/CD access approach are: it is simple to implement the access algorithms; it performs well under light loads; there is a transparent connection to the medium; and it is transparent to a large number of users under light load conditions. Some of the disadvantages of CSMA/CD are that the non-deterministic mode of access means that maximum network access time cannot be guaranteed; requirement for collision detection limits the size of the network in baseband coaxial systems, and makes it very difficult to implement in broadband coaxial systems; there is a distance/network speed dependency, ie, frame size is tied to the medium for a given network data rate; under high network loading the network goes unstable—an increase in users demanding access to the network can actually result in a reduction of total system throughput; and, it is difficult to diagnose and troubleshoot because there is an error vs load dependency, ie, the access mechanism can cause errors.

By comparison, the token access method has the following advantages: access time may be guaranteed (continued on page 20)
because the access method is deterministic; there is no need for collision detection (listen while transmitting) thus allowing long distances and eliminating difficulties with different media; there is no distance/speed/topology dependence; guaranteed response allows for realtime prioritized applications; it operates well under large load and distance and the system is always stable regardless of load; and, it is simple to diagnose and troubleshoot the system since the access is deterministic and does not create errors. The primary disadvantage of the token access approach is the fact that the access algorithm is more complex than that of CSMA/CD. For example, bus initialization and failure mechanisms of stations need to be dealt with in a distributed fashion.

Summary

Two standards bodies and a 3-company combine (DIX) are all attempting to generate standards, or in the case of DIX, establish an industry-wide de facto standard. The most encompassing effort is that of the IEEE. This approach supports different media, two alternative access methods, specific, multicast, and broadcast addressing, and Datagram as well as full acknowledging link protocols. In short, the resultant IEEE standard when completed (currently scheduled for June 1981) should provide the tools to allow simpler and more cost effective networks offering a larger range of services to the user.

Passage of the IEEE and Proway standards will start an unprecedented growth in local area networks. Companies with vested interests like the DIX group will resist meeting the standard, but as in the case of the CCITT X.25 packet-switched public data network recommendation, these companies will eventually conform to the standard. The authors predict that non-standard approaches such as currently offered by DIX, will at first gradually and later more rapidly lose influence.

The presence of standards will help to stimulate explosive growth in the field, so that currently separated information and control centers within homes, offices, cities, hospital complexes, and industrial environments will be tied together with high rate data communications. This proliferation of information and communications capabilities could well indeed validate the futuristic predictions made in James Martin’s Wired Society.
Say Ahh...

Our New grafixPLUS™ 80-column printer opens wide for easy servicing.

Introducing the newest members of our grafixPLUS™ family—the DP-9000 Series 80/132 column printers—built on the same tradition of quality printout, solid design and low cost of ownership established by our 132/220 column DP-9500 Series.

A Case for Serviceability
Not that it comes up often, but want to get inside? Simple. Just remove a few screws and the clamshell case swings open exposing all major components. This easy access plus built-in self-test and minimum component count yields an MTTR of one-half hour. The 9-wire print head replacement's even simpler...two screws and it's out. Without opening the case. And without a service call.

Performance Plus
The DP-9000 Series prints the full ASCII 96 character set, including descenders and underlining, bidirectionally, at up to 200 CPS. Number of columns can go up to 80 or 132, depending on character density—switch or data source selectable from 10 to 16.7 characters per inch. And all characters can be printed double width. The print head produces razor-sharp characters and high-density graphics with dot resolutions of 72X75 dots/inch under direct data source control.

Interface Flexibility
The three ASCII compatible interfaces (parallel, RS-232-C and current loop) are standard, so connecting your computer is usually a matter of plug-in and print. Also standard are: a sophisticated communications interface for printer control and full point-to-point communications, DEC PROTOCOL, and a 700 character FIFO buffer. An additional 2K buffer is optional.

When you're ready for a printer (or several thousand), look into the grafixPLUS DP-9000 Series from Anadex—you'll find an open and shut case for quality. Contact us today for details, discounts and demonstrations.

Anadex
...the plus in printers

...close please.
There's no better way

Select the right logic analyzer.

Paratronics offers you the largest selection of advanced logic analysis instruments in the industry. And each instrument can be tailored to your application through an extensive line of plug-in accessories.

Choose the features you need.

Our standard models include demultiplexing, sequential triggering and automatic comparison testing—all pioneered by Paratronics in 1977.

And many of our plug-in accessories represent industry firsts as well. Serial data analysis was offered in 1978; stimulus capability in 1979; analog waveform recording in 1980; and, most recently, we’ve introduced a plug-in containing counter, timer and single-node signature analysis functions.

Simplify your measurements.

But most importantly, simple keyboard commands let you combine these features to suit your application. For example, when using the PI-540 to trace events that cross between the digital and analog elements of your system, use the keyboard to link the state, timing, and waveform sections. Or, combine the front-end of a PI-600-series analyzer with its internal timer accessory to measure software execution times. Capabilities like these mean you’ll need less equipment and set-up time.

Get technical support and prompt delivery.

Need help? Our applications engineers specialize exclusively in logic analysis. Whether you call them on our toll-free technical hotline or simply write in, you’ll get the best applications support in the industry.

Then, when you order, you’ll get the best delivery as well. During the past five years, our average delivery time has consistently been under four weeks.

Find out why Paratronics is leading the way in logic analysis. For an evaluation unit, applications assistance, or the name of your nearest sales or rental office, contact us at:

800-538-9713 (toll-free, outside California)
408-263-2252 (California)
TWX: 910-338-0201

48 Channels for Advanced Software Analysis
Model PI-648 Logic State Analyzer
$7,400.
to analyze your system.

32 Channels on a Budget
Model PI-532 Logic State Analyzer
$3,600.

100 MHz for Hardware/Software Analysis
Model PI-616 Timing/State Analyzer
$8,000.

40 Channels for Hardware/Software/Analog Waveform Analysis
Model PI-540 Logic Analysis System
$9,500. (state & timing)

64 Channels: The Most Powerful Logic Analysis System Available
Models PI-616 and PI-648
$15,400.

PARATRONICS INC.
2140 Bering Drive, San Jose, California 95131 U.S.A.
Leading the Way in Analysis Technology
The new INMOS 16K static RAM.

The IMS1400 is the first product from a new leader in VLSI technology, and it's available now.

INMOS has combined the most advanced VLSI processing and manufacturing technologies with a revolutionary approach to static N-Channel MOS memory design. The result is the IMS1400: a 16K x 1 fully static RAM that offers the best combination of performance and density available today.

The IMS1400 achieves chip enable access times of 55ns and cycle times of 50ns while consuming less than 120mA of active current and 20mA of standby current from a single 5V ±10% power supply. Naturally, it's TTL compatible and is packaged in a 20 pin 300 mil ceramic DIP with the industry standard pinout.

For more information on this new standard of NMOS memory performance, the IMS1400, call or write today.
Software Package Couples SNA with Public Packet-Switched Networks

A network control program/emulator program (NCP/EP) path switch has been introduced for its X.25 Network Access Software (NAS) by Comm-Pro Associates, 638 14th St, Suite 700, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266. The original version of NAS enabled interactive asynchronous terminals (ITI) connected via a packet-switched network to selectively access multiple-host applications only through IBM's 3705 emulator program.

The new package allows use of the cost effectiveness of X.25 facilities and also of the benefits of the functionally superior IBM SNA program products. It allows ITI terminals to selectively access host applications through the NCP or EP portions of the partitioned emulator program (PEP) system. The package supports up to four channel-attached hosts and the applications can be running in the same or in different hosts. (See the figure.) The NCP network terminal option (NTO) reroutes ITI connections into a multidomain SNA network for access to an additional number of remote hosts. From the host application viewpoint there is no difference between directly connected terminals and those communicating via an X.25 network. An optional X.25 callout facility uses standard DIAL channel control words (CCWs) with X.25 network addresses, replacing telephone dialing digits.

The NAS package supports Bell Canada's Datapac 3303 end to end protocol for real 3270 devices, which requires that network nodes act as remote hosts for the 3270s. The nodes handle device polling and selection, and NAS takes care of host poll and select channel programs. Only data packets pass between the nodes and the 3705. NAS provides true system select capability for network 3270s.

NAS operates as an extension of the company's network facilities package (NFP) on which it relies for management of its application interfaces. It will operate in an NCP5 or NCP7 PEP environment with type 1 or 4 channel adapters. X.25 access lines can be configured on type 2 or 3 communications scanners using either HDLC or Bisync framing. The basic NAS package requires 26k bytes min of 3705 storage in addition to the EP or PEP. The package is available for a free trial.

Data Communication System Designed for Distributed Data Networks

An addition to the family of modular communication processors from Microform Data Systems, Inc., 830 Maude Ave, Mountain View, CA 94043, ICOT 254 is a 2-way data communications system designed for application in existing or planned distributed data networks. It can be configured for line concentration, multiplexing, protocol/code conversion, and intranetwork message routing. The processor can operate as a satellite to the host in batch or interactive mode, as part of a network of interconnected processors, or as a standalone system.

Up to eight full-duplex asynchronous lines with up to 9600-baud aggregate speed, or up to four full-duplex 9600-baud synchronous lines can be accommodated. The processor, operating over common carrier or customer-owned lines, can also handle combinations of asynchronous and synchronous lines.

Used as a line concentrator, the processor allows any line to handle batch and interactive terminals; both synchronous and asynchronous lines can be multidropped. For the latter circuits, the processor handles polling of downline terminals based on poll addresses that are typically downline loaded from the host. In multiplexing operations the unit can eliminate the need for a multiplexer located at the host site, effectively halving the number of multiplexers required in conventional approaches.

The processor supports standard protocols such as Teletype 33/35/37, Bisync, PAR S, P1024, SNA/SDLC, Uniscope, and X.25/HDLC. Custom protocols can be accommodated on request. The processor can route messages to different hosts, to other terminals attached to it, or to another network processor.

The system uses a multiple-microcomputer architecture. There is a separate computer, line interface, and memory space for each synchronous circuit, while a single computer is shared by two asynchronous circuits. A system RAM is accessed by each microcomputer through the ICOBUS™, which handles interconnection, scheduling, and data transfer between microcomputers.
CRDS delivers your LSI-11/23 with complete RX02 software/media compatibility while costing less!

Economical in cost and space
Your MF-211 system combines DEC's LSI-11/23 with dual Shugart SA800 Floppies and an 8-quad slot backplane, all within an attractive 10¼" rack mountable enclosure. Our dual height floppy Controller/Interface allows you complete software/media interchangeability with DEC's RX02 Floppy system. All DEC interface cards and software products are available for your use from CRDS. Join over 1,000 users with a new MF-211, the perfect answer to your Micro/Floppy requirement—in half the space... and up to 30% savings.

Immediate Problem Detection
A 90-day warranty comes with your MF-211. In addition, a detailed system diagnostic diskette is provided with each system to assure you of proper system operation and to allow for immediate detection and isolation of system failure. In the event of malfunction, the defective submodule is normally found within minutes. After verification with the CRDS Maintenance Department, a replacement for your defective module will be promptly forwarded.

Unique Controller Card
- RX02 software/media interchangeability
- IBM 3740 Formatter
- Built-in self diagnostic
- Bootstrap loader
- Single and double density operation
- DMA Data transfer

Double-Sided Option
If double-sided floppy capability is desired, simply ask for the MF-411. This system uses the Shugart SA850 double-sided drives and provides two megabytes of total storage. A diskette with a modified RT-11 double-sided floppy handler is provided with each system, assuring you of software compatibility for both single and double-sided media operation.
Data Transceivers
Withstand Adverse Environmental Conditions

DT19.2L data transceiver block diagram. Built-in MODEMGUARD® provides fail-safe protection to all inputs and outputs including line, ac power, and interface. In DT19.2S version (not shown) phone line inputs can withstand 250-V ac power if lines are accidentally transposed. Both models are compatible and can be mixed on multipoint lines.

Short haul baseband modems DT19.2 are intended for serial binary communications between computers and remote terminals in demanding conditions such as are encountered with substandard telephone lines, high incidence of lightning, corrosive atmospheres, and rough handling. Model DT19.2S, for applications requiring less protection, can withstand 250-Vrms overvoltage indefinitely and has a range of 12 mi (19 km) at 9600 bits/s. Model DT19.2L is said to be completely immune to external overvoltages and lightning surges up to 20k A and has a range of 20 mi (32 km) at 9600 bits/s.

The data transceivers, from Kapusi Laboratories, 2121 S El Camino Real, San Mateo, CA 94403, operate both synchronously and asynchronously over decoupled voice grade twisted pairs or metallic private lines and are suitable for 2- or 4-wire point to point or multipoint applications at selectable rates to 19,200 bits/s. The devices meet AT&T Publication 43401 requirements and interface with CCITT V.24, V.28, and EIA RS-232-C circuits. A fast sync circuit allows 5-ms turnaround delay in switched carrier mode.

Modulation is baseband, bipolar, NRZ, and data format is unrestricted, code independent, and code transparent. Bit rates in synchronous mode are 2400, 4800, 9600, and 19,200 bits/s; in asynchronous operation, speed is transparent from 0 to 19,200 bits/s. Maximum distance reached is 10 mi (16 km) at 19,200 bits/s and 40 mi (64 km) at 2400 bits/s over unloaded 19-AWG lines. Error rates are similar to those of conventional long range modems.

Standalone unit dimensions are 1.6 x 8.2 x 15.94" (41 x 208 x 405 mm), and weight is 8 lb (3.6 kg). Using available rack adapter trays, 88 units can be fitted into a 6-ft (183-cm) rack.

Circle 323 on Inquiry Card
Today's EDP systems are running on Times.

Today as cable becomes increasingly critical to the design of EDP systems, leading companies are doing exactly what people in the military and CATV industry are doing. They're hooking up with Times.

After all, we've got the most standard designs and the most experience in custom designs in the world. Times covers a dozen categories from which we can offer design variations that number in the tens of thousands. And we're also busy at work making fiber optics a practical reality for EDP systems too.

No matter what size, electrical characteristics or packaging requirements your system calls for, Times gives you a bigger choice. For linking your Mainframe with your Tape Drive, we've got Multi-conductor Coax. To connect your Modem with your Terminals, there's our Data Bus and Coaxial Computer Cables. All of which can be delivered quickly. Because Times has manufacturing facilities located across the nation.

You'll find it all explained in our new catalog. Send for it. It's the only catalog that keeps you up with the newest developments in cable. Because it's the only catalog that keeps you up with Times.

Times Wire & Cable, 358 Hall Ave., Wallingford, Ct., 06492 203-265-2361.
Multiplexer System Improves Communications Performance Of PDP-11 and VAX-11 Computers

The CS12/H multiplexer system can connect up to 64 asynchronous communications line devices to a single-controller board housed in the backbone of any PDP-11 or VAX-11 computer. The system, from Emulex Corp., 2001 E Deere Ave, Santa Ana, CA 92705, is comprised of a single, hex-sized circuit board for the communications controller, connected by a 34-conductor ribbon cable to up to four distribution panels, and either one or two 8-channel line adapters.

The line adapters contain the data and modem interface circuitry, as well as UART-type circuits that provide serial to parallel and parallel to serial conversion for parallel data transfer between adapters and controller. The UARTs also contain a baud rate generator.

DTMF Receiver Interfaces Touch-Tone® Phones to Data Processing Equipment

Hybrid M-927 dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) receiver and/or rotary dial pulse counter accepts all 16 DTMF or touchtone digits plus rotary dial pulses from telephone, radio, or other sources. Logic output can drive a transistor, low power Schottky TTL, MOS, or CMOS device. It can operate a digital display when coupled with a CMOS driver.

The receiver is available from Teltone Corp., 10801-120th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98033. Typical data entry applications include remote computer and peripheral system interface, consumer credit and shopping systems, and telephone banking, credit, and bill-paying systems.

Housed in a 40-pin DIP, the receiver contains a proprietary LSI device, dial tone and bandsplit filters, and clock circuits. It requires no external components except a 3.579-MHz TV color burst crystal and a single 12-Vdc power source to become a complete decoder circuit. Pin-selectable logic outputs include binary, 2 of 8 (2 of 7), 1 of 12, or blank. The device accepts differential or single-ended inputs with no additional components, and has three different chip enable/disable inputs. Stable free-running clock outputs of 447 kHz, 881 Hz, and 20 Hz are provided. The receiver is designed to CEPT, CCITT, and USITA recommended specifications, and is typically connected in parallel with tip and ring of the voice pair of a telephone line. (See the Figure.)

Circle 325 on Inquiry Card
Three good reasons why professionals pick Apples.

1. **In research**
   Apple personal computer systems help you collect, store and analyze data as fast as you can load a disk and execute a program. Because more than 100 companies offer software for Apple, you have the largest program library for manipulating your data in the personal computing world. Need special programs? Use any of Apple's development languages — BASIC, FORTRAN, Pascal.

2. **In engineering**
   Apple personal computer systems let you define models, make trade-offs and refine prototypes. Want to study cause and effect of several variables? Apple computes new results instantly and displays them in colorful, easy-to-read graphs, charts or plots on a video monitor.

3. **In production management**
   Apple personal computer systems make it easy to gather data, analyze productivity, measure yields and facilitate all phases of production control. Want to speed up repetitive tasks?

---

**Apples grow with you.**

Whichever system you pick, Apple never locks you into a single configuration. You can use up to four or eight 1/0 accessory expansion slots to add an IEEE bus, Apple’s Silentype printer, a modem or a graphics tablet. Add memory up to 64K bytes or 128K bytes. Add up to four or six 5 1/4” disk drives without adding any overhead.

For support, service and the best extended warranty in the industry — Apple is the answer. If you have any other questions about why Apple is the pick for professionals in engineering, see your nearest Apple computer dealer or call 800-538-9696. In California, 800-662-9238. Or write: Apple Computer, 10260 Bandley Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Until now if you needed an inexpensive Winchester controller board, you were in big trouble. They didn't exist.

Then we designed 5 chips that take the place of about 75 on an ST500/SA1000 interface. Which means it's now possible to fit a complete controller on one 6” x 9” board with about 40 chips instead of 150.

**BIG ON RELIABILITY.** Our WD1000 board gives you everything you need in a Winchester controller: Features like: a choice of 128, 256 or 512 byte buffers; a 5 MBITS/sec transfer rate; control for up to 4 drives; control for up to 8 R/W heads and much more. All for about one-third the price of previously available controllers. The WD1000 is just $324 in quantities of 250.

So suddenly you have greater design flexibility and the opportunity to create a system that's more reliable, less expensive and programs just like a floppy.

**BIG JUMP ON THE MARKET.** The WD1000 can save you up to 50% on your complete Winchester system and months of development time. Now's your chance to get a better product on the market, fast enough to make it very profitable.

For more information, including specifications on the WD1000 board, call (714) 557-3550 or mail in our coupon today.

With our boards, it won't be long before you're in the chips.

*Quantity 250.
INTRODUCING THE $48* OEM DO-IT-YOURSELF WINCHESTER CONTROLLER.

Until now Winchester controllers had to be big, complex and very expensive.

SMALL WONDER. We've taken 75 discrete components from the usual Winchester controller and replaced them with 5 MSI chips (address mark detector, CRC generator/checker, MFM generator, serial/parallel converter, parallel/serial converter) that can fit on a single board. And cost $48 per set.

Think what that means to you.

SMALL PACKAGE. An ST500/SA1000 interface for your system that's small, inexpensive, a lot less complicated and very reliable.

When you order the WD1100 5-chip set, we include complete instructions on how to design your controller board to make it work the way you want it too.

So not only will you save cold hard cash and months of development time, you'll be able to design a more compact, more reliable product. And get it into production while it's still new and exciting.

For more information, including specifications on the WD1100 chip set, call (714) 557-3550 or mail in our coupon today.

And it won't be long before you're in the chips.

Yes, I'm interested in saving money on my next Winchester controller.

☐ Call me. ☐ Send literature

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE: Mail to: Western Digital Corporation 3128 Red Hill Ave. P.O. Box 2180 Newport Beach, CA 92663 Telephone: (714) 557-3550

CIRCLE 23 ON INQUIRY CARD
Data Communication Products Offered for Terminal and System to System Networks

Three data communication products for its HP 3000 series of computer systems have been announced by Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94304. They are Interactive Mainframe Link/3000 (IML/3000), Multileaving Remote Job Entry/3000 (MRJE/3000), and Multipoint Terminal System/3000 (MTS/3000).

IML allows series 30, 33, and 44 systems of the computer family to communicate interactively with large mainframe systems by emulation of an IBM 3270 terminal, while MRJE emulates a remote HASP or JES2/3 multileaving batch workstation. The third product, MTS, allows multipoint terminal connections between an HP 3000 system and a mixture of HP terminals via a single communication line. All three products make use of the HP Intelligent Network Processor (INP) that offloads by as much as 50% the data communications overhead on the computer (Computer Design, Oct 1979, p 26).

IML network software product allows user application programs written in COBOL, COBOL II, BASIC, FORTRAN, or SPL to have online access to the IBM mainframe via a set of procedures available on the 3000 system. Data exchange with mainframe applications programs is provided by emulation of nearly all of the functions of Bisync versions of IBM 3271, 3274, and 3276 remote cluster control units, 3277/3278 display terminals, and 328X printers.

Inquiry and Development Facility (IDF), an available feature of IML, enables remote or local HP terminals to operate in "pass through" mode and communicate directly with the host. IDF also allows the host to use printers connected to the 3000 system without any user programming required. IML utilizes INP hardware and controller software as the network interface to the modem and communications link to the IBM system.

MRJE product performs the functions of a remote IBM HASP or JES2/3 multileaving batch workstation, so that HP 3000 users can send and receive jobs and data to and from IBM mainframe systems. MRJE also uses the INP to execute all of the multileaving Bisync line protocol on the controller, offloading these functions from the 3000 system.

MRJE is supported at speeds of up to 9600 bits/s on switched or leased lines connected to IBM systems that execute ASP, HASP, JES2, or JES3 remote job entry software systems.

MTS/3000 software package adds to the capabilities of the 3000 systems by enabling, via the INP, multipoint communication between all models of the system and HP264X, 262X display stations and/or 307X data capture terminals over a single communication line at rates up to 9600 bits/s. INP, acting as a hardware/software "frontend processor" to the 3000, handles all multipoint Bisync protocol handling and handshaking, data buffering, CRC error checking, retransmission of spoiled data, and terminal polling. MTS supports remote multidrop terminal connections or in-plant local connections up to 5 mi (8 km) from the computer.

There are other vacuum column drives, but only Cipher's 900 Series gives you these exclusive features:

- quiet operation
- internal diagnostics
- low power usage
- no changing of 50/60Hz belts or pulleys

The 900 Series uses built-in Z-80 intelligence and far simpler mechanical design to provide total closed loop control for gentle tape handling. That means it uses 60 per cent less power and is so quiet you can even use it in office environments.

Catch the excitement!

Cipher is your source for all your tape drive needs. Call us at (714) 578-9100. Or write for our free product brochure—10225 Willow Creek Road, San Diego, California 92131.
THE EZ-PRO SYSTEM FEATURES:

Fixed Word Length Processors
- EZ-PRO supports a bunch and the bunch is getting bigger fast. Right now it’s the Z80, 6800, 6802/8, 6805/146805, 6809, 6502/12, 6503-15 family, 3870/2/4/6, 8080, 8021, 8085, 8048 family. All are supported with real time in-circuit emulators.
- Emulators — Master/Slave type — Every resource in each slave is available to the user system including all interrupts and stack pointers.
- Trace and Logic Analyzer capabilities of course.
- EPROM Programmer, 2716 and 2732. Adaptor for 8748.
- Complete Software Support — Each emulator is provided with a Relocating Macroassembler, Linking Editor, Debugger and a DEMO program to show how the software is used. Higher level languages available include PASCAL and STRUBL.

Bit Slice Processors
- EZ-PRO supports them all — You name it — 2, 4 or 8 bits wide — ECL or TTL.
- Microprogram word widths from 16 to 128 bits — Depths to 8K words.
- Bipolar PROM Programmers — ECL or TTL — 4 and 8 bit wide PROMs — intermixed if you like — Fast enough for production — Gang program 8 PROMS at a time with a single programmer.

- Complete Software Support — You’ll have to experience it to believe the power and ease of use of AABASM, our Meta Assembler — And the rest of the software has the same standard of excellence.

The Basic EZ-PRO System
- 32 KB of static memory, expandable to 80 KB.
- Two RS-232 ports with selectable baud rates — one for a high speed printer and the other for a video terminal — Current loop port also provided.
- Choice of floppy disk capacities.
- Software provided for use on all systems includes a Resident Monitor, Disk Operating System, Disk Formatter and an Editor.

Prices
A complete EZ-PRO system equipped with one in-circuit emulator, dual disk unit, printer and video terminal sells for about $8,500. Bit Slice systems start at about $11,000.

What to do now that you’re semi-sold ...
Write or call us if you need more information. Then order a system at no risk. Advise us within 28 days of shipment from our plant that you don’t want the system and return it to us in an undamaged condition within 35 days and we’ll promptly return your money.
FULL SPEED EMULA
LOW COST EMULA
AND VICE VERSA.

WITH THIS.

NEW CRT INTERFACE AND
16K MEMORY AVAILABLE
Nobody builds a better emulator. Not Intel. Not Motorola. In fact, the \mu SE MicroSystem Emulator lets you run the Intel 8048 family at full 11MHz speed (something the Intel emulator doesn’t). For the Motorola 6801/03, we give you an emulator that doesn’t intrude on user space. It’s transparent to the system under development. And here’s the gotcha: One \mu SE supports both microcomputers.

One \mu SE. 15 \mu P’s. With the MicroSystem Emulator, your mini-based computer becomes a universal 8-bit \mu P development system. For 15 microprocessors. Just change Millennium’s inexpensive \mu P emulation modules and cross assemblers. And here’s more good news, if your development system is no longer dedicated to a single \mu P; neither are you.

Real time. The MicroSystem Emulator emulates at the highest clock rate of the microprocessor. No artificial wait states. It’s transparent to the system. That means more accurate debugging.

More productivity for your system. Use \mu SE’s to add development stations to your mini. Develop hardware and software simultaneously. Then integrate. With the same system. Or, add \mu SE’s to your dedicated microprocessor development system and turn it into an undedicated multi-user development network.

Now, price. Stand-alone or as part of your hardware/software development system, the MicroSystem Emulator is probably the best in-circuit emulator at any price. Yet, the base price is just $5,250. And individual emulation modules and cross-assemblers are available for 15 \mu P’s and \mu C’s. Starting at $1,375 for the module and $550 for the cross-assembler.

Seeing is believing. Want a hands-on demonstration? Call us at the toll free number below. We’ll be on your doorstep. In real time. No hurry? Circle the demonstration number. We’ll call you. Just interested? Swell. Circle the information number.

TEST YOUR SYSTEM WITH THIS.

MILLENIUM

(800) 538-9320 Toll Free
(800) 662-9231 in California

Millennium Systems
19050 Pruneridge Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014

Demonstration: Circle Reader Service Number 26
Information: Circle Reader Service Number 170
Recorder Provides Mass Storage for Data Link Analysis—Microprocessor based model 7000 Datatape enables non-volatile mass storage for digital data associated with EIA RS-232-C and CCITT V.24 interfaces. Data can be recorded and rerun at any one of 16 data rates to facilitate analysis of data link problems. The device, from International Data Sciences, Inc, 7 Wellington Rd, Lincoln, RI 02865, records transmit data (TD), receive data (RD), and seven critical control signals. Operation is independent of code, line protocol, code level, and parity for both synchronous and asynchronous data links. Recorded data can consist of various combinations of TD, RD, and control signals to assist in fault isolation.

Circle 327 on Inquiry Card

Software Package Supports X.25 Standard—Designed in accordance with the CCITT X.25 packet-switching standard, MODCOMP/X.25 Network DTE/DCE product implements the three distinct and independent levels of the X.25 interface and is available from Modular Computer Systems, Inc, 1650 W McNab Rd, PO Box 6099, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33310. The package includes complete documentation and 6-mo warranty.

Circle 328 on Inquiry Card

Modem Transmits Synchronously Over ac Lines—Using carrier current techniques to transmit digital information over ac power lines, RAM-22 "wireless" synchronous short-haul modem operates at selectable speeds of 2400, 4800, and 9600 bits/s. A product of Data-Control Systems, Commerce Dr, Danbury, CT 06810, the unit accommodates up to 12 independent full-duplex channels using a building's ac wiring as the transmission medium. Each channel is separated in the frequency domain and can be used in point to point or multidrop mode. Standalone or rackmount versions are available.

Circle 329 on Inquiry Card

Analyzer Handles Byte-Oriented Protocols—Users of the EI Model 120 data communications analyzer for byte-oriented protocols may view synchronous, asynchronous, or isochronous communications in ASCII, EBCDIC, hex pairs, EBCD, Baudot, IPARS, or other optional sets. The analyzer, from Epicom, Inc, 592 N Douglas Ave, Altamonte Springs, FL 32701, has a 5" (13-cm) CRT display and can drive external displays. Refresh memory can call up as many as eight pages of data for detailed analysis. The analyzer can be programmed to stop for parity/framing errors, user selected detect character, or designated external events. Twelve standard rates from 50 to 9600 bits/s are available, as well as four selectable nonstandard rates.

Circle 330 on Inquiry Card

Introducing 52 NEW Power Supplies For The Computer Industry

Deltron employs the latest linear technology to bring you dual, triple and quad output computer power supplies—specific units for microcomputers, fixed and floppy disks, controllers, I/O devices and printers. Unequaled parts quality and outstanding workmanship are combined in these stock models to guarantee reliability and top performance at modest cost.

Our broad range of standard and custom options and accessories, and our large selection of models, can meet the requirements of most systems without the delays and higher costs associated with a complete custom design.

All models are UL 478 and a 3 year transferrable warranty applies.

For more information, send for our new 1980-81 catalog

See us at Electro/81, Booth 1334.
FROM MONOCHROME TO MULTICOLOR USING YOUR DEC COMPUTER.

Chinese brush calligraphy originated over 2,000 years ago, and familiarity with more than 10,000 individual characters is required to appreciate classical Chinese literature. With 256 simultaneous colors at your disposal, producing more than 16 million hues, each of these characters could be given a different shade on the AED512 desktop terminal. The AED512 offers programmable symbols, together with powerful imaging and graphics capability for use in business, medical applications, scientific study and CAD. Features like S128® (512 x 483 pixel screen), Superoom™ 1-16 integer zoom, continuous panning, down-loadable microcode, half-second image transfer and a wide selection of DMA interfaces (including LSI and PDP-11s), make the AED512 today’s price/performance leader in intelligent graphics terminals. Call today to arrange a demonstration on your computer. We’ll show you why 1981 is THE YEAR OF AED!

CIRCLE 28 ON INQUIRY CARD

TIN GOW. FASTEST GAME IN CHINA. WINC™. FASTEST WAY TO WINCHESTER.

To play the ancient Chinese game of Tin Gow, you need a quick memory and a stack of money. But to complement your DEC computer with high-speed Winchester storage costs less than you think. In fact, our WINC controllers will give you up to 35 megabytes of data storage at the lowest cost per bit in their capacity range. DEC software transparent WINC controllers map all the data from three RLO1/02s on a single Winchester (20/40 MBs unformatted)...plus running your RL diagnostics. That saves you space and money! A two-board set: the controller mounts directly in the chassis with the Winchester, while the compact Q-BUS/ UNIBUS® interface plugs right into your PDP or LSI-11. For transportable data, AED offers a cartridge tape drive that also mounts in the Winchester chassis. Call today for price and delivery information.

Advanced Electronics Design
440 Potrero Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-733-3553

Boston 617-258-1700
Australia (02)449-4400
France (1)724-19-54
Holland (010)46-99-09
India 79281
Japan (03)437-5471
New Zealand 699-197
Switzerland (022)32-97-20
UK (0256)1351
W. Germany (044)310824

TM Trademark of AED. © Reg. Trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.

CIRCLE 174 ON INQUIRY CARD
4K CMOS GUARANTEED

Prices shown are for 100-piece quantities. Lower prices are applicable for volume requirements.
Lowest power EPROM—now in volume production.
It's an Intersil exclusive: the one and only 4K CMOS EPROM—the IM6653/54 (available in 1024 x 4 or 512 x 8).

In power consumption per bit, our EPROM is the lowest in the industry: Lower than the smaller CMOS EPROMs. Lower than the larger NMOS EPROMs. Lower than all other EPROMs. Period.

Now we're dramatically expanding our EPROM production. Which is allowing us to lower our prices dramatically. And we're going to keep on lowering them over the coming months—as the graph indicates. That's an Intersil guarantee.

Guaranteed deliveries.
With capacities up and prices down, we're very well equipped to handle volume EPROM orders. And to back that up: Intersil hereby guarantees the on-time delivery of every factory-scheduled CMOS EPROM order placed in 1981.

Rock-bottom standby current.
The IM6653/54 needs only 140µA in standby—guaranteed maximum. That's 20 to 100 times less current per bit than the popular NMOS EPROMs. Which means 20 to 100 times longer battery life in low-power applications. Which means lower system cost and less replacement inconvenience.

Get speed in the bargain.
IM6653/54 provides a 550ns access time. And if you need NMOS EPROM speeds, we've still got you covered: Our "I" and "A" versions give you IMHz-compatible access times of 450ns and 300ns, respectively.

The advantages of CMOS.
Whether you're prototyping a system or in production, CMOS means energy savings, increased reliability and lower system cost. For harsh environments, it means a wider operating range—all the way up to full Mil on "M" versions. And a choice in single-supply operating voltage, anywhere from 5V to 10V.

Easy to program.
You can use our 6920 CMOS EPROM programmer. Or any of the other standard EPROM programmers. Either way, it's utterly simple.

Availability: right now.
The price is right, and the availability is immediate. So don't waste time. Call or write for the IM6653/54 data sheet. From Intersil, the low-power innovators.

Intersil franchised distributors:
Advent (IN, IA) • Alliance • Anthem • Arrow • Bell Industries • Cadence • Cardinal • CESCO • Component Specialties • Components Plus • Diplomat (FL, MD, NJ, UT) • Harvey (upstate NY) • Kierulf • LCOMP • Newark • Parrott • R.A.E. Ind. Elect.
Information. Yours for the asking. A complete library of technical information to keep you current with electronics wire and cable.

This represents state-of-the-art solutions to everyday wire and cable problems. And they represent the state-of-the-art wire and cable company, Brand-Rex. Brand-Rex is the largest and most diversified wire and cable supplier to the computer, peripheral equipment, commercial, military and business machine markets. Brand-Rex developed proprietary products that are now standard problem solvers for the electronics world...in a wide range of wire and cable types and constructions. We provide our customers a single "one-stop" supply source. And give design engineers one product line that achieves maximum performance without compromising physical, thermal or electrical requirements.

Brand-Rex meets the toughest standards in the industry. All products are UL-listed. Many have joint UL, CSA recognition and are "OSHA acceptable." And they are MIL-Spec.

Wire and cable problems. We've got the solutions all wrapped up and waiting for you. In these state-of-the-art brochures. Fill in the coupon, and we will send you the ones you need...free.

BRAND-REX ELECTRONIC PROBLEM SOLVERS FOR THE
Brand-Rex Company
Electronic & Industrial Cable Division
Willimantic, Connecticut 06226

Please send me the following Brand-Rex brochures:

☐ Back Plane Wire ☐ Hook-Up Wire
☐ Business Machine Cable ☐ Process Control Cable
☐ Coaxial Cable ☐ Signal Transmission Cable
☐ Flat Cable ☐ Technical Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WIRE AND CABLE.
ELECTRONICS WORLD.

STATE-OF-THE-ART-SOLUTIONS. FREE.
8" Winchester Drives Achieve 136M-Byte Capacity Using Digital Head Position Actuator

Three 8" Winchester disc drive models use a unique digital head positioning device to provide capacity for up to 136M bytes on standard 210-mm media. The intelligent drives, developed by Ontrax Corp, 611 Vaqueros Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, are small enough that two will fit side by side in a standard 19" (48-cm) rack.

Each unit is composed of the disc drive itself and an integral power supply system. Native interface in basic drives is based on the proposed ANSI X3T9.3/143 Rev 5 standard. The associated formatter/controller is interconnected by a 50-wire ribbon cable for flexibility in configuration. All models use the same drive elements and circuit cards; they differ in number of plotters, heads, and positioners used to supply various capacities.

Units provide track density of 960 tracks/in (377.9/cm) using 600 cylinders. The drive spindle rotates at 4878 r/min to achieve a data rate of 9.2M bits/s and to attain an average rotational latency of 7.0 ms. Data are recorded at 7158 bits/in (2818/cm) in MFM.

Key to the large capacity and high throughput of the drives is the read/write head positioner, invented by Vice President Dieter Schulze, for which patents are now pending. Its actuator comprises a series of nine concentric elements that have a formed cup shape on one end and are graduated in size to accommodate the binary weighted seek distance for which each individual stage is responsible. Each element is made using powdered metal technology and has an embedded electromagnetic coil. Elements are nested in such a way that their cup elements make use of trapped air to provide cushioned damping upon completion of a seek.

Each element can travel a specific linear distance in either direction, and each can travel twice the distance of the previous element—thus the 9 allow the actuator to achieve 512 discrete physical locations equally spaced across the disc surface. Actuator elements are sprung so that in their natural state—that is, without the power on—the read/write heads are located at the outer edge of the 210-mm disc surface. When a track is selected for read/write operations, the intelligent unit selects the appropriate combination of actuator elements which will result in the proper distance of travel for the head. Current is applied to the coils embedded in the elements selected, and they are drawn together to cause the head travel.

When the head is located at the proper track, the current level used to "pick" the track is dropped to a "hold" level until the head must move again to another track. When no current is applied, the entire actuator moves back to its natural sprung state.

Since tolerances will vary, both from manufacturing techniques and from expansion errors caused by temperature or other operating conditions, an additive movement is provided by a squeeze coil. This device can move linearly over a limited range of a few mils to overcome these errors and cause the head to travel a few microraches for correction. The squeeze coil is simply a spring opposed by a coil to which a current can be applied so that each track location is spread equidistant from its neighbors.

Damping is provided between elements by controlling the size of the openings between elements. The air trapped between them acts as a natural "brake" to cushion the last part of the mechanical travel in either direction. This means the entire actuator is self-limiting and that no crash stops are required, as they are with conventional actuators.

Each formatter incorporates a 68000 microprocessor, a memory card containing data buffering and processor instructions, a storage port interface, and a communications port interface. Additional slots in the formatter backplane are available for connecting the drive system to a wide variety of user-specified interfaces, including SMD, RS-232, byte parallel, tape backup systems, and customer-developed interfaces.

The drives use a variation of an embedded servo technique to monitor the head position and verify its location. No servo surface is used, as is the case with conventional drives. Servo information is interspersed with data on each data track and is used simply to verify position, not control or maintain it.

Since this is a linear positioning system, no radial to linear conversions are necessary. The positioner can rewrite its own servo data, if it is damaged or overwritten accidentally. Software in the formatter will recalibrate the drive and recenter all disc surfaces.

The drives also permit individual addressing of each positioner in dual positioner models. This means that a 136M-byte drive is addressable as two 68M-byte units. Providing a significant improvement in system throughput for tasks such as sort, merge, and copy.

Model 136 uses 2 positioners, 5 platters, and 16 read/write heads to achieve 136M-byte capacity in 9600 data tracks. The 68 uses 2 positioners, 3 platters, and 8 heads to provide 68M-bytes in 4800 tracks, and the 34 uses a single positioner, 2 platters, and 4 heads for 34M-byte capacity or 2400 tracks. In OEM quantities of 250 to 500 the 136 will sell for $4000 with ANSI interface and $5500 with formatter. Evaluation units will be shipped in April; full production is planned for June.

Circle 350 on Inquiry Card
Now you get more extras when you pick the new dot matrix printers by C. Itoh. Choose the Comet 80-column printer and get the extra benefits of four character sizes and paper-saving print compression. Choose the Comet II 136-column printer and receive the added extra of a full-width computer size printer that accommodates paper widths to 381 mm (15")

Both the Comet and Comet II also offer the rare combination of low cost and high performance. Both models operate at an efficient 125 cps bidirectional print speed and in a 9 x 7 dot matrix.

C. Itoh's Comet series has the extra advantage of a unique multilingual capability with a selection of four different alphabets: English, German, Japanese and Swedish. Other special characteristics include a programmable VFU (Vertical Format Unit) plus self-test diagnostics. For your operator's convenience, there's easy bottom or back paper loading, and both Comets use a standard low-cost nylon ribbon. Plus our printers already meet 1981 Class A FCC, UL, and fire safety requirements.

If all that wasn't enough, Comet and Comet II are plug-compatible with all major printers in the industry, meeting standard parallel or serial interface specifications. Our printers are backed by C. Itoh's warranty and a nationwide field service organization.

And as a final, all important extra, when you choose either printer from C. Itoh you get immediate off-the-shelf delivery.

So if you want the highest quality at the best price, look into the extras the C. Itoh Comet and Comet II printers offer. You'll get a lot more than you bargained for. For more information, contact C. Itoh Electronics, Inc., 5301 Beethoven Street, Los Angeles, CA 90066; Tel. (213) 390-7778. Chicago Office: 240 E. Lake Street, Suite 301-A, Addison, IL 60101; Tel. (312) 941-1310. New York Office: 666 Third Ave., NY, NY 10017; Tel. (212) 682-0420. Dallas Office: 17060 Dallas Pkwy., No. 108, TX 75248; Tel. (214) 931-0177. C. Itoh represented in Canada by Canadian General Electric.
Make vs. buy. For a custom memory system, deciding between those alternatives is more accurately a question of could vs. can.

Granted, you have the engineering expertise. You could design and manufacture your own custom memory system. But if you did, there are some not-so-obvious variables that could get in the way. Variable lead times, for instance, from initial design to prototyping, as well as for test equipment and component delivery. And variable costs due to inflation, component market demand, additional personnel/physical plant overhead and others, equally interrelated. Offset those variables and you still incur the responsibility of a board-level warranty.

On the other hand, you can eliminate those variables with one purchase order to one vendor: Mostek. We already have experienced design and engineering talent, state-of-the-art testers, plus complete burn-in facilities. Consequently, we can quickly provide you with a fully tested, fully debugged and fully warranted custom memory system. One, we might add, that's every bit as specialized as the one you could make.

Consider our resources as proof of our capability: A memory systems engineering staff of 30 people, 14 of which are designers with a combined total of 90+ years of experience. Their output? Since 1977, more than 10,000 custom boards and systems shipped to customers all over the world. Yet even with that volume, we approach each project with a singular attention to detail.

From initial design through final testing, every Mostek memory system is "Mostek engineered." A product engineer, assigned to the product at its inception, remains with the system throughout its lifecycle.

The Variables of Making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Unpredictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>Subject to rescheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventory</td>
<td>Multiple items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead</td>
<td>Maximum added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Experience</td>
<td>Possibly limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Resources</td>
<td>Committed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variables are why the smartest engineering decision you can make could be to buy.

development and product life cycle. To maintain product integrity, he continuously monitors the system at both the design and testing levels.

As for the components, they're exclusively Mostek memories; the same 100%-tested memories that have made us the recognized worldwide leader in dynamic RAM performance and volume production.

Now consider that your Mostek engineer is intimately familiar with Mostek memories. Consequently, he can help you take full advantage of the latest speed, power and density upgrades available. Including our new 5-volt only 16K and 64K dynamic RAMs. And our full offering of static memories.

But the advantages don't end there. Once designed, every system undergoes extensive testing and burn-in to insure that it meets or exceeds your operating requirements. The result is a highly reliable, fully warranted, high performance memory system from a proven single source.

Now, doesn't buying make a lot more sense than making? For more information, contact your nearest Mostek Sales Office.

The Certainties of Buying

Known and exact
Set by contract
One item
Minimum added
Specialized
Available for other uses
One-year

West:
San Jose, CA (408) 287-5080
Irvine, CA (714) 549-0397
Phoenix, AZ (602) 954-6260
Seattle, WA (206) 632-0245
Denver, CO (303) 321-6545

Central:
Roselle, IL (312) 529-3993
Minnetonka, MN (612) 935-4020
Kettering, OH (513) 299-3405
Livonia, MI (313) 478-1470
Dallas, TX (214) 386-9141
Austin, TX (512) 458-5226

East:
Greenwich, CT (203) 622-0955
Woburn, MA (617) 935-0635
Mt. Laurel, NJ (609) 235-4112
Tampa, FL (813) 876-1304
Atlanta, GA (404) 458-7922
YOUR COMPLETE PLASTIC COMPONENTS SOURCE—

We're keeping pace with the rapidly expanding use of structural foam molded products and components, with a major expansion of our capability in this highly specialized field.

At your service now is our new plant, DeKalb Molded Plastics, Division of Michigan Plastic Products—80,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space totally dedicated to structural foam molding and finishing technologies, including RFI shielding. We're equipped to mold structural foam products in a wide range of thermoplastic materials. We are a recognized Underwriters Laboratories molder.

With our considerable experience in custom molding and finishing thermoplastic products, our structural foam finishing and decorating approaches artistry. The many services we offer, coupled with a strong quality control system, assures you of consistent, high quality products at reasonable prices.

One source responsibility, including design assistance, molding, finishing, and assembly where needed, for structural foam and conventional plastic components. Your resourceful source. Let us show you.

With all the vital resources

MICHIGAN PLASTIC PRODUCTS
A JSJ Corporation Company

TECH REVIEW

Multiuser, Multitasking Supported by 16-Bit Small Business Systems

Providing up to 0.5M bytes of main memory, MICROSTAR™ II, a 16-bit business computer system supports database management and report generation, and can execute programs written in Business BASIC. Demonstrated by Micro V Corp, 17791 Sky Park Circle, Irvine, CA 92714, the unit runs multi-user, multitasking software.

Capable of handling four workstations in its basic configuration, the compact system offers up to 50M bytes of floppy or hard disc storage with tape backup available.

With capacity for storing 10M to 34M bytes on hard disc and 1.2M bytes on double-sided floppy disc, and providing 13M bytes of cartridge tape backup, the Series 3000 also offers 0.5M bytes of main memory and DMA channels for I/O. Five I/O ports are standard; up to 10 user stations can be supported.

The systems support both the STARDOS operating system and UPDATE™, a database management and report generating system. An optional conversion package allows execution of programs written in Business BASIC. Applications packages available for use on the systems include general accounting, word processing, distribution accounting, medical billing, service station accounting, and general contractor job costing.

Series 3000 will be available in the 2nd quarter of this year, with prices starting at $18,000. The MICROSTAR II is priced under $20,000.

Circle 351 on Inquiry Card

Conference to Focus on Productivity within Computer Industry

Compcon Fall '81 will provide a state of the art focus on productivity throughout the computer industry. Scheduled for Sept 14-17 at the Capital Hilton Hotel, Washington, DC, the conference is seeking papers covering the spectrum of productivity issues.

Prospective authors should send four copies of their papers to program chairman, Dr. Raymond T. Yeh or Dr Victor R. Basili, University of Maryland, Dept of Computer Science, College Park, MD 20742. Deadline for submissions is April 1.
WHO COULD POSSIBLY MAKE A BETTER HIGH CAPACITY 5¼" FLOPPY THAN THE PEOPLE WHO INVENTED IT?

Who, indeed?

When we invented the high track density 5¼" floppy, we gave you all the capacity of larger 8" floppies in the process—96 or 100 tpi that yield up to 1.1 megabytes per drive. And we started a movement. Now, everyone is making the high capacity 5¼" drive.

But they’re just not the same as the original. Maybe that’s because nobody knows as much about SIA" floppies as we do. Or offers as much.

As a result, over 75% of the system manufacturers choose Micropolis. And over 95% of the double track density disk drives installed today are from Micropolis.

Our wide range of drives comes with a precision centering mechanism to insure accurate centering of a disk—every time (four times better than the competition). In addition, we include ceramic/ferrite double density recording heads, 10 msec track-to-track access time, stainless steel precision-ground positioning reference, and the highest quality electrical and mechanical components available. So you get high track storage capacity, fast access, lowest cost per K byte, significantly greater reliability and best of all, 3 years delivery experience of 85,000 high capacity drives.

Our drive was designed from the ground up for its double density capacity, not merely redesigned from a single density unit. That’s one reason we’ve shipped more high capacity 5¼" floppies by far than anyone else. Another is that no matter how many imitators there are, there’s no substitute for the original.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maximum Capacity</th>
<th># Delivered Through '79</th>
<th>Positioning Mechanism</th>
<th>Track Density</th>
<th>Av. Access Time (msec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shugart SA450</td>
<td>437.5K</td>
<td>&lt;5,000</td>
<td>spiral cam</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI B91</td>
<td>960K</td>
<td>Evaluation only</td>
<td>steel band and capstan</td>
<td>96/100</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC 500C</td>
<td>960K</td>
<td>&lt;10,000</td>
<td>Mainly in Japan</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micropolis 1018/1015</td>
<td>1,100K</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>steel lead screw</td>
<td>96/100</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MICROPOLIS™

21329 Nordhoff Street
Chatsworth, California 91311
213/709-3300 • Telex 651486

MICROPOLIS™ INTERNATIONAL (U.K.)
0734-860817 Telex 851847395

CIRCLE 33 ON INQUIRY CARD
THE EMM TOUGH

Mini's. Micro's. and

SECS 2

A militarized
16-bit minicomputer that's DEC PDP-11* software and I/O compatible.

SECS 2 is as rugged as a rhino.

It not only meets MIL-E-5400, 16400 and 4158, but has been FAA certified for avionic use as well. This powerful new minicomputer is fully compatible with DEC PDP-11 software. In fact, programs developed on commercial PDP-11's can be directly transferred to SECS 2.

So there's no need for you to re-design a commercial computer to withstand severe environments when we've already done it for you. SECS 2 offers true system flexibility: a complete line of standard 6" by 9" support modules provide core, RAM, ROM, and EPROM memory, 1553B bus interface, power supplies, and more. Also, these individual modules are available for use in your own embedded systems.

Designed for airborne, shipboard, ground mobile and space applications, SECS 2 is the perfect minicomputer for tough military and commercial avionics requirements. Hundreds are currently in use as part of aviation fuel management systems, saving valuable fuel for commercial airlines throughout the world.

Packaged in a full-ATR chassis, 25 module slots are available; thus, a total system including CPU, power supply, memory and I/O can be accommodated in a single chassis while still allowing ample space for custom I/O, interfaces, etc. Another design advantage for you!

SECS 80

Complete systems designed around our ruggedized versions of Intel's iSBC* single board computers.

Like the mighty jungle cat, SECS 80 is tough, fast, and flexible.

By taking our ruggedized versions of Intel's 8-bit and 16-bit single board computers (which utilize 8080, 8085 and 8086 microprocessors) and surrounding them with our equally ruggedized support modules, you have all the building blocks you need to configure a microcomputer system that will operate in the most severe environments. And you can choose either a system that meets full MIL specs, or a lower cost industrial version that is perfect for applications involving oil exploration, construction, mining, transportation, etc.

A multitude of ATR packaged modules are available, including SBC's, RAM, ROM and EPROM memory, digital tape recorder and controller, 1553 serial I/O, digital input/output, analog to digital converter, high speed arithmetic unit, and power supplies.

* Trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation

* Trademark of Intel Corporation
ONES ARE HERE
Memories. Too!

SEMS

A complete line of core and semiconductor memories for military, space, and tough industrial environments.

Our full line of memory systems, which meet MIL-E-5400, 16400, 4158 - and more - have the survival qualities of the alligator.

They've been fired into the sea, withstanding over 3,000 G's shock and have survived. They've been blasted 80 miles into space and have continued to work.

Since 1961, SEMS memories have been part of major programs - Sea Sparrow, F-16, F-18, Pershing, AWACS, SR-71, Mirage and Harrier, just to name a few. On commercial jets, too.

L-1011, DC10, 727.

We have core and semiconductor memories. With wide variations in weight, capacity, cycle and access time. In full and 1/2-ATR packages.

SETS-1

A 23-megabit digital tape system for airborne and other severe environments.

Not only is SETS-1 at home in the air like the soaring eagle, it's also built for severe ground environments.

Meeting MIL-E 16400, 5400 and 4158, this compact recorder has a removable, hermetically sealed tape module which stores 23 megabits of data at 1600 bpi on 300 feet of 1/4 inch magnetic tape. It also has bidirectional read/write capability on 4 tracks with a 192 Kbps transfer rate.

At last, a recorder that's perfect for bulk data storage and data gathering from vehicles and remote sites. Or, as a data entry device for mission loaders and fire control systems.

Other EMM Products

We also have a complete line of commercial memories - both core and semiconductor, magnetic core storage stacks, mass memories, automatic test systems, and severe environment power supplies.

Send for details.

Severe Environment Systems Company
A Subsidiary of Electronic Memories & Magnetic Corporation
P.O. Box 559 • Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (213) 996-9090 • TELEX: 49-1404

COMPUTER PRODUCTS FOR SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS

CIRCLE 34 ON INQUIRY CARD
Magnetic Tape Interfaces, Disc Controllers Support DEC/DG Systems

Implemented on single boards to conserve space, reduce component count, and operate with reduced power requirements, 0.5" (1.27-cm) magnetic tape interfaces and microprogrammed disc controllers emulate Data General and DEC tape units and DEC disc subsystems, respectively. Introduced by Datum Inc, 1363 S State College Blvd, Anaheim, CA 92806, they emulate standard subsystems and execute operating system and diagnostic software without modification.

High performance magnetic tape interface model 3512 operates at densities of 800/1600 bits/in (317 cm)/s, and at cable distances of 25 ft (7.6 m) may be incorporated. Data may be packed in DEC or IBM format.

Users may edit previously recorded records.

Designed for large disc storage requirements of PDP-11 computers, the basic 6520 family consists of three different models, each designed to exactly emulate all existing models of large disc storage subsystems made by DEC. The 6520/A controller emulates DEC RP11/RP02/RP03 subsystems; the 6520/B emulates RH11/RM02/RP04/RP05/RP06 subsystems; and the 6510/C emulates RK61/RK06/RK07 subsystems. All models offer identical performance characteristics to the DEC controllers and therefore will execute all DEC operating systems and diagnostic software without any modification. Each controller incorporates an automatic self-test capability plus extensive subsystem diagnostics in onboard firmware; special operating functions can often be added to further enhance system performance.

Advanced microprocessor architecture of the controller family incorporates high speed bipolar technology to meet the performance demands of present and anticipated storage module and Winchester disc control/data transfer applications. This eliminates "data late" worries, permits multiple contiguous sector reads, allows complete flexibility in selection of data packing or interlacing strategy, and permits the controller to be operated at a low bus priority level. Dedicated hardware in the units enhances microprogrammed error control functions, permitting all standard ECC/CRC operations to be performed at full data rates under all interface methods.

(continued on page 54)

A Cost-Effective High-Speed Data Acquisition Network

Micro-Link

LSI-11/2* and LSI-11/23* users can share resources, share loads and save money. Standard Engineering's new Micro-Link offers high-speed networking in a complete software/hardware package for only $4,950.

Micro-Link software is simple to use. The RT-11* handler supports HDLC protocol. Micro-Link reconfigures whenever a failure occurs. Files up to 65K words can be transferred.

An intelligent DMA controller gives fast Q-bus interface. One MHz speed is noise immune. Two dual-height boards make up a station. A coaxial cable interconnect minimizes installation costs.

The Micro-Link is offered with one master and one slave. Additional stations are $1,950 each. For more details, call Mary Mattel at 415-657-7555.

*LSI-11/2, LSI-11/23 and RT-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Why use Cylindricals/Circulars when Rectangulars offer more at less cost?

More Flexibility — Removable contact terminations (6 types), hoods, polarizing shells, thread- and vibration-locks, mounting plates.

Proven Reliability — U.L., MIL-spec.

Better Availability — Industry’s shortest lead times.

For more information and your own Positronic catalogs, return the coupon, or call us TOLL FREE 800 641-4054 (In Missouri: 417 753-2851).

Telex 436445.

Rugged, low cost strain relief for versatile cable position and restraint.

POSITRONIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
208 W. Center Street, Rogersville, Missouri 65742

I would like to know more about your GMCT rectangulars. Also, please send me the following Positronic catalogs.

- Standard Connector Catalog
- Hardware Catalog
- Subminiature-D Connector Catalog

Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________

Company ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City/State/Zip ________________________________

Area Code ______ Phone ______

If the coupon to the right is missing, please write, or call us TOLL FREE.
Convenience features include bus priority level jumpers and slide switch selection of bus address range, interrupt vector, and configuration or operational options. Onboard LEDs provide error condition and operating mode displays.

Circle 352 on Inquiry Card

---

**Computer Graphics Subsystem Serves as Low Cost Alternative**

A low cost computer graphics subsystem featuring a microprocessor video display terminal, graphic options board, and printer has been introduced by MQI Computer Products, 18381 Bandelier Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92708. Offered as an alternative to systems costing nearly twice its $4500 approximate price, it is designed to work with existing systems, or on an individual basis.

Heart of the system is the model G100 microprocessor controlled graphics option board. The G100 is a Tektronix compatible graphics option for TeleVideo TV1-192, 920, and 950, and converts video display terminals to Tektronix compatibility. The model G150 terminal is equipped with the G100 board.

Features of the board include Tektronix 4010/4012 graphics format, Tektronix 4012 Alpha Mode, 512 x 250 resolution scaled from 1024 x 780, optional alpha and graphics display keys, optional graphics clear key, and optional graphic cursor with keypad. The board also supports a FORTRAN subroutine package for DEC PDP-11 and UNIX installations available on RT-11, TSX RMX-11M, and IAS operating systems. Installation of the board does not interrupt normal functions of the terminal, and may be accomplished by a qualified engineer, or arranged through MQI dealers. Suggested price for the G100 is $1395.

The G150 microprocessor video display terminal offers industry compatibility, using a Lear Siegler compatible code structure. Other features include upper and lower case characters, 12 x 10-char resolution, 24 x 80-char display and a 12" (30-cm) (diagonal measure) nonglare screen. Keyboard has 83 keys, including alpha lock, and a 14-key numeric pad with decimal. Cursor control provides left, right, up, down, home carriage return, line feed, tab, back tab, and new line. The G150 display terminal with G100 graphics option board carries a suggested price of $2495.

Hardcopy printout is provided with the model G160 computer printer that features a speed of 32 dot rows/s at 560 dots/row. Position accuracy is ±0.25 dot at 100 dots/in (39/cm) vertically. Line length is 560 dots in a 7.2" (18.3-cm) line centered on an 8.5" (21.6-cm) page. The printer may be used with or without a CRT as graphics input may be obtained directly from the CPU. Copies are provided on special 8.5" (21.6-cm) width industry standard aluminized paper. available in 300' (91-m) rolls. Images are formed directly on the paper, requiring no ribbons, toner, or type elements. Suggested price of the MQI G160 computer graphics printer is $1995.

CIRCLE 353 on Inquiry Card
Designing Digital LED or Laser 0.1–50Mb/s Fiber Optics?

Yes, even with an error rate better than $10^{-9}$, this new OIS Series ORX5000 wide-band TTL receiver gives you far more link length than any conventional design in its price class. Think kilometers, not hundreds of meters...even with LED sources.

The same engineering staff that developed our state-of-the-art 275Mb/s ECL transmitters and 150Mb/s ECL receivers has created this lower-cost, medium-speed TTL design, and equipped it with every one of the special OIS circuit features that anticipate—and respond to—the system constraints of modern link design. Considered together, they could easily save you a man-year or more of engineering. Check them:

- Operates from the simplest low-cost, unregulated power supply — all regulation required is on board, for all voltage levels. Transient protection? Also on board.
- Prevents reverse-voltage burnout — protection is built in.
- Blocks conducted interference — efficient, high-frequency EMI filtering, plus photodiode bias-decoupling filters, all included, all thoroughly field proven.
- Provides detector drift with temperature (in APD models), providing automatic, built-in bias-current compensation.
- Provides enough line-driver power for reasonable lengths of output-pulse distribution, on low-impedance coax lines.
- Provides EMI-tight electromagnetic and electrostatic shielding, for high SIN integrity in high-intensity noise environments.

...and there's more. OIS in-depth applications-engineering experience, available promptly, and responsively. OIS technological leadership, in semiconductor lasers, laser transmitters, receivers, and systems philosophy. OIS quality — unsurpassed. OIS resources. And our exclusive commitment to mass-producible fiber-optics communications hardware.

Need immediate action? Call our Applications Engineering "hot line" at (914) 592-6800. Or use the inquiry number for prompt response.

Visit us at Interface Booth #1171

OIS

OPTICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

350 Executive Boulevard,
Elmsford, New York 10523
For example, we helped you enhance your system performance with high-speed 4K and 8K PROM's. Their access times are a low 45ns and 55ns, respectively—with even faster speeds to come.

We reduced your power supply requirements and improved your system reliability with unique 8K power strobed PROM's that cut power drain by a factor of 10.

We made one-stop shopping a reality with a broad selection of industry standards and special function memory products. From low-density memory and logic parts to high-density PROM's that meet the most demanding commercial, industrial, and military applications.

We also improved your cost efficiency with state-of-the-art design and comprehensive QA measures that dramatically improve programming yields.

Other high-speed and high-density breakthroughs—like our 32K PROM—are just around the corner. Perhaps the Perfect PROM isn't far behind. When it does come, it will come from Signetics, your high performance PROM leader.
### BIPOLAR MEMORY SELECTION GUIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DENSITY</th>
<th>DEVICE TYPE</th>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>OUTPUT CIRCUIT</th>
<th>ACCESS TIME (ns)</th>
<th>I&lt;sub&gt;CC MAX&lt;/sub&gt; (mA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>256-Bit</td>
<td>82S23</td>
<td>32X8</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256-Bit</td>
<td>82S123</td>
<td>32X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256-Bit</td>
<td>10139</td>
<td>32X8</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>82S126</td>
<td>256X4</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>82S129</td>
<td>256X4</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1K</td>
<td>10149</td>
<td>256X4</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>82S130</td>
<td>512X4</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2K</td>
<td>82S131</td>
<td>512X4</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>82S115</td>
<td>512X8</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>82S141</td>
<td>512X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>82HS147</td>
<td>512X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>82S137</td>
<td>1024X4</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4K</td>
<td>82HS137</td>
<td>1024X4</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DENSITY</th>
<th>DEVICE TYPE</th>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>OUTPUT CIRCUIT</th>
<th>ACCESS TIME (ns)</th>
<th>I&lt;sub&gt;CC MAX&lt;/sub&gt; (mA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82S180</td>
<td>1024X8</td>
<td>OC</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82S181</td>
<td>1024X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82PS181</td>
<td>1024X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82HS181</td>
<td>1024X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82S2708</td>
<td>1024X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82S183</td>
<td>1024X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82S185</td>
<td>2048X4</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>82HS185</td>
<td>2048X4</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K</td>
<td>82S191</td>
<td>2048X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K</td>
<td>82HS191</td>
<td>2048X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16K</td>
<td>82S195</td>
<td>4096X4</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>82S321</td>
<td>4096X8</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To learn more about Signetics' commitment to bipolar memory technology, and how our leadership can advance yours, send the coupon below. Or contact your nearby Signetics sales office or authorized distributor. Signetics Corporation, 811 E. Arques Ave., P.O. Box 409, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 739-7700.
MIL-C-38999 Type
Filtered Connector Replaces
Discrete Blackbox Apparatus

A filter version of MIL-C-38999G high-density circular environmental connectors, the 418F series has 12 times the rf current grounding capability of standard circular filtered connectors. Developed by Bunker Ramo Corp’s Amphenol North America Div, 2122 York Rd, Oak Brook, IL 60521, the filtered receptacles can be used to directly replace widely used “blackbox filtering,” whereby sensitive electronic equipment requiring protection from conducted emi/emi is hardwired to individual discrete filters located in bulky blackbox housing. Instead, lumped element barium titanate filters within the connector’s contacts remove spurious signals from the cable bundle. Elimination of the blackbox apparatus results in space savings of up to 70%, improves overall filtering performance, and removes the threat of equipment malfunction or failure associated with hardwiring.

Two design elements provide the superior grounding capability and ability to meet MIL-spec performance requirements. A unique mass grounding system allows each filter pin contact to conduct 5 Adc and simultaneously pass 3 A of rf current to ground. Standard offerings are capable only 0.25 A rf to ground. The grounding system consists of a conductive metal-filled thermosetting polymer that is allowed to “cold-flow” into a 0.125” (0.317-mm) void between the connector’s front and rear dielectric inserts. The void is created by a cast grounding ring placed around the contact matrix, near the filter capacitor’s ground electrodes. Bypassed current is conducted through the polymer and grounding ring to ground via an rf spring finger mounted in the connector shell that contacts the grounding ring when the connector is fully assembled. The polymer also serves as a heat sink, dissipating up to 60 °C heat generated by the bypassed current and enhancing connector reliability.

Enabling the unit to withstand shock and vibration during operation, and therefore meet stringent MIL-C-38999G requirements, a patented contact to filter stress isolation mechanism ensures protection of the relatively fragile barium titanate filter element. The mechanism consists of conductive washers made of a silver impregnated, high grade elastomer attached to each end of each capacitor contact electrode. The conductive washers dampen all connector stresses and virtually eliminate the chance of filter element cracking, from vibration, thermal and physical shock, and inadvertent bending and rotation of contacts during mating.

Receptacles are available in Series I and II versions for either square flange or jam nut mounting. They feature bayonet coupling, self-sealing rear grommets, and choice of solder cup, pin tail, wire wrapped, or crimp piggyback socket rear release contacts. Four standard filter contact types are available with cutoff frequencies of 9 or 2.5 MHz and 400 or 60 kHz. Rf current dissipation is rated at 3 A for all filter types; all contacts exhibit a continuous current rating of 5 Adc.

The series includes eight high density insert configurations from 13 to 128 contacts, in shell sizes 11 through 25 and 10 through 24. They meet or exceed all performance requirements of MIL-C-38999G, except for temperature shock where the upper temperature has been reduced from 175 to 125 °C, and voltage at altitude where the upper limit has been reduced from 110,000 to 75,000 ft (33,528 to 22,860 m).

Desktop Computer Systems
Use Disc Resident Operating System

Small business computers based on the MC6800 microprocessor, BX-3 and CX-1 are compact desktop units designed to automate business operations. The system’s disc resident operating system fully utilizes hardware features. Canon U.S.A., Inc., Systems Div, One Canon Plaza, New York, NY 11042, also provides a comprehensive file management system that supplements index sequential, sequential, and random file access.

About the size of a standard electric typewriter, the BX-3 provides the user with 32k bytes of RAM expandable to 96k bytes. 28k-bytes of RAM and 4k bytes of ROM are used by the system. Dual-minifloppy discs provide 320k bytes of capacity on each drive.

The system uses a full typewriter keyboard and 10-key numeric pad to access internal memory. Its single line 28-char display uses a full ASCll set; hard copy is provided by an integral serial impact printer that is also capable of 4-directional plotting. This unit outputs 80-col lines at 80 char/s, and 160-col lines half pitch at 160 char/s.

Designed for faster operations, the CX-1 replaces the single line display with a 12" (30-cm) monochrome CRT with capacity for 1920 characters. Internal capacity is the same as that of the BX-3; however, expansion is possible using high speed printers and 8" floppy disc drives.

Both units are programmable in BASIC and assembly language. BASIC offers a variety of instruction sets for matrix computation, index sequential access, and graph plotting by dot control.

A BX-3 has a price of under $5600; the CX-1 will sell for $4000.
LSI Digital IC Tester Expands Capability to 48 Pins

Inspector™ 100/4 is a microcomputer based tester designed for incoming inspection, production testing, and laboratory use. Providing 48-pin test capability, the unit, developed by Pragmatic Designs, Inc. 950 Benicia Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, performs both functional and dc parametric tests on CMOS PMOS NMOS and LS/TTL under control of the TRASIC® test language.

The system has three device power supplies, programmable to 25 V. All device pins are actively driven from the test head, eliminating the need for expensive device personality boards. All pin drivers have full force/measure capability. The system's precision measurement unit has full force/current/measure voltage, force voltage/measure current, and differential measurement capability with resolution of 5 mV and 5 nA. The test head also has a programmable hardware clock generator up to 1 MHz.

Each test head is a complete set of test electronics and has its own set of parametric capabilities optimized for the particular device type being tested. Interchangeable test heads allow the system to be configured to optimize cost/performance for each class of devices and thereby reduce the cost to the end user. All test heads are capable of performing parametric tests on all critical parameters for the various device families. Tests are performed on the device input parameters $V_{IL}$ to $I_{IH}$, $V_{IH}$ to $I_{IH}$; the output parameters $V_{OL}$ to $I_{OH}$, $V_{OH}$ to $I_{OH}$; one state parameters $V_{OZL}$ to $I_{OZH}$, $V_{OZH}$ to $I_{OZH}$, and supply currents.

Limits for all input and output pins are completely programmable. In the extreme, each device input or output pin can have its own set of parametric limits. This makes the tester useful for testing older, nonstandard parts, while also providing an effective tool for custom devices. The test language automatically keeps track of which pins have failed each test.

Functional tests are performed while applying user defined input patterns to the DUT inputs and testing the outputs for the correct state. Functional tests can be performed with the DUT input pins loaded or unloaded. Because the tester patterns are completely program controlled, most device test plans can be derived directly from data sheets and require relatively few statements. Programmability also means that complex sequential parts can be tested reliably, a very difficult task with the commonly used "random pattern generator" type of tester. Personality modules configure the test heads to accept standard DIPS. Each personality module contains a TEXTOOL™ zero insertion force socket to allow fast, efficient handling of devices in a production environment.

Personality modules are available in 8-, 14-, 16-, 18-, 20-, 22-, and 24-pin sizes. All pins are actively driven allowing one personality module to be used to test all devices with the same number of pins. This provides great savings compared with testers that require one personality module for each device. The system is controlled by the TRASIC® test language. Based on BASIC, the language makes it easy for the system user to develop and modify test programs. Test programs for common devices are available and furnished in source form for easy understanding and modification. The language has an integral pattern compiler for generating fast functional test patterns.

Standard test system includes dual 8" floppy disc drives, CRT terminal, Z80 microcomputer system controller with 32k bytes of memory, and CPM disc operating system. Users need only the TM4 test head to upgrade existing Inspector systems to 100 full 480-pin capability.

A complete system with software is priced under $28,000. Options include line printer, auto handler interfaces, and test programs for standard devices. Initial deliveries are scheduled for first quarter 1981.

Circle 356 on Inquiry Card
Bit-Slice/Bipolar Development Tool Cuts Microprogramming Costs

Step-3 Firmware Integration and Test Station provides the tools for microcode development, testing, and debugging. The bit-slice/bipolar development instrument incorporates a fast P/ROM simulator, built-in logic state analyzer, terminal, and special debug-panel controls.

Developed by Step Engineering, 757 Pastoria Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94088, the instrument is reconfigurable for word widths from 8 to 192 bits and depths from 1k to 48k, over a range of access times. It can simulate nearly 300 different ROMS and P/ROMS, and provides simulation cables engineered out to the P/ROM sockets, specified system access time including cables, and user tests of worst case system access time. The instrument is completely independent of and transparent to the system under development, requiring no special control lines or interconnects. English language commands along with extensive description messages and self-test capabilities make the system easy to use.

Writable control store (wcs) simulates all or part of the microcode/application memory in real time during system development. It provides the ability to rapidly change program contents for fast checkout and generation of processor and system functions. Up to five wcs organized as one or two independent arrays, can be resident. Nine WCS can be used, with the optional expansion chassis. The wcs comes in a 32k-bit version which can be organized 1k x 32, 2k x 16, or 4k x 8, and a 128k-bit version with 4k x 32 or 3k x 16 organization.

System organizations of 8 to 96 bits/word in 4-bit increments can be efficiently achieved; 192 bits/word are possible if the two arrays are concatenated. The ability to simulate more than one memory array is useful in multiprocessor systems, systems with ROM address mapping, and systems with separate microcode and application memories.

The system is connected to the target processor through ROM simulation modules. They plug directly into existing P/ROM sockets on both breadboard and production systems. These personality modules emulate existing ROMS and P/ROMs mechanically, electrically, and functionally and can be field upgraded as types change. Alternatively, the wcs can be connected directly to the target processor through a ribbon cable array connector. Each wcs has a bit mapping area and choice of interface type (buffered, nonbuffered, and register) to simplify the interconnect.

On each writable control store, a realtime breakpoint (BNC output) is provided which can be used to halt the user's processor or trigger a logic analyzer or oscilloscope. The state of each breakpoint along with the current processor address is displayed on the CRT. Multiple breakpoints simplify conditional jump analysis by displaying the alternative program paths being executed.

The instrument is controlled through the keyboard and front panel switches. Special purpose function keys simplify editing downloading and controlling the target processor. An easy-to-read, fully (continued on page 62)
FROM STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXORS TO COMPLETE DATACOMM NETWORKS, EVERY DCA COMPONENT IS ENGINEERED TO EXPAND

DCA protects your initial investment in statistical multiplexors with the lowest-cost network growth in the industry. So you can start with a small datacomm network today, and expand or modify it to meet your needs tomorrow.

Our System 115 statistical multiplexer can be used in point-to-point networks to support from 2 to 32 asynchronous terminals at a remote site. DCA's statistical multiplexing assures excellent response time, character transparency and error-free transmission.

DCA's multipoint multiplexing configuration serves a number of remote terminal locations with just a single telephone line, for substantial savings in phone-line and hardware costs. DCA users have benefited from multipoint multiplexing since January 1979.

DCA's System 205 is a statistical multiplexor designed for DEC UNIBUS*-based computers. The 205 requires only one UNIBUS slot to emulate up to 16 DEC D211 modules and a 128-port stat mux. This greatly lowers hardware costs and improves response time as well.

Because of DCA's unique modular design, all of the above networks could easily expand into larger, more powerful networks. As the master network processor, System 355 gives terminal users access to any host computer anywhere in the network. In addition, the 355 supports up to 126 ports, 62 of which can be high-speed synchronous trunk links. Several 355's can be combined to greatly expand this support. Features include port contention, switching, unlimited routing, X.25 support and a wide array of network management tools.

Total system access and unlimited network growth at very low cost—that's the DCA advantage. For complete information, call or write for our 16-page brochure.

*TM Digital Equipment Corporation
New EPROM Tester and Duplicator

The new UPP-2700 is now saving thousands of dollars for its owners by testing EPROMs both before and after programming. Many customers like Bell Labs, IBM, Litton and others have found the value of screening marginal EPROMs before they reach their end product.

The UPP-2700 from OAE is the only EPROM duplicator which tests for shorts, opens, excessive leakage, and static damage on both data and address buses. This combined with sink and source current tests makes the UPP-2700 the most advanced production duplicator available today.

Simply touch the AUTO PROG key and the UPP-2700 will TEST-PROGRAM-VERIFY and TEST sixteen 2704's in less than 130 seconds! All EPROMs from 2704's to the new MCM68764 may be both tested and programmed using plug-in firmware modules. Add the UPP-2700S Satellite Tester/Duplicator and program up to 32 devices simultaneously!

For a complete information packet on the UPP-2700 simply fill out and return the form below or call the OAE HOTLINE at (213) 240-0080. Find out why 3 out of 4 manufacturers who try it, buy it!

OAE
Oliver Advanced Engineering, Inc
Dept. 321, 676 West Wilson Avenue
Glendale, CA 91203 (Telex: 194773)

Name
Company
Div/Dept
Mail code
Address
City
State
Zip

See us at Electro, Booth #2105
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TECH REVIEW

formatted CRT displays the memory contents, system states, and all information required to operate the instrument. Descriptive error messages reveal improper instrument setup, invalid commands or addressing, and serial link failures. Recovery from an error condition is automatic upon entering the correct information.

Internal self-test programs test CPU and memory. A self-test option measures WCS and ROM simulation access times at the target processor interface. Testing both ports of the dual-port WCS memory dynamically, the routines offer both short-form and more exhaustive long-form galloping pattern tests.

The system acts like a terminal, connecting to computers, minicomputers, development systems, and timesharing systems. Through keyboard control, baud rate and parity are configured to match an existing computer system (or P/ROM programmer). Once the computer link has been established, files, source code, object code, etc., can be displayed on the unit's CRT or object code can be downloaded into memory. Transfer of object code to or from the external device is automatically initiated and synchronized on operator command.

Circle 357 on Inquiry Card

Small Business System Uses 16-Bit Micros For Task/Storage Processing

A multiprocessor system based on two Texas Instruments 9900 16 bit microprocessors, small business computers model 11.52 acts as a standalone or remote terminal in a timesharing network. Developed by Technico, Inc., 9051 Red Branch Rd., Columbia, MD 21045, the system has a ROM based operating system that supports two to six workstations.

The system gains speed and ease in multi-user, multitasking applications from the 9900 microprocessor. Resident multi-user code lets users expand the number of workstations without significantly increasing the amount of main memory. In addition, FORTRAN, BASIC, and assembly language can be run on the same system, while other systems run only BASIC.

Offered as a standalone system or a remote processing terminal within a timesharing network, the system has 64K of user memory, expandable to 192K.

Additional storage is attained through use of optional dual double-sided floppy drives, 8 or 14" Winchester discs, and 3M cartridge tape units with capacity for 1M to 116M bytes.

Business applications packages include a multijournal, multimedia, multiprofit center general ledger package, payroll/personnel package, receivables, payables, and inventory. Mailing list and database management are also offered.

Circle 358 on Inquiry Card

Minicomputer Based System Reduces Overall System Development Costs

OPTIMA 910, serves as a COBOL development tool, database manager, and online transaction processor. Utilizing proprietary CENTRAL SOFTWARE and configured around an interactive DEC PDP-11/34 minicomputer, the system from Planning Research Corp., Commercial Products Group, 3 Perimeter Rd., Manchester, NH 03103, provides a functionality and capability that has previously been associated with large mainframe installations.

Simple to understand and operate the COBOL based software can reduce overall development costs by approximately 60%. Once developed, CENTRAL SOFTWARE allows programs to be recompiled for use on IBM mainframes with only minor copy statement modification. The system can reduce system development time by as much as 80% when compared with conventional COBOL system development efforts.

Once information is entered, it need never be re-entered, the system organizes and stores information in a central set of files that can be immediately accessed by all programs. In addition to efficient data file management, the system's database manager provides complete record I/O management. It handles addition, deletion, and record modification automatically and immediately frees space following deletion. The database manager also permits selective index creation or deletion with complete backup and recovery, online with no batch utilities to run.

Standard configuration includes a PDP-11/34 minicomputer: 256K bytes of main memory, two 8800 disc drives with a combined storage of 36M bytes, V100 video display terminal, and KSS-11M operating system. Prices begin at $57,700.

Circle 359 on Inquiry Card
Motorola MC68000 16-bit processor
Multi-tasking operating system
Languages supported include C, PASCAL and BASIC
Mass storage devices up to 10MB
19” CRT
1024 x 768 high resolution color graphics
256 simultaneously displayable colors

CAD/CAM
Business Graphics
Imaging
Animation
Process Control
Scientific
Graphic Arts
Demography
Cartography

CGC 7900 prices start at $19,995.
Call toll-free 1-800-241-9467.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD’S MOST POWERFUL USE OF COLOR.

Chromatics
The World’s Most Colorful Computer Company.

Chromatics, Inc./2558 Mountain Industrial Boulevard/Tucker, GA 30084/Telephone: 404/493-7000/TWX: 810/766-8099
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Pascal Package Added
For Data General
Operating Systems

Pascal packages for MP/OS and AOS/VS operating systems have been added to those available for disc based AOS, RDOS, and DOS operating systems by Rational Data Systems, 245 W 55 St, New York, NY 10019. MP/OS runs on microNOVA and NOVA 4 computers, while AOS/VS runs on the 32-bit MV-8000.

Each implementation's compiler generates P-code which can be executed on any other implementation. Programs developed on an MV-8000 under AOS/VS will execute on Eclipses, NOVAs, or microNOVAS; programs developed on a microNOVA execute on the 32-bit MV-8000.

Users may generate a P-code interpreter to match any hardware/software configuration. For example, floating point operations are performed in software on the microNOVA, but the same P-code makes use of hardware floating point processors on larger machines.

Evaluation releases of each implementation will be provided with Programmer's Manual for $50 to allow potential customers to evaluate the products on their own systems, using their own benchmarks. Standard license fees are MP/OS, $2500 and AOS/VS, $3500.

Circle 360 on Inquiry Card

BASIC Package Includes Extensions to ANSI Specification

High level MP/BASIC for microNOVATM and NOVA® 4 computers includes powerful extensions to the ANSI specification that make the language suitable for applications in technical, scientific and educational fields. Announced by Data General Corp, Rte 9, Westboro, MA 01581, the package can increase productivity because it is easily learned and operates in an interactive way to provide quick turnaround.

It also helps the user maximize the return on his computer investment providing the ability to use the computer in areas where other languages are too complicated and time consuming. Enhancements to the ANSI standard include string variables of any length, string concatenation, substrings, and letter-digit array names. Nine additional math functions, eight string functions, fixed and variable length file manipulation, and integer data types are also provided. Provision for an assembly language interface enables BASIC programs to interface to the full range of system capabilities.

Circle 361 on Inquiry Card

Program Transfers Files
Between Double-Sided
Floppy Discs

File transfer between IBM and DEC computers can be accomplished rapidly with a software option for DSD 480 double-sided floppy systems from Data Systems Design, Inc, 2241 Lundy Ave, San Jose, CA 95131. Dubbed "EXCHNG," the option runs under RT-11 or RSX-11M operating systems, on either PDP-11 or LSI-11 computers.

EBCDIC is automatically converted to ASCII and ASCII to EBCDIC. Any IBM or DEC floppy disc format can be read, written, or copied from one to another. Combination of the floppy disc system and the software will prove useful in facilities that use both DEC and IBM computers. File transfer capability will improve efficiency and usefulness because data or programs resident on one computer can be easily moved to the other. A small DEC system with the combination will be useful even in an all-IBM installation, where translation of data from one IBM format to another is required.

The 480 disc system carries a single-unit price of $4495. The software option has a list price of $500. Quantity discounts are available.

Circle 362 on Inquiry Card
ANOTHER COLORFUL MESSAGE TO COMPETITION: 512 x 512 FOR ONLY $3895*

Full computer color graphics at black-and-white prices. For more information on our full product line, call toll-free 1-800-241-9467.

©100 Qty — OEM price. Keyboard extra — $585.
Chromatics, Inc./2558 Mountain Industrial Boulevard/Tucker, GA 30084/Phone: (404) 393-7000/TWX: 810/766-8099
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Software Library
Extended to Use
High Quality Graphics

PLOT 50 software has been extended with seven programs that use the high quality graphics created by 4050 series desktop computers. Included in the library from Tektronix Inc, PO Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077, are graphing, drawing, document preparation, statistics, planning, management, and digitizing programs. Programs are sold separately at costs ranging from $800 to $4000.

Statistics: Analysis of Variance and Statistics: Multiple Linear Regression are disc-based programs that utilize a standard file format to allow different programs in the series to share data. Standard statistical conventions have been incorporated. The software also includes state of the art graphing routines to generate box and whisker plots, scatter plots, and other exploratory plots. In addition, Statistics: Analysis of Variance features 1-, 2-, and 3-way classification of data. Multiple Linear Regression includes routines for multiple, weighted, stepwise multiple, and polynomial regressions.

Primarily developed for scientific and engineering applications, PLOT 50: Project Management consists of predictive modeling tools that analyze combinations of changes, delays, and conditions to minimize conflicts and costs within a project. The interactive modeling package is based on PERT (Product Evaluation and Review Technique) and CPM (Critical Path Method) models, 30 graphic output diagrams, and 19 types of printed reports.

PLOT 50: Picture Composition software is menu-driven. The complexity of drawings created is virtually unlimited, as the user builds drawings from "graphic primitives" including lines, arcs, boxes, and circles. The software also coordinates the Tektronix 4956 Graphics Tablet for digitizing existing artwork.

A package that creates bar charts, line graphs, pie charts, and text on overhead transparencies, PLOT 50: Presentation Aids utilizes a template format. It produces quality text with a software font, widths, and thicknesses, so that charts and graphs may be combined with text on a single overhead slide, as well as produces multiple styles of horizontal bars for graphs, multiple graphs per page to simplify comparison, and multiple styles of vertical bars.

Simplifying the creation of a graphic database, PLOT 50: Interactive Digitizing is a precise "ruler" that inputs, calculates, and stores data quickly and easily. Graphic data may include drawings, maps, photographs, strip charts, line drawings, or other images which need to be manipulated and studied.

The software utilizes the 4956 graphic tablet for input, and the 4907 file manager, a flexible disc mass storage device. Stored data can be further processed by other software packages via standard file interchanges.

Software Supports Computer Measurement Monitoring Systems

Performance Database Release 2 summarizes, stores, and visually reports data collected by DYNAPROBE computer measurement monitoring systems. It includes support for the complete line of monitors and adds reports and control software enhancements to the previous release. Additional software capabilities include frequency distribution and data time-stamp reports, extended database control language, and enhanced utilities.

The data base, available from NCR Comten, Inc, 1950 W County Rd, B-2, St Paul, MN 55113, provides a complete data reduction and reporting system for performance measurement data. It can support extensive measurement activities by generating reports from data provided by hardware monitors, hardware or software measurement systems, and analytical models. Measurement data processed by the data base can be collected over extensive periods of time with reports generated for hourly, shift, daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or yearly time periods. Performance variables can be compared for similar time periods or can be used to track performance variables under different operational environments.

The data base operates on IBM 360, 370, 303X, 4300, or compatible processors running under OS, VS, or MVS, with a minimum of 320k bytes of storage for problem programs.

Security System Protects Desktop Computers From Unauthorized Access

Program security system significantly improves the security of software for Hewlett-Packard 9845B/C and 9835A desktop computers by preventing unauthorized access to software proprietary algorithms and duplication of program media. Developed by Structured Software Systems, Inc, PO Box 1072 Irick Rd, Mt Holly, NJ 08060, OEMSEC enciphers a stored program so that symbol names for variables, labels, defined functions, and subroutines are deleted from the program listing. The listing is meaningless, and it is impossible to TRACE or to interrogate program variables. NODUP prevents duplication of programs stored on tape cartridges so that they cannot be copied or run unless the original tape is also present.

Both packages are supplied on tape cartridges and are available in versions to run on 9845 B/C of 9835A computers. Prices are $2000 for OEMSEC; $2500 NODUP. Together, price is $4000.

Computer Command Language Eases Use and Increases Functionality

Command Procedure Language (CPL) offers greater power, ease of use, and functionality to users of 50 Series Systems from Prime Computer, Inc, Prime Pk, Natick, MA 01760. CPL allows sequences of PRIMOS commands and CPL directives to be stored in a command procedure file which can be executed simply by specifying the file name. Directives provide for passing of arguments into command procedure files for statement execution order control within the files and for error handling. Thus users can combine a number of complex steps into a single command.

The language offers a built-in debug facility that automatically checks syntax. Basic statements are PRIMOS commands; therefore, a user can begin performing simple functions with just a few commands or move quickly to more complex tasks with added experience.
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The smallest 1/2 megabyte microcomputer has the biggest feature of all.
50 megabucks worth of software.

Sure, it's handy to get our HP 1000 L-Series microcomputer on just two boards—with a single board holding the full 1/2 megabyte of memory! But, before you consider buying any microcomputer, you should look beyond the hardware to the software.

After all, that's where most of the time and money is often spent in developing a microcomputer-based system. But you can eliminate almost all that effort by using an L-Series. With $50 million worth of software development behind it, you only have to worry about developing your applications programs.

The L-Series offers you the ideal combination of HP's big system software and economical microcomputer hardware. So you can build cost-effective solutions for data acquisition and control, communications, factory automation and a whole range of other products.

**Designer software.**

With the minicomputer software that HP has been perfecting for more than a decade, plus our Model 10 Development System, you'll find it's easy to create the system you need.

You can start with either RTE-L or RTE-XL, our powerful multi-programming, multi-user operating systems. Their modular construction lets you build the real-time computing environment your applications programs demand—programs you can develop in Assembler, FORTRAN 4X, BASIC and PASCAL. And our HP DSN networking software makes it simple to put low-cost computing wherever you need it.

Data base management on a board computer? With our IMAGE DBMS, you've got a powerful tool for simple and efficient data management. And you can easily picture the possibilities offered by our GRAPHICS/1000 software. Like our other software packages, these are all upwardly compatible throughout the entire HP 1000 line, giving you an easy growth path to even higher performance.

**Efficiency across the board.**

How to handle all this software power? Simple. We used an advanced distributed intelligence architecture that puts a separate LSI I/O processor on each interface board. This means each processor has its own direct channel to the entire 1/2 megabyte memory. (We used state-of-the-art 64K RAMS to put the 512K bytes of memory on just one board.) And with the CPU free to concentrate on computation, you get significantly increased throughput and exceptional microcomputer performance.

**A range of solutions.**

The L-Series comes in a variety of configurations to meet your needs best—from boards and boxes to entire systems. Prices start at only $1968 for a starter set that includes CPU, 64KB memory and one I/O board.

Like our other OEM products, the L-Series is backed by our full range of customer services—including worldwide software and hardware support.

If you'd like a hands-on demonstration, just contact your local HP sales office listed in the White Pages. Or write for more information, and our new OEM catalog, to Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Joe Schoendorf, Dept. 1296, 11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino, CA 95014.

U.S. OEM prices in quantities of 100.
Intel's new E²PROM. We window, to open endless

Intel introduces the 2816: the in-circuit Electrically Erasable 16K E²PROM that's both byte- and chip-erasable. Available in quantity today.

For years, system flexibility has been limited by both ROMs and EPROMs. But no more. Now, Intel's 2816 E²PROM combines in-circuit alterability and non-volatility, providing functionality that will advance today's high-performance microprocessor designs. This makes the 2816 a natural to replace conventional ROMs and EPROMs as the standard storage medium for programs. And opens the doors to a whole new generation of non-volatile memory applications.

For systems smart enough to learn from experience
The 2816 E²PROM will revolutionize microprocessor system design. Now systems can be dynamically reconfigured—without human intervention. Consider the possibilities.

In industrial process control, equipment can be self-calibrating; machine tools, self-adjusting. In military and commercial aircraft, flight coordinates or radio frequencies can be changed remotely. In retail stores, point-of-sale terminals can have pricing tables updated instantly. In harsh industrial and manufacturing environments, programmable robots can make use of self-diagnosing/self-correcting feedback loops. The...

Pin compatibility of Intel's 2716 and 2816
closed the design doors.

potential for convenient, low-cost system reconfiguration is enormous, for both OEM and end-user alike.

An exponential increase in design options

What are the E² advantages to designers? First, reprogramming flexibility. The 2816 can be reprogrammed electrically in the field, without interrupting in-service equipment operation. Or it can be reprogrammed remotely, via telecom or datacom links. Thus saving the labor and system downtime costs usually incurred with changing code in the field.

Second, the 2816 is both byte- and chip-erasable. Each byte can be rewritten up to 10,000 times, leading to simpler, more flexible systems. And reprogramming is fast: a single-byte program edit takes only 20 ms.

Third, the 2816 has the same reliability and data integrity as all non-volatile Intel memories. This reliability is a result of the 2816's floating-gate tunnel oxide (Ftox) cell structure and ten years of Intel experience in EPROM manufacturing. And unlike some other non-volatile ROMs, the 2816 does not require data rewrite to insure integrity. It will retain its data for at least 20 years—regardless of read frequency—without refreshing. And this kind of reliability—coupled with improved performance—will make the 2816 the industry standard for all program memories.

A match for today's micros

The 2816 is pin-compatible with the Intel® 2716. So it gives you all the microprocessor-oriented features that have made the 2716 the industry standard among EPROMs.

The 2816 also has the industry's fastest standard access time: 250 ns. And its two-line control eliminates bus contention between address and data lines. Plus it's low power. Thus changing existing concepts of memory storage and enabling designers to take full advantage of powerful new microprocessor capabilities, like those of the 8088 and 8086.

Remote reconfigurability in the here and now

Although the 2816 offers revolutionary capabilities, it's also the practical choice for microprocessor designs in the here and now. It's manufactured by Intel's proven HMOS² process. So you know it will follow the classical learning curve of a mainstream semiconductor technology.

To help you get started designing-in 2816s today, Intel provides full applications support and documentation. For instrumentation and control applications, we've already incorporated the E²PROM on an iSBC 88/40™ single-board computer.

We've closed the window; now you can open totally new design doors, and watch the world beat a path to your products. The 2816 E²PROM is available from stock through your local Intel distributor or Intel sales office. Or for further information, contact Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Telephone (408) 987-8080.

*HMOS is a patented Intel process.

intel delivers solutions
Retreat, hell!
While others pull out, Monolithic Memories supports and advances Hi-Rel.

Every time you turn around another Hi-Rel supplier is turning tail and running for cover. Not Monolithic Memories.

MMI is committed to the military market for the duration. We will continue to supply the bipolar PROMs and other integrated circuits you need, as long as you need them, made to military standards or your own specifications.

And we will continue to support your sophisticated applications with new high-performance military-grade circuits, such as our fast FIFO, high-speed signal processing Multipliers, and Octal Interface. Watch for our new development in leadless packages.

PAL™ is the Programmable Component Solution™ for discontinued digital logic and low-volume custom requirements.

When "phase-outs" leave a hole in your design, plug it with a military PAL (Programmable Array Logic device). A single PAL 20-pin SKINNYDIP™ can replace from 4 to 12 TTL devices on your board.

The 15 devices in the PAL family—including two with arithmetic functions—replace 90% of the entire 54/74 S and LS series logic. PALs save you money, board space and availability headaches.*

Get the straight story. Ask for our free Hi-Rel Handbook.

For your complimentary copy of the Hi-Rel brochure and more information on our complete military line, contact your local Monolithic Memories stocking distributor or sales representative. Monolithic Memories, Inc., 1165 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086.

PAL™, The Programmable Component Solution™, and SKINNYDIP are trademarks of Monolithic Memories, Inc.

*National Semiconductor Corporation is a licensed alternate source for PAL.

HOTLINE!
For express product information, call toll-free:
(800) 528-6050 Ext 131. In Arizona: (800) 352-0458 Ext 131

Monolithic Memories
Digital Controls Govern Cameras and Displays in Automated Film Making

The production of film for television and motion picture applications has become an increasingly complex operation, involving sophisticated digital controls. An example of this kind of control is seen in the production of visual sequences on 35-mm film by Robert Abel and Associates, 953 N Highland Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90038.

Two different modes of operation are carried out at this studio. One involves digital control of camera motions during filming, the other the motion of images on a display screen for previewing subsequent filming sequences or for direct filming of the display with a fixed camera. (See Fig 1.)

Programmed Camera Motions

Camera motions are programmed on a minicomputer with 256k bytes of main memory and 532-ns effective cycle time, the PDP-11/60 from Digital Equipment Corp (DEC), 146 Main St, Maynard, MA 01754, utilizing a user developed applications software package called CAMCON (camera control), under supervision of the resident operating system RSTS/E (resource sharing, timesharing/extended). CAMCON allows the programmer to interpret required camera angles and distances as a series of sequential camera motion commands, keyed to specified film frames. The files that are generated by programmers at the timeshared VT-100 terminals of the minicomputer are stored on a model 440 floppy disc drive from Data Systems Design, 3130 Coronado Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Located in a camera controller cabinet, this drive utilizes two dual-density, single-sided floppy drives of 0.5M capacity each.

Sharing the same cabinet as the disc drive is a single-board DEC LSI-11/2 microcomputer, which is half the width (double-wide rather than quad-wide) of the original LSI-11 from the same manufacturer, and, as employed here, includes 64k bytes of RAM. Using an RT-11 operating system, this computer reads the CAMCON disc file and also is accessible to operator intervention via a DEC VT-52 terminal. It then transmits commands to two control units, one of which governs the actions of stepper motors that move the camera, while the other governs actions within the camera relating to shutter operation and film advance.

The stepper motors receive their commands from stepper motor drivers. These blevel drivers are implemented as 16 boards in the camera controller cabinet, one for each of 16 motors. The boards are the D810028RA from Anaheim Automation, 910 E Orangefair Lane, Anaheim, CA 92801, a custom version that provides a half-stepping option, thereby avoiding motor resonances.

A rate generator system, built according to an in-house design, receives commands from the microcomputer, and then issues rate and direction pulses to the motor driver. Receiving these pulses via (continued on page 78)
Of Course Opto 22 Has Buffered I/O Modules!
And High Voltage DC Modules
And True Normally Closed Modules
And Fast Switching Input Modules
And Instant Delivery on All Modules
Isn't this what you expect from Opto 22?

Caution! Every manufacturer's buffered modules should be used only where absolutely necessary. High gain and high input impedance always increase noise susceptibility.

Model IAC5
Model OAC5
Model IDC5
Model ODC5

Distributed by Hamilton Baynet
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16 bits of information

1. Self-contained and upward compatible. The 8550 Microcomputer Development Lab is the single-user member of the new 8500 Modular MDL Series, which also includes the 8560 multi-user system and the 8540 Advanced Integration Unit for the host computer environment. The 8550 is a complete microcomputer design tool, covering both software development and integration into the prototype. The 8550 can also be used as a station on Tek's forthcoming 8560 multi-user system.

2. Real-Time Emulation. Takes the concept of emulation to a new performance level. Advanced circuitry eliminates the need for wait states during program execution and debugging. The emulator processor now functions in real-time, with its operation totally transparent to the user.

3. Multi-Vendor Chip Support. The 8550 MDL supports 26 chips in all. The broadest support available anywhere, covering a wide range of vendors. With microcomputers as well as microprocessors. The ultimate in design flexibility.
on the new 8550 MDL.

4. 16-bit Support. You'll be able to choose from an entire new generation of 16-bit processors. Tektronix has the high performance tools to make it possible. Assembler support is available now for the 16-bit chips listed below. The TMS 9900 and SBP 9900 are fully supported with emulation today. Real-Time Emulation and Pascal support will be available in stages for the 68000, Z8000 and 8086 beginning the third quarter of 1981.

5. 16-bit Trigger Trace Analysis. Gives you highly sophisticated triggering ability for selective snapshots of speed code execution on the prototype bus. Up to four data acquisition triggers can be combined in a wide variety of ways. Bus cycle resolution to 8 MHz.

6. 8-bit Support. Besides the most up-to-date microprocessor coverage, you can also take advantage of extensive 8-bit microcomputer support. All 8-bit chip support includes real-time emulation.

7. Split-Bus Architecture. The 8550 uses one processor and bus for system operation, and another for real-time emulation. This architecture assures that the emulator processor is denied access to system memory, preventing the possibility of a system crash during prototype program execution.

9. Tree-Like File Structure. Combines ease of use, rapid access and in-depth organization. Allows files to be arranged in a predetermined hierarchy that best supports your current situation. A flexible tool that supports filing situations from very simple to extremely complex.

10. Advanced CRT-Oriented Editor. Gives you the quickest path possible to perform many editing operations. Lets you use screen-oriented editing as well as line-oriented editing. Up and down scrolling capabilities give you a total window on all of your code.

11. Macro Assembly. The most powerful assembler software available today in a development system. Lets you employ user-defined constructs and library resources. A conditional assembly feature allows sophisticated user manipulation of code at assembly time.


13. MDL/µ Compiler. Tektronix' advanced form of Basic, with many extensions for microcomputer development. Often the quickest route from concept to fully developed code.

14. Transportable Emulators and Software. If you need to expand to a multi-user design environment, your 8550 can be incorporated as a workstation in an 8560 multi-user system. Source code and emulator modules can be readily transferred to the Tektronix 8560 system. If you move to a host environment, your 8550 emulator modules are totally compatible with the new Tektronix 8540 Advanced Integration Unit.

15. Worldwide Service. For service support, 36 centers around the globe. You get fast on-site service no matter where you are — without waiting weeks for parts or repairs.

16. Full Tektronix Support. Training, documentation, applications engineering. Nobody does it like Tektronix. An entire series of classes on microcomputer design, from high-level language to hardware/software integration. Applications engineers are available worldwide to assist you.

For a bit more information, contact your local Tektronix Sales Office

U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 1700
Beaverton, OR 97075
Phone: 503/547-1510
Oregon only: 800/644-9051
Telex: 610-867-6708
Cable: TEKTRONIX

Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc.
P.O. Box 8500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone: 705/737-2700

Europe, Africa, Middle East
Tektronix International, Inc.
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex: 18312
optically isolated inputs, the driver responds by signaling the stepper motor to rotate through a 0.9°/pulse half-step, 400 pulses being required to take the motor through a complete revolution. By providing a sustaining voltage of 5 V and a high voltage of 40 V,* this driver's bilevel operation eliminates the need for large dropping resistors. When the motor steps and the operating phase current level is reached, the high voltage level is turned off and the current level is sustained by the low voltage supply. The lower voltage energizes the motor at standstill (0 steps/s). When the motor is stepping, the high voltage drives the current into the windings, supplying more of the required current as the stepping rate increases.

The second control device operated by the microcomputer is an input/output (I/O) device mounted on the camera box. A serial interface multiplexer, it is a specially adapted SAMUX 1 from Opto-22, 15461 Springdale St, Huntington Beach, CA 92649, that is ordinarily available as a single board (Fig 2). However, size limitations (packaging in a 19" (48-cm) wide box) required that, for this application, it be provided in a 2-board configuration. One of these boards contains the microcomputer elements, including a Motorola 6802, 128 bytes of RAM, and a 2716 EPROM that is programmed by the user for specific functions required. The second contains 16 serial industrial I/O drivers that interface directly with the camera.

A 5-bit command word from the LSI-11/2 directs the SAMUX to send commands to the camera, directing its internal mechanical operations such as shutter cap open/close, film advance/rewind, running the main shutter motor forward/reverse, and putting the camera box on- or offline. Sensors detect any irregularities in the camera's state, such as film buckling, and return this information to the microcomputer for program interruption and the issuing of an alarm.

The entire system contained within the camera controller cabinet, including microcomputer, disc drive, stepper translators, power supply, and software operating system, is designated as LORI (latens optical recording instrumentation). Its capability to interpret disc file commands or to operate in direct response to keyboard commands provides a speed and efficiency in filming operations estimated to reduce filming time and costs by an order of magnitude from previous manually controlled operations.

Graphics Display

Another entire mode of operation is carried out in the studio, in which there are no camera motions. In this mode, the motion is simulated on the display screen of a strokewriter CRT graphics system, Picture System II from Evans and Sutherland, 580 Arapen Dr, Salt Lake City, UT 84100. Two completely independent graphics systems are utilized in the studio, each hosted by a separate dedicated PDP-11/60, using an RT-11 operating system.

These display systems can be used to preview later filming sequences, or the screen can be photographed directly. When photographing the screen, the camera still receives commands from a SAMUX with regard to mechanical events within the camera box, but since there are no camera motions, the camera controller is not used and the SAMUX receives its commands

*Current level is a function of motor rating.
The **RD-433 Militarized Mass Memory** has been granted official **Approved for Service Use (ASU)** by the U.S. Navy. ASU means that the equipment is fully qualified, and assures the availability of logistics, software, and training support within the Navy. Extraordinarily reliable, the RD-433 is operational in the TACINTEL system aboard Naval ships at sea. TACINTEL is one of the largest communication systems in the Fleet Satellite Communications program. Other equally reliable Librascope Militarized Mass Memory Subsystems are used in the Navy's TRIDENT Integrated Radio Room and BQR-24 Sonar Systems, and on the U.S.C.G's WMEC-270 Cutter for command and control.

Librascope

a division of The SINGER Company

833 Sonora Avenue, Glendale, California 91201
Tel: (213) 244-6541 • TWX 910-497-2266
Input to the graphics system is carried out via a 3 x 4\* (90 x 120-cm) ID series graphics tablet from Summagraphics Corp, 35 Brentwood Ave, Fairfield, CT 06430, and via a DEC VT-100 terminal keyboard. The application software utilized on the host system is called GRAPHCON, a superset of CAMCON, which includes a graphics package. The programmer outlines three orthogonal views of the figure or figures to be represented. Then, the parameters are keyed in to define initial position, 3-dimensional orientation, and magnification of the figure, and corresponding sets of parameters are entered for a few later key frame positions. The system will then present the figure moving through these sequential configurations, with interpolated positions, orientations, and magnifications providing a continuously moving visual image.

Based on the orthogonal views entered onto the graphics tablet, the coordinates for a complete 3-dimensional description of the object to be represented are stored in disc files and transferred by the host computer to the graphics system’s database memory. This description stays fixed, providing all vectors necessary to generate the image in any orientation.

The host transmits updated parameter sets and calculated interpolations to the picture system in real time, by means of a 16-word command string, to indicate the required sequence of configurations. On the basis of this input and on the fixed coordinates of the initial figure, also provided by the host, the graphics system applies matrix transformations to specify each successive video display. Two sections of RAM in the graphics system operate in alternating modes. While one is storing the current display configuration, the other is receiving the next configuration. The result is a moving image of the object or object set to be represented.

A display using N-dimensional data requires N words of data (in this application, three) to store coordinate values. Display screen size is 21" (53 cm) square. Features include translation in any direction, rotation about any axis, scale with respect to any linear dimension, image clipping, zooming, and a capability for multiple viewports. The system is able to display hardware-computed perspective views of 3-dimensional objects in real time. All transformations are accomplished through use of a 4 x 4 matrix.

When the graphics system is used in the preview mode, for sequences to be utilized at a later time with a moving camera, data generated by GRAPHCON can be transferred to a disc file. From there they are utilized by LORI in filming with a movable camera, as previously described.

**Summary**

Digital controls enable this system user to generate either camera motions or moving images in the preparation of film sequences. Instruction sets generated by programmers working interactively with a host computer are subsequently fed to the camera or graphics system in a realtime filming sequence to generate a wide range of visual effects with considerable facility.
First compare quality. Then compare cost.

Morrow Designs' 10 megabyte hard disk system: $3,695.

MORE MEMORY. LESS MONEY.
Compare Morrow Designs' DISCUS "M26" hard disk systems to any system available for S-100 or Cromemco machines. First, compare features. Then, compare cost per megabyte. The M26 works out to under $200 a megabyte, and the M10 is about half the cost of competing systems.

COMPLETE SUBSYSTEMS.
Both the M10 (8"), and the M26 (14"), are delivered complete with disk controller, cables, fan, power supply, cabinet and CP/M® operating system. It's your choice: 10 Mb 8" at $3,695 or 26 Mb 14" at $4,995. That's single unit. Quantity prices are available.

BUILD TO FOUR DRIVES.

S-100, CROMEMCO AND NORTH STAR:
The M26 and M10 are sealed-media hard disk drives. Both S-100 controllers incorporate intelligence to supervise all data transfers through four I/O ports (command, 2 status and data). Transfers between drives and controllers are transparent to the CPU. The controller can also generate interrupts at the completion of each command ... materially increasing system throughput. Sectors are individually write-protectable for multi-use environments. North Star or Cromemco? Call Micro Mike's, Amarillo, TX, (806) 372-3633 for the software package that allows the M26 and M10 to run on North Star DOS. MICAH of

Morrow Designs' 26 megabyte hard disk system: $4,995.


MAKE HARD COMPARISONS.
You'll find that Morrow Designs' hard disk systems offer the best price/performance ratios available for S-100, Cromemco and North Star computers. See the M26 and M10 hard disk subsystems at your computer dealer. Or, write Morrow Designs. Need information fast? Call us at (415) 524-2101.

Look to Morrow for answers.

Sausalito, CA, (415) 332-4443, offers a CP/M expanded to full Cromemco CDOS compatibility.

*CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp.
*Cromemco is a trademark of Cromemco, Inc.
*North Star is a trademark of North Star Computers, Inc.
We can't overstress the benefits of our socket's precision contact.

That's because AMP DIPLOMATE sockets' anti-overstress design prevents the major cause of socket failure. And at a cost-effective price. DIPLOMATE sockets are available with the widest choice of features in the industry today. You can choose between .175" and .160" in profiles and solid or ladder housing construction. Our designs feature large contact target area for machine insertion, closed bottom to prevent solder contamination, and leg retaining detents to help increase productivity to meet your design needs. There are even MIL-S-83734 approved types.

You can also rely on "on time" delivery with our computer-linked regional inventory system.

For reliability, delivery and the best price, ask about the choices you have with DIPLOMATE sockets.
AMP Facts
for DIPLOMATE Sockets
.175" Profile

Performance Characteristics
Physical
Engaging force: 340 grams max. (0.13 [0.33] pin)
Separating force: 14 grams min. (0.08 [0.20] pin)

Electrical
Rating: 250 VAC
Contact resistance: 20 milliohms max. initial,
30 milliohms max. after test
Dielectric withstanding voltage: 1000 VRMS min.
Insulation resistance: 5000 megohms min.
Capacitance: 1 picofarad max.

Environmental
Operating temperature: −55°C to +105°C (tin plate)
Vibration: 10-2000-10 Hz in 20 minutes at .06 [1.52] or 15G’s for 3 sweeps
in each of 3 axes.
Shock: 100 G’s, sawtooth waveform, total 6 shocks.

For a free sample, call the AMP
DIPLOMATE Socket Information Desk at (717) 780-8400.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

AMP means productivity.
East Coast Electronics Exhibition
And Convention

New York Coliseum and Sheraton Centre Hotel
April 7 to 9, 1981

Hsu Chang
Program Chairman

Harry J. Gray
Keynote Speaker

All phases of Electro/81—professional program, workshops, keynote address, purchasing conference, and exhibition—are concerned with the “Pathway to Productivity,” theme of the largest Electro since the convention was formed as a merger of the old New York City IEEE Intercon and Boston Nerem meetings. Alternating annually between the two cities, Electro will be in New York City this year. The professional program will be presented at the Sheraton Centre Hotel (formerly the Americana), while the New York Coliseum will house the exhibition, which is to include a special display of small computers for engineering and business applications.

Although Electro itself will run from Tuesday, April 7 through Thursday, April 9, a 2-day special-fee workshop on Technology Forecasting will begin on Sunday, April 5, and two special tutorial workshops sponsored by IEEE’s METSAC (metropolitan New York City electronics) sections will be conducted on Monday. In addition, both the purchasing conference and keynote luncheon will be held on Monday.

Nearly 40 scheduled sessions, with approximately 160 individual presentations, will be included in the professional program. Except for a few special sessions, blocks of four or five sessions will be provided three times each day: at 9 am, 12:30 pm, and 3:30 pm. (See final program to be distributed at Electro/81 for exact times and room assignments.) In addition, a presentation by Japanese and U.S. government and electronics industry representatives on “The New Relationship between American and Japanese Electronics Industries,” covering objectives, operations, products, and problems, will be conducted on Wednesday evening.

Not surprisingly, program emphasis will be on three areas of technology that have proven interest among electronics professionals: data communications, microprocessors/microcomputers, and integrated circuits. Nine sessions (37 papers) will be devoted to communications, seven sessions (34 papers) to microprocessors, and six sessions (24 papers) to 1Cs. Of the other program areas of interest to Computer Design readers, three sessions (11 papers) will cover display technology, two sessions (9 papers) peripherals, and one session (4 papers) data acquisition.

(continued on page 88)
Now you can get all you want from a single family of DEC-compatible SMD controllers for your PDP-11 and LSI-11 minicomputers. All the features, all the performance, all the compatibility. And all available now, from Dataram. It is a proven family, started in mid-1979 with the S33/A, the industry's first DEC-compatible, single-board SMD controller with complete software compatibility. And evolving to today's six price-performance leaders — three single-board PDP-11 compatible controllers and three dual-quad LSI-11 controllers, with RM02, RK07, and RP06 emulation. All are software compatible with DEC's operating systems and diagnostics...all have the capability to drive up to four SMDs...all have multiple sector transfers, 2K of data buffering, and built-in self-test capability, standard...and all have operated with SMD drives from Control Data, Ball Computer, Century Data, and Ampex, with capacities from 80MB to 300MB.

If you need SMD capability for your PDP-11 or LSI-11, one of our family of SMD controllers can fit right in. Call us today.

DEC, LSI-11, and PDP are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Dataram Corporation
Princeton Road
Cranbury, New Jersey 08512
Tel: 609-799-0071 TWX: 510-685-2542
It takes a strong, steady squeeze...

ROBINSON NUGENT, INC.

800 E. Eighth St., New Albany, IN 47150 • Phone: (812) 945-0211 • TWX: 810-540-4082
...to achieve GAS TIGHT RELIABILITY in a low profile socket

You know the secret of gas tight reliability in a low profile DIP socket. It is the "squeeze" or force the contact exerts on your IC lead. RN single leaf high compression contacts exert a "normal force" that is 4 to 5 times greater than conventional dual leaf contacts. Result? RN low profile ICL series sockets are MIL-SPEC qualified (MIL-S-83734) to meet the toughest gas tight performance standards in the world. You can't buy a more gas tight low profile socket—anywhere! And, our prices compare very favorably with any comparable socket.

*NORMAL FORCE means force at right angles to the IC lead.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Contact Resistance</td>
<td>MIL-S-83734 Paragraph 4.7.15</td>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt; = 7.0 mΩ average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrosive Atmosphere</td>
<td>MIL-S-83734 Paragraph 4.7.16</td>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt; = 8.5 mΩ average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture Resistance</td>
<td>MIL-S-83734 Paragraph 4.7.14</td>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; ≤ 10&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Shock</td>
<td>MIL-S-83734 Paragraph 4.7.13</td>
<td>No Damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical Shock</td>
<td>MIL-S-83734 Paragraph 4.7.11</td>
<td>No Discontinuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration</td>
<td>MIL-S-83734 Paragraph 4.7.1</td>
<td>No Failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket Durability</td>
<td>MIL-S-83734 Paragraph 4.7.12</td>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;c&lt;/sub&gt; = 7.8 mΩ average</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RN single leaf high compression contact provides maximum pressure against your IC lead.

Contact available in phosphor bronze, beryllium copper, with tin or selective gold plating.

High compression contact design provides longer spring length for maximum pressure against IC lead.

"Side-wipe" design meets flat, smooth side of IC lead for perfect contact.

Self-lock lead holds socket firmly during wave soldering and prevents solder wicking.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS and latest RN catalog with full specs, dimensions and material data.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

Send me full details on your gas tight low profile ICL series sockets right away.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________

Company ____________________________ Phone ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State __________ Zip __________

My possible application is __________________________

☐ Please send MIL-S-83734 Test Results

CD381
Data Communications

Theoretical aspects of communications networks, covering both hardware and software, will be discussed in session 10, “Computer Communications: Theory and Experience.” Session organizers and speakers, all from Italy, will propose a theoretical framework for designing and implementing computer networks. They will discuss protocols, interfaces, general theory, mathematical models used with general theory, performance valuation, and architecture. Backup for this discussion will be session 28, “Computer Communications—The View from ICC ‘80,” in which issues raised at the October 1980 International Conference of Computer Communications will be described by a panel of speakers. An open discussion will follow.

Three sessions will be devoted specifically to networks: 6c, “Contention Based Local Area Networks Implementation: Ethernet and NET/ONE”; 17, “Local Networks”; and 21, “Data Network Interconnection.” Each will cover specific areas of networking, including architectural considerations; management; system applications; practical implementation; the evolving IEEE 802 standard; specific networks and their relevance to X.25, HDLC, and other protocols; and interconnection of various data networks.

Other data communications discussion will occur in session 3, “Stored Program Switching Systems—Perspective on Performance and Achievements,” and session 7, “Trends in Communications Software.” Speakers in the first session will review stored program control applications in telecommunication switching systems, with emphasis on initial problems, progress toward solutions, field experience, and new features, services, and economic advantages. In the second session, speakers will present overviews of system requirements specifications, software switching, software architecture, and distributed software in communication networks, with emphasis on historical perspective of the evolution of call processing and network communications.

Sessions 8a and 8b, respectively, will cover “Optical Fiber Communication Media and Components” and “Upcoming Fiber Optics Systems and Applications.” The first group of speakers will discuss the optical elements involved in fiber optic communications systems and how the design of such systems differs from that of conventional systems. In the companion session, the theme will be future applications of fiber optics, including optical data links.

Microprocessors/Microcomputers

Because of a wide range of interest as well as the diverse areas worthy of discussion, the sessions in this category—although closely related—will cover many separate aspects. Session 1, “Innovations in Microcomputer Architecture,” will examine the impact of single-chip computers, particularly the cost effectiveness of having memory and input/output lines on-chip; while session 11, “Programming Aspects of Single-Chip Microcomputers,” will consist of a treatise on the increasingly important program and programmer efficiencies, with emphasis on program features that permit greater function sophistication.

Systems, from single- to multiple-board, will be discussed in session 5, “OEM Microcomputer Modules: Potential Configuration and Case Studies of Industrial Applications.” Session 6a, “Advances in Microprocessor Memory Management Unit,” will examine the operation and application of semiconductor memory management units, a recent innovation for microprocessor systems.

Other discussions in this general category will include session 9, “Techniques and Applications for Multiple-Processor System Design,” which will investigate several techniques and applications for the use of multiple microprocessors or microcomputers to solve a common system design problem, with emphasis on bus structures and parallel processors. Session 23, “Low Cost Microprocessor Development Systems—How Low Can You Go?” will deal with the hardware and software capabilities of several low cost systems available for developing software; included in the discussion will be high level languages, emulation support, assembly language support, host level debug, and distributed network development stations, with particular attention to solving OEM board level system design problems. Availability of full-performance complementary metal oxide semiconductor microprocessors, increasingly desirable because of their low power requirements, is the subject of session 27, “The CMOS Microprocessor Era Is Here.”

Integrated Circuits

ICS, as a general category separate from that of microprocessors, will be discussed in various sessions. Of particular interest will be session 2, “Highlights from ISSCC ’81.” Probably the most prestigious of IC related conferences, the IEEE International Solid State Circuits Conference is a forum not only for current advances but also for future state of the art. In this Electro session, highlights, developments, and trends for three divisions of IC technology—analogue, digital, and other—as viewed by session participants at the February 1981 ISSCC will be summarized by organizers from that conference.

Very large scale integration (VLSI), an important phase of the technology even before all the problems of
Cipher Data Products is the leading independent manufacturer of tape drives. That means we can give you more combinations of size, speed, capability and cost for meeting any application you can name. From our low cost and versatile streaming drives to our high performance yet cost-efficient vacuum column drives.

**Take our exciting Microstreamer™ family.**

Now you have a choice. You can take our famous Microstreamer dual speed streaming tape drive. Or you can order our soon-to-be-famous higher capacity Microstreamer 2. They both offer the advantages of high performance Winchester disk backup combined with effective input/output performance.

The original Microstreamer stores up to 46 megabytes of data on a single 10½” reel of tape. The new Microstreamer 2 doubles that capacity to 92 megabytes per reel. Whichever you choose, you can back up your Winchester disks in a matter of minutes, with fewer media changes.

**That's exciting, but there's more.**

There may be other announced streamers, but when you get a Microstreamer you get more than just backup. Take a look at all of these exclusive features:

- Completely automatic tape loading and threading
- 25 ips speed for normal start/stop applications
- Choice of 1600 or 1600/3200 selectable recording density
- Automatic diagnostics
- Smaller size
- Lower cost

**Catch the excitement!**

Call us today at (714) 578-9100. Or write for our free product brochure—10225 Willow Creek Road, San Diego, California 92131.
An early prediction is that 40,000 electronics professionals will attend some or all portions of Electro/81. To accommodate them this year, for an Electro first, the exhibition will occupy three floors of the New York Coliseum (reminiscent of the not too distant past when all four floors and various side rooms were crowded with IEEE exhibitors). Nearly 500 companies will exhibit their products and services in approximately 1000 booths.

Exhibitors will be separated into four groups: instruments/instrumentation and control systems; production, packaging, and test equipment; components, microelectronics, and fiber optics; and mini/microcomputers and EDP peripherals. Color coded carpeting and aisle signs will guide attendees to each group.

Exhibit hours will be 9:30 am to 6 pm on Tuesday; 9:30 am to 7 pm on Wednesday; and 9:30 am to 5 pm on Thursday. Free shuttle buses will run between the Coliseum and the Sheraton Centre Hotel, beginning operation 30 min before the exhibition opening hour and ending 30 min after the closing.

Special Events

Basic principles of technology forecasting and forecasting methodologies will constitute a major portion of the technology forecasting workshop, to be held on the Sunday and Monday before Electro/81 officially begins. Other areas to be examined in this workshop will include applications, resources, and disadvantages of various forecasting systems. The fee for this 2-day event is $250. Workshop instructors will be John H. Vanston, Jr and Ralph C. Lenz, both of Technology Futures/Industrial Management, Austin, Texas.

Two METSAC section tutorial workshops will be held on Monday. One will cover fiber optics technology, including principles, theories, light sources and detectors, and systems applications. The other will deal with capabilities and advantages of Ada, the computer language that will be standard for all Department of Defense programs. Registration fees for each workshop are $150 for IEEE or ERA members and $175 for nonmembers; fees cover course materials, keynote luncheon, and registration for Electro.

The keynote luncheon will be held at noon on Monday in the Sheraton Centre Hotel. Keynote speaker will be Harry J. Gray, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of United Technologies Corp.

The theme of this year's All-Industry Reception will be "The Sidewalks of New York," celebrating the gaslight era of the Gay 90s. A $15 admission charge for the 6:30 to 8:30 pm Tuesday reception covers hors d'oeuvres, wine, beer, soft drinks, and two stronger beverages.

Registration

At the door registration for Electro/81 will be $10 for IEEE and ERA members, and $20 for nonmembers. Half-price registration for nonmembers is available from the Electro office, 999 N Sepulveda Blvd, El Segundo, CA 90245, as well as through a preview mailing to industry professionals. Free registration cards will be distributed by engineers at many northeastern U.S. companies and may also be obtained from exhibitors.
THE CALLAN™ INTEGRATED WORK STATION IS THE PERFECT PACKAGE FOR OEM USERS OF MULTIBUS™ OR LSI-11 COMPATIBLE CARDS.

INTELLIGENT TERMINAL 1
12-inch CRT display, non-glare glass, 7 by 9 character, 5 character attributes, powerful edit commands, split screen, separate scroll region, smooth scrolling. High-strength structural foam case.

200 WATT SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY 2
Enough power to handle virtually any system configuration. Fan cooling. Rear cover removable for CPU access. Will operate with cover removed.

DETACHABLE KEYBOARD 3
82 keys including keypad, auto repeat function keys, applications modes, typewriter pairing. LED indicators show On Line/Local, KB locked, keypad application (3 LEDs are user accessible through RS232 commands).

BUILT-IN CPU CARD CAGE 4
Holds up to 6 Multibus cards or 7 quad/14 double height LSI-11 modules so user can configure system using these card families, including microprocessor, memory, peripherals, input/output, communications...

RS232 SERIAL INTERFACE 7
Connects CPU and terminal. Option switches select: 115/230V, baud rate, 7/8 data bits, parity, auto wrap, auto LF, local/self test/on line, other modes.

DUAL 5¼ INCH MINI FLOPPIES (OPTIONAL) 6
Or one mini floppy and one Winchester rigid disk. Disk controller (user selected) is located in rear card cage.

FRONT PANEL SWITCHES & LEDs 5
CPU reset and interrupt switches (Multibus). CPU halt/enable and LTC switches (LSI-11). 8 CPU LEDs addressable through RS232 commands.

At last, the perfect packaging solution for OEMs and large volume end-users who are using Multibus or LSI-11 compatible cards.

It's the Callan CD100 — a compact, desk top Integrated Work Station, which combines a versatile intelligent terminal with advanced video features, an integral card cage which holds up to 6 Multibus or 7 quad/14 double height LSI-11 modules, a high capacity switching power supply, and, as an option, two 5¼ inch mini floppies, or one floppy and one mini Winchester rigid disk.

Now you can design your complete system into this single low cost package, rather than interconnecting 3 or 4 separate boxes, or investing $500,000 or more to develop your own integrated work station.

The Callan CD100 makes the “Make or Buy” decision easy, since unit prices are as low as $3195 with substantial OEM discounts available.

The CD100 is fully compatible with all Multibus and LSI-11 family cards, and software as well, including DEC's RT-11 and RSX-11, CP/M and CP/M86 from Digital Research, and Intel's RMX-80 and 86.

For the whole story, phone or write Callan Data Systems today.

Callan DATA SYSTEMS
2637 Townsgate Road
Westlake Village, CA 91361
Telephone: (805) 497-6837

DEC, RT-11, RSX/11 and LSI-11 are trademarks and/or products of Digital Equipment Corporation • Multibus, RMX-80, RMX-86 and Intel are trademarks and/or products of Intel Corporation • CP/M and CP/M86 are trademarks of Digital Research • Callan is a trademark of Callan Data Systems.
Products that talk. The man-machine interface will never be the same.
Let's talk about speech capability.
Voice synthesis products.
From Texas Instruments.

The bright promise of products that think came closer to fulfillment in the 70s. The trend for the 80s is clear: Products that “talk.”

Whether it's appliances, automotive consoles, transaction terminals, office systems, telecommunications, robotics or electronic toys and games, no other area of technology will have more impact during this decade.

Speech synthesis technology — pioneered by TI — portends a whole new generation of voice-prompting products. Products that will change the way you live and learn and work.

So, if you're designing new products with speech applications, talk to TI — the only total capability supplier with the experience and production-proven know-how to assure you of reliable speech products and services.

Let's talk technology
TI offers several methods of vocabulary analysis, dependent on your volume, versatility of application and voice quality desired. TI's Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) technique provides the highest quality speech reproduction because it's the only technique devised that models itself after the human vocal tract.

Define your vocabulary, consider your volume requirements, cost and development time, then talk to TI about your application.

Let's talk products
Choose from the industry's broadest, most cost-effective line of speech products. A growing line of integrated circuits, evaluation kits, OEM boards and a capability for the design and development of complete custom modules incorporating microprocessors, display and interface functions. A good example of our commitment to this technology: ROMs made especially for speech applications.

TI's LSI Voice Synthesis processors (VSP) and Voice Synthesis memories (VSM) are in volume production, now. The TMS5200 single chip VSP produces high quality speech at a very low data rate (1200 bps), easily interfacing with 8 and 16-bit microprocessors. The on-chip FIFO buffer allows speech data to be stored in either the host microprocessor system, or off-line on bubble memory or floppy disk. Also, speech data may be stored in a custom ROM, such as the 12K-bit TMS6100. You can use TI VSPs with TMS6100 Series VSMs for storage of up to 3,000 words of speech.

For high-volume applications, user-developed vocabularies can be implemented on mask-programmed ROMs.

The benefits of the custom module approach are both time and cost related. TI's experience in the design and production of electronic modules means quick cycle times, substantial savings, and, of course, getting your product to market faster.

Let's talk support
Like the development of production vocabularies at any of TI's Regional Technology Centers. Custom vocabularies can be synthesized at the RTCs at low cost with quick turnaround (so quick in some cases that you can walk out the door with your program) and delivered on EPROMs for use with either TI's TM990/306 speech board or TMS5000 Series VS processors.

And like tapping the resources of TI's word library where natural sounding speech is pre-recorded and readily available for specialized vocabularies.

And like an intensive one-day RTC seminar covering TI's Solid State Speech technology and its applications, including acoustics, phonetics, waveform analysis and LPC. Systems architectures as well as hardware and software design techniques and a demonstration of several speech products round out the day.

And like the Design Service assistance rendered by the RTCs for the application of cost-effective, state-of-the-art technologies to your specific product and program needs.

Let's talk now
About a total systems solution capability for voice synthesis technology. About low-cost, high-quality, quick turnaround Solid State Speech applications for your products.

Talk to your nearest TI field sales office, or write to Texas Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 225012, M.S. 308, Dallas, Texas 75265.

*Solid State Speech is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
If You Use Back Planes...

You need the Innovation and Imagination of TRW Cinch Connectors' "Creative Technology"

When you need back planes, you need back planes designed to do your specific job. That's where TRW Cinch Connectors' Creative Technology comes in. We sit down with you and customize your back planes to do exactly what you want. We provide a variety of connector centers, and TRW Cinch Connectors' reliability is unchallenged.

If your telecommunications, computer or military packaging applications require the following types of back planes, consider TRW Cinch Connectors as your primary source:

- **Printed Circuit Back Panels** — new facilities, new equipment, mean even higher quality panels from double-sided to multi-layered and ten ounce copper laminated boards for your press fit requirements.
- **Metal Edge Connector Panels** — high-quality, at competitive prices.
- **SEM/NAFI Panels** — a tuning fork panel and plug module system that meets MIL-C-28754 and WS 6157 connector packaging concepts.

So let TRW Cinch Connectors become your primary source for Back Planes. Call or write your TRW Electronic Components Sales Office . . . listed in EEM or TRW Cinch Connectors, a Division of TRW Inc., 1501 Morse Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007. 312/981-6000.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN COMPUTING

Extrapolating trends in critical areas of computer technology identifies paths in which computing will evolve

James R. Bell* Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main St, Maynard, MA 01754

Important developments are taking place in each of the areas of function, performance, ease of use, acquisition costs, operating costs, reliability, serviceability, and compatibility. By extrapolating trends in these areas, one can predict certain directions the evolution of computing will take in the next decade, and prepare to seize opportunities that the future will offer.

Function and Performance

Improvements in computer function and performance are fueled mainly by the rapid development of semiconductor technology. Processors illustrate this progress. The level of function in a computer system can be inferred from the amount of memory the system contains. (See Fig 1.) Main memory, today composed of semiconductors, follows the semiconductor technology trend

*Mr Bell is presently with Hewlett-Packard Co, 11000 Wolfe Rd, Cupertino, CA 95014
that yearly doubles the number of bits available on a single chip. The amount of main memory purchased per dollar increases each year. This increase in memory corresponds to an increase in function from small, dedicated systems to sophisticated, multi-user timesharing systems.

Decreasing semiconductor prices impact subsystems other than processors. Low cost memory permits construction of video terminals in which one bit of local memory corresponds to each dot position on the screen. Allowing a natural integration of graphics with text, these bit mapped terminals are further extendable to provide gray scale and color through additional memory bits. Adding features and intelligence to terminals makes good economic sense because it improves their cost/benefit ratio. Today’s video terminals, using television technology, do not cost much more than television sets. Although terminal costs may continue to fall, there is more incentive to add new features than to focus only on further cost reduction. New features improve overall system productivity, and video displays will benefit as much from this as from the growing image based technologies, such as video disc, video tape, teletext, and Viewdata.

Although video terminals will be more common in the future, hardcopy terminals will continue to be used for copying images from video screens and as alternatives to video displays. Low cost, hardcopy terminals will improve output quality dramatically. Dot matrix technology, which now dominates the field, is capable of producing higher quality fonts by varying the number, size, and location of the dots.

Dot matrix technology will continue to remain cost effective, but it is likely that other printing technologies will dominate by the end of this decade. Among the nonimpact alternatives (eg, ink jet), those using techniques related to office copiers are the most promising. Building these devices involves many specific choices for image generation—liquid crystal displays, cathode ray tubes, or lasers, for example—as well as the choice for transferring the image onto paper. Ultimately, many combinations of choices will appear in computer output devices, both because of the large underlying investment in copier technology and because the functions of these devices are compatible with computer peripherals for facsimile, optical character recognition, and graphics.

Apart from traditional soft- and hardcopy terminals, alternative input/output (I/O) devices will proliferate. Those widely accepted will be characterized by a high degree of compatibility with the needs and desires of users, rather than by their efficiency in meeting processor and memory requirements alone. Likely alternatives include speech recognition, which will improve from the small, discrete vocabulary systems currently available to embrace larger vocabularies, voice independence, and connected speech. Voice identification, a related technology, also will be used—in computer room security, for example. Speech synthesis is considerably easier than speech recognition, and is already being used in many applications. Image sensors, particularly television cameras using charge-coupled devices (CCDs), will be common in applications like quality control during manufacturing operations.

Touch sensitive screens will achieve another form of nonlinguistic communication with computers. On the other hand, the great demand for processor resources could inhibit acceptance of some I/O alternatives: for example, the best current speech input system, the HARPY system built at Carnegie-Mellon University, requires about five dollars of computer resources, including 28M instruction executions, to process one second of speech using a 1k-word vocabulary.

Functional changes will be paralleled by enormous changes in performance. Historically, computer performance on calculation intensive problems has improved by about an order of magnitude every decade. In 1960 a program involving one floating point multiplication per iteration, such as a program to compute the mean and standard deviation of a population, could process statistics for the population of Canada within ten minutes. By 1970 ten minutes would suffice to process statistics for the population of North America, and in 1980 this program could process statistics for the world population in the same ten minute time frame. Progressing at a rate that would be breathtaking in other fields, change in computer performance is constantly forcing design of new system structures and opening new application areas.

Emerging system structures will emphasize distributed processing. As costs drop and performance increases, it becomes economical to eliminate bottlenecks by dispersing computational power among many subsystems. Therefore, since machines often devote half of their central processing unit cycles to editing, smart terminals containing editors can reduce the load on their host machine. Similarly, intelligent disc subsystems not only perform traditional storage functions more effectively, but also can fetch records, sort files, and provide full database management capabilities.

Economic factors that encourage intelligent subsystems also suggest replication of processors. Processor replication will take several forms, ranging from tightly coupled multiprocessors that share memory to loosely coupled processors that communicate over telephone lines. During the next decade, the most important trend in this area will be toward the widespread use of high speed local networks as the underlying physical structure for many situations in which timesharing is used today. Multiple processors bring pitfalls, such as stale data and directory updating problems. Further, they make existing problems, like operating system security and communications, more difficult.

Changes in computer technology stimulate the opening of new markets. At this moment, we are witnessing revolutionary effects of computer technology in the office environment. Word processing equipment has proliferated, and acceptance of electronic mail also is spreading rapidly. Costs of electronic mail are now competitive with those of traditional alternatives on a per message basis and, in some respects, electronic mail is now the superior medium. Whereas telephones remove the distance barrier, electronic mail removes the barriers of both distance and time; participants need not be available simultaneously for a dialogue to occur. Although universality is one of the greatest assets of the
telephone, a property electronic mail terminals will not approach for several decades, computer terminals already are becoming available on a per desk basis within some commercial enterprises. With suitable communicating data bases, more sophisticated auxiliary functions are possible, such as calendar management and meeting scheduling.

Following the typewriter and the telephone, the file cabinet is likely to be the next piece of office equipment affected by computers. Paper based file management is expensive and inefficient. For instance, one international corporation makes an average of 19 copies of every letter it receives, and files 8 of those copies to increase the possibility that at least one copy will be found when needed. Inevitably, electronic document management will join word processing and electronic mail as an efficient solution to the problems of paper based file management.

In the office marketplace, the current trend is toward integration of document processing functions with more traditional computer terminal functions in a single physical unit. Combinations of numeric data, non-numeric data, and text could merge with other types of information such as facsimile and digitized speech. As global economic factors dictate substitution of electronic communication for physical transportation wherever possible, these trends may result in sophisticated forms of computer mediated teleconferencing that incorporate online management science tools.

Ultimate limits of computer function and performance are yet to be realized. Present computing structures are primitive with respect to their environment. Progress in computer function and performance over the past several decades has been remarkable, but it is likely that developments during the next several decades will be astonishing.

### Ease of Use

Two major barriers to more widespread use of computers are programming and the computing environment. Computers must be programmed, and most people cannot program computers. In the more advanced nations, perhaps 1% of the population can program, but the proportion is much lower on a worldwide basis. Even for such simple computational devices as consumer calculators, sales of programmable models have been about two orders of magnitude lower than those of nonprogrammable models. Although the situation is changing rapidly, and programming has become a popular subject from elementary school through college, it seems certain that programmers will remain a minority through the end of this century. (See Fig 2.) At present, lack of trained programmers is the greatest obstacle to advanced computer applications.

Various routes over and around the programming hurdle are possible. Less procedural languages help by focusing on the functional requirements of a problem rather than on its solution methodology. Less procedural approaches include very high level languages and nonprogramming approaches, like query by example or query by form. Another route is the use of automated methods, such as customizable application generators, or application workbenches in which predefined modules are plugged together. Natural languages constitute a third route; current state of the art compels a choice between restricted language in a broad domain and relatively unrestricted language in a narrow domain. Restrictions will recede steadily, however, enabling natural languages to play an important future role. In certain problem areas, even natural language will never be as desirable as other approaches. For example, in a factory situation involving computer controlled robots, training by example would be preferable to any approach based on language.

The other barrier to more widespread use of computers—the computing environment—requires operators to interact with computer systems in computer oriented terms. They must use an unnatural symbolism, beginning with an alphabet that features strange control characters. They must confront unnecessary distinctions, such as differing treatment of arrays and files; unpleasant tradeoffs, such as the choice between a friendlier, interpreter based environment and a harsher but more efficient compiler based environment; and unwanted bookkeeping, as in the generation and tracking of backup copies of current work. In short, users face a computer system with room for improvement at all levels, and need attention to the human engineering of the operator interface in particular. Because computer manufacturers are paying a great deal of attention to these problems, the next decade should see considerable progress toward their resolution.
Acquisition Cost

Acquisition cost has dropped steadily over the years and will continue to drop. Different portions of the acquisition cost are changing at different rates, however. Viewed as a whole, system costs will continue to decline by a factor of three every five years. This introduces the fear that the rate of technological progress will drive the technology intensive portion of computer costs to zero, leaving low technology, price stable components (eg, packaging) as the main determinant of system cost. This is unlikely during the coming decade.

On closer inspection, older technologies retain significant life. New technologies must shoot at a moving target; thus, the crossover point for a cost trend invariably lies further away in time than originally predicted. This was the case when semiconductor memory began to supplant core memory, and will be the case again in the semiconductor versus disc memory market. Older technology continues to change at a significant rate, and once the crossover occurs, by definition the overall rate of change accelerates.

Concern that computer price reductions will be self-limiting because the rapidly changing portion of costs soon will reach zero is built upon a false assumption. Consider how the hypothetical market basket of food, upon which price changes are reported monthly, misstates the actual situation because it allows no variation in product mix based on substitution effects that occur when the ratio of product prices changes. Fortunately, computer designers are bound by no such prescribed product mix. When the price of semiconductor gates declines, designers use them more liberally, especially as substitutes for more expensive components. This tends to prevent the overall semiconductor price component from dropping rapidly. Some of the most sluggish cost factors, like labor, are receiving particular attention as targets for substitution; this is the impetus for such trends as direct data entry, point of sale scanners, and optical character recognition.

Memory

Slashed by a factor of ten in the last five years, memory is the most rapidly changing component of computer costs, and one that will decline by at least as much again in the next five years. Here, the driving force is Moore's Law, a rule of thumb predicting that the number of bits on a memory chip will double every year. Changes in chip density translate with only modest dilution into changes in cost at the memory subsystem level. Computer architects have learned to build memory hierarchies that exploit price trends in subsystems that approximate their cheapest components in cost and their fastest components in performance.

In the next decade, semiconductor memory will be supplemented by newer technologies, especially magnetic bubbles. Serial semiconductor technologies, including CCDs, have the potential to be cheaper than conventional semiconductor memories by about a factor of three, but a variety of technological and market factors may deny them viability. Justified by their non-volatility and physical form factor, magnetic bubbles are already available for some applications. Widespread, future use will require a low and rapidly declining cost per bit as well.

Disc costs will decrease by a factor of three over each 5-year period. Semiconductor technology is gradually overtaking disc technology. However, the absolute difference between disc and semiconductor technologies will preserve a tenfold cost advantage for discs through the 1980s (Fig 3). Economy of scale is an important aspect of the disc cost advantage; rather than wait five years to achieve a factor of three reduction in cost per megabyte, one can obtain the same effect immediately by moving from a single- to a double-platter disc, or gain yet another factor of three by moving to a larger, multiple-platter disc. Thus, when semiconductor memory finally supplants discs, it will do so gradually by eroding the disc market from beneath. Continued disc improvements derive from parallel progress on recording heads (eg, thin film heads), recording media (eg, plated media), modulation techniques, and error correcting codes. Error correction, in particular, illustrates use of inexpensive computational power to realize the economy of a higher physical error rate while simultaneously achieving the performance of a lower visible error rate.

Processors

Processors, having a high proportion of semiconductor devices, decline faster in cost than do computer systems as a whole. Consequently, use of multiple processors is attractive in a variety of situations (Fig 4). Two microprocessors can handle foreground and background workloads separately on a single microcomputer.
board. System or application programs can be partitioned among dedicated structures composed of multiple processors. More generally, large systems can be built from many smaller systems, as in the case of the CM* system, which contains 50 PDP-11S, built by Carnegie-Mellon University.

In the memory and processor areas, cost reductions are primarily accounted for by the use of semiconductor large scale integration (LSI). However, several problems must be considered in order to realize the potential benefits of LSI. LSI design costs are very high, especially when the cost of building computer aided design tools is included. For example, the cost of designing certain high volume microprocessors exceeded the total manufacturing cost for all of the units ultimately produced. Hardware economics is becoming more similar to software economics in this regard. Another problem with LSI is the overhead cost of interconnecting the chips. For instance, wire delay in the KL-10 processor accounts for about 40% of the instruction cycle time. The third problem with LSI is that full economic reward can be achieved only through high volume production of every part, a volume normally possible only for parts with regularity.

Regularity has become a guiding principle that pervades every level of computer system design. At the hardware level, read only memories, random access memories, and programmable logic arrays are used wherever possible. Microprocessors are used in lieu of hardwired logic. In software, table driven and rule driven approaches are preferred. Even in architecture, regularity and symmetry are sought at both the instruction set/processor level and at the processor/memory system level. Examples at these levels include operation code regularity in the VAX-11 and a trend away from master-slave designs toward symmetrical multiprocessor designs.

A most dramatic example of increased reliance on regularity is the role of the microprogram control store in modern processor design. Whereas 100-byte control memories were typical a decade ago, modern designs use tens of thousands of bytes. Current micromachines and control stores are larger and more complex than many of the complete computers sold in 1970. It comes as no shock that the software issues of that era, including higher level implementation languages, program testing, and realtime operating system design, have resurfaced as issues in hardware engineering.

Power and Packaging

One final aspect of computer hardware cost is the surprisingly high price of power supplies and packaging; for example, these less glamorous technologies account for about 30% of the cost of a PDP-11/70. Although it is true that they are changing more slowly than other technologies, they offer as much potential for cost reduction. Higher volumes of products like terminals make affordable the initial tooling costs characteristic of inexpensive packaging methods, such as molded plastic. In power supplies, the typical cost of about $1 per watt is gradually but steadily declining. Drastic cost reduction can be achieved by using fewer watts; for example, an LSI version of the PDP-8 can run on flashlight batteries. One approach to power and packaging cost reduction integrates small computer systems within a single physical package to facilitate global design optimization and to reduce the packaging costs. The PDT series illustrates this trend by integrating processors and mass storage into terminals.

Operating Costs

Although acquisition cost receives a disproportionate share of attention during computer procurement, it is widely recognized that operating costs far outweigh the cost of acquisition. Users would like to come to grips with these other portions of the total life cycle cost of a computer system, but they find it difficult to do so because operating costs are spread out among programming, field service, other labor costs, power consumption, and expendable supplies.

Programming

Programming is the most expensive factor in computing, and this can be seen by comparing the monthly rental charge for computer equipment with the monthly salary and overhead costs of the programming staff, or by contrasting the cost of purchasing a byte of memory (between a penny and a nickel) to the cost of writing a byte of software to fill it (about a dollar). This analysis is misleadingly simplistic because the economics of replicating hardware and developing software are very dissimilar. However, given the trends of declining hardware costs and stable software costs, the situation a decade from now could be astounding—the cost of filling a byte of memory with software could be more than a thousand times the cost of buying it.
Programming cost provides overwhelming motivation to produce systems that require less programming. Furthermore, in many applications, the cost of software maintenance far exceeds the cost of software development. To some extent, software maintenance costs reflect a problem in terminology; “maintenance” implies repair of a mechanism to restore its original state, and “software maintenance” is usually a misnomer for what would more properly be called “software evolution,” a special form of software development. One area of current research explores harnessing database technology to track and control software as it evolves. A frequently overlooked aspect of programming cost is the large amount of formal and informal training required to use computers effectively. Future systems will be not only easier to use, but also self-teaching in tutorial and reference modes.

Field Service and Other Labor

Because repair is labor intensive, the ratio of field service costs to equipment cost increased steadily in the last decade. The ratio of 100 months’ field service cost to the purchase price of a computer gives a simple indication of the current state of affairs. Today, this ratio is likely to be about 50% for a typical medium size computer, and more than 100% for a microcomputer. In other words, repair costs may exceed the initial purchase price, a situation being attacked by increased reliability of computer systems and by alternative field service methods that are less labor intensive.

Other labor costs include the cost of data entry clerks and computer operators. Attempts to cut data entry costs focus on capturing data at the earliest opportunity in a form the computer can use, and on automating data capture wherever possible. Examples of these trends include supermarket point of sale scanners and optical character readers. Computer utilities charge up to $25 to mount and dismount a private disc pack. Repeated mountings and dismountings at these rates are less cost effective than a capital intensive solution, such as online archival storage.

User wait time is a labor expense that is easily overlooked (Fig 5). Instead of instantaneous response to most requests, the operator of a terminal in a multi-user system experiences a short delay, typically a few seconds and costing a penny or less. When multiplied by the number of transactions per hour, the number of hours in the life of the equipment, and the number of terminals on the system, however, the total cost is quite high. Specifically, when the average response time exceeds four seconds, the labor expense for operator wait time exceeds the hardware cost of a typical, large timesharing system. Since operator wait costs are directly proportional to response time, addition of hardware that improves response time is often an excellent investment. As with quantity, equipment quality exhibits a similar phenomenon. For example, purchase of a video terminal with slightly lower flicker and slightly higher productivity usually reflects a wise decision in terms of total life cycle costs.

Electricity and Expendables

Though reduced by the rising level of semiconductor integration, the electricity costs to run a computer system should not be ignored. Lifetime electricity costs range from several hundred dollars for an LSI-11 to about $10k for a KL-10, and even these figures understimate the true situation because, apart from power to run the equipment, one must pay 20 or 30% extra for power supply inefficiencies, about 10% extra for fans to dissipate heat into the surrounding environment, and a sizable air conditioning bill to cool this environment. (See Fig 6.) Here again, low power semiconductor technologies will play an increasingly important role in the future.
One final category of operating costs involves expendable supplies such as paper and storage media. For example, a typical nonimpact printer uses more than a million sheets of paper a month; the cost of this megasheet of paper dominates the cost of the printer itself. Removable disc pack subsystems further illustrate media costs. One current drive sells for $3800, and over its lifetime, the typical user purchases 20 disc packs for it at $150 each. That is, roughly as much will be spent on the disc packs as on the drive unit.

Since removable media induce extra hardware and extra labor costs, there will be a trend toward nonremovable media. However, removable storage will continue to play an important role owing to considerations of portability, security, long-term backup requirements, and data interchange. In this last regard, a jumbo jet filled with magnetic tapes might be viewed as a high bandwidth, low cost, computer communications medium. Solid-state removable storage media will come to dominate the smallest module sizes for two reasons. Magnetic media offer economies of scale that become drawbacks in this application—for half the price, one can buy half as much solid-state storage but not half as much magnetic storage. More important, magnetic media tend to have a natural minimum size, whereas solid-state storage lacks this limitation.

Reliability

At the current state of the art, small computers and systems of large computers that serve as backup for one another have reliability well in excess of 99%; however, individual, large multi-user systems typically "crash" every few days. Thus, there is still a difference in reliability of several orders of magnitude between computer utilities and, say, electric power utilities. User desires and designer skills will combine to narrow this gap in the next few years.

Full reliability demands a layered system approach. Any layer must be designed to be as reliable as possible, devoting particular attention to reliable operation even in the presence of errors in lower layers. There are important reliability and availability issues at every level from the innermost hardware circuitry to the outermost layer of application software.

Some rules of thumb can be applied in designing for reliability. First, select basic components that are as reliable as possible. For example, other things being equal, use semiconductor memory rather than rotating memory. Second, fewer components lead to fewer component failures. Thus, for instance, serial design techniques have the advantage of needing fewer circuits and fewer connectors. Standard methods for computing reliability depend heavily on component counts, but this factor alone can be misleading. Last, careful use of redundancy can significantly increase reliability. Many reliability techniques are based on some form of redundancy. The first reliability improvement to memories was addition of an extra parity bit for single-bit error correction and multiple-bit error detection. By adding more redundant bits, single-bit error correction and multiple-bit error detection became widely available. By doubling or tripling the number of memory bits, even higher levels of reliability based on standby memories and two out of three voting logic are possible for critical applications.

Currently, the weakest link in system reliability by far is software. Although some lessons in software reliability can be learned from the hardware reliability experience, progress is likely to be slow because the complexity of software is much greater than that of hardware, and many of its underlying failure mechanisms are different. For the long term, formal proofs of correctness for software (and hardware) hold promise; the first practical results in this area have just begun to emerge from research laboratories.

To build the high-availability systems that will be commonplace a decade from now, reliable hardware and reliable software both will be needed. Hardware must be especially reliable, and in particular, it must be structured to avoid single points of failure. However, the main burden of providing high availability is likely to fall on the operating system software, which must be capable of dynamic recovery from a wide variety of failure modes through reconfiguration of hardware units. One of the tradeoffs to be faced by designers is the degree of coupling in future multiprocessor systems. Performance considerations encourage a tight coupling, whereas reliability considerations suggest a looser coupling to inhibit fault propagation.

Serviceability

Regardless of the attention paid to reliability, it is inevitable that failures will sometimes occur. In fact, higher reliability does not always go hand in hand with minimal service needs. For example, triple modular redundancy can be used to make availability rates very high, but the total number of failures requiring service will roughly triple. This scenario opens possibilities for new servicing techniques. If a user were able to continue operation at a reduced performance level after a failure had occurred, servicing could move to a more efficient, scheduled basis rather than the current, crisis-driven basis. To avoid operational interruptions during the actual servicing, online diagnosis and repair are essential. Such techniques are now being used; for example, one of the tradeoffs to be faced by designers is the degree of coupling in future multiprocessor systems. Performance considerations encourage a tight coupling, whereas reliability considerations suggest a looser coupling to inhibit fault propagation.
microprocessor is defective can be very difficult and time-consuming, despite the fact that actual repair, involving a component swap, is comparatively simple. As diagnostics become more highly automated and the repair aspect more straightforward, the prospect for greater user involvement in routine servicing gains promise. Both user installation of new systems and user repair of simple failures are inevitable, especially for smaller systems.

As in the case of reliability, the main challenge for serviceability in the coming decade lies not in hardware, but in software. Mechanical aspects of software service that have been automated include parameter generation for operating system installation and insertion of patches to remove software bugs. However, software servicing techniques remain quite primitive and labor intensive. Until more progress is made on this front, high serviceability costs provide an extra incentive to build a quality product that minimizes the need for service.

**Compatibility**

An economic necessity both for computer manufacturers and for their customers, compatibility is a vital element in other fields of technology. For example, the most important single reason that fluorescent lighting has been slow to replace incandescent lighting, even in this era of energy crisis, is that the physical form factors are not compatible. In computing, the magnitude of existing hardware and software investments often makes compatibility an overriding consideration.

Computer compatibility can be discussed at many different levels. One of the neglected levels of software compatibility is that of the operating system. In the past, this did not stand as a widely accepted goal; for example, the PDP-11 has supported a variety of operating systems that focused on different classes of applications. By late in their life cycles, these tended to converge in function while still requiring individual support. Thus, in the case of the newer VAX-11 computer series, one goal is to provide a single operating system that will serve the full range of machine sizes and applications.

Superficially controlled by existing standards, programming languages, particularly the less complex languages like BASIC, exhibit a wide spectrum of incompatible dialects and extensions. It is noteworthy when a manufacturer’s various BASIC systems can share a common reference manual, as for the DECsystem-10, DECsystem-20, PDP-11, and VAX-11. In the same context, one can address data compatibility at the level of media, records, files, and even database management. In general, issues become more difficult—and compatibility less common—as one moves upward in this hierarchy.

Hardware designers have been quick to accept compatibility at some levels but slow to recognize its importance at others. There is a heavy emphasis on compatibility at the instruction set level, but compatibility below this level is almost unheard of. Although use of buses gave rise to interconnection standards and development of the plug compatible industry, these have been few standards for compatible buses, even among products from a single manufacturer. Economic burdens of incompatibility are great; because of the combinative nature of processors, operating systems, and buses, the cost of writing diagnostic software for each new peripheral device offered by DEC exceeds one million dollars.

Intersystem compatibility issues will receive more attention in the future than they have in the past. Already, most large users incorporate equipment from several vendors, and intersystem issues will become increasingly prominent as sophisticated interconnection services (such as AT&T’s Advanced Communications Service) become widely available. Even users of a single manufacturer’s equipment encounter issues of heterogeneous interconnected systems, since many vendors support multiple-product families. All users seek viable migration paths that can incorporate new technology as it becomes available. Questions that must be faced involve every aspect of compatibility and the full spectrum of interconnection from local buses to geographically distributed processing. Answers to these questions will determine the degree to which each user reaps the benefits achieved by underlying technological trends during the coming decade.
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How fast do you want to hit the street with your micro system?

During these last two years, thousands of companies have gone into business with the sole purpose of developing micro-based products.

And in an environment as explosive as that, you are either very quick. Or very dead.

So, although building your micro-based system from scratch could be a glorious experience, we would advise you to buy one of our single board computers. Or even better, our prepackaged systems.

If you call your local Data General industrial electronics stocking distributor* to order your development system this morning, you'll be able to start working on your software this afternoon.

And while your competition is pounding out assembly code, you'll be working with big computer languages. An MP/FORTRAN with multi-tasking. An MP/PASCAL that executes at assembly language speeds. An MP/BASIC that lets you write enormously complex programs that take up very little space. And MP/OS. A micro sub-set of AOS, the operating system anyone who knows operating systems will tell you is the most sophisticated in the world.

With system tools as powerful as these, you could be out selling your micro-based product while other guys are still trying to figure out how to use the wimpy tools that the semiconductor companies are offering.

And as you get bigger, and get into bigger systems, everything you've done will grow right along with you. Because Data General micros are compatible with every other Data General computer.

If you are still unconvinced, let us tell you a story.

A certain system house we know assigned two teams the same micro project using two different computer companies. The team using Data General finished in four months. The team not using Data General took nearly seven months.

Would you care to guess whose micros they are using now?

Data General
We take care of our own.

What the world has been waiting for in high performance micros. Immediate delivery.
Digital is changing the way you get your products to market. 
We're making it faster. 
Because right now our basic LSI-11 product family is available with off-the-shelf delivery. So you don't have to wait around to get your product started.

And once you have our micros, you can do more with them. Our unique building-block approach lets you design whatever system you need.

Start with your choice of microcomputer terminals. Either the VT103-AA—a specially configured VT100 with an LSI backplane that accepts up to 8 double-height modules. Or the VT103-BA, featuring a backplane and a TU38 dual-drive cartridge tape.

Then you add our KDL1-HA LSI-11/2 CPU Board, a low-cost 16-bit processor with the power to drive virtually any small to medium-sized system.

Plus you can choose either one of these powerful modules.
1. The MXV11 LSI-11 Multifunction Module. Featuring 8 or 32Kb of RAM, up to 8Kb of PROM (user supplied), 2 asynchronous serial I/O ports and real-time clock.
2. The MSV11-DD 64Kb RAM Board. Complete with on-board refresh.

These boards, plus the VT103, are available immediately. To give you all the flexibility and performance you need to develop a great micro product. Or a great micro development system. Or both.

Of course, once you get started with an LSI-11, there's no telling where you might want to go. So we offer lots of other modules for you to plug into your VT103: 9 different memory boards, 11 I/O modules, 9 communications options, even kits for designing your own custom interfacing.

And if you need more, there are also 8 different peripherals, all running on Digital's industry-standard LSI-11 Bus, the most widely used bus structure in micros.

**Great flexibility in software, too.**

Our RT-II development and applications software gives you a wealth of high level languages and development aids. Its capabilities range from multitasking, multi-terminal support for larger configurations, to a very small kernel for single-task applications. There's also SIMRT, a subset of RT-II designed for PROM applications that's an integral part of FORTRAN IV.

And because your development software has the same RT-II software as your target system, you can debug your programs with complete confidence.
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**The total approach to micros.**

Helping you get your product to market quickly is just one of the ways we make micros easier to work with.

We also back all our boards with over 14,000 service people worldwide, technical consultation and training. Plus a range of support agreements to meet your needs. It's the total approach to micros, only from Digital.

For more information call our toll-free LSI-11 Hotline at 800-225-9220. (In MA, HI, AK and Canada, call 617-467-7000.) Or send the coupon.
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I'd like to know more about Digital's approach to micros.

☐ Please send more information on the VT103 micro terminal and the LSI family modules.

☐ Please have a Sales Representative call.

Name: ____________________________

Title: ____________________________

Company: ________________________

Address: _________________________

City: __________ State: _____ Zip: __________

Telephone: _______________________

My application is: ___________________

Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation, Microcomputer Products Group, MR2-2/M65, One Iron Way, Marlboro, MA 01752.
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INTERCONNECTION SYSTEM APPROACHES FOR MINIMIZING DATA TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS

Rf circuit design techniques reduce signal degradation and crosstalk to permit increased bandwidth in high performance digital systems

Robert K. Southard
AMP, Incorporated
Harrisburg, PA 17105

Advances in digital logic and complex components, in conjunction with the extraordinary speeds of charge-coupled devices, emitter-coupled logic, and gallium arsenide technologies, provide the high performance demanded by today's computing environment. As the speed of logic families increases, signal rise and fall times and propagation delays decrease. The problem of getting data from one place to another in a high performance system becomes more difficult with this delay and rise time decrease, often as a direct result of the bandwidth of the interconnection system required to carry data pulses.

The graph in Fig 1 plots the trend of common logic families, extending to the latest in high speed technology. Lines marked N = 1 and N = 10 plot the equation of the bandwidth required to pass the pulse signal.

\[ BW = \frac{0.35N}{t_r} \]

In the equation, \( t_r \) equals the device rise time and \( N \) is the highest harmonic of the propagation frequency to be passed. At \( N = 1 \), the system distorts the pulse rise and fall times, and barely passes the leading and trailing edges of the desired pulse. In the normal high performance situation, at \( N = 10 \), the system passes signals almost undisturbed.

Fig 1 Fast logic demands high bandwidth. Graph plots approximate system interconnection bandwidth for maximum performance as function of device rise time for popular and more recent logic families. At \( N = 1 \) harmonic, system barely passes pulse rise time. At \( N = 10 \) harmonic, system passes rise time almost undisturbed.
Transmission Line Factors

Characteristic Impedance

Characteristic impedance ($Z_o$) is a function of the geometry and the materials of a system. In a transmission line, two wires are surrounded by a dielectric material. Between the two wires is a capacitance, which is a function of the spacing between the wires, the dielectric constant of the material between them, and the effective plate area of the wires. In simple instances, plate area is equal to the diameter times the length of the wire, and capacitance is expressed as microfarads per unit length. The two wires have a mutual inductance that is essentially a function of the distance between the wires, their diameter, and the wire length (the magnetic permeability of the surrounding material is usually unity). This inductance could be expressed as microhenries per unit length. If a 1-unit section of wire had a capacitance of $x$ microfarads, and an inductance of $y$ microhenries, the impedance ($Z_o$) would be $Z_o = \sqrt{\frac{y}{x}} = A \Omega$. For a 2-unit section, the capacitance would be 2$x$ and the inductance 2$y$; impedance would remain the same. Therefore, the impedance of a matched line is independent of its length. It could be said that each unit area of line cross section has its own characteristic impedance.

Reflection Coefficient

The reflection coefficient is a measure of how well the transmission line has achieved impedance control. A well-designed system, in which the circuits at both ends of a line are matched to the impedance of the line itself, provides for maximum energy transfer between the circuits. Furthermore (and more important for digital applications), a well-matched system prevents the generation of noise on the line, indicated by reflections at points where impedance changes. The amount of voltage reflected determines the voltage reflection coefficient, $\rho$; when 10% of the voltage is reflected, $\rho = 0.1$. In terms of voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), this impedance mismatch is expressed as the ratio of the two characteristic impedances. The larger value is divided by the smaller, so that the result is always 1 or greater. Reflections, which occur at impedance mismatches, are delayed by the propagation time of the cable, and may cause undesired circuit triggering.

Crosstalk

Crosstalk is the amount of signal pickup on one quiet line from adjacent, driven lines in the same cable (for multiconductor cables), or from driven lines in adjacent cables; these are normally termed line to line and cable to cable crosstalk, respectively. In addition to representing a loss of signal from the driven circuit, crosstalk contaminates the adjacent, quiescent lines, and may cause false triggering, overloaded circuits, and interference. Crosstalk can be measured in both forward and backward, or reverse, directions. Backward crosstalk is measured at the input end of a quiet line with respect to a driving device. Here, coupling of the driven signal produces an output on the quiet line, which has the same polarity as the applied voltage, but is reduced in magnitude by a factor related to $k_u$, the back crosstalk coefficient.

Forward crosstalk, on the other hand, is related to the velocity of different modes of the propagating wave. In a homogeneous dielectric medium, the mode velocities are equal; consequently, forward crosstalk is zero. However, in an open transmission line system with composite dielectrics of both air and substrate, the forward crosstalk becomes a function of the transmission line length, the voltage rise time of the applied signal, and, indirectly, the circuit coupling. Although peak forward crosstalk can be fairly high, its duration is very short, (often less than 1 μs), so that little energy is actually transferred, and many circuits are unaffected.

Attenuation

Attenuation of digital pulses results in degradation or distortion of the pulse in terms of a loss in peak voltage, a slower pulse rise, or both. There are two possible sources for these problems: conduction loss in the dielectric and resistive loss in the conductor. Both are functions of frequency; dielectric attenuation varies directly, whereas conductor loss (skin effect) varies as the square root of frequency. The sum of these two loss parameters represents the total loss of a line section and is usually measured in dB per unit length. At frequencies of 1 GHz, dielectric loss represents about one-third of the total attenuation. At 500 MHz, dielectric losses are down to one-fourth of the total. Thus, resistive losses tend to dominate below 1 GHz. With respect to conductor size, attenuation and its dc relatives, resistance and current carrying capacity, are essentially functions of wire size. As signal frequencies get higher, however, a greater portion of signal current is carried on the surface of the conductor (skin effect). A flat conductor, with its greater surface to volume ratio, thus provides lower high frequency attenuation than does a round wire of equal size.

Propagation Delay

Propagation delay is the time required for a pulse to travel through a transmission line system. It is the reciprocal of signal propagation velocity, and is, essentially, a function of the dielectric constant of the insulating material. Low-delay signal transmission is essential for high speed computer systems. In open transmission systems, where the insulation is not homogeneous, effective dielectric constant is an average value of the different materials. In most flat cables, some of the electromagnetic field escapes the insulation, and propagates in the air around the cable. This tends to decrease the dielectric constant, which increases the propagation velocity, but also increases the ground plane susceptibility, which may have the opposite effect. At high frequencies, when the dielectric constant of the insulation varies with the frequency, the different frequency components see different dielectric constants, and different propagation velocities cause pulse distortion.
easily, with almost no pulse edge distortion. For example, to use 74LS parts to maximum advantage, the system bandwidth must be extended from the very high frequency (vhf) range to the ultrahigh frequency (uhf) range mostly encountered by radio frequency (rf) circuit designers (and often unfamiliar to digital or data system hardware designers). As system speeds increase, system designers must familiarize themselves with parallel data transmission systems whose bandwidths easily extend into the microwave region.

Phase delay (time skewing) and ringing have a critical impact on system operation. In addition, parallel data transmission paths can produce crosstalk, significant noise in a “quiet” line induced from the active lines. Data integrity is maintained in typical systems by restricting ringing and crosstalk to about 10% of normal signal levels (−20 dB). High performance systems generally operate with relatively short runs in which data repeating amplifiers are not used along the basic transmission path and high noise margins are desirable. Amplitude losses in many systems, therefore, must be held to 20% to 25% (2 to 2.5 dB) along the transmission path.

When overall ringing, crosstalk, and signal levels cause signal degradation of more than about 30% at the chip receiving the data, noise margins become unacceptable high, and produce excessive error rates. High amplitude, wide bandwidth, and electrical noise environments must also be taken into account, but fortunately most system designs that eliminate crosstalk problems can eliminate outside electrical noise problems as well.

Failure to plan for the analog requirements of rf transmission at high frequencies when designing the interconnection system can create a system level malfunction that is almost impossible to cure through a retrofit. Often transmission problems do not show up until late in the design cycle, during board integration and test. Retrofit at that point would require significant changes in chip fanout and board layout densities; the selection and use of proper connectors adapted to wide bandwidths; and the use of special, low loss cable.

**Data Transmission Problems**

Circuit and systems designers unfamiliar with very high speed data transmission did not need to consider the effects of basic interconnection paths in previous designs; data transmission line problems do not exist over a signal transmission distance that is a very small fraction of the signal wavelength. However, system performance can be impaired as the wavelength of the highest frequency being transferred approaches the transmission path length. After the data transmission path exceeds a significant fraction of a wavelength, a transmission line approach must be introduced, with its attendant factors including characteristic impedance, attenuation, and reflection coefficient.

Fig 2 represents some critical signal path distances, and plots critical wavelength as a function of system cutoff frequency; the range of critical distances depicted extends from 8 ft (2 m) for 7400 logic, to 0.65 in (17 mm) for MECL III. The curve plots \( \lambda_{\text{cr}} = \frac{V}{2f} \), where \( V \) is the propagation velocity, and \( f \) is the rise time frequency being propagated. (Compare Fig 1.) The range of electrically equivalent distances for data transmission at each frequency extends from 23 ft (7 m) to 0.3 in (8 mm), as \( f \) varies from 3.5 MHz to 3.5 GHz.

Point A in Fig 2 represents a critical distance of 8 ft (2 m) at the 10-MHz frequency that represents the approximate lower end of useful bandwidth for a high performance 7400 transistor-transistor logic (TTL) system. Point B similarly represents the critical one-eighth wavelength distance of 2.3 ft (0.70 m) at 35 MHz, the approximate lower end of useful bandwidth in a high performance 74LS logic application. High performance 74S logic has a similar critical distance of 2.8 in (71 mm) for a transmission interconnection bandwidth of 350 MHz, shown at point C. Point D represents the high performance end of operation of MECL III logic, having a critical distance of 0.65 in (17 mm) at a frequency of 1.5 GHz. At these speeds, even the distance a signal travels through a connector is important.

Stray capacitance between signal conductors increases signal interference from one data line to another (crosstalk). As an example, 1.0 pF of stray capacitance between two conductors has a reactance of 450 Ω at 350 MHz and 45 Ω at 3.5 GHz. To illustrate, a 1.25-in (31.8-mm) length of typical ribbon cable, which has an approximate capacitance of 1 to 2 pF, can cause significant signal coupling from one parallel data line to another, and generate noise on the second line. Depending on the circuit impedance in the system, such signals can significantly reduce noise margins, thereby increasing error rate.

![Fig 2 High bandwidth reduces critical path length.](image-url)

Graph plots critical signal path length as function of interconnection bandwidth, assuming critical path of one-eighth wavelength. Assumed system wave propagation velocity is \( 6.55 \times 10^8 \) ft/s, which is typical propagation velocity in transmission system.
Design Recommendations

Attention must be paid to every detail in the rf transmission path, but only a few basic concepts are essential for adequate system design. Choosing characteristic impedance, the most important design decision, involves a small set of tradeoffs among the logic family used, printed circuit (PC) boards that are practical to fabricate, and the impedance of available cable/connector combinations. Determining the design approach for the required system transmission bandwidth involves a tradeoff between the performance dictated by the PC technology and an acceptable error rate and cost.

Transmission Bandwidth

For high system performance, transmission bandwidth must pass the tenth harmonic of the system pulse rise time at the 3-dB point. (See the equation in Fig 1.) System design then can be continued, by assuming a critical transmission distance of one-eighth to one-tenth of a wavelength at this frequency and a signal propagation velocity of approximately 7.7 in (196 mm)/ns. For example, a system with a pulse rise time of 10 ns has a required signal bandwidth of 350 MHz for N = 10. The critical one-eighth wavelength distance at this frequency is 2.6 in (66 mm). (See Fig 2.) Any signal path in the system longer than this distance must be considered as a transmission line in the design. Each portion in turn, including PC board, and traces, connectors, and cables, must then be matched to a characteristic impedance.

Characteristic Impedance

After calculating the critical transmission distance, the designer should specify the impedance of the transmission cable. Although the ideal goal would be to select as high a characteristic impedance as possible—to minimize driver power—this makes the line more susceptible to reflections produced by load capacitance and to crosstalk. Also, since both PC board density and PC characteristic impedance are inversely proportional to trace width, it is desirable to select the system impedance toward its higher end for total system matching.

Controlled by the physical configuration of the conductors and their surrounding dielectric material, characteristic impedance is that impedance which absorbs all of the signal energy at one point in a transmission line—usually the receiving end, in which case no energy is reflected back down the line. Hence, in a perfect system a pulse appears undistorted at the end of a transmission line terminated in a resistance equal to its characteristic impedance (except that it is delayed in time). In a real system with fast rise times, the receiving integrated circuit (IC) input capacitance prevents this ideal resistive match.

When the line is not matched, energy is reflected from the end of the line and appears to reflect up and down the line, with a delay between each reflection that is proportional to the length of the line; reflections appear as ringing (or even distinct steps) at the receiving end. In short, the distorted signal appears as a coherent noise on the signal line; when sufficiently high in amplitude, this noise can cause data errors.

The reflection coefficient ratio determines how well a transmission line is matched to its characteristic impedance. Practical high performance systems must use a specific characteristic impedance throughout the transmission path. As the signal passes from the sending IC through the PC board; connector, backplane, or cables; a second connector; the receiving PC board; and, finally, the receiving IC, it goes through a number of physical elements [Fig 3(a)]. Any significant section of the path must maintain the selected transmission characteristic impedance. An abrupt change in impedance is called a discontinuity. Energy is reflected from the point of each discontinuity, and creates an effect similar to that of an unmatched line.

Testing

Testing is best accomplished using the time domain reflectometry (TDR) technique. TDR applies a step pulse (generated from a known source impedance and usually less than 150 ps) to the transmission system. A wide bandwidth oscilloscope measures the resulting signal waveform. Since the pulse step is very rapid, it is possible to locate the position of the system impedance discontinuities and measure their reflection coefficients by observing the resulting signal. The step signal propagates down the line at a controlled velocity, and the reflections from any impedance discontinuity appear as reflected voltage at a time measurable from the start of the pulse. TDR can also observe inductive and capacitive loading effects, and is used universally to determine the quality of transmission possible in a given system. This includes determining the degree of mismatch in PC board traces, connectors, and cables. Using TDR, the designer can verify how well the design has achieved a matched condition.

TDR, however, has limitations. One is that the system bandwidth of TDR limits the shortest length of an observable discontinuity. Another limitation is that TDR equipment may have a rise time much faster than that of the system under investigation, and consequently give too much detail concerning discontinuities that will have little effect on the actual system. This latter problem can be reduced by adding controlled filters to slow the TDR rise time and limit the range of output frequencies from the TDR step generator. TDR can also be used to study the system crosstalk effects. In this case, the step is placed on the active line, and its effects are measured on the quiet line.

Basic System Elements

Once the characteristic impedance is selected, in practice somewhere between 50 and 150 Ω, the cables, connectors, and PC board can be chosen. Only a few approaches to PC boards are practical, and cable and connector choices are often interdependent (especially in
Fig 3 Signal path properties constrain data transmission. Typical data transmission path (a) carries signal through PC board traces, connectors, and backplane or cable. Each section of path must present same characteristic impedance; impedance discontinuity reflects signal energy back toward data source. In (b), capacitive coupling between parallel lines becomes more critical at high frequencies, causing crosstalk. Shield ground in (c) reduces crosstalk because inductance \( L_2 \) is much larger than \( L_1 \) or \( L_3 \) and capacitance \( C_2 \) is much smaller than \( C_1 \) or \( C_3 \); therefore, signal energy that would be coupled from path to path is instead coupled to ground.

parallel data systems). Following these design decisions, PC board, connector, and cable transmission pairs may be configured for the longest expected run in the system. Critical to this process is the testing of a model transmission system.

Several other important circuit transmission line characteristics to consider are PC board microstrip (and other) rf techniques; specialized data about rf characteristics of standard connectors or special connectors designed for high speed use; and specialized rf characteristic data about standard cables such as ribbon or flat conductor types, or special cables designed for high speed data use. Also, crosstalk at high frequencies can be reduced by spacing the parallel data conductors farther apart, reducing the coupling in either PC board traces or cables [Fig 3(b)]. Shielding bypasses the mutual signal line capacitance to signal ground and is most effective in reducing crosstalk. [See Fig 3(c).] The shield ground, located between the two signal lines, presents a much lower impedance for signal currents to the signal return path than does the nearby quiet line; thus, capacitive reactance of \( C_2 \) is much higher than that of \( C_1 \) or \( C_3 \). Similarly, mutual inductive reactances \( L_1 \) and \( L_3 \), created by the effects of currents in either signal line and in the ground line, will be much smaller than the inductive reactance between the signal lines, \( L_2 \). An ideal transmission line configuration would be a totally shielded or coaxial cable, because the surrounding shield would reduce intercoupling dramatically.

Cables

Cables carry data between widely spaced sections of a subsystem; therefore, they are likely to be the most
critical portion of the transmission path. In high performance systems, it is imperative that the cables have a controlled impedance. Choices among the various controlled impedance cables include twisted pair, standard and special ribbon, flexible flat transmission, and coaxial. The choice of cable, as well as the arrangement of signals and grounds in the cable, will determine transmission path characteristic impedance. Low cost approaches, such as standard twisted pair and standard unshielded ribbon, do not permit a characteristic impedance below about 80 Ω; higher cost, special cable approaches allow well-controlled characteristic impedance ranging from 50 to 150 Ω.

Depending on the application, several cable characteristics in addition to impedance can become important. For instance, attenuation (signal loss per unit length, which causes rise time degradation), capacitance per unit length, pulse signal propagation delay time, and crosstalk must be considered. Characteristics are specified for more highly controlled cables, whereas often they are not specified for less expensive, standard ribbon cable. In any case, all cable specifications are determined by the wire size, the physical spacing and shape of the signal and its return path, and the properties of the dielectric medium surrounding the cable. Cable characteristics are predictable to the extent that these factors are controlled; if they are not controlled closely, the system experiences data signal degradation, signal distortion, or data loss.

In bit parallel systems, several data signals must be sent from one place to another concurrently. Parallel transmission complicates the cable application, because several data lines can generate crosstalk signals in adjacent signal lines. Another danger in parallel paths is pulse skewing, which is caused either by variations in path length from one signal line to another, or by differences in pulse delay time during cable runs of the same length. Furthermore, parallel data systems require cable that is reasonably flexible, so that it may be routed conveniently throughout the system.

Standard ribbon cable construction permits a good deal of control over transmission path spacing dimensions and signal path length in parallel data systems. To maintain well-controlled characteristic impedance and low levels of crosstalk, standard cables are driven with alternating signal and return lines for single-ended and differential drivers, as illustrated in Fig 4. Such an arrangement produces characteristic impedance of about 85 Ω. Fig 5(a) illustrates the expected variation of characteristic impedance for standard polyvinyl chloride (PVC) ribbon cable, and also for polyethylene cable clad with PVC. The wire diameter, d, varies from 0.02 in (0.5 mm) for #24 gauge to 0.01 in (0.3 mm) for #30 gauge wires.

Crosstalk is one of the major limitations of ribbon cables. Even when carrying relatively slow rise time pulses, such as 10 ns for 20-ft (6-m) distances, the crosstalk can be higher than 30% for standard cables. Fig 5(b) indicates typical forward crosstalk (at the far end) of a ribbon cable driven and loaded by its characteristic impedance.

Typical cable also has limited bandwidth capability, as illustrated by the pulse degradation with the distance transmitted, shown in Fig 5(c). Note that the rise time of a 1-ns driving pulse is severely degraded at 10 ft (3 m). Yet, even in this case, standard ribbon cable can be useful for short distances. Flat ribbon cables with dual dielectrics can significantly reduce the flat cable crosstalk.

Unless both the wire and the twisting are subjected to close tolerance, twisted cable has the disadvantage of a lower control on its characteristic impedance and actual signal path length variations that introduce the possibility of pulse skewing. Characteristic impedance for twisted pair cable is about 100 to 120 Ω. These cables offer excellent shielding characteristics from low frequency external fields, but are little better than cables with pairs in their susceptibility to crosstalk. Although they are acceptable for single-signal applications, they are not recommended for parallel data transmission.

Special ribbon and flat, flexible cables meet requirements for transmission characteristics in high performance systems, which can be divided into two basic classes: those with wide conductors (sometimes including a parallel signal ground), and those with a surrounding shield for the signal conductor (coaxial cable). Cables with flat conductors are referred to as flexible
transmission cables. They consist of etched copper on polyester film, and can have a parallel set of ground returns or a ground plane placed opposite them. Characteristic impedances of the etched copper cables range from 30 to 150 Ω. (See Fig 6.) Flat construction permits excellent control over the cable characteristics, and the square shape yields a lower attenuation factor. At high frequencies, the signal current tends to flow near the outside surface of the conductor (skin effect), and the square shape represents a surface area significantly larger than that of a round wire.

Coaxial cable performs even better than special ribbon and flat, flexible cable. Normally, the space required by individual connectors, in addition to the cost to assemble them, eliminates coaxial cable from consideration for parallel data systems, but ribbon coaxial cable with companion connectors creates a viable solution to these drawbacks. Manufactured with characteristic impedances of from 50 to 950 Ω, cables are available with from 6 to 26 signal paths. A parallel
coaxial cable with full shield coverage appears in cross section in Fig 7. When examining the characteristics of a 10-ft (3-m) section of 50- and 91-Ω cable, very low forward crosstalk (less than 0.1% and 0.8%, respectively), and only a small amount (400 ps) of rise time degradation, are evidenced at input pulse times of 1 ns. Separate coaxial cables on individual connectors would perform as well or better.

Connectors

Except in the case of ribbon connectors, the companion connector will be determined in accordance with the type of cable selected. Choice of connectors may be limited, even in the case of the ribbon cable, since the design must maintain the characteristic impedance across the connector boundary to prevent reflections from discontinuities. Generally, cable manufacturers provide matched connectors for their cables, and they sometimes furnish low cost, mass terminating capability as well.

Shortening transmission path distance is the best way to limit discontinuities at the connector interface. If the signal is sent through an electrically short connector with a controlled spacing and dielectric, and with nearby signal ground pins, it is possible to achieve good matching and low crosstalk for frequencies up to 10 GHz. This performance level has been obtained with a specially designed, chevron type connector that exhibits matching to within 4% for a 70-ps pulse, with less than 10% crosstalk at 100 MHz. These connectors have characteristic impedances of 50 or 75 Ω.

If connector impedance is not specifically matched, good performance may be achieved at wide bandwidths with the use of compensating pads on the PC board that receives the signal. At sufficiently low frequencies, the pins on the connector generally appear to be inductive, hence a capacitance pad on the PC board can add reactance to compensate for, or tune out, pin inductance using TDR method. Since a connector often represents a discontinuity in a transmission line, it is frequently measured using this technique to tune circuit
performance. A connector can compensate for the transition from coaxial cable to a PC board; signal returns are placed adjacent to the signal connector pin and soldered to the ground plane via plated-through holes. Fig 8(a) shows the measured reflection coefficient (degree of match) of a connector system before compensation. The large peak indicates the inductance of the pin section. Notice that two input signal rise times were used in the measurement, 650 ps and 350 ps. Since the 350-ps trace contains more high frequency components, it shows a greater mismatch in the region of the connector and higher resolution. Fig 8(b) shows the results of the compensated system; the reflection coefficient approaches 0 (a perfect match) more closely, even for the 350-ps exciting pulse. At this point, the connector has achieved the capability of a matched bandwidth of at least 500 MHz.

**PC Board**

Microstrip transmission line technique is implemented on a 2-sided PC board by placing a ground plane on one side of the board, and a trace over it. By varying the trace width, and considering trace thickness, board thickness, and the dielectric constant of the board, the designer can create a practical transmission line. The approximate width of trace required to achieve a given characteristic impedance is illustrated in Fig 9, which shows trace requirements for the two standard board thicknesses of 0.06 in (2 mm) and 0.03 in (0.8 mm) on G-10 epoxy and 1-oz copper. For 2-oz copper, the traces required are slightly narrower. Because the copper is not immersed in a constant dielectric, simple predicting equations for microstrip are relatively inaccurate. Often, the dielectric constant is not known beforehand; designers must experiment by building up simple transmission sections using known boards and traces, then fine tuning them by the TDR method for use in a critical application.

One interesting note is the rather large size of traces required for the thicker boards. For example, for a characteristic impedance of 50 Ω and a 0.06 in (2-mm) thick board, a 0.1-in (3-mm) trace is required. An 8-bit bus of such traces, separated for crosstalk, would occupy considerable board area. For this reason, and because of the physical constraints of other interconnection elements, designers tend to choose the highest target system characteristic impedance consistent with practical board fabrication techniques, crosstalk, and other interconnection limitations.

It is possible, by using at least a 3-layer board, to achieve a more predictable transmission line with the stripline approach (Fig 10). Striplining requires a ground plane on both sides of a conducting trace, thus immersing the trace in a constant dielectric, and making prediction easier. In the PC board, the trace lengths will determine the delay of the signal pulse; this effect can also become critical in high performance systems. For example, if the delay is about 150 ps/in, differences in the trace lengths of 1 in (25 mm) will produce skewing of 150 ps.

Thus, the designer must select a characteristic impedance for the board traces, make the traces as short as possible with sufficient separation to avoid crosstalk, and keep their lengths approximately the same for parallel signals. Stripline techniques, and even separate power distribution layers, will minimize power supply noise problems.

Although this discussion assumes that all lines in the parallel data system are driven by steps from a driver of the characteristic impedance and a receiver loaded by its characteristic impedance, real drivers, in practice, have ringing and do not necessarily present the desired output impedance. Resistors used for matching can have either
series inductive or parallel capacitive effects. ICs have input capacitance that is often significant in high performance systems. Normally, these effects increase rise time and crosstalk design considerations, and require the fabrication of a model transmission path upon which to base a final design. The system can then be matched for the ideal design, and observed in actual operation for the effects of real source and receiver loading.

Summary

Design plans for high performance, parallel data systems can compensate for the problems induced by increased transmission bandwidth. The process is lengthy and complex, and should be started early in the project. After characteristic impedance, attenuation, and crosstalk parameters have been traded off, and cables, connectors, and PC board layouts selected, a model transmission system should be established. The TDR technique will help the designer to obtain good, matched performance, and attain his final system design goal.
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One of the most frustrating tasks for the digital designer can be the integrating of hardware and software. At this critical stage in the design phase, problems often require many man-hours to locate and correct simply because of difficulty in identifying their source. Integration can be especially difficult when, as many applications require, the prototype system must operate in real time.

In the early phases of a microprocessor based design project, system performance objectives are defined in accordance with the constraints that govern both the hardware and software sectors of the project. Working within these constraints, the hardware and software design teams attempt to create respective designs that approximate the performance definition as closely as possible. At some point, these parallel design efforts must intersect, and then the software must begin to be exercised on the prototype hardware to verify that the system is performing as intended. Commonly known as hardware/software integration, this process often consumes half the total design time.

During the integration process, it is almost inevitable that design flaws will surface to prevent the system from meeting performance expectations. These flaws occur because the original hardware and software design constraints are of necessity generalized; the many smaller elements that might influence the final performance outcome at integration time cannot be foreseen. The flaws may be hardware related, software related, or a combination of both, and debugging, the process of isolating and correcting the flaws, must take place throughout the integration process.

In-circuit emulation, a common debugging method, employs an emulator processor to execute the developed software. However, in order to extract debugging information during execution of the prototype program, it is necessary to insert wait states that take the execution out of real time. Unfortunately, realtime operation is often essential to locate many software and hardware anomalies.

**Hardware/Software Integration Technique**

Some microprocessor development aids have special provisions for realtime debugging, but only at considerable expense. A less costly alternative is the logic analyzer, which allows the sampling of realtime information off the prototype's address, data, and control buses. Ideally, the logic analyzer allows two types of data acquisition. The first, synchronous acquisition of logic states, allows an examination of software flow in
the manner that it is actually executed. Synchronous data are transmitted and received over the microprocessor system bus on edges of regularly recurring control signals supplied by a clock that is part of the system under test. This clock signal is used by the logic analyzer to sample data into memory. When recalled for display, the stored information gives an accurate picture of synchronous data flow as it originally occurred on the system bus.

Asynchronous acquisition, the second type of data acquisition, allows an examination of individual logic levels at time points other than the system clock edge. It is accomplished by sampling with a clock that is part of the logic analyzer and therefore independent of the system under test. Using this technique, it is possible to observe signal anomalies that would have remained undetected unless they had occurred on the system clock edge. In addition, it is possible to observe the timing relationships between logic level transitions on the control lines of the processor under test.

For this example, a Tektronix 7D02 logic analyzer is used. In the synchronous mode, the analyzer acquires and stores up to 44 channels of state information. Through the use of a series of personality modules this information can be disassembled into an alphanumeric display that shows each bus transaction in mnemonics native to the processor under test [Fig 1(a)].

To acquire specific state information, the analyzer's resources, which include four independent word recognizers and two programmable general purpose counters, are configured through a unique programming language. (Each word recognizer identifies a user specified 48-bit bus state; each counter can count either time or discrete events; and, via the logic analyzer programming language, the counters can be dynamically reset and/or stopped.)

Using the programming language, the user can initiate the two basic operations involved in data acquisition: triggering, which halts the flow of test data through the logic analyzer's memory to accomplish the retention of pertinent information; and data qualification, which investigates the parameters of each bus event and then makes a decision whether or not to commit this information to the logic analyzer's memory.

In the asynchronous mode, the logic analyzer has a timing option that allows the acquisition of eight channels of timing data. Data storage can be triggered by the resources of the synchronous section or by the timing option's own independent word recognizer. Glitch triggering is included for the detection of transient signal anomalies. Alternately, the timing option's eight channels can be used by the synchronous section in addition to that section's normal complement of channels.

A simple, general purpose microcomputer system, made up of an 8085 microprocessor, a programmable read only memory (P/ROM) that contains the developed software, a complementary metal oxide semiconductor random access memory (CMOS RAM) for data manipulation during program execution, and a serial, asynchronous input/output (I/O) port, illustrates some typical debugging problems and their solutions. The system is interrupt driven and employs a realtime clock [Fig 1(b)].

Since integration and debugging are usually accomplished in ascending stages of complexity, in this application's first stage, I/O and interrupts are disabled and focus is on confirming the operation of the processor and the ability of individual memory locations to respond to the processor.

**System Hardware Verification**

When developing system hardware, one of the first tasks is to verify the correct operation of a central processing unit (CPU kernel), which can then be used as a
foundation in subsequent hardware and software testing. This kernel usually consists of the microprocessor unit, RAM, ROM, and their connecting circuitry. To verify the RAM portions of the CPU kernel, a software test package is used that contains a specific read/write routine. This routine exercises the RAM by writing a 55 (all addresses and data are in hexadecimal) to the first location in RAM and then immediately reading that same location. Next, the routine writes an AA to the same location and then reads it back. The routine increments the address location; and this double read/write cycle repeats until all RAM locations have been checked. In this particular system, the RAM address space is from 8000 to 8FFF.

The software test package is designed to exercise the RAM in a worst case mode, with the CPU kernel running at full speed and continually calling upon the RAM for service. This mode is the one most likely to reveal any unforeseen hardware anomalies, such as timing problems or noise glitches. However, it does require realtime execution, as no software checking or wait states are added to the routine's normal running time. Here the logic analyzer becomes a convenient tool because it allows the test software to exercise the hardware at full speed while permitting the user to capture any abnormal activity occurring during the process.

Fig 2(a) shows the program used to monitor the RAM test routine during realtime execution. In this case, the most convenient solution is to describe the absence of an error condition (a cycle in which there is either no RAM read or the value read is 55 or AA) and to trigger the synchronous and timing sections when an error condition exists. Brackets in the program indicate that the analyzer will look for these conditions simultaneously on each bus cycle; the qualify block provides that only data reads in the RAM address range are committed for storage and display.

To begin the RAM test, the analyzer is connected to the prototype's address, data, and control buses. The software test package is then executed repeatedly on the
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Fig 2. RAM exerciser. Reading and writing RAM at high speeds tests worst case operation in real time. Program in (a) captures hardware anomalies. In (b), read error is marked by horizontal bar. Vertical cursor in (c) marks point where same read error also triggered analyzer timing section. Here, state section detects error and timing section supplies data to isolate its cause.
prototype while the analyzer monitors all bus activity. Once the prototype warms up, the analyzer triggers, indicating a RAM failure. Fig 2(b) shows the resulting display of RAM read cycles leading to the trigger.

Next, the data acquired by the asynchronous timing section should be checked. Fig 2(c) shows the display produced by the timing section, which was triggered at the same time as the state section. The display uses a timing diagram format and shows the read/write operation of the RAM. The channels represent the following signals:

- Ch 0 - CE (chip enable)
- Ch 1 - WE (chip write enable)
- Ch 2 - ALE (CPU address latch enable)
- Ch 3 - RD (CPU read)
- Ch 4 - AD0
- Ch 5 - AD1 (low order)
- Ch 6 - AD2 (data lines)
- Ch 7 - AD3

Channel 2 (ALE) defines the start of each 8085 cycle, and channel 3 (RD) determines when the 8085 is reading data. Channel 0 (CE) determines when the RAM chip is being accessed; channel 1 (WE) indicates whether it is being read or written. Investigating the area around the cursor, it is evident that the 8085 reads binary 1 (channels 4 to 7) instead of the anticipated binary 101 from the RAM in question.

In this example, the RAM latches the address off the bus with the falling edge of the chip enable (CE), allowing the output buffers to drive the data bus for the subsequent read cycle. By examining the timing relationship between ALE and CE and associating it with the erroneous read in the four data lines on the bottom of the display, a violation of the chip manufacturer's specification for address setup and hold is discovered.

Using the logic analyzer's combination of state and timing sections saves a great deal of time when tracking down an intermittent system fault, such as the one just described. Normally, this procedure would be a 2-step process. First, there would be a software search using synchronous data sampling to find the approximate fault location. Once it was found, the observed state parameters would be used to build a trigger for asynchronous sampling to trace the problem back to its hardware source. Here the process is reduced to a single step since the main (state) acquisition section can locate a software anomaly and then trigger both itself and the timing section. With data being acquired from two sections, the user can look at both the hardware and software sides of system bus events occurring during a single time window.

### Solving an Interrupt Problem

Next in the process is the debugging of the system's interrupt mechanism. In this particular system, the interrupt mechanism consists of a realtime clock interrupting the processor every 30th of a second, causing the processor to begin execution at location 002C. A small amount of test code must be written to help determine whether the clock is operating properly:

```assembly
ORG 0
MVI A, 0E
SIN
EI
HERE JMP HERE
ORG 2C
RET
```

This code, written in 8085 assembly language, establishes a brief interrupt routine that executes in response to the realtime clock interrupt. The first four lines initialize the conditions for the interrupt; the fifth line sets up a repetitive cycle that continues until an interrupt occurs. The last three lines make up the interrupt handler, which should execute each time the processor receives the realtime clock signal.

This test code will run long enough to establish the accuracy of the clock. During this period, the logic analyzer can be programmed to perform two separate tasks while monitoring program execution: establish and measure the realtime period, and count the number of interrupts processed during this period. The time period selected is 65.5 s, which corresponds to 65,534 ms, the maximum value for one of the counters. If the realtime clock is operating properly, there should be about 1966 interrupts during this period.

Fig 3(a) shows the program used to accomplish the timekeeping and counting functions. In TEST 1, CTR! is initialized and set to run in milliseconds. TEST 2 establishes a trigger at the end of the time period and uses CTR2 to count the number of interrupts based on the appearance of the interrupt vector (002C) on the system address bus.

The test code is run and the analyzer captures the results shown in Fig 3(b). Pertinent is the information in the reverse video field at the top of the display. Here we see that the test code ran for the anticipated time period (CTR1 = 65,534 ms), and that a correct number of interrupts occurred during this period (CTR2 = 01965 EVT). If the CTR2 value had been less, the clock would have been running slow. If the value had been more, the clock would have been running fast or there would have been glitches on the line. The analyzer's timing option can be used to trigger on glitches on the interrupt line with the sampling rate set slightly faster than the interrupt.

If it is found that there is a problem with the interrupts, the analyzer can determine the amount of time that elapses from the point at which the interrupt is requested until the interrupt service routine begins (this should be a few microseconds). Or, the analyzer can determine the time between interrupt requests (33 ms) and the length of time spent executing the interrupt service routine. If this takes longer than 33 ms, interrupts will be missed.

### System Software Integration

The basic hardware kernel is now debugged, and software modules are to be added in small increments, starting with the main software kernel, until the system is complete. In most cases, each section of code is de-
bugged independently: inputs to the code are simulated using software test stubs; outputs are verified for accuracy using the logic analyzer. Modules, once debugged independently, are integrated and debugged together. Once again, accuracy is verified using the logic analyzer. This step is repeated until all modules are integrated into the system.

When bringing up the software, there are several problems that normally occur. Occasionally, when new code is added, the processor begins executing outside of the address space occupied by the code. Data may be executed as instructions (causing the processor to perform random operations), or subroutines may be called incorrectly. Causes of these problems can be detected by defining the address range in which the processor should be executing and triggering when the processor fetches an opcode from outside the defined range.

Fig 4(a) shows a simple program used to detect code that is executing outside the prototype system's normal address space. The word recognizer is set to trigger on any address between 8000 and FFFF, which would represent a violation of the code's normal address range. (Here the address bus value is entered using a binary radix format.) Fig 4(b) shows the results and reveals the point at which the code began to execute erroneously—address 8126. The *** indicates an illegal opcode.

Another cause for software failure can be a subroutine that is called out of order, even though it may be validly called in the program in response to a different input. In this prototype system, there is a subroutine starting at the address 2870 that is occasionally called at the wrong time in the program. In order to be called correctly, this subroutine must be summoned by an instruction located at 7500. A call from any other location is incorrect.

Fig 3 Interrupt system verifier. In (a), first test routine establishes a timer (CTR1), and second test routine counts interrupts (CTR2) during established time period. Result in (b) verifies that expected number of interrupts was serviced in established time period. Lower value for CTR2 might show that interrupts were missed. Higher value might indicate glitches on interrupt line.
In Fig 5(a) the program locates the faulty subroutine call, using two tests to create a loop that searches for address 2870 and triggers on this event when it is not preceded by address 7500. Fig 5(b) shows the resulting data display, with the trigger on address 2870. The code preceding the trigger is a case statement with an incorrect case variable, 0006, combined with another value to form a pointer into a branch table. The resulting pointer is wrong and causes the program to go astray by jumping to the wrong subroutine.

A more complex problem would be a subroutine returning to an invalid address. This could be caused by an erroneous value on the stack and can be detected by triggering on writes to the stack between the call to the subroutine and subsequent return. In this system, there is a subroutine that begins at address 1532 and ends at 1602. Addresses 8770 and 8771 are the stack locations where the subroutine return address is located. The object is to determine whether or not these stack locations are being corrupted during the execution of the subroutine.

In Fig 6(a), the program used to solve the problem, TEST 1 recognizes the start of the subroutine and branches to TEST 2, where the trigger is activated if either of the stack locations is modified. If not, TEST 2 contains an alternative branch that recognizes the end of the subroutine and branches back to TEST 1, which watches for the next occurrence of this particular subroutine. Fig 6(b) shows the data acquired by the program, which was triggered on a write to one of the stack locations during execution of the subroutine. The preceding code shows that the erroneous write was caused by a pointer, 8228, indicating that the stack location, 8771, was the destination for a data byte, 21.

If the subroutine calls other subroutines, it may be necessary to qualify on writes to the stack and on the location doing the writing to see if there is anything out of the ordinary. This problem can be caused by an indexed write out of range (writing over the stack rather than to the appropriate memory location), too many parameters pushed on the stack by the calling routine, or a bad memory location, and can be detected by the logic analyzer.

The analyzer can also be used for performance analysis. Word recognizers manipulate the counters to determine the percentage of time out of the total time to perform a task that the processor is spending to execute different sections of code. Finding the slower sections of code and refining the percentages allows inefficient or time critical sections of code to be optimized to make the total system faster. This speed is important to systems in which the software must respond to the hardware within a minimum amount of time.

**Integrating Peripheral Devices**

As the main operating system is brought up, driver routines—software modules used to directly control the hardware—can be added to perform such tasks as the manipulation of the internal registers of a peripheral interface chip. As adequately testing the driver routines may require complex inputs or handshaking, it is usually easier to add the drivers at this point and debug them rather than debugging them independently.

Peripheral hardware is now integrated into the system. In this system, the RS-232 port is tested along with its interaction with the rest of the system. It presents an integration challenge because it is parallel synchronous on the processor side of the interface [the universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART)] and serial synchronous on the other side. The RS-232 system and UART are further complicated because they
Fig 6 Subroutine return conventions. Incorrect stack handling causes failure to return from subroutines. In (a), when subroutine is invoked, TEST 1 branches to TEST 2, which triggers if stack is modified before subroutine return. Display (b) flags occurrence of error and shows that incorrect pointer variable caused it.
Advantages of Combined Logic and State Analysis

Combining state and timing acquisition into one instrument enables the timing section to monitor the hardware and also to interact with the state section, which simultaneously monitors software activity. A logic analyzer of this complexity allows realtime hardware and software verification with minimal time devoted to writing software test code and developing extra hardware to test the system. Designers need to make fewer measurements than when they are using conventional logic analyzer techniques because the sophisticated data qualification and triggering allow specifying in greater detail the exact data needed to solve the problem, thus minimizing the number of passes to be made over the data.

Historically, logic analyzers have been considered hardware debugging tools only, with emphasis placed on the timing section. Now, combining state and timing sections with interactive triggering and including a powerful user language to manipulate the instrument’s hardware resources make the logic analyzer an effective tool throughout the integration process.
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Communication links frequently rely on binary pseudonoise sequences, deterministic strings of binary digits that repeat only after a relatively long period and have statistical properties similar to those of true random numbers. The autocorrelation properties of pseudonoise sequences are important in broadband communications systems, in coding schemes or stream cipher systems, and when producing test signals for unknown channels. Their cross correlation properties are important for identification, synchronization, and control of remote devices such as distributed data terminals. The use of microprocessors in data terminals and other equipment that might rely on pseudonoise sequences has established the need for algorithms that can generate these sequences, in software, quickly and efficiently.

Although used extensively for pseudorandom number and pseudonoise sequence generation in large computers, and by far the most successful approach, the linear congruential algorithm is not well suited for use on small computers because it relies on multiplication of large integers. Instead, in conventional systems, linear feedback shift registers are used to produce binary pseudonoise sequences. The term linear, here, means that only exclusive OR connections appear in the feedback logic (Fig 1).

Straightforward simulation of a linear feedback shift register poses a problem. The shift register is a finite
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automaton and therefore produces a periodic sequence whose finite period depends strongly on the length of the register. In many applications where statistical properties are important, very long registers are required. On the other hand, as soon as the length of a straightforward shift register exceeds one or two processor words, only very low bit rates can be attained. However, throughput improves if a more sophisticated memory organization is used to implement linear shift registers in a small, word oriented processor.

**Theoretical Background**

In a mathematical description of linear shift registers, based on the structure of Fig 1, the $c_i$ feedback coefficients can take on two possible values: 1, if $a_{n-1}$ is connected to the exclusive OR gate and fed back, otherwise 0. Because the exclusive OR connection performs a modulo 2 addition,

$$a_n = \sum_{i=1}^{r} c_i a_{n-i}$$

and the resulting sequence, $\{a_n\}$, can be represented as a polynomial in $X$, with each power of $X$ marking the time at which its associated coefficient occurs. Then, the shift register output at time $n$ is the coefficient of $X^n$, and for the general polynomial

$$G(X) = g_0 + g_1 X + \ldots + g_k X^k + \ldots + g_n X^n$$

where the coefficients take on only the values 0 and 1, the vector of coefficients $g = (g_0, g_1, \ldots, g_n)$ supplies the binary digit $g_k$, generated at time $k$ for any particular value of $k$ between 0 and $n$.

The sequence produced by the generator in Fig 1 can be represented as

$$G(X) = \frac{Z(X)}{1 + \sum_{i=1}^{r} c_i X^i}$$

Here, $Z(X)$ depends on the initial value loaded into the register. The denominator in Eq (2) is defined as the recursion polynomial for the sequence. If it is primitive, then the period of $G(X)$ is $2^r - 1$, the maximum period, and the sequence is a maximum length binary sequence, called an m-sequence. If the recursion polynomial is irreducible, then the period of $G(X)$ is a factor of $2^r - 1$. In any other case, the period of $G(X)$ depends on $Z(X)$ and, therefore, on the initial value loaded into the register.

**Shift Register Simulation**

Sequences can be produced on the basis of Eq (1) by simulating the hardware methods just discussed. A typical program might store the content of the shift register in successive memory words. When this is done, it is advantageous to assign a second memory word—containing the associated feedback coefficients—to each register storage location. When a certain register cell is connected to the exclusive OR gate, the corresponding feedback bit in the feedback word is set to 1; otherwise, the feedback word bit contains 0.

To calculate the feedback input to the shift register, feedback coefficients must be ANDed with the shift register content, and the number of binary 1s in this result must be counted. The feedback input will be 0, for an even number of 1s, otherwise 1. Programs based on this approach can be very time-consuming for two reasons. It is awkward, at best, to shift a bit pattern through several words of memory. Also, the feedback input is difficult to calculate from Eq (1). Fig 2 shows a more sophisticated, serpentine memory organization that addresses these problems and offers several advantages when used with long shift registers.

The arrows in Fig 2 mark the shift direction in the simulated shift register. Using this approach, feedback coefficients can be handled as suggested earlier and results can be calculated in much the same way. The advantage, with the serpentine structure, lies in the easy implementation of shift operations. As shown in Fig 2, a cyclic exchange of register words (W1 to W2, W2 to W3, W3 to W1) and a shift of the first register one position to the left achieve a shift of the entire simulated register value. The cyclic exchange is easily obtained through use of a cyclic counter in a relative addressing mode.

**Division Method**

Another useful means of generating shift register sequences is by evaluating Eq (2), performing the division in the sense of a binary long division. As can be seen from the example worked out in Fig 3, the division method is useful if the shift register length does not exceed one less than the processor word size, or one less than twice the word size on a processor that implements double-word instructions. The example shows that each bit of output requires one shift right of the denominator and one exclusive OR operation. Faster program execution results if, instead of shifting the denominator to the right, it is left stationary and the
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numerator is shifted left. The 8080 assembly language program fragment of Fig 3(d) uses this technique.

New Parallel Structure

A parallel memory organization allows especially fast generation of shift register sequences. Working in parallel, several shift register generators produce multiple sequences that can be used as output following parallel to serial conversion. Similar techniques have been used in hardware implementations, and the approach is particularly well suited to a microcomputer sequence generator in software. Basically, if \( \{a_k\} \) is an m-sequence with the recursion polynomial \( f(X) \), then the sequence \( \{a_{2L} \} \) has the same recursion polynomial, \( f(X) \). This means that the elements of \( \{a_k\} \) taken in steps of every \( 2^L \)th element constitute the same sequence \( \{a_{2L} \} \). The concept can be applied to the structure of Fig 4. Taking \( 2^L \) parallel generators, each with the same feedback logic, and providing initial conditions so that the first generator produces intermediate sequence \( \{a_{2L} \} \), the second produces intermediate sequence \( \{a_{2L+1} \} \), and so on; a parallel to serial conversion of the output word produces the desired output sequence.

Several factors make the parallel memory structure a good basis for effective software implementation. Most computers use a word length of \( 2^L \), which makes the required memory organization convenient. All of the parallel generators have identical recursion—the same as that of the desired output sequence—and identical feedback logic. With the memory organization shown in Fig 5, this permits easy calculation of feedback values through a bitwise exclusive OR of the respective memory words. Every shift operation produces \( 2^L \) bits of the desired sequence, and shifting can be performed by incrementing a cyclic pointer in a relative addressing mode.

With parallel generator initialization, it is important to note that a shift register length of \( r \) stages, using \( 2^L \) parallel generators, requires \( 2^L r \) bits to be fixed as initial conditions, and only \( r \) of these can be selected independently. Thus, to produce the sequence \( \{a_0, a_1, \ldots\} \), the first \( 2^L r \) bits \( \{a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{2^L r -1}\} \) must be loaded as initial values following the equation

\[
W_i = \begin{cases} a_k & \text{for } i = 0, \ldots, (2^L r - 1) \\ a_{(i - 1) 2^L r} & \text{for } i = 2^L r, \ldots, (2^{L+1} r - 1) \\ \end{cases}
\]

(continued on page 142)
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This means that the first set of $2^i$ bits goes in $W_1$, the second set in $W_2$, and so on. These initial conditions can be calculated using a conventional shift register simulation.

**Comparison of Methods**

Various methods for generating pseudonoise sequences can be compared by counting the number of processor cycles per bit of the output sequence, for each method, assuming an 8080 microprocessor with word length of $2^3=8$ bits (Fig 6). The problem of obtaining the sequence as functional output is not considered here, nor is the problem of applying this output in a particular implementation. However, with a parallel structure in which every step delivers $2^i$ bits in one register, both of these tasks should be easy to accomplish.

The stepwise nature of the curves for the direct simulation (Fig 6(a)) and the serpentine structure (Fig 6(c)) arise from the increased overhead when a new computer word must be added to represent the shift register. With the parallel structure, the computing time generally depends on the number of feedback connections in the simulated shift register, and not on the length of the register. For most shift register lengths, there exist primitive polynomials that need only two feedback connections and result in very efficient programs. In general, the number of feedback connections for registers of length $r$ is on the order of one-half $r$, and a distribution similar to the binomial distribution with $p = 0.5$ can be observed.

Overhead for the parallel structure with $r/2$ feedback coefficients appears in Fig 6(e). It is important to realize that increasing the processor word length leads to faster generators. This is especially true with the parallel structure, whose throughput increases in proportion to the processor word size, because the number of bits that can be produced with the same effort is directly proportional to the number of parallel generators.

**Bibliography**


**Summary**

Communication systems and other applications often require pseudorandom numbers or pseudonoise sequences, which are usually generated in binary linear feedback shift registers. Carefully structured memory organization permits fast and effective simulation of binary shift registers in a small, word oriented computer. The possibility of programming $2^i$ identical generators in parallel leads to an especially promising structure that produces $2^i$ bits of the desired output sequence in each major step. Although the output sequence fails several tests for randomness, it can still be used as a random number sequence if statistical demands are not too stringent. The proposed techniques achieve fast generation of pseudonoise sequences in a wide range of small computers and, especially, in the control processors of remote data terminals.
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Higher Gain for Feedback Control Subject to Vibrations

Complementary filtering and a simple system model combine to increase gain and bandwidth.

Complementary filtering and a simple electronic model greatly increase the amount of useful gain achievable in a feedback control system subject to environmental vibration. This technique, devised for a sensor-actuator control loop on a CH-47 helicopter, has increased useful gain from 2 to 4 and increased system bandwidth from less than 0.5 Hz to over 1 Hz.

Useful gain between sensor signal and actuator in a vibrating system is limited by the vibrational noise, which is amplified along with the sensor signal. Some improvement is possible by putting the sensor signal through a low pass filter to remove the relatively high frequency components (sharp vibrational accelerations). However, the time lag introduced by the filter limits the achievable gain through its effect on the control system limit cycle.

In a feedback control loop, there is a certain amount of hysteresis (or slop) between system response and actuator signal. This hysteresis lag leads to oscillations, called the limit cycle effect, if the gain is increased beyond a certain point. The additional time lag produced by simple filtering further lowers the tolerable gain.

Effect of this hysteresis can be compensated for by attempting to predict the response of the controlled portion of the feedback loop and incorporating this prediction into the actuator signal. An implementation of this approach is shown in the block diagram. The sensor (rate gyro) is fed through a conventional low pass filter to remove vibrational noise. At the same time, a simplified model predicts the controlled surface response to an infinitesimal actuator signal. This prediction signal is put through a high pass filter that removes the long term errors in the calculated response and leaves a good estimate of the high frequency components of the system motion.

The time constants (0.2 in the illustrated application) of the two filters are matched so that the sum of their outputs is a complete angular rate feedback signal, with noise and lag removed.

Effect of filter time constant on the noise boundary for the complementary filter is the same as for a conventional filter, but the effect on the limit cycle boundary is changed profoundly because no lag is added. Therefore, by increasing the filter time constant, gains can be made much higher than with a low pass filter alone.

In tests with the CH-47, results were impressive. Gain and bandwidth improvements were found to be relatively insensitive to the accuracy of the system model. Even a zero order model showed measurable improvement, and all first order models tried resulted in reduced system noise with significant increases in gain and bandwidth without encountering a limit cycle problem.

Note
This work was done by John F. Garren, Jr, and Frank R. Niessen, of Langley Research Center.

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Neither the United States Government nor any person acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the information contained in this document, or warrants that such use will be free from privately owned rights.
Fault Tolerant Computer System

Self-checking building blocks can increase reliability

More reliable computers could be assembled by using proposed VLSI building block circuits with built-in error detection. Four such circuits would be connected with standard microprocessors and memory devices to form a self-checking computer module. Each building block detects its own malfunctions, and the complete module also corrects single-bit errors found in memory (usually the most fault susceptible part of a computer). Noncorrectable faults are handled by switching in replacement computer modules, shutting down operation, or by taking other corrective steps.

The four fault tolerant building blocks, designated memory interface, programmable bus interface, input/output (I/O) interface, and core, are interconnected as shown in the figure. A 3-state internal bus is shared by the building blocks. Each block signals faults in its circuitry to the core. The core also checks the bus signals for proper coding.

Upon detecting a fault, the core disables the bus control and I/O functions, isolating the computer from its environment. The core can then either halt further processing, initiate rollback and restart, or initiate a memory reload and restart. If the fault repeats, an external module could take over processing.

The fault detecting and correcting memory interface building block interfaces the computer memory to the internal bus. The block feeds Hamming corrections to damaged memory data, automatically replacing a faulty bit with a spare, generates parity coding and decoding, and detects its own internal faults.

The bus interface building block transfers information between computer modules or between a computer module and I/O devices over an external bus. This block can be microprogrammed as a bus adapter or bus controller. Faults are detected through parity coding and through internal duplication, with morphic comparison for most of the logic circuitry.

Since I/O hardware has different voltage ranges, currents, timing parameters, and word formats, the I/O building block would offer a standard set of functions for interfacing the most common configurations. The user could supply additional functions for special or nonstandard applications.

The core building block detects central processing unit faults, collects fault indications from itself and other building blocks, and disables its host computer module upon detection of a permanent fault.

Preliminary cost studies indicate that as the level of large scale integration is increased in the building block circuits, memory becomes the dominant cost in the network. However, as the level of integration is increased, the cost of producing the self-checking computer approaches that of conventional computers.

Note

This work was done by Algirdas A. Avizienis, David A. Rennels, and Milos Ercegovac of Caltech and UCLA for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Neither the United States Government nor any person acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the information contained in this document, or warrants that such use will be free from privately owned rights.
Multichannel Coincidence Circuit

Circuit records coincidences between pulses in two or more channels

The digital circuit shown in the block diagram in Fig 1 looks for coincidences between pulses in a primary channel and those in one or more secondary channels. When two consecutive coincidence events are found, the circuit records the elapsed time (the interval time) between the leading edges of the pulses in the primary channel.

Having already been built for two channels of data pulses, the coincidence timer will soon have a 3-channel version. It has been tested with both simulated and actual data sources. Originally used in a laser velocimeter to determine the time between velocity measurements, the circuit can also be used to measure time intervals in other instruments that receive data at irregular rates from two or more sources.

The timer considers a pulse of the primary channel to be coincident with one of the secondary channel pulses if both occur within a predetermined timespan or aperture (see Fig 2); the coincident pulses do not necessarily have to overlap as long as their leading edges are less than 1 aperture time apart.

As seen in the Fig 1, the circuit is divided into three major functions. The interval time measurement subcircuit contains binary counters, temporary data storage, and data output devices to generate a digital number related to the time between coincident pulses. The measurement control subcircuit controls the operation of the counters, storage, and output devices. The system control and timing sequence generator oversees routine timing and control.

The measurement of the interval time is made from the leading edges of the pulses in the primary data channel. Since it cannot be known if the time measurement after one coincidence is valid until a second coincidence event is recorded (and this is not certain until the completion of the aperture time for the second coincidence), two binary counters are required. While the counter making the current measurement continues its count until after the second coincidence
aperture has ended, the second binary counter has already begun to measure the next interval. If a coincidence event is recorded, the leading edge value of the interval time is stored, and the first counter is reset to zero to await a new input pulse. Meanwhile, the second counter is already measuring the next interval. If a coincidence does not occur, the first counter continues its measurement, and the second counter is reset.

A fixed series of pulses, consisting of start-count, aperture-end, and reset signals, is supplied to the coincidence interval measurement subcircuit from the measurement control subcircuit. The start-count pulse, generated immediately after receipt of a pulse from the primary channel, initiates the measurement. A pulse from one or more of the secondary channels during the aperture pulse time generates a coincidence signal. The measurement control subcircuit continuously reads the count value on the active counter; when the coincidence signal is received, the count value that existed at the leading edge of the primary channel pulse is transferred to the output bus.

Note
This work was done by James I. Clemmons, Jr, of Langley Research Center.

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Neither the United States Government nor any person acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the information contained in this document, or warrants that such use will be free from privately owned rights.
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Independent Synchronizer for Digital Decoders

Circuit maintains synchronization at low signal to noise ratios

A digital logic circuit synchronizes the branches of a convolutional code decoder, but operates independently of the decoder. The synchronizing circuit can be used with any convolutional decoder, regardless of the decoding algorithm. Nevertheless, the circuit is simple, consisting of a 15-stage shift register, three up/down counters, and a few logic gates.

In an experimental version of the synchronizer built for a Viterbi decoder using the Odenwalder 7 code, the sign bit from the input to each branch of the decoder is applied to a 15-bit shift register, and the modulo-2 sum is formed of the register 1st, 3d, 12th, 14th, and 15th stages. A second modulo-2 sum is formed of the contents of the 8th, 10th, and 11th stages, and a third modulo-2 sum is formed of the 5th and 6th stages.

Parity checks are used as an indicator of correct or incorrect node synchronization. If all three parity checks agree, an up/down counter is incremented. If the first two checks agree but the third disagrees, the same up/down counter is decremented. In any other situation, the counter is neither incremented nor decremented.

The process is repeated when the next bit is read into the shift register, but with a second up/down counter, and is repeated once more with the third input bit and a third up/down counter. The sequence starts again with the fourth input bit.

Associated with the properly framed code sequence, the up/down counter is more likely than the other two counters to be augmented and less likely to be decremented when the polarity is correct. Correct node synchronization is thus determined by observing which of the counters first reaches predetermined positive and negative threshold values. Since a negative threshold crossing indicates an inverted decoder input, node synchronization and sign ambiguities are resolved simultaneously.

In tests the synchronizer maintained synchronization at signal to noise ratios as low as −3 dB. (See Fig.) In contrast, a conventional branch synchronizer (one based on comparisons of unanimity and nonunanimity counters) was limited to signal to noise ratios above 1.4 dB.

Note
This work was done by Jack J. Stiffler of Raytheon Co for Johnson Space Center.

This document was prepared under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Neither the United States Government nor any person acting on behalf of the United States Government assumes any liability resulting from the use of the information contained in this document, or warrants that such use will be free from privately owned rights.
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Interfacing Fundamentals: The 8255 Semaphores

Peter R. Rony
Department of Chemical Engineering
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061

Since most of the newer microcomputer boards and single-chip microcomputers contain some type of programmable parallel interface port, it is increasingly likely, when interfacing two microcomputers, that this will be done via such a port. One of the more popular programmable parallel interface chips is the Intel 8255, which contains 24 input/output lines and exhibits three different modes of operation: (a) mode 0, unconditional input or output; (b) mode 1, conditional input or output; and (c) mode 2, conditional bidirectional input/output. Depending upon how the 8255 is programmed, various combinations of modes 0, 1, and 2 ports can be selected. This column describes the characteristics of the three semaphores present within the chip.

Results presented here were obtained experimentally with two 8080A-based microcomputers interfaced to each other via port A of an 8255 chip operated in the mode 2 (port A) and mode 1 (port B) configurations. (The details of the interface circuit and programs will be given in the next column.) Rather than execute the programs at 2 MHz, each machine cycle on each computer was executed single step using a hardware single-step circuit. 2 The logic states of the RD, WR, ACK_A, STB_A, OBFA, and IBFA signals were determined with a logic probe.

The three 8255 semaphores acted identically. Their truth table [Fig 1(a)] is compared [Fig 1(b)] to the truth table for a 7474 D-type edge triggered flipflop with preset and clear [Fig 1(c)]. There is one difference between the two tables [Figs 1(a) and 1(b)]: Q is logic 1 for the semaphore and is Q, for the 7474 flipflop when PRESET is at logic 1 and CLOCK is at logic 0. This difference in behavior is unexpected and appears to be unnecessary.* A semaphore that behaves as a 7474 flipflop should be acceptable.

Shown in Fig 2 is a comparison of the timing diagrams for (a) the 8255 semaphores and (b) the 7474 flipflop. The asynchronous PRESET input causes output Q to go to a logic 1 state for both flipflops. Any additional negative PRESET pulses that occur while Q is at logic 1 have no effect. The difference in behavior occurs with the synchronous CLOCK input. For the semaphore, the positive edge of the CLOCK input always causes a 1 to 0 transition in Q, whereas for the 7474, the 1 to 0 transition occurs only if Q is initially at a logic 1.

When operated in the mode 2 configuration, port A on the 8255 chip presents an excellent example of bidirectional conditional input/output (I/O). The port itself is a bidirectional buffer that has both input and output semaphores associated with it.3 The two semaphores and the semaphore timing diagrams for I/O operations are summarized in Figs 3 and 4. Fig 3(a) shows the output semaphore for the bidirectional port A. A negative WR pulse at pin 36 on the 8255 clears OBFA and outputs data from the 8080A to port A. An acknowledge signal, ACK_A, from the I/O device sets OBFA [Fig 3(b)]. The input semaphore is shown in Fig 4(a). A negative RD pulse at pin 3 clears IBFA and permits the 8080A to input data from port A. A strobe signal, STB_A, from the I/O device sets IBFA and causes port A to latch a new data byte [Fig 4(b)].

*Perhaps a reader can suggest why the difference exists. Please communicate any suggestions to the author.
Fiber optic modems are ideally suited for many local data distribution applications since they offer several inherent advantages over conventional hard-wired systems. These include immunity from rf and magnetic signals, increased bandwidth, and a significant improvement in the security of the data link.

Versitron's FOM-5 fiber optic modem (one of a family of fiber optic modems) not only provides the basic advantage of fiber optics, but also offers several unique system operating features that makes it ideal for local data distribution applications.

**Multiplexes Control Signals** — Three separate control signals in each direction are multiplexed with the data over the fiber optic link. This provides a fully interactive hand-shaking sequence with the FOM-5 functioning as a truly transparent device at both ends of the link.

**Increased Throughput and Range** — The FOM-5 operates full duplex over a fiber optic cable pair at synchronous rates of 50 or 56 kbps and asynchronous rates up to 14 kbps; with an operating range of 1 kilometer.

**Intrusion Alarm** — The receive circuitry continuously monitors the receive data for the presence of the multiplexer sync signal generated by the remote unit. Loss of this signal will cause an audible alarm condition and block further data transmission at both local and the remote modems. After verifying that the link is still secure, the system may be reset from either the local or remote unit.

**Plug-In Compatibility** — The FOM-5 has DSU/V35 or RS-232/MIL-188 interfaces. Pre-cut and terminated fiber optic cables are also available from Versitron.

Versitron, Inc. installed its first fiber optic link utilizing a multiplexed data technique in the early 1960's. Since that time we have sold over 19,000 fiber optic links covering a wide variety of requirements for military and commercial applications.
The OR gate symbols at the PRESET input of the semaphores in Figs 3(a) and 4(a) have been added to account for the difference in behavior between the semaphores and the 7474 flipflop, as discussed previously. Negative logic is used for the OR gate: a logic 0 at either of the two OR gate inputs produces a logic 0 output that presets the semaphore. Thus, if WR or ACKA is 0, then OBF_A is set. If RD or STBA is 0, then IBF_A is set. With this OR gate representation, the behavior of these two semaphores is consistent with the truth table in Fig 1 and the timing diagrams in Fig 2. In practice, would negative RD or WR pulses ever cause IBF_A or OBF_A to be set during the input or output machine cycles, respectively, of the 8080A microcomputer that is interfaced to the 8255? This situation is unlikely because there would never be an attempt to read data from an empty input buffer (IBF_A at logic 0) or to output data to a full output buffer (OBF_A at logic 0).

Port B on the 8255 chip can be operated as a conditional input or output port with semaphore, but not as a bidirectional conditional I/O port. Bit D1 in the control word determines the I/O characteristics of this port, with logic 1 selecting input and logic 0 selecting output. The port B semaphore has the same truth table, timing characteristics, and configuration as shown for the port A semaphores in Figs 1 to 4. The difference is that the clock input (CK) to the semaphore is more complex than simply CK = RD or CK = WR, which is the case for the port A semaphores. For the port B semaphore, the CK input exhibits the following logic, CK = CD! · WR + CD! · RD + CD! · RD, where CD! represents the logic 1 state of the D1 control bit, CD! represents the logic 0 state, and · and + represent the AND and OR logic operations, respectively. A negative WR clock pulse produces a negative clock pulse only if control bit D1 is logic 0. A negative RD clock pulse produces a negative clock pulse no matter whether control bit D1 is logic 0 or logic 1. Consequently, the logic for CK can be simplified to CK = CD! · WR + RD, an expression that can be verified experimentally.
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512k-Byte Bubble Memory Board  
Incorporates Support Chips, Multibus Interface

High density magnetic bubble memory board iSB C 254 combines up to 512k bytes of storage capacity with an interface for Multibus systems to serve as a realistic replacement for tape and disc systems. By providing all support chips onboard, Intel Corp., 1302 N Mathilda Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, has freed designers to concentrate on higher level system objectives instead of on problems of interfacing.

The board contains the iMB 220 bubble memory controller (BMC) that operates in DMA, interrupt, and polled data transfer modes, and features built-in power fail protection and automatic error correction. Other support chips on the board include a formatter/sense amplifier, three packages for coil driving, and a current pulse generator.

Capacities of 128k, 256k, or 512k bytes are obtained using one, two, or four iM 7110 1M-bit bubble memories. Transfer rates vary with capacity, with a 128k-byte version operating at a maximum of 12.5k bytes/s. Rates of 25k and 50k bytes/s can be achieved with 256k- and 512k-byte units by accessing the bubbles in parallel. Average access time is 48 ns.

The board runs under either the iR X/80 or the iR X/86 operating system. Under iR X/80, the bubble manager (BMGR) software task keeps track of free or available space on the magnetic bubble memory. The bubble I/O (BUBIO) task can run with or without the bubble manager and controls all the board operations. Under iR X/86, the board is supported as an integral part of the I/O system software.

Three modes of operation are employed for data transfer: direct memory access, polled, and data request. In the DMA mode, the board uses the 8257 DMA controller in conjunction with the BMC to perform DMA read, DMA write, and DMA verify operations. DMA read and write operations are used for high speed data transfers involving bus accessible memory; DMA verify operations are typically used to maintain control of the system bus while verification tasks are being performed. In the polled mode, the CPU periodically checks the status register of the BMC. In the data request (DRQ) mode, when the BMC's FIFO is half empty during a write operation, or half full during a read operation, the DRQ pin becomes active and an interrupt signal that data can be written or read.

Two status monitoring modes, interrupt and polled, are also provided. In interrupt mode, a change in the status register such as a completed operation, failed operation, or timing or parity error, will cause an interrupt to occur. In the polled mode, as in the data transfer polled mode, the CPU periodically checks the status register for a completed operation, failed operation, or timing or parity error.

Measuring 12 x 6.75 x 0.62" (30 x 17.15 x 1.57 cm), the board requires two normally spaced card slots for adequate mechanical clearance, and has an operating temperature range of 0 to 55 °C. All address, data, and control signals are TTL and Multibus compatible. The board is compatible with 16-bit addressing for 8-bit processors, and with 20-bit addressing for 16-bit processors.

Circle 461 on Inquiry Card

System Offers up to 16M-Byte Storage Capacity

QT System + provides standard 2M-byte storage, as well as the availability of up to 16M bytes of storage, and includes mainframe, two 8" (20-cm) disc drives, double-sided, double-density 5.25" (13.33-cm) and 8" (20-cm) floppy disc controller, power supply, fan, and Televideo 920C terminal. The 4-MHz Z80 CPU system is a product of QT Computer Systems, Inc, 15620 S Inglewood Ave, Lawndale, CA 90260. Features include 48k dynamic memory expandable to 64k; 2k monitor program on 2716 EPROM; RAM, ROM, and P-ROM in any combination up to 8k; two RS-232-C serial I/O ports; two parallel I/O ports; hard disc compatibility; realtime clock; CP/M 2.2 operating system; and power-on/reset jump to monitor program. The system will soon be available with MP/M to allow multiuser, multitasking operations.

Circle 462 on Inquiry Card
Who lets you demultiplex and disassemble automatically?

Thanks to dual clocking both our new logic scopes separate out time-shared information found on multiplexed lines—all from the same simple connection and without need of demultiplexing latch arrangements.

Our quasiparallel triggering mode lets you trigger immediately on data sampled by each of the clocks. One clock can control address sampling and the other data sampling, so you can trigger on address and data with more bits in the trigger word than the number of inputs to the analyzer.

Add our disassembly option, and the microprocessor selected by the logic analyzer menu automatically sets up the parameters for ease of operation. With just one disassembly option our logic analyzers will support most popular 8-bit or 16-bit microprocessors, e.g., 8080, 8085, 8086, Z80, 6800-family, Z8000-family, 2650 and 6500-family processors.

Considering this level of sophistication, you'd expect our PM3542 and 43 to offer all the other most-wanted logic analyzer features. You'd be right.

For nationwide sales and service information, call 800-631-7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800, or contact Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430.
Balancing your I/O performance objectives against your company's cost objectives can be a vexing challenge. STC is ready to help you resolve the dilemma with the most comprehensive offering of tape subsystem products and capabilities ever offered to the OEM.

**Improving Performance**

The 1900 Tape Family provides a choice of 9 basic subsystem configurations. So you can pick the precise combination of speeds, densities and features to complement your processor and your customers' applications.

The chart on the right will help you start sizing up the appropriate model.

In demanding processing environments GCR (6250 bpi) is the obvious choice. For example, a GCR tape drive can handle a 100 Mbyte disk dump/restore with a single reel in as little as 4 minutes. (Compared to 4 reels and 20 minutes for PE.) On long sequential files, a 125 ips GCR drive will actually outperform most disk drives. Best of all, GCR performance comes with a significant bonus in read/write reliability.

NRZI (800 bpi) and PE (1600 bpi) give your customers the ability to process archival data and to exchange information with systems lacking GCR capability.

STC's 1953 lets you handle all three of these popular formats in a single drive/single formatter configuration.

**Controlling Factory Costs**

If your company markets a line of systems to meet a variety of customer requirements, the STC 1900 can simplify your engineering and cut your costs.

The 1935 Formatter/Control Unit will handle up to four 1950 and 1920 Series Drives, intermixed in any combination of speeds and densities. That means a single hardware interface and a single set of operating system drivers and utilities can accommodate all the configurations in your marketing mix.

More good news. The seven 1950 Series Drives models have a 90% plus parts commonality. The same is true of 1920 Series Drives. So training is simplified and spare parts headaches are a thing-of-the-past.
Practicality says design to cost.
gives you both.

And for the ultimate in flexibility, 1900 subsystems provide a convenient growth path. With a few simple card changes, your field engineers can convert speeds and densities, on-site, in a matter of minutes.

**Containing Service Costs**
To assure fast, effective field service, STC provides you with the most comprehensive diagnostics in the industry. The 1900 Diagnostic Software features more than 180 routines including functional, reliability and artificial stress testing. Field experience has shown the package will deliver 95% fault detection and 70% isolation to one of three cards.

Your field engineers can run these routines on-line via the customer's processor or off-line via STC's 3910 Diagnostic processor. In addition to its powerful local capability, the 3910 offers remote communications, so an FE can call on factory expertise for difficult problems.

**Support for Success**
When you specify STC 1900 Subsystems you have the resources of the world's largest tape system manufacturer behind you. Depending on your needs you can draw on STC's engineering, marketing, or training departments for expert implementation assistance.

For details on how STC can help you meet your cost, performance and profit objectives, contact your local STC representative. Offices are located in major OEM centers around the world.

Or write Storage Technology Corp., P.O. Box 6, 2270 S. 88th Street, Louisville, CO 80027. Phone (303) 673-8151.

---

**Table: Data Transfer Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Block Transfer Rate (KBytes/Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75 ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRZI 800</td>
<td>PE 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR 6250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRZI 800</td>
<td>PE 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR 6250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRZI 800</td>
<td>PE 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR 6250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block Size (Bytes)</th>
<th>Block Transfer Rate (KBytes/Sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75 ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>125 ips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRZI 800</td>
<td>PE 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR 6250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRZI 800</td>
<td>PE 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR 6250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRZI 800</td>
<td>PE 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR 6250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

CIRCLE 75 ON INQUIRY CARD
Color Video Display Controller Card Is Multibus Compatible

RGB-ALPHA, a color video display controller card, provides a complete color display generator and interfaces for a high speed lightpen and an 8-bit parallel keyboard on a single Multibus, LSI-11, or PDP-11 compatible card. Display and character formats in any combination of lines per page and characters per line, up to a maximum of 400 char/line, may be set by programmed I/O commands. In the character graphics mode, maximum resolution is 640 x 480 pixels interlaced, and 1024 x 240 pixels noninterlaced.

Features include 8 display colors, up to 4000 characters, 256 user defined characters, blinking and inverse video, addressable cursor, transparent, ROM/RAM character generator, and 50- or 60-Hz operation. The controller card is available from Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd, 5800 Andover Ave, TMR, Quebec H4T 14H, Canada.

The character font contains 128 5- x 7-dot upper/lowercase alphanumeric characters and graphics symbols; by adding a second ROM, 128 additional symbols can be defined. Both character generator ROMS can be replaced by pin compatible byte-wide RAMS, permitting the processor to change fonts at any time by rewriting the character generator RAM. Each character can be specified to be one of eight foreground colors on one of eight background colors. Characters can be either single- or double-height, with character foreground and/or background normal or blinking at 2 Hz. Characters can also be underlined or stored in display memory but not displayed.

Each character position on the CRT corresponds to a location in the onboard 8k-byte display memory that occupies 1K, 2K, 4K, or 8K bytes of system address space depending on the display size. The system processor can read or write the display memory at full speed using all memory reference instructions. All accesses to the memory are transparent, and the processor can read or write the refresh memory at any time.

To display a character, its ASCII and attribute codes are written into the appropriate memory display location. As the display refresh memory is scanned, the contents of each location select the appropriate bit pattern from the character generator and enables the appropriate character attributes. The display is scrolled up or down by changing the contents of the display start address register. When used as a console, the controller provides a 5-to-10-fold speed improvement in writing the display over a terminal receiving data at 9600 baud.

The controller, which plugs directly into the Multibus, works with any monochrome or color RGB video monitor at 50 or 60 Hz, and with both 8- and 16-bit microprocessors. It can be slaved to a color graphic display controller card to provide combined color alphanumericics and high resolution graphics. User-display interaction is possible using a high speed lightpen; however, a lightpen can be used only with monitors having short persistence phosphors.

Circle 463 on Inquiry Card

Microcomputer Systems Provide Flexibility and Expansion Capability

A 280A based CPU serves as the basis for a line of S-100 based systems from California Computer Systems, 250 Caribbean Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. This CPU provides realtime hardware vectored interrupt and interrupt nesting capabilities. Its DMA structure permits multiprocessing with interleaved data transfer rates of up to 2M bytes/s.

In addition, the CPU includes two programmable realtime clocks, two 8-bit parallel interface channels, and two independently baud rate programmable RS-232 serial I/O channels capable of asynchronous operation to 19.2 baud, one of which may also be used in synchronous mode. Available in either cabinet mountable or tabletop models, systems have a key switch power control switch and a power failure indicator located on the front panel.

Model 2210 provides 64k bytes of RAM, one serial I/O channel, a 12-slot chassis, power supply, controller, and CP/M operating system. Model 220 includes 32k byte of static RAM, hardware vectored (continued on page 162)
Remex Dual Head Floppy Disk Drives.
No Extravagant Claims.
Just Performance.

Write or Call for Specifications and Delivery.
The Memorex 101 is here. And that's good news for OEM's who've had to thrash through today's downright confusing marketplace of 8-inch rigid disc drives. Because no drive, when compared across the entire capacity/cost/quality spectrum, offers more to customers than the Memorex 101.

MORE Capacity.
The Memorex 101 is an 11.7 megabyte package. But it is designed to deliver a million bytes more than its closest competitor. And the 101 is expandable to 23.4 megabytes and beyond with interface compatibility.

MORE Features.
The Memorex 101 offers a unique set of features you simply won't find anywhere else. Like a beltless, direct drive. DC spindle motor. Integral data separation. An absolute-filtered drive enclosure. And more. Like human engineering for quiet office environments.

MORE Economy.
For a number of reasons, the Memorex 101 says cost efficiency like others cannot. Start with more weight savings. The 101 is a full five pounds lighter than its nearest competitor. And thanks to its all-DC power requirements, the 101 delivers more energy savings as well. Add to this the high-reliability design of the 101 and what you wind up with is a drive that is, bottom line, more economical—in the short run and over the whole life cycle of the product.

MORE Availability.
With production now in high gear at the industry's largest OEM manufacturing facility dedicated totally to 8-inch rigid disc drives, Memorex is ready to deliver 101s in quantity right now. So call us for an evaluation unit today. You'll be impressed.

MEMOREX

There's MORE to Memorex OEM products.

San Francisco Area (408) 987-1373; Los Angeles Area (714) 891-2541; Boston Area (617) 890-0700; Dallas Area (214) 258-3510; Denver Area (303) 837-0205; New Jersey Area (201) 325-0164; Memorex International Headquarters: London, U.K. 01-572 7391.
SPECIAL OFFER!

For a limited time only, order our "check 'em out" kit and we'll give you more:

- A Sophisticated Controller
- Cables and Connectors
- Complete Documentation
- Plus Technical Support
- No Additional Cost.

We also will help with anything else you might need to "check 'em out." You can't afford to miss out—give us a call today.
interrupt, power fail detect, DMA channel, two realtime clocks, two serial I/O channels, a Centronics parallel channel, 19-slot chassis, and power supply; model 300 is the same as the 200, except that it provides 64k of dynamic RAM, and a 2.4M-byte dual-floppy disc system. The model 400 is also the same as the 200, except that 64k of dynamic RAM and a 10M-byte Winchester disc subsystem are supplied.

A realtime, multitasking software operating system, OASIS features re-entrant and relocatable program capabilities and uses an ISAM file structure. Task to task communications, file protection, timekeeping, spooling, overlay, and device independent I/O can be accomplished through software. The operating system is supported with debug, editing, relocatable linkage, and file sort utilities. CP/M and MP/M will also be available for use with the system. Available languages include a relocatable assembler, BASIC interpreter and BASIC compiler, and FORTRAN, COBOL, and Pascal compilers.

Full expansion of any unit is allowed by the modular design of the system family. Optional modules include 16k-, 32k-, and 64k-byte memory modules; a high speed arithmetic unit; serial and parallel I/O modules; floppy disc subsystems, floppy disc subsystem expansion, and floppy disc expansion drives; and Winchester disc subsystems and Winchester disc subsystem expansion.

CPU, and the monitor exchanged for one compatible with the CP/M-86 operating system. The microcomputer boards are products of Zendex Corp, 6680 Sierra Lane, Dublin, CA 94566, and support various standard disc operating systems. Changeover from the CPU to the other is accomplished through the use of four row sockets provided for the CPU chips. Other devices that must be removed, installed, or changed to complete the switchover have sockets installed.

Designed for use in a standard SBC system, the processors are configured on 6.75 x 12.00" (17.14 x 30.48-cm) circuit cards. The processor can also be run in the IPB slot of a Series II MDS chassis for an overall speed improvement. Compatible software includes Intel ISIS-II and CP/M for MDS-230 from Digital Research. Interfaces for Multibus, serial I/O, interrupt, and memory expansion are provided. Power requirements are 5 V ± 5% at 2.25 A, 12 V ± 5% at 0.09 A, and -12 V ± 5% at 0.01 A.

Device Tester Available For 6800 µProcessor Family

6800 microprocessor family device tester. Data I/O Corp model 1500A tests 6800, 68400, 6800, 6802, and 6808 microprocessors, 6810 RAMs, 6821 PIA's, and 6850 CIA's using software located on individual test adapters.

Incoming inspection of 6800 family microprocessor and support devices is performed by the model 1500A device tester from Data I/O Corp, Box 308, Issaquah, WA 98027. The unit can test 6800, 68400, 6800, 6802, and 6808 microprocessors, 6810 RAMs, 6821 PIA's, and 6850 CIA's. With software located on individual test adapters, a series of functional tests specified to each device type is performed to determine whether device parameters remain within the manufacturer's specified ranges. Performance is verified as the device is run at its upper, nominal, and lower VCC ratings, with its outputs resistively loaded; ac performance is also verified, since the component is run at its rated speed.

In normal mode, the tester sorts out faulty devices in a batch, running a series of tests on each one in less than half a second. The continuous mode allows the tester to run its sequence repeatedly on a device suspected of intermittent or temperature related failures. A green light indicates a good device, and a diagnostic message points out a device failure. The tester requires neither additional software nor training to operate.

Incoming inspection of 6800 family microprocessor and support devices is provided by the model 1500A device tester from Data I/O Corp, Box 308, Issaquah, WA 98027. The unit can test 6800, 68400, 6800, 6802, and 6808 microprocessors, 6810 RAMs, 6821 PIA's, and 6850 CIA's. With software located on individual test adapters, a series of functional tests specified to each device type is performed to determine whether device parameters remain within the manufacturer's specified ranges. Performance is verified as the device is run at its upper, nominal, and lower VCC ratings, with its outputs resistively loaded; ac performance is also verified, since the component is run at its rated speed.

In normal mode, the tester sorts out faulty devices in a batch, running a series of tests on each one in less than half a second. The continuous mode allows the tester to run its sequence repeatedly on a device suspected of intermittent or temperature related failures. A green light indicates a good device, and a diagnostic message points out a device failure. The tester requires neither additional software nor training to operate.
Call one of our design engineers. They're idea men—the men who helped create what is now the largest and best line of P/C connectors around. That's a lot of connectors. More important, that's a lot of experience. And it's experience that's yours for the asking. Do ask.

How to make sure you've specified absolutely the best P/C connector.

VIKING CONNECTORS
21001 Nordhoff Street | Chatsworth, CA 91311, U.S.A.
(213) 341-4330 | TWX 910-494-2094

CIRCLE 78 ON INQUIRY CARD
Personal Computer Serves Both Business and Technical Applications

Identical to the company's HP-85 except that it does not include an integrated tape cartridge drive and integrated thermal printer, the HP-83 personal computer has been introduced by Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304. The HP-83 is a powerful typewriter-sized unit with an integrated high resolution CRT and keyboard, enhanced BASIC language, and powerful graphics capabilities.

Two HP models of flexible disc drives, providing mass storage of from 270k to approximately 5M bytes, can be connected to either of the Series 80 machines. Both computers support the company's VisiCalc PLUS software and can communicate with various printers and plotters.

New Series 80 peripherals include the HP 9111A graphics tablet, which enables users to digitize or draw graphics with a pen on the tablet and see those graphics transferred automatically onto the CRT and memory. Diagrams such as schematics, computer-aided designs, and circuit layouts can be easily entered and changed with the tablet. A parallel printer interface will allow the computers to be used with inexpensive printers when print quality is not critical.

A variety of business software packages were also introduced for both the HP-83 and the -85. The Information Management Pac is a database management tool for accessing, modifying, searching, and sorting data. Database totaling and statistics are included, as are report and graphics generation. Creating, updating, and printing out customer or mailing lists, inventory records, catalogs, and other data bases are easily handled by these programs. The Graphics Presentation Pac lets the user make 4-color overhead projection transparencies or report copies of text, bar charts, pie charts, and line charts. Three different character sets, nine variable letter sizes, and six different line and hatching styles are available. Greek and European characters, slanted or upright characters, three alternate highlighting styles, and up to 25 slices per pie chart are also featured. The Data Communications pac enables the computer to perform intelligent terminal functions such as asynchronous communication at 300 to 9600 baud over a direct line or through a modem.

New software development tools make it easier for software developers to generate and distribute programs for Series 80 machines. The System Monitor debugs assembled code, an Advanced Programming ROM adds powerful BASIC commands, and a plug-in drawer for EPROMs is also available.

Microcomputer Meets Harsh Environment Requirements

A 4k-byte RAM, 8k-byte EPROM microcomputer, the MC-65 CMOS system provides two pulse counters, two optically isolated sense inputs, and two spst relay outputs. Available from Micronet Ltd., PO Box 7066N, Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 5J4, Canada, the system is programmed in 1802 Assembler or a high level concurrent Pascal, will support five user available realtime processes, and allows direct or scheduled control of relay outputs. Standard software features include storing 21 days of 15-min pulse count totals and sense input changes of state, a realtime clock, memory zeroing, and built-in system diagnostics.

Weighing under 1.5 lb (0.7 kg), the 7 x 9" (18 x 23-cm) board is NEMA 4 enclosure compatible. Its standard operating temperature of -25 to 55 °C makes the board suitable for harsh environments. Power required is 12 Vac at less than 500 mA while charging the battery, and less than 150 mA otherwise. An optional 2.5-Ah battery plugged into the onboard charger provides RAM holdup for 30 days.

μComputers Are Based On Ada Software

A family of ME160 microcomputers featuring the Ada Microengine™ microprocessor is available from Western Digital Corp., 3128 Red Hill Ave, Newport Beach, CA 92663. Features of Ada, functionally a superset of Pascal, extend Pascal in four major areas: error recovery on exception handling, separately compiled packages, multitask synchronization via rendezvous, and strongly enforced user defined data types. System architecture features a 16-bit data path, 24-bit addressing (32M bytes), Sentinel/24™ bus, and multiprocessor architecture.

System Sentinel fault tolerance architecture complements Ada's error recovery features by providing error detection and recovery at the hardware level, and the system's capabilities are implemented on four levels. Level 1 is the device level where self-test features built into the system's LSI components continually test for failure, marginal conditions, or performance degradation. At level 2, each module contains a dedicated controller that polls the Sentinel pins of the LSI devices, performs checksums, and monitors power supply levels and temperature.

At level 3, the module continuously monitors all level 2 modules on the Sentinel/24 bus for pending fault or performance degradation, and maintains audit trail of bus activity for use in fault isolation and recovery. The level 4 module adds module access capability and dynamic polling of level 2 and 3 functions, and allows system verification, interactive diagnostic, and software distribution from remote sites.

Phase I products, including Pascal/Ada processor, 128k bytes of RAM, floppy disc controller, four serial and one parallel I/O controllers, general purpose interface, chassis/power supply, UCSD Level III.0 Pascal software system, and selected development configurations, are available in limited quantities for OEM and private label applications. Phase II products, including storage module hard disc controller, cryptographic security module, memory error correction module, System Sentinel level 3 module, TSI-Ada compiler from TeleSoftware, Inc, and a distributed multiprogramming operating system, are scheduled for May delivery. Phase III products will exploit proprietary X.25 packet switching and local network products.

COMPUTER DESIGN • MARCH 1981
Introducing
quality print at matrix speed.
For only $1295.*

Until now, you could pay thousands for a slow, letter-quality character printer. Or hundreds for a dot matrix printer, giving up print quality for speed and price.

But that was before Paper Tiger™ 460 offered you a better choice.

The new Paper Tiger 460 is the first matrix printer with high-density dot matrix characters plus high speed. At a low price.

The secret? A unique nine-wire, staggered matrix head provides overlapping dots in both horizontal and vertical planes. The result is dense, high-quality characters you'll be proud to show off.


But its most important feature is high reliability. The Paper Tiger 460 is designed to be tough and dependable. It has rugged, stepper-motor head and paper drives. A new rugged ballistic-type print head.

And its simple, chassis-mounted cartridge ribbon lasts up to four times longer than cassette or spool ribbons. All this means that Paper Tiger 460 is perfect for word processing, data processing, or electronic mail. It's also perfect for anyone who requires the flexibility of a matrix printer but wants superior quality printing. Without trading off speed or price.


In circuit Emulator Simulates, Reads, and Programs EPROMs

An in circuit emulator for EPROMs, the Micro Memory Trace is an intelligent ROM simulator for designing and debugging microprocessor hardware and software, and replaces up to four 2708 or two 2716 EPROMs, or one 2732 EPROM, in a microprocessor system. The product, available from Logical Services Inc, 2340A Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051, can simulate EPROMs in a system under test, display and change program memory, trace program execution in real time using simulated ROM, display a simulated ROM access map on CRT, count accesses to specific locations during trace, guard against unintended memory access, and capture data during real time trace. It can also accept serial data from a host computer or a development system, drive a line printer, and read and program EPROMs. Object programs are downloaded from a host development system or timeshared computer into high speed RAM within the trace via an RS-232 port. When the system hardware and software finally operate correctly together using the simulated ROM, the built-in EPROM programmer can create the completed firmware. Upon power up, the device automatically executes diagnostic tests to verify its own internal memories and functions. Since it is independent of processor type, it can be employed in systems using various microprocessor devices.

In the terminal mode, and connected to a host computer via the serial RS-232 interface port, the device's CRT and 53-key alphanumeric ASCII keyboard interact with the host computer as a remote data terminal using the protocol specified for the host computer. As a terminal, the device can enter, edit, assemble, compile, read, store, or otherwise handle programs in accordance with the host computer's capabilities. When operated as a ROM simulator, the device is a standalone system using an internal high speed RAM connected to the 24-pin EPROM sockets in the system under test. Object programs can be displayed, changed, patched, and executed out of emulated ROM to avoid repetitive EPROM programming during debug.

System operating temperature is 16 to 32 °C, at humidity levels of 20 to 80%.

Power required is 115 Vac, 60 Hz, 3 A. The device measures 17 x 5.5 x 17.5" (43 x 13.9 x 44.4 cm), and weighs 45 lb (20 kg).

Circle 471 on Inquiry Card

Universal Peripheral Controller Chip Assumes Host Processor Tasks

Tasks such as arithmetic, translation, formatting of data, and control of I/O devices, traditionally performed by the host computer, are assumed by the Z8000 universal peripheral controller (Z-UPC). An intelligent device designed for distributed processing and multitasking applications, the controller has a powerful and extensive instruction set and an efficient internal addressing scheme to speed program execution and pack program code efficiently into the onchip ROM.

Based on the Z8 single-chip microcomputer, the controller features 2K bytes of internal program ROM, a 256-byte register file, three programmable 8-bit I/O ports, two counter timers, and six levels of internal prioritized interrupts, and supports a daisy chain interrupt structure. It is available in sample quantities from Zilog, 10340 Bubb Rd, Cupertino, CA 95014.

Three I/O port registers, 19 status and control registers, and 234 general purpose registers are contained in the Z-UPC's internal register file. I/O ports and register file can be accessed by both the Z-UPC program and its associated master CPU, facilitating byte and program memory efficiency; the master CPU's access to the register file is controlled by the Z-UPC. Twenty-four of the controller's 40 pins can be dedicated to I/O functions; grouped logically into three 8-line ports, these can be programmed in various I/O combinations with or without handshake. Two programmable 8-bit hardware counter/timers relieve the controller's software of handling real-time counting and timing problems; each has a 6-bit prescaler, and is independent of program execution.

Four optional versions of the controller are available, as well as the standard configuration: Z8001, a 64-pin development version with interface for up to 4K bytes of RAM; Z8002, a 64-pin version with external interface for up to 4K bytes of RAM which can be downloaded from the master CPU; Z8003, a 40-pin protopack version with a socket for up to 2K bytes of ROM; and Z8004, a 40-pin protopack RAM version with a socket for up to 2K bytes of RAM which can be downloaded from the master CPU. These four prototyping devices cover a wide range of system peripheral device control needs, and are available in sample quantities of 10 to 99.

Circle 472 on Inquiry Card

Computer Systems Expand To Accommodate Multiple Users

Modular microcomputer systems from White Computer, 1876 Industrial Way, Redwood City, CA 94063, support single and multiple users with hard disc and tape backup option. The Winchester/floppy disc system includes a Z80A CPU, 64K bytes of dynamic RAM, a 35M-byte 8" (20-cm) Winchester fixed disc, an 8" (20-cm) single-sided, single/double-density floppy drive, and one parallel and two serial ports for terminals, printer, or communications. The dual floppy disc system includes a Z80A CPU, 64K bytes of dynamic RAM, dual 8" (20-cm) single-sided, single/double-density floppy drives, and one parallel and two serial ports.

Both systems can be backed up by either a streaming cartridge tape with 17M-byte cartridges, or by removable hard discs, and are delivered with CP/M operating systems. Multiuser options employ a time-sliced MP/M system that executes CP/M applications and languages for up to eight users.

Each system can support a series of expansion options, including a cartridge disc system with 16M bytes of removable cartridge and 16M, 60M, or 80M bytes of fixed disc storage field upgradable. Double-sided drives with 1M-byte floppy disc storage per drive, 8" (20-cm) Winchester fixed discs for 7M, 21M, or 35M bytes of storage, and 14" (35-cm) Winchester fixed discs for 33M or 40M bytes of storage are also available as options. Each disc system can support up to four drives per controller.

Circle 473 on Inquiry Card
The only thing worse than not having enough disk storage, is not being able to get enough disk storage.

Fortunately, the AmpeX DM-9300AO solves both problems. With 300 megabytes of reliable disk pack storage and off-the-shelf delivery.

But the advantages of the DM-9300AQ don’t stop with delivery. It’s completely compatible with CDC’s 300 megabyte drive. So disk packs can be interchanged, written on, or read by either drive. Of course, the industry standard SMD interface, and power sequencing of both units are also compatible.

DM-9300AQ disk pack swapping is as easy as using them. Its large front opening has been designed with the convenience of a top loader, and human engineered for minimal lifting. So even a 20-pound pack is easy to insert and remove. It’s such a good idea, we’re surprised somebody didn’t think of it sooner.

But then, the DM-9300AQ is full of good ideas. Like highly reliable on-track servoing, and a single port daisy-chain interface with ribbon cable that can be converted—in the field—to an internal dual port.

And the same goes for maintenance. Service requires only front, rear, or top access. Side access is eliminated, so you can arrange the units side by side. What’s more, the logic chassis in the rear of the unit swings out to provide easy access to all test points and connections. And extensive use of LEDs simplifies troubleshooting.

The DM-9300AQ has a lot to offer. But what’s even better, is that it’s all offered right now. With delivery that’s ready when you are.

The DM-9300AQ. Just one of a complete line of Ampex plug compatible disk drive memories for nearly any CPU.

For more information, contact Gary Owen at Ampex Memory Products, 200 North Nash Street, El Segundo, California 90245. If you’re really in a hurry call him at 213/640-0150. Or contact your local sales office.

Either way, we won’t keep you waiting.
Color Graphics Capability Available for Small Business Computers

A memory expansion set and a color graphics board are now offered by Heath Co., Benton Harbor, MI 49022, for the H-8 and All-In-One computers. The WH-88-16 64k wired memory expansion set increases memory capacity of the All-In-One computer to 64k bytes of RAM when using the company's standard CP/M operating system; RAM capacity is 56k bytes when the set is added to the same computer using the company's disc operating system and 48K of RAM. The HA-8-8 extended configuration option increases the H-8's memory capacity to 64k bytes of RAM when used with the company's CP/M operating system, and also includes a replacement front panel ROM.

The HA-8-3 color graphics board uses the Texas Instruments T1-9918 color video display generator. An AY-3-8910 programmable sound generator is also included. Eight ADC channels can handle up to four X-Y joystick consoles, each of which has four bits of parallel I/O for switches or LEDs. A socket is also provided for the AMD-9511 arithmetic processor chip. The board connects to the video input of most video monitors as well as other video accessories using NTSC composite color video.

Demonstration software for the color graphics board is provided on a 5.25" (13.33-cm) floppy disc. Additional software for the board will be offered through SOFTSTUFF, the company's software line.
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DON'T LET SIGNAL CONDITIONING MAKE LIFE MISERABLE... SPECIFY CHABIN TLA

At Chabin, we focus all of our attention on high speed, controlled-impedance transmission line interconnects.

When your application calls for multiple or single signal assemblies, Chabin Transmission Line Assemblies (TLA) can solve your problems with quality and economy.

Using the latest cable types and inlaid contact construction, we test every assembly 100% before it's shipped. And, our unique "molded-on" integral strain relief provides the ultimate in mechanical integrity.

For more information on standard or custom 100% assembled and tested high speed, controlled-impedance transmission line assemblies, contact the leader in problem solving and delivery.

At Chabin we're large in capability yet small enough to be responsive.

CHABIN CORPORATION • 1065 Comstock St. Santa Clara, CA 95050 • (408) 727-5811 TWX: 910-336-0500
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µProcessor Enhancement Modules Increase System Throughput

8080A in-circuit emulation is performed by the Series II microprocessor enhancement modules using a code compatible Intel 8085A-2 processor. As a result of the reduced memory access time requirements of the 8085A-2 processor, a throughput increase of from 1.5 to 2.5 times is claimed to be possible. Installation of the modules involves only the replacement of the 8080A processor with a software compatible 8085A-2 processor, and status latch with DIP connectors. Flat 6 or 12" (15 or 30-cm) cables allow the module to perform in tight spaces, and various mounting configurations are available. The modules are available from Paragon Systems Inc., PO Box 2050, Corvallis, OR 97330.

Three models are offered: Series II-8228 for 8080A with 8228 systems, Series II-8212 for 8080A with 8212 systems, and Series II-273 for 8080A with 74LS273 systems. The modules measure 4.5 x 3.5 x 0.5" (11.4 x 8.9 x 1.3 cm). Power dissipation is 2.0 W max, and clock frequency is 5 MHz.
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VGR 4000. Honeywell's new and advanced video graphic recorder, provides fast, crisp, 8½ x 11” hard copies on dry silver paper from most CRT's and other video sources.

White-on-black or black-on-white images are as simple as flipping a switch. With options, images can be produced having up to 16 shades of grey or even more.

An innovative processing technique eliminates the need for large heated platens. This allows the recorder to run cool, consuming very little energy.

The VGR 4000 is the only recorder on the market available with a self-contained test-pattern generator providing a choice of formats for proper copy verification.

Rugged, yet cleanly designed for easy operation, the compact VGR 4000 can be used on a desk top or rack-mounted, taking up only 7” of front panel space.

Honeywell's VGR 4000 is the latest advance in video-input hard-copy reproduction systems, built by the people with the most fiber-optic CRT recorder experience in the field.

To get the whole story on the VGR 4000 and how it can meet your needs, call Durke Johnson at 303/773-4700. Or write Honeywell Test Instruments Division, Box 5227, Denver, Colorado 80217.

WE'LL SHOW YOU A BETTER WAY.

Honeywell
**Desktop Business Computer Offers Expansion Capability**

A Z-80 CPU, high resolution CRT, floppy disc drive, and an impact printer are included in the YX-3200 business computer from Sharp Electronics Corp, 10 Keystone Pl, Paramus, NJ 07652. The desktop system features a 32k-byte ROM/64k-byte RAM that is expandable to 72k-byte ROM/128k-byte RAM, automatic program generator, and extended BASIC language.

Up to eight 5.25" (13.33-cm) dual-sided, double-density floppy disc drives can be accommodated. The CRT offers upper- and lowercase green characters on an 80-col, 24-line screen; the character size can be increased to a 40-col, 15-line display for group viewing or graphics purposes. The bidirectional, dot matrix printer offers 80-char/s printing speed and 80-col, 132-line capability.
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---

**SAE Backplanes EMI Filters**

Quality, reliability and performance — that's the SAE interconnection sub-system story.

- Double and multi-layered PC boards.
- Press-fit and discrete backplanes.
- Single and multi-bay card files — all accessories.
- Edgeboard and IDC connectors.
- Wirewrapping services — fast delivery.
- POQ/DEC-compatible backplanes

For free catalog on complete Backplanes and Interconnection Sub-systems line, circle Reader Service number, or write:

Stanford Applied Engineering
3520 De La Cruz Boulevard
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 988-0700

---

Now that SAE's EMI filters are recognized around the world, isn't it time you recognized them?

All SAE filters are suitable for use in equipment that has been designated by the FCC as a computing device and are designed to help meet the new conducted emission requirements.

- Seven filter types to meet every design requirement — General Application, High Performance, Switching, Transient, Three-Phase, Connector, Medical and Extended Range. Consult factory for custom requirements.

For free catalog on complete EMI Filter line, circle Reader Service number, or write:

Stanford Applied Engineering
3520 De La Cruz Boulevard
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 988-0700
Now! A 64-bit, 20 MHz All Digital Correlator.
(On a single chip.)

Our TDC1023J correlator chip gives you the ability to detect a desired signal in the presence of other signals or noise. It can recognize and compare signal patterns. It may be used to measure time delays through various mediums such as materials, the body, RF paths, electronic circuits. It’s ideal for the digital design engineer working in these areas:

- Convolution
- Error detection and correction
- Noise reduction in communications
- Pattern and image recognition
- Signal synchronization
- Signature analysis

And just take a look at these key features:
- Separate buffer register — speeds processing, reduces external components
- Threshold register — enables flag at preset correlation level
- Mask register — permits adjustable compare lengths
- 20 MHz correlation rate
- +5V supply, TTL compatible
- 24 pin ceramic DIP package
- Only $85 in 100's

The TDC1023J is in stock at Arrow Electronics and Hamilton/Avnet.

For complete information on our all new digital correlator request our new 32 page brochure, “Correlation — a powerful technique for digital signal processing.” Call us at (714) 578-5990 or send us the coupon or just attach your business card to this page and mail it back to us.

TRW LSI Products
7150 Carroll Road
San Diego, CA 92921

Please send your 32 page Correlation brochure covering the TDC1023J All Digital Correlator.

Name
Company
Div/Dept
Address
City
State
Zip

TRW keeps you ahead in digital signal processing

An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.
Microprocessor System Power Supply Meets Requirements of Single- and Dual-Floppies—Floppy disc drives plug into the output connectors of the model FD903 8-A power supply from CEI Corp, PO Box 501, Grenier Industrial Park, Londonderry, NH 03053. Power supply outputs are 5 Vdc at 8 A, 12 Vdc at 2.5 A, -5 Vdc at 1 A, -12 Vdc at 0.5 A, and 24 Vdc at 1.5 A continuous/4 A surge; positive outputs are regulated to 0.1% and negative outputs to 1%. Power input is 115/230 Vac, 50/60 Hz.

Universal ROM Programmer Available for Sprit 68 System—The ROMMR programmer is available from Wintek Corp, 1801 South St, Lafayette, IN 47904, as an option to the Sprit 68 microcomputer/development system. It can erase test, program, and verify 2708, -58, -16, -32, and -64; 2516, -32, -64; and 68764 series EPROMS.
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Z-80 CPU Board Available for S-100 Based Systems—CEB Z80 CPU board operates at 2 or 4 MHz by DIP switch selection and includes sockets for two 2716 or 2732 EPROMS or HM6116 2-kbyte RAMS. Available from SSM Microcomputer Products, 2190 Paragon Dr, San Jose, CA 95131, the board features firmware vector jumps and an output port to control eight extended address lines, permitting use of more than 64k bytes of additional memory within the board. Separate run/stop and single/step switches permit system evaluation without the need for a front panel.
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Cross Assembler Transforms Computers into Development Systems—Cross assemblers generate Intel 8080/8085 programs and combine with a Millenium MicroSystem emulator to transform various computers into development systems for the 8080/8085 family. Available from Millenium Systems, Inc, 19050 Pruneridge Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014, the assemblers also combine with the company's FASTPROBE software, generating diagnostic programs for production test and field service. Programs include macro assembler, linking loader, formatter/download, and analyzer or designer; Fortran source code is provided on floppy disc or magnetic tape.
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APL Available for Apple Computer Systems—APL/80 for Apple computers requires CP/M, Microsoft's Z80 Soft Card, and a 24 x 8 video card, and includes 11 APL arithmetic functions, 11 Boolean and relational functions, 11 selection and structural functions, and 9 general functions. A product of Vanguard Systems Corp, 6901 Blanco, San Antonio, TX 78216, the language contains system variables and functions such as canonical representation, function fix, and share offer and retract. An auxiliary processor for interfacing I/O ports and one for indexed file systems are provided.
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Universal ROM Programmer Available for Sprit 68 System—The ROMMR programmer is available from Wintek Corp, 1801 South St, Lafayette, IN 47904, as an option to the Sprit 68 microcomputer/development system. It can erase test, program, and verify 2708, -58, -16, -32, and -64; 2516, -32, -64; and 68764 series EPROMS.
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Z-80 CPU Board Available for S-100 Based Systems—CEB Z80 CPU board operates at 2 or 4 MHz by DIP switch selection and includes sockets for two 2716 or 2732 EPROMS or HM6116 2-kbyte RAMS. Available from SSM Microcomputer Products, 2190 Paragon Dr, San Jose, CA 95131, the board features firmware vector jumps and an output port to control eight extended address lines, permitting use of more than 64k bytes of additional memory within the board. Separate run/stop and single/step switches permit system evaluation without the need for a front panel.
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Cross Assembler Transforms Computers into Development Systems—Cross assemblers generate Intel 8080/8085 programs and combine with a Millenium MicroSystem emulator to transform various computers into development systems for the 8080/8085 family. Available from Millenium Systems, Inc, 19050 Pruneridge Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014, the assemblers also combine with the company's FASTPROBE software, generating diagnostic programs for production test and field service. Programs include macro assembler, linking loader, formatter/download, and analyzer or designer; Fortran source code is provided on floppy disc or magnetic tape.
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APL Available for Apple Computer Systems—APL/80 for Apple computers requires CP/M, Microsoft's Z80 Soft Card, and a 24 x 8 video card, and includes 11 APL arithmetic functions, 11 Boolean and relational functions, 11 selection and structural functions, and 9 general functions. A product of Vanguard Systems Corp, 6901 Blanco, San Antonio, TX 78216, the language contains system variables and functions such as canonical representation, function fix, and share offer and retract. An auxiliary processor for interfacing I/O ports and one for indexed file systems are provided.
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Universal ROM Programmer Available for Sprit 68 System—The ROMMR programmer is available from Wintek Corp, 1801 South St, Lafayette, IN 47904, as an option to the Sprit 68 microcomputer/development system. It can erase test, program, and verify 2708, -58, -16, -32, and -64; 2516, -32, -64; and 68764 series EPROMS.
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Z-80 CPU Board Available for S-100 Based Systems—CEB Z80 CPU board operates at 2 or 4 MHz by DIP switch selection and includes sockets for two 2716 or 2732 EPROMS or HM6116 2-kbyte RAMS. Available from SSM Microcomputer Products, 2190 Paragon Dr, San Jose, CA 95131, the board features firmware vector jumps and an output port to control eight extended address lines, permitting use of more than 64k bytes of additional memory within the board. Separate run/stop and single/step switches permit system evaluation without the need for a front panel.
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Cross Assembler Transforms Computers into Development Systems—Cross assemblers generate Intel 8080/8085 programs and combine with a Millenium MicroSystem emulator to transform various computers into development systems for the 8080/8085 family. Available from Millenium Systems, Inc, 19050 Pruneridge Ave, Cupertino, CA 95014, the assemblers also combine with the company's FASTPROBE software, generating diagnostic programs for production test and field service. Programs include macro assembler, linking loader, formatter/download, and analyzer or designer; Fortran source code is provided on floppy disc or magnetic tape.
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APL Available for Apple Computer Systems—APL/80 for Apple computers requires CP/M, Microsoft's Z80 Soft Card, and a 24 x 8 video card, and includes 11 APL arithmetic functions, 11 Boolean and relational functions, 11 selection and structural functions, and 9 general functions. A product of Vanguard Systems Corp, 6901 Blanco, San Antonio, TX 78216, the language contains system variables and functions such as canonical representation, function fix, and share offer and retract. An auxiliary processor for interfacing I/O ports and one for indexed file systems are provided.
the more OEMs demand of tape systems, the more we deliver.

OEMs are demanding. They want different models for different applications, the highest possible reliability, and value that reflects in their final product. Our Series 40 continues the 17 year Digi-Data tradition of satisfying these OEM requirements.

More Selection
Within our Series 40 family, they can choose from 192 combinations of NRZI, PE and NRZI/PE models with reel sizes from 7 to 10.5 inches and speeds from 12.5 to 75 ips — all featuring a new control block with more functions, such as a density select switch and an optional unit select switch.

More Reliability in a Simpler Package
Microprocessor controlled imbedded formatter improves reliability by reducing chip count as much as 50%. All versions occupy a single board, simplifying cabling and reducing spares requirements, while eliminating the need for separate outrigger housings. Improved transport modularity facilitates field upgrading, particularly data density and tape speed.

More Value
Our low inertia tension arm design provides gentle tape handling that ensures data reliability without the cost, complexity or maintenance problems of vacuum columns. Advanced transport packaging includes a metal frame door and self-aligning rack mounting.

OEMs who interface the PDP-11, Nova, Eclipse or HP-21MX can specify Digi-Data's complete microcomputer based tape systems at a cost savings of 20 to 50%.

Be demanding. Write or call for information.

Digi-Data Corporation
8580 Dorsey Run Road
Jessup, MD 20794
(301) 498-0200

©... First In Value
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Control and Monitoring Software Provides Computer Control of Controllers

PMS50 network software is a control and monitoring package that interfaces one or more TI PMS50 programmable controllers to a TI model 990 computer, under the DX10 operating system. It allows 2-way access to each controller, either through a computer terminal or from the user's program. Communication between computer and controller is transparent to controller operation.

This package, available from Computer Technology Corp, Park 50 Technecenter, Milford, OH 45150, allows users to define and implement applications without concern for details of host to controller communications. The user can also initiate internal self-diagnostic routines and create batch programs for automatic cycling of the diagnostics.

RESEARCH REPORT

CHINESE AND RUSSIAN COMMUNICATIONS MARKETS

- Evaluates the potential for Western sales of communications equipment to China and the USSR, including an identification of the most promising market sectors for the 1980’s.
- Documents the recent history of communications equipment sales to China and Russia, with an actual account of every significant sale of television equipment, telephone gear, microwave and satellite devices, facsimile transceivers, instrument landing gear and marine communication equipment.
- Contains an overview of the current market environment in China and Russia, with an examination of the attitude of the respective governments toward foreign trade and imports of technological equipment.
- Reviews the opportunities and constraints in relation to marketing in China and Russia, along with a discussion of possible future export control considerations.

COBOL Package Uses 8086 Power to Triple Execution Speed

COBOL-86, available for OEM licensing from Microsoft, 10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819, Bellevue, WA 98004, provides full use of the extended power and speed of the 8086 microprocessor. The compiler executes three times as fast as the 8080 version, and uses the processor's expanded register set, extra addressing modes, and powerful arithmetic instructions to implement high performance algorithms for computation, program control, and character operations.

The COBOL-86 compiler was mechanically translated, and the runtime system rewritten into smaller and faster 8086 code to form COBOL-86. The package uses the Intel medium model of computation to fully utilize the microprocessor's expanded memory space. It generates reentrant object code, allowing multiple users to share either object programs or the runtime system, or both; the runtime system is also reentrant. CHAINING, full screen ACCEPT/DISPLAY, program and data structuring tools, and an advanced verb set—STRING, UNSTRING, COMPUTE, SEARCH, and PERFORM (VARYING/UNTIL)—are provided.

Software Warranty Extended to Provide Replacement and Backup

Replacement and backup coverage have been added to the existing 90-day limited warranty policy offered by Personal Software Inc, 1330 Bordeaux Dr, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. This coverage for the Productivity Software Series is designed to alleviate user concern about being without software for a sustained period of time.

During the 90 days of the limited warranty, and to the original purchaser only, the magnetic disc on which the VisiCalc, Desktop/Plan, and CCA Data Management System programs are recorded will be replaced free of charge by a company dealer or by mail, if the diskette is defective in quality or workmanship. After the 90-day warranty, and up to 1 year from purchase, a defective diskette will be replaced for $20.00. Prepayment and the original disc must accompany requests for replacement.

For a $30.00 fee, one backup diskette per customer will be provided for those programs protected from copying. Both Apple II and Atari 800 VisiCalc programs are currently included. For either replacement or backup diskettes, the dealer must first receive the program warranty card or other proof of purchase from the owner. The complete warranty, replacement, and backup statement is available with each productivity product packaged after Jan 1, 1981.

DATA STACK

INTERNATIONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT INC.

For free descriptive literature and a detailed table of contents, contact:

30 High Street
Norwalk, CT 06851 U.S.A.
Phone (203) 856-6214
WU Telex 64-3452

COMPUTER DESIGN•MARCH 1981
PARAMETER LOADING MADE EASY...
Set it up once... and forget it, with the...

KILOBYTE CARD™
READER/WRITER
for process/machine control applications.

With the Vertel KB-31 System, there is no longer any need to manually enter the same program more than once. Simply enter the program into the system, as you normally would, then let the system record the program on our KILOBYTE CARD with our KB-31 Microloader; when you are ready to re-use that program simply insert the KILOBYTE CARD into the KB-31 and your program will be loaded automatically into your system.

Designed for microprocessor based systems, this rugged, low cost*, field-proven performer is ideally suited for everything from intelligent terminals and instrumentation to machine tool controls and test equipment.

The 4-stripe magnetic KILOBYTE CARD can record up to 1,088 eight-bit bytes and with the microloader, it is the ideal peripheral for parameter loading, field program modifications, and user activated diagnostics.

*As little as $199 in OEM quantities.

To learn how the KILOBYTE system can benefit your operations, call or write today for details on our free, thirty-day trial offer.
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**TI-99/4 Support Includes Extended BASIC and Pascal**

Extended BASIC, UCSD Pascal, and a development system for Pascal programming are being offered by Texas Instruments Inc., PO Box 53, Lubbock, TX 79408, in support of the TI-99/4 home computer. Solid State Software command modules and reductions in the price of the computer and the rf modulator are also offered.

Extended BASIC offers a number of programming features to expand the flexibility, programming efficiency, and general capability of the computer, and to help software authors write a broader range of home enrichment programs. The enhanced language is available to users in a Solid State Software command module.

Added programming displays include ACCEPT AT and DISPLAY AT, allowing information to be entered and read from any part of the screen. The SPRITE statement allows up to 28 objects to be moved around the screen, each with its own direction and speed. Objects can be accelerated, decelerated, and magnified or reduced in size. Subprograms allow the programmer to write true subroutine programs that can have arguments passed to them and can also have their own local variables. An error handling feature allows the programmer to choose the action taken if an error occurs. When Extended BASIC is selected from the menu screen, the computer will automatically load and run a turnkey program from disc. A memory expansion unit adds 32k bytes of RAM to the 16k bytes resident in the computer console.

UCSD Pascal Version 1.0 and a development system for Pascal programming are also offered. The highly structured, efficient programming language is faster, more logical, and more flexible than BASIC, and offers added features in the area of memory management and scheduling services, as well as options for the applications program developer. The language features portable programs—through the use of a P-code compiler, programs developed for the TI-99/4 can be run on other computers, and programs for other computers can be run on the TI-99/4. The P-code system includes an assembler and linker, and offers the ability to run other languages as they become available.

Included in the development system are a modified TI-99/4 console, a Solid State Software command module designed for assembly language debugging, language programs, two disc drives, a disc controller, Pascal compiler software, a modified RS-232 interface peripheral, and a prototype P-code software development peripheral. The UCSD P-system has been combined with 32k bytes of RAM in the prototype unit that will allow software authors to develop Pascal programs.

Solid State Software command modules available for the TI-99/4 use an assembly level Graphics Programming Language (GPL) developed to provide machine code compilation, execution speed, and ease of program development. GPL offers greater capability and flexibility for color, music, sound effects, high resolution graphics, and synthetic speech than the BASIC designed into the computer.

**CIS COBOL Simplifies Software Integration For OEM Users**

Release 4.3, an enhanced OEM version of CIS COBOL, available from Micro Focus, Inc., 1601 Civic Center Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95050, simplifies integration into a new environment and increases program compilation and execution. The ANSI 74 COBOL compiler and runtime system assures OEMs of greater upward compatibility to multituser operating system environments and of transportability to future equipment.

On certain system configurations, compilation speed is almost doubled, execution speed is also improved compared with earlier release levels. These improvements principally result from revised mechanisms for BCD arithmetic, and an optimized indexed sequential access method.

CIS COBOL, which also includes the ANSI-defined batched debug facility, is available for use on 8080-, 8085-, 8086-, and Z80 based microcomputers, for DEC LSI-11 based computers, and for TI-990 based equipment. It also runs on Apple II computers with CP/M operating systems and in conjunction with the Z80 Softcard, which makes the Z80 instruction set available in addition to the Apple's 6502 microprocessor. An optional screen formatter/program generator that reduces the time needed to develop screen-processing applications is also available.

**Enhanced PASCAL/M and Option Packages Available For 8086/88 Based Computers**

An enhanced version of PASCAL/M and option packages that include a symbolic debugger, 16-digit BCD real type accuracy, and capability to run on 8086/88 based microcomputers are being offered by Sorcim Corp., 1333 Lawrence Expy., Suite 418, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Expanded to accommodate up to 40 dynamically loadable program blocks, or SEGMENTS, PASCAL/M is a complete implementation of Withr Pascal that meets the ISO draft standard, and is designed to run on Z-80, 8080/85, or 8086/88 based microcomputers using CP/M, CP/M86, or CDOs operating systems. A special version supports execution on CP/M 2.2 using the COMPUGRO 85-88 CPU board.

Runtime debugging of PASCAL/M programs is supported by the PASCAL/M symbolic debugger option. Reference to program defined procedure and variable names can be accomplished without dealing with internal representation. The symbolic debugger allows setting of breakpoints, single stepping of statements, trapping on stores, examining and changing of variables, and tracing of program execution. The 16-digit BCD real type accuracy option is designed for business and scientific applications where 16-digit precision is essential.
Lightweight. Low cost. Minicartridge drive.

New 1.34 megabit tape transport is compact, economical and built by Burroughs. Model TM 110 uses the popular computer grade DC 100A tape cartridges. The simple TTL-level interface uses serial data streams. Read/write and motor control electronics are built in. Mounts horizontally or vertically. Requires minimum support software. Get the full story. Call or write for the name of your nearest representative.

Since the advent of microprocessors, designers have yearned for a way to significantly improve the arithmetic power of a system, simply by adding another processor chip. Such an improvement in computational capability can be attained by using the Intel 8087 floating point numeric processor as a co-processor (Computer Design, Feb 1981, pp 176-178). Co-processing involves an architectural design in which two execution units use a common instruction stream. Each processor looks at the instructions being fetched to determine whether the instruction is to be executed by it or the other processor.

An 8087 is available as an option on Convergent Technologies's family of information processors. The technique of co-processing is used to operate the processors in tandem. The 8087 and 8086 operate like a single processor, but have an extended instruction and register set and the ability to execute instructions simultaneously.

To program the two processors, the object code contains operation codes (opcodes) that are recognized by one processor and ignored by the other. Thus, the object code translator, assembler, or compiler will generate code for the co-processor system just as it would for a single processor.

In systems with multiple processors operating concurrently, the programs running in the different processors occasionally must run synchronously. When a program running in one processor needs a result from a program running in another processor, the processor that needs the result must wait for the other to produce it. Another requirement of co-processing is the extension to exception handling software. Since the processing hardware is split into two units, the resulting implementation of exception, as will be explained, is somewhat different from that of a single processor. A block diagram of a co-processing system, indicating the various control and data signals, is shown in Fig 1.

**Co-Processor Programming**

Object code for the 8086/8087 is biased toward the 8086, since the 8086 controls the fetching of instructions. 8087 opcodes are called ESCAPE instructions in the 8086 instruction repertoire, indicating that another execution unit is escaped to and the 8086 does not operate on these instructions. ESCAPE instructions (or 8087 opcodes) contain two operands. The first operand of six bits determines the operation to be performed by the 8087, and the second is a source field that indicates a register or memory location. If the source field of the ESCAPE instruction refers to memory, the 8086 reads the indicated memory (continued on page 180)
Get Your 8-Inch Winchester Success Kit Today.

Only $1950.

Shugart

Get up and running now. Our special 8-inch Winchester Kit could be the best investment you'll ever make in new product development. This off-the-shelf kit provides a quick and easy upgrade in system capacity and throughput, using field-proven Winchester technology. And it operates with a variety of host adapters currently on the market, so most systems can be up and running within just a few days.

Everything you need. With our kit you get a configured SA1002 5-megabyte drive, cables, an SA1400 intelligent controller, thorough documentation, and the technical support to back it up. All at an affordable price. And you're getting the 8-inch Winchester drive with the lowest cost-per-megabyte in its class. Plus it's the proven one too, with more OEM installations than all other 8-inch fixed disk drives combined.

The controller of choice. The SA1400 is the most versatile intelligent controller series available. It provides a choice of back-up solutions utilizing either single- or double-sided 8-inch floppy drives, so you can evaluate your system performance today.

Call today. For only $1,950, you not only save a thousand dollars or more when compared to other complete solutions, but you get the only low-cost 8-inch Winchester drive available in production quantity. So get to market fast while others wait for something that may never come.

Contact your local Hamilton/Avnet distributor today. Or call Toll-free (800) 824-7888; in California (800) 852-7777, Operator 112.

Shugart Associates, 475 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Telephone (408) 733-0100.
location on behalf of its co-processor and ignores the data. This saves the 8087 from needing an address calculation circuit. While the 8086 drives the operand address on the shared bus, the 8087 simultaneously reads and stores the address. The 8087 can then use the address to write into the memory location, or increment it to get multiword operands.

Once the 2- or 4-byte (depending on the type of source operand) ESCAPE instruction has been fetched, the 8086 continues to fetch and execute instructions in parallel with the 8087's execution of the ESCAPE. The 8087 will at times use the shared processor bus to read and write operands from and to memory without affecting 8086 operation, except in preventing simultaneous bus use. (See "Sample 8086/8087 Instruction Code.")

The 8086 program executes a WAIT instruction when it requires some data from the 8087 to continue, or when another instruction is about to be fetched for the 8087. The WAIT instruction causes the 8086 to stop until the 8087 is idle. If an exception condition occurs during an 8087 operation, the 8087 communicates the event to the CPU (8086) via an interrupt. 8086 software then handles the condition appropriately.

A future release of the company's assembler will "understand" mnemonics, and generate code for the 8087 opcodes (or ESCAPE instructions). Syntactically, the code is similar to 8086 opcodes with names such as FADD for floating point add. The assembler will have a WAIT instruction to implement the synchronizing scheme. It will automatically insert a WAIT instruction before every 8087 instruction (unless explicitly overridden) to ensure that the new ESCAPE instruction will not arrive while the 8087 is running. Also, a future release of the company's FORTRAN compiler will generate object code directly for the 8087.

The only substantial programming effect of having a 2-chip processor rather than a single-chip is that no interregister moves are permitted between the co-processors. All information flow between the two must pass through memory, except for the operand address for 8087 instructions that reference memory, which is passed from the 8086 to the 8087 on the shared bus.

### Hardware Implementation

When the 8086 (and 8087) reset pins are pulsed, the 8086 is given control of the shared processor bus, queue status, and bus status lines. After reset, the 8086 immediately begins to fetch and execute instructions. If the 8086 encounters an ESCAPE, it treats it as a no-op, unless it specifies a memory source operand; then it will read the operand. The 8087 simultaneously monitors the instruction queue status lines of the 8086 to determine when instructions are being fetched. When the 8087 sees an ESCAPE instruction on the bus during a fetch cycle, it begins to execute that instruction.

Any time the 8087 needs to use the processor bus to access memory, it pulses the REQUEST/GRANT line to the 8086. As soon as the 8086 recognizes the bus request and has given up the bus, it answers the 8087 by issuing a GRANT pulse on the bidirectional REQUEST/GRANT line. When the 8087 is finished with the bus, it tells the 8086 by issuing a third pulse on the line, called the RELEASE pulse, to return control to the 8086.

The 8087 asserts its BUSY output whenever it is executing an instruction. In this system, BUSY is connected to the TEST input of the 8086. The 8086 instruction WAIT causes the 8086 to stop until the TEST line goes active (TEST is active low, while BUSY is active high). Thus, if WAIT is executed in the 8086 while the 8087 is executing, the 8086 will stop. If the 8087 is not executing (ie, not working on an ESCAPE instruction), the WAIT instruction becomes a no-op.

When an exception condition (such as arithmetic overflow) occurs within the 8087, the interrupt output is asserted. In this system, the interrupt line is connected to the level 4 interrupt input of an 8259A interrupt controller chip. The 8259A then interrupts the 8086, providing interrupt priority, masking, and vectoring.

### System Interface

As LSI density has gone up, the interconnect between chips has become a bottleneck. The largest standard

---

**Sample 8086/8087 Instruction Code**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Hexadecimal Object Code</th>
<th>Processed By</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FADD ST (2), ST</td>
<td>DCC2</td>
<td>8087</td>
<td>Add stack items within 8087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FST &lt;MEMORY LOCATION&gt;</td>
<td>D996XXXX</td>
<td>8087</td>
<td>Store real value into memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD AX, BX</td>
<td>03C3</td>
<td>8086</td>
<td>Add two registers within 8086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOV &lt;MEMORY LOCATION&gt;, AX</td>
<td>A3XXXX</td>
<td>8086</td>
<td>Store word into memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAIT</td>
<td>9B</td>
<td>8086</td>
<td>Wait for 8087 to become idle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Mnemonic © Intel Corp. 1980

XXXX stands for a 16-bit segment offset address

<MEMORY LOCATION> is the name of a data item in program
Channels...with a Battery

Dolch Logic Instruments’ third generation logic analyzer, the LAM 3250, lets you meet your troubleshooting needs now, and expand for the future. The LAM 3250 records up to 32 channels of information at sampling rates to 50 MHz, and with optional Channel Expansion Probes, its capability can be extended to 64 channels. And there’s more.

Sophisticated clocking.
Since it incorporates dual 16-channel X 1000-bit recording blocks, the LAM 3250 can accept up to two independent external clocks for sampling data, letting you independently monitor both address and data on a multiplexed bus.

Powerful triggering.
Four-level sequential triggering, each level with an independent pass counter ranging from 1-255 counts, lets you debug programs containing nested subroutines. There’s even a Restart function to guide you through data on the bus. All of this is easily programmed in a separate trigger menu.

Battery back-up.
The LAM 3250’s revolutionary new BATTERY-BACKED MENU MEMORY feature allows you to store up to 6 separate files of display and menu parameters in CMOS RAM for up to three months without power. This means that you can recall complete test set-ups in a matter of seconds. No more time wasted rewriting menus.

Check these features and compare:
- 32 channels X 1000-bit memory
- Expandable to 64-channel X 500-bit memory (optional)
- Sampling rates to 50 MHz
- 5 ns glitch capture
- Timing capability for 16 or 32 channels
- Hex, octal, binary and ASCII displays
- Powerful word search feature
- Window triggering
- Real-time trigger tracing
- Non-volatile menu memory
- GPIB and RS-232 interfaces standard
- Personality probes and disassemblers for many popular uP’s and bus systems (optional)

This is only part of the story. For more details on this and other dynamic troubleshooting tools, contact the logic analyzer experts today. Dolch Logic Instruments, 230 Devcon Drive, San Jose, CA 95112.
Or call toll free (800) 538-7506. In California (408) 946-6044.
The addition of the chip that has been described.
The S-lines are decoded in the local bus generator to
require no additional logic to the local bus interface.
As setting the common S-lines looks at READY to end a
status line, they share the same local bus inter-
face also provides electrical buffering during the
signaling when an operation.

Contention for use of the local bus interface is
completed. This signal is connected directly to both chips.

Almost all chips and circuits, however, require
signals that have a single function.

In this system, a nonmultiplexed, local bus and ap-
lications bus (Multibus) are required. The multi-
plexed 8086/8087 bus, therefore, must be converted to
the nonmultiplexed busses. To create the local bus
from which the Multibus interface generates the appli-
cations bus), the local bus generator contains a
demultiplexing latch that is controlled so that it
latches address information from the multiplexed bus
at the beginning of each bus cycle. The local bus in-
terface also provides electrical buffering during the
data portion of each cycle to connect the local and
multiplexed busses during that time.

The 8086 and 8087 save pins by encoding bus com-
mand information on a set of status lines (S-lines).
The S-lines are decoded in the local bus generator to
form individual command lines such as I/O read (IOR)
and memory write (MEMW) for the peripherals and
memory. This logic is completely shared by the 8086
and 8087. Although the two LSI chips communicate
with each other over the multiplexed bus and the en-
coded status line, they share the same local bus inter-
face logic, including the LSI 8288 bus controller chip.

The addition of the 8087 to an 8086-only system re-
quires no additional logic to the local bus interface.
Contention for use of the local bus interface is
handled by the REQUEST/GRANT technique already
described.

The READY signal, common to the 8086 and 8087, is
used to signal when an I/O or memory cycle is com-
pleted. This signal is connected directly to both chips.
The chip that has been "granted" the bus and is
asserting the common S-lines looks at READY to end a
bus cycle.

Arbitration with Other Local Bus Masters
When used with a co-processor such as the 8087, the
8086 has no direct memory access (DMA) handshake
signals. In the "minimum mode," which prohibits
cross-processing, the 8086 has DMA HOLD and HOLD
ACKNOWLEDGE signals. The computer uses the
READY signal for local bus arbitration. (See Fig 2.)
Each bus master, except the 8086/8087, requests the
DMA controller for the local bus. In turn, the 8237 DMA
controller chip requests access to the bus from the ar-
bor. The arbiter uses the 8086/8087 S-lines to deter-
mine when the processors are not using the bus, eg,
during internal cycles or between cycles. When the
arbiter grants hold acknowledge (HLDA), it disables
the 8288 processor command decoder and drops the
READY signal to the processors. This local bus arbiter
needs no special logic to handle the 8087, as the S-lines
and READY are connected in parallel to both pro-
cessors, and have the same effect in both.

Exception conditions of the 8087 are handled by
asserting an interrupt output. This signal is com-
patible with the 8086's interrupt LSI chip, the 8259A.
Although it can be connected to any 8259A input
directly, in this system it is ORed into and shares an
interrupt level with other components of the system.

Summary
Optional hardware in a system usually requires a
number of compromises necessitated by maintaining
two sets of software and by providing for hardware.
The co-processor concept, as designed by Intel and
implemented by Convergent Technologies, has
avoided most software and hardware compromises.
The co-processor option does require an assembler
with a few extra instruction types and registers, but
these extra instruction types are flagged so that they
will not be used in 8086-only systems. Also, co-
processing requires compilers to generate code in-
cluding the new 8087 instructions. For hardware, the
only price paid for the co-processor option is a few
extra holes in the CPU board, for the 8087, and an
OR gate input for the interrupt line.
Fujitsu Bubble Memory Cassettes

Now you have the convenience of cassettes in 64K AND 256K bit storage capacity systems.

Do away with the problems of bends, folds, tears and dust that you have with the old punch cards, floppy discs, paper and magnetic tapes.

The new solid state Fujitsu bubble memory cassettes are non-volatile, detachable and portable. And easy to program, data locate, erase and re-use.

Both cassette systems offer high-speed response, easy read and write features, non-destructive readout and excellent magnetic shielding.

Both the 64K and 256K bit bubble cassettes easily interface to an 8-bit parallel industrial type bus through a cassette holder and a monitor program card. They're ideal for test equipment, numerical controls and other applications.

And we have specifically designed a 256K bit control board for RS232C interface.

If you're tired of the hassle with old fashioned memory storage, you'll appreciate the Fujitsu bubble memory cassettes. And the Fujitsu reliability of each component in each system.

For complete details, call or write Fujitsu today.

Fujitsu America Inc. Component Sales Division
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16k Compatible 16-Pin 64k Dynamic RAM
Uses Dynamic Circuitry to Minimize Power Dissipation

Organized 65,536 words by 1 bit, the MK4164 dynamic RAM is the successor to the industry standard MK4116. This dynamic RAM from Mostek Corp, 1215 W Crosby Rd, Carrollton, TX 75006, utilizes the manufacturer’s Scaled Poly 5 process technology and advanced circuit techniques to provide wide operating margins, internally and to the system user. Use of dynamic circuitry throughout, including 512 sense amplifiers, ensures that power dissipation is minimized without sacrifice of speed or operating margins. By maintaining 128 cells for each sense amplifier and switching to polysilicon bit lines, the company improved the ratio of cell capacitance to bit line capacitance to 12 to 1. Refresh characteristics maximize production yield while maintaining compatibility between dynamic RAM generations. Access times and cycle times include 120 and 265 ns for the MK4164-12, 150 and 325 ns for the -15, and 200 and 395 ns for the -20. Maximum power consumption is 300 mW active and 22 mW standby.

Multiplexed address inputs permit packaging in a standard 16-pin DIP with only 15 pins required for basic functionality. The design is compatible with the JEDEC standards for 64k x 1 dynamic RAMs. Compatibility with the MK4164 dynamic RAM (16k) allows a common board design to service both 16k and 64k designs.

Output of the RAM can be held valid indefinitely by holding CAS active low. A refresh cycle can be performed while holding data valid from a previous cycle. The 16 address bits required to decode 1 of the 65,536 cell locations within the MK4164 are multiplexed onto the 8 address inputs and latched into the onchip address latches by externally applying two negative going TTL-level clocks. Row address strobe (RAS), the first clock, latches the 8 row addresses into the chip. High to low transition of column address strobe (CAS), the second clock, subsequently latches the 8 column addresses into the chip. Each of these signals, RAS and CAS, triggers a sequence of events that are controlled by internal clocks with different delays. The two clock chains are linked together logically so that the address multiplexing operation is done outside of the critical timing path for read data access. These later events in the CAS clock sequence are inhibited until the occurrence of a delayed signal derived from the RAS clock chain.

"Gated CAS" allows the CAS clock to be externally activated as soon as the row address hold specification (tRAS) has been satisfied and the address inputs have been changed from row address to column address information. CAS may be activated at any time after tRAS and will have no effect on the worst case data access time (tAC) up to the point at which the delayed row clock no longer inhibits the remaining sequence of column clocks. Two timing end points result from the internal gating of CAS. However, access time is determined by the access time from CAS (tAC) rather than from RAS (tRAS), and RAS access time will be lengthened by the amount that tAC exceeds the tRAS (max) limit.

Data to be written into a selected cell are latched into an onchip register by a combination of WRITE and CAS while RAS is active. The last negative transition made, WRITE or CAS, is the strobe for the data in (DIN) register and permits several options in the write cycle timing. In a write cycle, if the WRITE input is brought active low prior to the point at which CAS is brought active low, the DIN is strobed by CAS, the input data are set up, and hold times are referenced to CAS. If the input data are not available at CAS time (late write), or if it is desired that the cycle be read/write or read/modify/write, the WRITE signal should be delayed until after CAS has made its negative transition. The normal condition of the data output (DOUT) of the device is the high impedance (open circuit) state; any time CAS is high (inactive), the DOUT pin will float. Once the output data port is active, it will remain valid until CAS is taken to the precharge (inactive high) state. CAS can be left active low indefinitely, to permit either RAS-only or RFresh refresh cycles to occur without invalidating DOUT.

The page mode feature of the RAM allows for successive memory operations at multiple column locations within the same row address. The page mode boundary of the RAM is limited to the 256 column locations determined by all combinations of the 8 column address bits. Operations within the page boundary need not be sequentially addressed, and any combination of read, write, and read/modify/write cycles is permitted within the page mode operation.

Refresh of the dynamic cell matrix is accomplished by performing a memory cycle at each of the 128 row addresses within each 2-ms interval. Although any normal memory cycle will perform the required refreshing, this function is easily accomplished by using either RAS-only or RFresh type refreshing.

Circle 441 on Inquiry Card

Improved Performance And Reliability
Claimed for 12-Bit ADC

A recently announced 12-bit successive approximation analog to digital converter (ADC) is designed to replace the ADC85, ADC85/84, and ADC-HX12B/HZ12B. Claimed to offer superior performance, the ADC85, from Hybrid Systems Corp, Bedford Research Pk, Bedford, MA 91730, is designed with a monolithic 12-bit DAC, instead of the multiple chips used in conventional ADCs. The monolithic structure and the use of laser trimmed thin film resistors contribute to the device’s high reliability.

Conversion speeds of 10 µs for 12-bit operation, and 8 µs for 10-bit operation, allow use of the ADC85 in a wide range of applications. Short cycle and internal clock rate may be externally adjusted to provide faster conversion speeds at lower resolutions. Gain and offset can be externally trimmed to zero, providing full-scale accuracy of ±0.012%, ±1/2 LSB. Data are obtainable in both parallel and serial form with the corresponding clock and status signals. Digital input and output signals are DTL/TTL compatible.

Equipped with an internal clock and a reference and input buffer amplifier, the device can be used with an external clock for synchronization. External clocking is accomplished via a negative going pulse, 100 to 200 ns wide.

Total power consumed by the ADC is 1.2 W maximum, allowing the device to operate reliably at high temperatures. Input scaling resistors provide for the selection of input ranges of ±2.5, ±5, or 0 to 10 V.

Specified over the -55 to 125 °C temperature range, it has a low linearity drift specification of only ±2 ppm/°C, maximum. All "B" versions of the ADC85 series are fully screened and tested to MIL-STD-883, Class B requirements. The device is packaged in a 32-pin hermetically sealed metal case.
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Just think what you can do with that speed. At 240 lpm, 80 characters per line, you can copy a full 24 line CRT screen in 6 seconds... or deliver a memo by phone at 1200 baud.

No problem. Because the TH 240's clean design and unique thermal dot matrix printhead deliver that speed reliably and without a sound. With thousands installed and field proven, you can buy with confidence. What's more, the TH 240 has self test diagnostics and three easily replaceable subassemblies for the ultimate in serviceability... and you get the support of 40 service centers nationwide. You don't need to maintain a TH 240 inventory... we do it.

Call or write for details today.

PRINTERS THAT PERFORM... WITH YOUR SYSTEM.

*To Qualified OEMs.

PRINTER SYSTEMS CORPORATION
1 West Deer Park Road, Suite 104
Gaithersburg, MD 20760
(301) 840-1070 (800) 638-4041
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**IC LOOP**

**DMC Provides Control For 16k- or 64k-Dynamic RAMs**

The Am2964B dynamic memory controller (DMC) bipolar LSI device provides address multiplexing, refresh address generation, and row address strobe/column address strobe (RAS/CAS) control for memory systems built with 16k- or 64k-dynamic RAMs. It replaces, at higher speed and lower power, high speed Schottky MSI packages now being used. Am2964B is the latest addition to the Am2960 family of dynamic memory support products from Advanced Micro Devices Inc, 901 Thompson Pl, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Eighteen input latches hold up to 18 bits of address, 8 bits for row address, 8 bits for column address, and 2 higher order address bits for decoding to determine which one of four memory banks is selected. A 3-input, 8-bit MUX selects from one of the two 8-bit address latches or from an internal 8-bit refresh counter, and presents the RAM address at the DMC’s output. (See the diagram.)

During a memory cycle, the multiplexer select input (MSEL) selects the row or column address. The RAS input (RAS7) determines RAS timing for the RAS output by initiating the decoding of the RAS select inputs (RSEL). A CAS buffer is also included onchip to guarantee minimum skew. All critical path timing, address, RAS, and CAS to output, are typically 14 ns. This time is comparable to that achieved by higher power Schottky MSI parts.

The active low refresh control input refresh (RFSH) forces the contents of the device refresh counter onto the output of the multiplexer, causes all four RAS outputs to go low upon application of RAS7, and inhibits the CAS output (CAS/0). The refresh counter automatically advances on the low to high transition of RFSH and can be cleared at any time by applying an active low signal to the clear (CLR) input. The refresh counter also produces a terminal count output (TC) every 256 counts. For 16k RAMs, when A15 is pulled up to 12 V through a 1-kΩ resistor, TC will go low every 128 counts. A1 acts as an address input for 64k RAMs when addressed with a normal TTL-level input.

Refresh control is external for maximum flexibility. Users can select burst, periodic, or transparent refresh modes. Similarly, RAS/MSEL/CAS timing is external to allow use of any speed 16k or 64k RAM in any system speed environment.

In addition to the address control functions, the DMC includes a special RAS decoder and CAS buffer. Placing these functions on the same chip is beneficial. Skew in tPD is virtually eliminated, at 25 °C, over the temperature range, and with power supply variations. In maximum performance applications, access time can be improved by as much as 20 ns.

The special RAS decoder is a simple 2- to 4-line decoder during normal memory operation. But, during refresh (RFSH = low), the refresh counter outputs the RAM refresh address before all RAS outputs go low. The decoder function permits RAS decoding to select one of four banks of memory with common address and CAS busing.

**Operational Amplifiers Combine Bipolar and FET Characteristics**

Two low cost, precision bipolar operational amplifiers have been announced by National Semiconductor Corp, 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Invented by the company, the bipolar process combines bipolar and field effect transistors on the same chip, offering the low input bias and offset characteristics of FETs and the high performance of bipolar transistors. The LF411 and the LF412 are the first of a new company series of plastic packaged devices that offer low input offset voltage and guaranteed offset drift. These amplifiers are intended for use in high speed integrators, fast digital to...
GET A CLEAR HONEST IMAGE THE HITACHI WAY!

Computer data and graphic displays never looked better, brighter, sharper.

New Hitachi high resolution in-line RGB color monitors utilize wide video bandwidth and a 0.31 mm spacing between triad pairs. The result? A trio-dot density twice that of conventional monitors!

Look at these advanced features
Adjustment-free convergence, single PCB configuration, video amplifier bandwidth from 50 Hz to 25 MHz. Flexible frequencies range from 15 to 18 KHz horizontal and 50 to 60 Hz vertical. Monitors provide high contrast and brightness from black matrix and 85% light transmission tubes. Can any other maker match these advantages?

Variety of Screens
You can select from a wide choice of screens to meet your specific application needs: Normal phosphor; long persistence phosphor to virtually eliminate flickering, or medium resolution versions for most ambient light situations.

Unsurpassed performance
Long time convergence stability is assured due to self convergent in-line guns and single PCB reliability. Operator controls include power on/off, degauss, brightness, contrast.

Call or write for more information.

© Hitachi America, Ltd. 100 California Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94111 Tel: (415) 981-7871

Crown Electronics, Tualatin, OR (503) 638-7561; Quadrop, Inc., San Jose, CA (408) 946-4000; Bestronics, Inc., Culver City, CA (213) 870-9191; Irvine, CA (714) 979-9910, San Diego, CA (714) 452-5500; Comstrand, Inc., Minneapolis, MN (612) 788-9234; Sumer, Inc., Rolling Meadows, IL (312) 991-8500, Brookfield, WI (414) 764-6641; Bear Marketing, Richfield, OH (216) 659-3131; Robert Electronic Sales, Catonsville, MD (301) 788-2380, Lansdale, PA (215) 855-3962, Richmond, VA (804) 274-3979, Technology Sales, Inc., Lexington, MA (617) 862-1306.
asynchronous communications element combines UART and baud rate functions

The WD8250 asynchronous communications element (ACE), from Western Digital Corp, 3128 Red Hill Ave, Newport Beach, CA 92663, combines UART and baud rate generator functions in a single 40-pin ceramic or plastic package. Claimed to be the first programmable LSI device to successfully combine these features over a usable temperature range, the ACE performs serial to parallel conversion on data characters received from a peripheral device and parallel to serial conversion on characters received for the CPU.

The 5-V serial I/O interface device is programmed by the system software through a 3-state, 8-bit bidirectional data bus. Equipped with an independent receiver clock input, fully programmable serial interface characteristics, false start bit detector, line break generation and detection, and fully prioritized interrupt system controls, the ACE can be interfaced with microprocessors, including the Z80, 8080A, and 6800. Providing improved reliability and reduced board space, the ACE is available with a 0 to 70 °C operating range and is multiplexed.
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Drive at the right speed

If your speed-torque need falls within the blue or red areas of the chart, Robbins & Myers can get you the gearmotors or speed reducers, motors, and controls to give you the exact output that’s right for your application. No compromise. Request Catalog D-1120 for full details on: Gearmotors. Comprehensive line of face and foot mounted spur gearmotors rated to 1/6 HP. Speed reducers. Three basic spur gearheads with 226 standard ratios from 3.5:1 to 2544:1, with output torques from 16 to 176 in. lb. A.C. Subfractional HP motors. Specially sized for OEM needs up to 1/2 HP with millions of standard design variations in diameters from 3 1/8" to 4 11/16". Variable speed control. SCR controls for DC gearmotors give constant torque performance from near zero to rated rpm. Get expert help! Electric Motor Division, Robbins & Myers, Inc., 1949 Lagonda Ave., Springfield, OH 45501. Tel. 513-327-3329.
PUSH IN. PUSH ON.

CCS. MAKING MINIS OUT OF MICROS.

Here's the CCS line of board-level computers for system builders on the move. Push in the CCS board. And push on with your application. CCS board-level systems go together easily, come up quickly, and run reliably, with a proven return rate of less than 1%.

CCS board-level computers offer systems builders the optimal combination of low development cost, low manufacturing cost, and high reliability from proven, tested modules.

A headstart on reliability. CCS modules are designed to industrial performance standards, manufactured to industrial quality standards, fully burned in and tested. You spend more time and energy on your application when you rely on CCS modules instead of reinventing (and rebuilding) standard computer functions.

A full selection of S-100 board-level computers. Whether you want to add capability to another S-100 based system, or build a system from scratch, chances are you'll find solutions for all your system needs in the CCS product line. CCS manufactures a comprehensive selection, so you can tailor a system to your needs with a minimum of components. You buy exactly what you need. But you can easily expand later.

We'd like to tell you more about the CCS line of board-level computers, OEM systems, and computer systems. There's a lot more to tell. Send in the coupon for more information, contact your local computer dealer, or call.

* Available Quarter 2, 1981.
* For use with CCS System Models 200, 300, 400.

California Computer Systems
System 200

California Computer Systems
250 Caribbean Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94086
(408) 734-5811
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VLSI Static RAM Combines 50-ns Access With Low Power Consumption

A high speed/low power 16k static RAM with maximum address access and cycle times of 50 ns and 660-mW power dissipation has been introduced by INMOS Corp, PO Box 16000, Colorado Springs, CO 80935. Designated IMS1400, the RAM is manufactured with minimum channel lengths of 2.7 µm, gate oxide thickness of 500 Å, and one layer of polysilicon.

Innovative circuit design techniques allow devices to be produced at a reasonable cost without heavy dependence on device scaling and process complexity. Conservative transistor channel lengths avoid the threshold variation, punch-through, and sub-threshold current problems common to IC LOOP very short channel transistors. The device is fabricated by an advanced local process. Direct wafer stepping is used for all critical photolithography operations. Threshold adjustment, resistor value control, and doping of source/drain junctions are accomplished through ion implantation. Plasma etching is used extensively throughout, especially where dimensional control is critical.

Simplified circuit design allows the device to achieve typical address time of 35 ns while dissipating 375 mW (typ) of active power. Unlike conventional static RAMs, the active power of the device is reduced significantly at high temperatures. This reduction in active power consumed results from the elimination of zero threshold transistors from the circuit design.

Housed in a standard 20-pin, 300-mil (8-mm) package, the RAM requires a single, 5-V power supply, and uses an onchip bias generator to supply a negative voltage to the substrate. All inputs and the output have direct TTL compatibility. The memory has equal address access and cycle times. A chip enable (E) pin is provided which, when taken high, automatically puts the chip in a low power standby mode. The access time from chip enable is 55 ns. Further performance improvements are planned for the device. A 40-ns maximum address time version should soon be available.

When Vcc is first applied, a circuit associated with the (E) input forces the device into the lower power standby mode, regardless of the state of the (E) input. After Vcc is applied for 2 ms, the (E) input controls device selection as well as active and standby modes.

With (E) low, the device is selected and the 14 address inputs are decoded to select 1 memory cell out of 16,384. Read and write operations on the memory cell are controlled by the W input. With (E) high, the device is deselected and the output is disabled.

The recommended power distribution scheme combines proper power trace layout and placement of decoupling capacitors to maintain the operating margins of the RAM. Impedance in the decoupling path—from the power pin through the decoupling capacitor—to the ground pin must be kept to a minimum. The impedance of this path is determined by the series impedance of the power line inductance and the inductance and reactance of the decoupling capacitor.
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Programmable Disc Controller Chip Interfaces with 8- or 16-bit Microprocessors

Suitable for word processing equipment, the recently released TMS9909 floppy disc controller (FDC) chip, from Texas Instruments Inc, PO Box 25012, Dallas, TX 75265, can control floppy drives while interfacing with any popular 8- or 16-bit microprocessors, and can read from and write onto partial sectors, unlike other FDC chips. The chip can also read from or write onto single- or multiple-sectors of both hard- and soft sectored discs, and simultaneously control two different types of discs, 5.25" (13.3-cm) mini and standard 8" (20-cm) drives.

Onchip flux density compensation maintains spacing between flux transitions when writing data onto a disc's inner tracks. Cyclic redundancy checking generation and verification are used to
detect errors. Programmable data transfer rates of 125-, 250-, and 500k bytes/s are accomplished with one frequency determining crystal.

The FDC is compatible with principal floppy data recording formats such as IBM single-density, for recording at 128 bytes/sector (as used in the 3740); IBM double-density, for recording at 356 bytes/sector (as used in System 34); and TI maximum density for recording at 288 bytes/sector (as used in the 990/9900 series of minis and 16-bit peripherals). Capable of supporting up to four double-sided, standard or mini drives, the FDC also supports popular floppy frequency modulation data encoding schemes such as FM for single-density recording, modified FM (MFm) for double-density and modified, and modified, modified FM (MFM) for very high densities.

To aid in reducing overall systems chip counts, the TMS9900 offers onchip clock generation logic with one 6-MHz external crystal, regardless of the programmed data rate. For the most efficient and flexible interface possible, the FDC also has a memory mapped microprocessor interface that supports an external DMA interface. As a result, the FDC allows a designer to build one interface for all floppy disc formats.

With a direct memory access controller chip, file management programming or logic, and with either an analog or digital data separator (of the user’s choosing), the FDC forms an autonomous microsystem. In effect, this combination extends a microprocessor’s instruction set to include what are in essence macro level commands. These macros can control virtually any set of floppy disc drives that might be appropriate for a high end microprocessor based system.

Intended for low cost, small system applications, the 8276 CRT controller, from Intel Corp, 2625 Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051, has many of the features found in more sophisticated controllers including dual-row buffers, onchip attribute generation, and fully programmable screen and character formats. The device reduces the number of integrated circuits usually required for a CRT display subsystem from more than 100 to less than 20. When implemented with the company’s 8051 single-chip microcontroller, the parts count can be reduced to about 10 chips.

Unlike many other CRT controllers, the device does not require the dedication of high performance memory to screen refresh. Instead, the buffer architecture allows existing system memory to hold all screen refresh data.

Display characters are retrieved from system memory and displayed on a row by row basis. The onchip dual buffer allows the next row of characters to be filling one buffer while the other is being used to display the previous row. This scheme provides rapid shifting of data from memory to the screen, and frees the system bus for screen editing, keyboard scanning, serial data handling, and other local terminal functions to be handled by the CPU.

The number of characters per row (up to 80) and the number of rows per frame (up to 64) are programmable. In addition, the number of lines per character row, the underline position, top and bottom line blanking, and cursor location and format are also user programmable. This capability permits users to design a large variety of screen and character formats.
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**Fully Programmable Small System CRT Controller Includes Dual-Row Buffers**

Intended for low cost, small system applications, the 8276 CRT controller, from Intel Corp, 2625 Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051, has many of the features found in more sophisticated controllers including dual-row buffers, on-chip attribute generation, and fully programmable screen and character formats. The device reduces the number of integrated circuits usually required for a CRT display subsystem from more than 100 to less than 20. When implemented with the company's 8051 single-chip microcontroller, the parts count can be reduced to about 10 chips.

Unlike many other CRT controllers, the device does not require the dedication of high performance memory to screen refresh. Instead, the buffer architecture allows existing system memory to hold all screen refresh data.

Display characters are retrieved from system memory and displayed on a row by row basis. The onchip dual buffer allows the next row of characters to be filling one buffer while the other is being used to display the previous row. This scheme provides rapid shifting of data from memory to the screen, and frees the system bus for screen editing, keyboard scanning, serial data handling, and other local terminal functions to be handled by the CPU.

The number of characters per row (up to 80) and the number of rows per frame (up to 64) are programmable. In addition, the number of lines per character row, the underline position, top and bottom line blanking, and cursor location and format are also user programmable. This capability permits users to design a large variety of screen and character formats.

Circle 447 on Inquiry Card
Valedictorian of the Smart Editing Class of Terminals.

Compare the new VISUAL 400 with the other smart terminals. Then compare it to your own specification. And if that doesn’t do it, we have “Room for RAM” for custom modifications in large quantities.

For a pleasant surprise on pricing, call or write us today.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>Visual 400</th>
<th>Lear Seigler ADM-42</th>
<th>Parkin Eimer 1355</th>
<th>ADDS Regent 60</th>
<th>Hazeline Executive 80, Model 38</th>
<th>Beehive DM30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANSI X3.64 Specified</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set-up Modes Eliminate External Switches</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typomatic Solid State Keyboard</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detached Keyboard</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRT Saver</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block or Underline Cursor</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 and 132 Columns</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double Size Characters</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smooth Scrolling</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Split Screen</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Attributes Require No Display Space</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Area Qualifications</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Resident Nat’l Char. Sets Including Line Drawing</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Non-volatile Function Keys</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display of ALL Control Codes</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Delete Line with Push Up or Down</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Delete Character with Push Right or Left</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select Editing Extent to Field, Area, Line, Page</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 mA Current Loop</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Message Framing (non-volatile)</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Answerback</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baud Rates to 19200 BPS</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Xmit/Receive Rates</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer Port Independent of Communication Interface</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>STD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a pleasant surprise on pricing, call or write us today.

VISUAL 400

VISUAL Technology Incorporated
Railroad Avenue, Dundee Park, Andover, MA 01810
Telephone (617) 475-8056 Telex 951-539

CIRCLE 97 ON INQUIRY CARD
5½-Digit Resolution
±0.2-ppm/°C Drift
Attained by Monolithic ADC

A recently announced monolithic CMOS integrating analog to digital converter (ADC) offers 4½ or 5½ digits of resolution. Available from Analog Devices Semiconductor, 804 Woburn St, Wilmington, MA 01887, the ADC features relative accuracy of ±1 count maximum in 20,000 for 4½-digit operation, and ±10 counts maximum in 200,000 counts for 5½-digit operation.

Device capabilities include a low scale factor drift of ±0.2 ppm/°C, low power dissipation of 50 mW maximum, automatic calibration capability, and multiplexed BCD outputs for displays. A serial count output is provided for use with rate multipliers for linearization, with BCD or binary counters for data reformatting, or with microprocessors for data manipulation. Applications for the device include high resolution, high stability digital voltmeters and weighting scales, process monitoring, remote serial transmission, and data acquisition.

Operation at either 4½- or 5½-digit resolution is pin selectable. Conversion times are 610 and 1760 ms maximum for 4½- and 5½-digit operation, respectively. The ADC requires a single positive reference voltage and operates with a 5-V supply. It can free-run, continuously converting and updating displays, or operate under computer or microprocessor direction.

Video Speed DACs
Designed for Low Cost Signal Processing

Designed for use in low cost digital signal processing systems, a recently announced monolithic DAC is fabricated with ECL technology and features complementary current outputs and highly stable, onchip voltage references. Peripheral parts are reduced to one current-setting resistor and two power supply decoupling capacitors. Designated SP9768, the 8-bit DAC performs at video speed of 5 ns.

With all input bits TRUE, the DAC from Plessey Semiconductors, 1641 Kaiser Ave, Irvine, CA 92714, is capable of driving 20 mA into a 50-Ω load. Desired full-scale current is established by the external resistor selection. Differential nonlinearity is specified at better than 0.2%, and voltage reference stability is better than 30 ppm/°C.

In order to balance its internal currents, provide linear operation over the -55 to 125 °C temperature range, and automatically cancel output glitches, the device operates with a multiple-current source technique, devised by the company. In the balance of currents design, two arrays of four bits each contribute to the analog output signal. Each array’s most significant bit is represented by

(continued on page 196)
You'll have to go a long way to find a buffer arm tape transport to come near the SE 8800 for performance, dependability and user convenience - even further to find a transport with a lower cost of ownership.

SE 8800 is a microprocessor-controlled intelligent tape transport system of totally modular construction with powerful interactive diagnostics. In fact you can install, commission and service the SE 8800 without the use of external equipment.

Interfaces for most mini-computers are available and an integral formatter provides Dual, PE or NRZ options - all at the lowest system costs in the industry.

A flexible reliable unit for OEM's, an easy-to-operate, economical transport for the end user, SE 8800 is the formatted high performance tape transport of the 80's. Follow the sign to SE and find out more about SE 8800 and our unbeatable customer support.

SE Data Products, SE Labs (EMI) Ltd., Spur Road, Feltham, Middlesex TW14 0TD, England. Tel: 01-890 1477 Telex 23995

A Member of the THORN EMI Group.
four currents of equal magnitude. The next most significant bit is represented by two such currents, the next by one, and the fourth by one-half. Transistors that control these output currents are all switched simultaneously, and each switch carries an equal current density. Individual currents from both 4-bit arrays combine to drive the 256-level analog output signal.

Each unit of balanced current is temperature and process stabilized by a resistive divider chain composed of eight 250-Ω equal and matched resistors; three in series and five in parallel to ground. The series parallel combination results in a 16 to 1 current division that combines random process variations so that they cancel each other.

Clock/Display Drivers
Designed for Battery Backup Applications

Two COS/MOS clock/display drivers, designed for battery backup applications in microprocessor based systems, can be read by the microprocessor and be displayed using a standard BCD to 7-segment LED decoder driver. M755 is a 24-hour clock and M756 is a 12-hour clock. The circuits also provide a 1-Hz flashing colon output and include a day of the week count section. It is possible to display the content of the data registers instead of the clock section output. The drivers interface with a microprocessor I/O port through a 4-bit bidirectional bus and two strobe signals, which are used to address, load, and read the internal registers and counters.

Assembled in 24-lead dual-inline plastic or ceramic fit seal packages, the drivers, from SOS-Ates Semiconductor Corp, 240 Bear Hill Rd, Waltham, MA 02154, contain the clock logic and a TTL-compatible microprocessor interface. The only external chip normally required is a display segment decoder/driver. Digit multiplexing is performed onchip.

Both devices operate on supply voltages as low as 2 V, with a display-off power consumption of only 75 µW. An input pin is used to switch off the outputs to reduce consumption, and disable the inputs to avoid corruption of the internal registers resulting from spurious data transfers during power-down.
THE DEC®
BOOSTER
MIPROC-16AP
Associate Processor

The MIPROC-16AP offers super fast preprocessing, postprocessing and I/O handling power for your DEC® PDP-11® computer.

Adding a MIPROC-16AP to your PDP-11 adds processing power normally associated with much larger computers... 4 million instructions per second, 177 instructions, 256 directly addressable I/O channels with data I/O rates of 2.0 megabytes under program control and up to 20 megabytes DMA. Interrupt response in 750 nanoseconds, full context switching in less than 3 microseconds.

Optional floating point hardware offers 32 bit floating point operation in parallel with normal instructions.

Full software support to run on your PDP-11... PASCAL, FORTRAN, MACRO Assembler, and a signal processing package.

Reach beyond your DEC’s limitations. Add on an Associate Processor — MIPROC-16AP—it’s ideal for real time operations — process control, robotics, PCM telemetry, communications, etc.

Adding a MIPROC-16 to your PDP-11 makes a great processor even better! PDP-11/03’s to 11/70’s, even VAX 11/780’s, profit from the addition of a MIPROC-16AP.

To discover more about how MIPROC-16AP will boost your PDP-11 system performance, contact us.

PLESSEY
MICROSYSTEMS
19546 Clubhouse Road • Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760 • (301) 948-2791
1641 Kaiser Avenue • Irvine, California 92714 • (714) 540-9931
Water Lane, Towcester • Northants • United Kingdom NN12 7JN
Towcester (0327) 50312

*DEC and PDP-11 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation

See Us At NCC And Electro '81
CIRCLE 101 ON INQUIRY CARD
450-V NPN Transistor Devices Designed For Electrostatic Printers—With a high 450-V rating and low 500-nA leakage current characteristics, the DN-1006 transistor chip family from Dionics, Inc, 65 Rushmore St, Westbury, NY 11590, is designed for use in hybrid circuits where swings of 400 V or more are required. Claimed to offer the highest available voltages for such devices and utilizing new construction techniques, the transistor chip is extremely rugged and features uniform turn on and fast switching speeds.

The device is suitable for discharge styli drivers (found in high voltage, high speed electrostatic printers) and in ink jet printer applications. Other applications include inductive load drivers; deflection amplifiers, level shifters, and display drivers. Circuity of this kind is found in CRT terminal displays, gas discharge displays, ignition systems, and electroluminescent displays.

Three devices are offered: the DN-1006 transistor chip, the DTN-1006 in a TO-92 package, and the DQN-1006 in a 14-pin DIP package.

CMOS Manchester Encoder/Decoder Integrated Circuit—A CMOS digital Manchester encoder/decoder has been announced by Harris Semiconductor, PO Box 883, Melbourne, FL 32901. Labeled HD6409, the device is a high speed, low power encoder/decoder with guaranteed performance of one 1M bits/s over the industrial temperature range of -40 to 85 °C. This IC consumes only 12 mA worst case (5 mA typical) of current from a single 5-V (-10%) power supply.

The encoder/decoder allows high speed serial data communication while eliminating dc and low frequency components, and provides clock recovery from the received signal. It also has a high degree of noise immunity and tolerates jitter in the received signal.

Circle 451 on Inquiry Card

ADC Pair Utilizes Quantized Feedback—A 2-channel, 4½-digit analog to digital converter (ADC) set, designated LD122/LD121, offers 1-μV resolution. The pair is suitable for low level signals, such as those from strain gauges, thermocouples, and Hall-effect devices.

Using quantized feedback instead of the more conventional dual slope eliminates the need for an expensive, high quality integrating capacitor. Quantized feedback also simplifies voltage ranging and ensures insensitivity to long-term clock drift. With auto-zero, auto-polarity, and compatibility for different inputs, the converter, from Siliconix, Inc, 2201 Laurelwood Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95054, provides TTL-compatible multiplexer BCD output for direct BCD to LCD conversion or interfacing to TTL hardware for additional processing.

Circle 453 on Inquiry Card

4096 x 8 ROM Interfaces with All N-Channel Microprocessors—A 4096-byte word by 8-bit mask programmable ROM with a maximum access time of 350 ns (233-2) or 450 ns (233-4), designed for use in bus oriented applications with 8-bit N-channel microprocessors, has been announced by GTE Microcircuits Div, 2000 W 14th St, Temple, AZ 85281. Dual chip select inputs provide convenient memory expansion allowing up to four 232 32k ROMS to be OR-tied without external coding.

3-state output buffers allow simple parallel busing for memory expansion. The ROM is TTL-compatible and requires a single 5-V power supply, but does not require external clocks or refresh circuitry. Packaging is standard 24-pin plastic or cerdip.

Circle 454 on Inquiry Card

Two Monolithic Dielectrically Isolated CMOS Dual/Quad Analog Switches Introduced—Two analog switches have been introduced by Micro Power Systems, Inc, 3100 Alfred St, Santa Clara, CA 95050: the 100-Ω model MP200DI monolithic dielectrically isolated CMOS dual spst analog switch, and the 125-Ω model MP201DI monolithic dielectrically isolated CMOS quad spst analog switch. These devices are direct replacements for Analog Devices's ADG200/201, Siliconix's DG200/201, and Harris Semiconductor's HZ200/201.

Monolithic dielectrically isolated CMOS processing provides advantages of overvoltage protection, total latch free operation, lower dissipation, 30 mW maximum, and fast switching times. Both switches exhibit low on resistance over the temperature range.

Circle 455 on Inquiry Card

CHRISSLIN YEARS AHEAD IN MEMORY DESIGN

WE'VE DONE IT AGAIN — State of the Art Multibus® Memory Design. First to offer up to 512K on one board, and CHRISSLIN again brings pricing sanity to the memory market. Why pay over $2000 for our competitor's 64K x 8 memory board when we will give you the CI-8086 512K x 9 memory for just $1500 or better yet, the CI-8086 128K x 9 memory module for $750.

Up to 512K bytes in a single option slot. Available in 64, 96K, 128K, 256K, or 512K configurations. On board parity generator/checker, for both 8 bit or 16 bit systems. Off shelf deliveries.

Circle 452 on Inquiry Card
Tough as nails.

Burroughs print heads and print mechanisms give you month-after-month, year-after-year dependability. At a price you’ll love. Our versatile line, including a new passbook printer, fits many applications. Print head options include 90, 120 or 180 cps operation, 7 or 9 pin configuration. Mechanisms feature up to 132 print positions and print speeds of 90 cps. Get the whole story. Call or write for the name of your nearest representative.

Distributed Computing System Provides User Terminals With Dedicated Intelligence

Architecture of the DC 1000 distributed processing system is configured to maximize performance in multiuser environments and to accommodate a wide variety of I/O devices. The system employs a central microcomputer to serve the sole function of resource management for shared peripherals, including communication access to a higher level host. Each of the 1 to 16 user stations has its own dedicated "satellite" microcomputer with up to 64k bytes of RAM (see diagram).

**Internal Organization**

Contained in a single 17 x 9 x 17" (43 x 22 x 43-cm) enclosure, the system comprises up to 17 4-MHz 280A based microcomputers linked in a star configuration. One microcomputer is the master and the others act as the dedicated satellites. The master, with up to 64k bytes of memory with parity, services requests for shared resources from each satellite and coordinates communications between them. Typical configurations of the central microcomputer require only 32k bytes of RAM and 32k bytes of EPROM, but it may access up to 256k bytes of RAM with bank switching.

The central microcomputer occupies one slot in the company's version of the Multibus. Slot two is usually reserved for a floppy or hard disc controller, and slots three to five are available for other shared peripherals. Proprietary memory expansion boards as well as floppy and Winchester disc controllers are available for the Multibus, and most available Multibus compatible peripherals can also be used.

The master microcomputer has an RS-232 link for an operator console at the central computer site. Another RS-232/422 port allows the system to communicate asynchronously or bisynchronously for SDL/HDLC formats enabling access to large host computer networks. The master microcomputer does not initiate tasks but responds to each satellite user request on an interrupt basis, and provides 200k-byte/s data transfer.

Each satellite microcomputer is an independent fully capable system, with up to 64k RAM, dedicated to its user. A simple
remote terminal communicates with its satellite at 1200, 2400, 4800, or 9600 baud over a dial-up or dedicated telephone link to one or two RS-232 ports on the satellite, and has access to up to 64k bytes of 9-bit dedicated RAM.

System Implementation

Individual users may execute programs without interference from other users under the CP/M* operating system, that also enables access to a broad range of other software. The system can also support MP/M* and CP/NET.* Each user station can develop new programs using the shared resources for mass storage and printout.

Internal diagnostics are activated at power-on, either remotely via the host CPU interface or by the local operator through front-panel switching. Status of both master and satellite microcomputers is displayed by LED indicators. Power requirement is 108 W at 110 to 120 Vac 60 Hz.

Applications

The system provides the designer with an economical alternative to conventional distributed processing systems, especially in office automation applications. System transparency gives the user terminal the appearance of direct interactive communications with a large host without the delays normally associated with time-sharing.

Price and Delivery


For additional information circle 199 on Inquiry Card.

*Registered trademarks, Digital Research Corporation
5.25" Winchester Drives Offer Capacity and Interface Options
A 5.25" (13.33-cm) Winchester disc drive family, SA600 series comes in 3 versions: the single-platter SA602 with 3.33M-bytes (unformatted) storage capacity, the double-platter SA604 with 6.66M bytes, and the 10M-byte triple-platter SA606. Designed to complement Mini­floppy® drives in desktop business systems, the unit's form factor is exactly the same. Identical physical dimensions and mounting holes allow easy use of both types in the same system; identical power requirements permit the use of a single power supply for both. Average access time of the units is 75 ms (160 max); transfer rate is 4.34M bits/s, track to track access time 18 ms (including settling); and track density 256/in (100/cm). One interface design is pinout-compatible with the standard Mini­floppy, permitting the two types to interface using the same control lines; the other design is pinout-compatible with existing 5.25" Winchester already being supplied.

The housing is surrounded by a heavy duty wire form frame that is fitted with true shock mounts. An integral brake/lock mechanism automatically secures both rotary actuator and spindle when the drive is powered off, preventing damage to both media and heads. The otherwise unused area of the disc surface, inside the data bands, is designated a shipping zone to which the heads can be accessed before the drive is powered off. Shugart Associates, 475 Oakmead Pkwy, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 200 on Inquiry Card

High Density Memory Modules
Use 16k x 1 Static RAMs
Capacities up to 128k words x 22 bits in unidirectional and 64k words x 44 bits in bidirectional mode are attainable on CM-92 memory modules through use of high speed 2167 static RAM chips. The 16k x 1 RAMs achieve 4 times the memory density of presently available static RAMs with no increase in power consumption or loss of performance. The higher density reduces costs of large capacity systems by minimizing the number of memory modules, chassis, and power supplies where memory capacity exceeds that of a single chassis. In addition, the unit allows users to move up to higher density devices without changing system interface.

In addition to the greatly increased memory density and low power consumption, the two configurations maintain performance levels of earlier static RAM modules with 100- and 140-ns cycle times and 70- and 95-ns access times. The combination of high density and static operation adapt

Multifunction Logic Analyzers Link For 64-Channel Operation
The Pl-616, a high performance 16-channel logic analysis tool, is suited to hardware development, debug, and maintenance applications. When combined with the 48-channel, software oriented Pl-648, a powerful hardware/software test and integration system is attained. Collecting data in a 16-channel x 1000-word data memory at rates up to 50 MHz, the -616 provides keyboard commands that allow users to configure the data memory for 8-channel operation at 100 MHz or split the memory for 8 channels of data collection plus 8 channels of glitch storage. Glitches as narrow as 5 ns can then be collected and highlighted on the CRT. The instrument can also be configured with a waveform recording option that adds high speed digital oscilloscope functions. In this configuration, an analog signal is sampled at rates up to 50 MHz, stored in a 1000-word memory, and then software smoothed for display. A cursor provides instantaneous voltage and time data as it is moved along the waveform.

For analysis of software and hardware interactions, the -648 collects 48 channels of synchronous data in its 250-word memory at rates corresponding to 15M system operations/s. Features include 3 separate clocks for demultiplexing, two 54-bit clock qualifiers, 16 levels of nested triggering, and data search and comparison functions. Furthermore, the unit is fully compatible with probe accessories for serial (RS-232) analysis and disassembly of 8- and 16-bit microprocessor program flow. Paratronics, Inc, 2140 Bering Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 201 on Inquiry Card

the unit to use in mainframe and minicomputer applications such as array processing, Intel Corp, 1302 N Mathilda Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 202 on Inquiry Card
Long the recognized leader in quality open-frame linears, Power-One is now setting the pace in switching power supplies. Our fast growing line of efficient high-performance switchers offer a combination of features not found in others at these low prices. Features such as fully regulated outputs, 115/230 VAC input capabilities, superior hold-up time, and totally enclosed packaging for enhanced safety. Additionally, these models incorporate many other innovative ideas that set our switchers apart... while reflecting the same simplicity of design that has kept our open-frame linears the most cost-effective in the industry.

Best of all, Power-One switchers are 100% American built by Power-One personnel, at Power-One facilities, and under tough Power-One quality control standards. Adding up to total dependability at typical Power-One low prices.

So check us out. See why we're leading the way again. This time in switchers.

Send for our new '81 Catalog. Better yet, contact your local Power-One representative for immediate action.

FREE! NEW 1981 CATALOG AND POWER-ONE TOUR GUIDE
SEE EEM OR GOLDBOOK FOR OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT LISTING AND LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST POWER-ONE REPRESENTATIVE.
At NEC Microcomputers, Inc., we don't wait for the future. We reach out and grab our share. And that's how we can help you beat your competition.

From top-quality commodities to exciting product innovations, NEC has what it takes to stay out front:

**Memories.** This year, we're introducing the µPD4164 64K Dynamic RAM (+5V single power supply). In addition, we offer off-the-shelf delivery on 2K x 8 Bipolar PROMs, 16K Dynamic RAMs, 4K and 8K Static RAMs, and 1K and 4K CMOS RAMs.

**Microcomputers.** We're breaking new ground with the µPD80C48, our CMOS version of the 8048. We offer immediate availability on the µPD8022 8-bit single-chip microcomputer (with A/D capability). We also have a full range of other single-chip microcomputers, from the µPD8021 through the µPD8049, and a full line of 4-bit single-chip microcomputers with PMOS, NMOS and CMOS technologies. And we're a leading supplier of the complete 8080A/8085A multichip families.

**Controllers.** This year, we'll be bringing you the µPD7720 Signal Processor for voice band applications. We also offer the µPD765 Floppy Disk Controller and the µPD7201 Multi-Protocol Serial Controller. (Both the 765 and the 7201 were originally designed and introduced by NEC, and are now available from alternate U.S. sources.)

So whatever your product idea—simple or advanced—we can deliver the semiconductor products to match. If you can't take advantage of our components, we'll support you with a growing line of Multibus™ compatible boards.

We'll help you stay ahead of your competition. Because we stay ahead of ours. For details on any of our products, contact NEC Microcomputers, Inc., 173 Worcester Street, Wellesley, NEC Microcomputers, Inc.

MA 02181, 617-237-1910. NEC Microcomputers, Inc. We're taking on the future.

™ Multibus is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
OUR MICROCOMPUTER TALKS TO YOUR WORLD.

When you need a powerful processing system that talks to your world... you need a COMMANDER COMPUTER. Four standard RS-232C ports handle serial data to 19,200 baud, allowing you to add low speed peripherals or even communicate with remote devices over a phone line. But if you need higher speed or more flexibility, use COMMANDER’s parallel I/O under program control. And if that’s not efficient enough, select the optional DMA port to process parallel data on a cycle-steal basis direct to memory. COMMANDER’s optional IEEE/488 controller gives you direct interface to the world of instrumentation and a host of compatible devices readily available. The optional Real Time Interface module gives you individual bit I/O to input status lines and digital sensor signals...or to output alarms and commands. And you can use up to four independent programmable real time clocks for precise time interval control without wasted processor time. Inquiries for custom features are welcome.

BUT THAT’S NOT ALL... Select the COMMANDER configuration to fit your system need. The models 500 and 900 have an integral CRT and keyboard while the models MX and FX (not pictured) can be married to a simple terminal for operator interface. Add the optional arithmetic unit for high speed fixed point or floating point processing. And, if your application requires graphics, optional memory is added to provide 512x256 video graphics capability.

All COMMANDER models will execute higher level programs in BASIC, FORTRAN or COBOL or machine level programs in MACRO-80 Assembler. Operating programs are executed under CP/M™ FDOS, the new MP/M™ operating system or UCSD Pascal™.

COLUMBIA DATA PRODUCTS INC.

Computer Systems Division
8990 Route 108
Columbia, MD 21045
Tel: 301-992-3400 TWX: 710-862-1891

CIRCLE 108 ON INQUIRY CARD

*CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research
**UCSD Pascal is trademark of University of California
MINICARTRIDGE DRIVE

An economical transport for DC100A type data cartridges, the compact TM 110 Minicartridge Drive serves as an OEM building block for minicomputer and microprocessor systems where size, cost, low power consumption, and reliability are considerations. In conjunction with a minicartridge type 3M DC100A, the unit has capacity of 1.34M bits (unformatted) or 120k bytes (formatted). It has an 8000-bit/s transfer rate. The transport accepts phase encoding, 800-bit/in (314/cm) density, formatted per ECMA 41, with 256 data bytes/block. All components and subassemblies, including head, motor, detectors, and printed circuit board, are mounted on a precision molded plastic frame. Guides in the frame position cartridge during insertion. Final phase of insertion travel is executed by a spring loaded toggle action that forces tape against the head and belt drive roller against the motor capstan at proper operating pressures. The recording head mounts precisely to the frame and is alignment free. The unit can be mounted horizontally or vertically. Power required is 5 and 12 V; power consumption is 4.5 W average. Burroughs Corp, Burroughs Pl, Detroit, MI 48232.

Circle 203 on Inquiry Card

DEC COMPATIBLE OEM SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORIES

Add-in/add-on memories include 94134P for PDP-11/34 and -11/44, 94178 for VAX-11/780, and 94170 for PDP-11/70. Configured with storage capacities ranging from 32k to 256k 18-bit words, the 94134P operates with either standard or modified Unibus system. It features extended 22-bit addressing and onboard parity check circuitry, and serves as replacement for DEC MS11-L series memory. 94178 is available in a 32k x 72-bit configuration with read/write, and refresh operating modes. In addition to basic 250-ns access and 400-ns cycle times, this array features 400-ns refresh and 800-ns write cycle times. Refresh operation, externally controlled by the VAX memory controller, allows refresh cycle to be performed on the assembly’s memories according to timing and control constraints of the memory control logic. The 94170 add-on memory is available with capacity from 512k to 4M bytes in 512k-byte increments. The system features 460-ns access time and 600-ns read and 800-ns write cycle times. It uses error correction circuitry that provides single bit error correction and double bit error detection. Control Data Corp, PO Box O, Minneapolis, MN 55440.

Circle 205 on Inquiry Card

256k-BYTE SEMICONDUCTOR ADD-IN FOR PDP-11/44

DR-144S is a single-board 256k-byte add-in for DEC’s PDP-11/44 minicomputer. Completely compatible with MS11-M memory module, it functions as a 128k x 16-bit system, although internally configured as 64k x 39. The 39-bit word consists of two 16-bit words plus 7 ECC bits. Although 16k dynamic RAMs are used, the design allows use of 64k RAMS when they become economically viable. With 64k RAMS the board would provide 1M bytes on a single hex board. The system occupies one hex slot in the computer chassis and operates with its 22 extended Unibus (EUB) address lines. The EUB allows addressing capability to 4M bytes. Memory starting location may be set in 64k-word increments up to 1920k words. Read and write cycle times are 500 and 1000 ns max. Read access time is 525 ns max; and refresh cycle time is 500 ns. The unit requires 5, 12, and 12 V. LED indicators on the board indicate presence of 5 V and error status. Operation is guaranteed from 0 to 55 °C. Dataram Corp, Princeton Rd, Cranbury, NJ 08512.

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card

PRODUCTS

MEMORIES

MINICARTRIDGE DRIVE

An economical transport for DC100A type data cartridges, the compact TM 110 Minicartridge Drive serves as an OEM building block for minicomputer and microprocessor systems where size, cost, low power consumption, and reliability are considerations. In conjunction with a minicartridge type 3M DC100A, the unit has capacity of 1.34M bits (unformatted) or 120k bytes (formatted). It has an 8000-bit/s transfer rate. The transport accepts phase encoding, 800-bit/in (314/cm) density, formatted per ECMA 41, with 256 data bytes/block. All components and subassemblies, including head, motor, detectors, and printed circuit board, are mounted on a precision molded plastic frame. Guides in the frame position cartridge during insertion. Final phase of insertion travel is executed by a spring loaded toggle action that forces tape against the head and belt drive roller against the motor capstan at proper operating pressures. The recording head mounts precisely to the frame and is alignment free. The unit can be mounted horizontally or vertically. Power required is 5 and 12 V; power consumption is 4.5 W average. Burroughs Corp, Burroughs Pl, Detroit, MI 48232.

Circle 203 on Inquiry Card

DEC COMPATIBLE OEM SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORIES

Add-in/add-on memories include 94134P for PDP-11/34 and -11/44, 94178 for VAX-11/780, and 94170 for PDP-11/70. Configured with storage capacities ranging from 32k to 256k 18-bit words, the 94134P operates with either standard or modified Unibus system. It features extended 22-bit addressing and onboard parity check circuitry, and serves as replacement for DEC MS11-L series memory. 94178 is available in a 32k x 72-bit configuration with read/write, and refresh operating modes. In addition to basic 250-ns access and 400-ns cycle times, this array features 400-ns refresh and 800-ns write cycle times. Refresh operation, externally controlled by the VAX memory controller, allows refresh cycle to be performed on the assembly’s memories according to timing and control constraints of the memory control logic. The 94170 add-on memory is available with capacity from 512k to 4M bytes in 512k-byte increments. The system features 460-ns access time and 600-ns read and 800-ns write cycle times. It uses error correction circuitry that provides single bit error correction and double bit error detection. Control Data Corp, PO Box O, Minneapolis, MN 55440.

Circle 205 on Inquiry Card

256k-BYTE SEMICONDUCTOR ADD-IN FOR PDP-11/44

DR-144S is a single-board 256k-byte add-in for DEC’s PDP-11/44 minicomputer. Completely compatible with MS11-M memory module, it functions as a 128k x 16-bit system, although internally configured as 64k x 39. The 39-bit word consists of two 16-bit words plus 7 ECC bits. Although 16k dynamic RAMs are used, the design allows use of 64k RAMS when they become economically viable. With 64k RAMS the board would provide 1M bytes on a single hex board. The system occupies one hex slot in the computer chassis and operates with its 22 extended Unibus (EUB) address lines. The EUB allows addressing capability to 4M bytes. Memory starting location may be set in 64k-word increments up to 1920k words. Read and write cycle times are 500 and 1000 ns max. Read access time is 525 ns max; and refresh cycle time is 500 ns. The unit requires 5, 12, and 12 V. LED indicators on the board indicate presence of 5 V and error status. Operation is guaranteed from 0 to 55 °C. Dataram Corp, Princeton Rd, Cranbury, NJ 08512.

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card
SUBASSEMBLIES AND CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

TOUCH SENSITIVE CRT ADD-ON KITS
Add-on kits use a capacitance sensitive faceplate which is mounted in front of the CRT monitor of the existing terminal. The kit is touched by the human finger, and detected changes in capacitance are identified and interpreted. In contrast with earlier techniques, the method uses no mechanical contacts, active electromagnetic, or acoustic elements. A continuous recalibration feature compensates for temperature, humidity, or other environmental fluctuations or changes, resulting in error free accuracy in virtually any operating environment. Std kits are provided in 32 touch position configurations for 12" and 15" (30- and 38-cm) CRT monitors. Std electronic outputs are provided for either parallel or serial interfaces. The z80 based electronics interface to the faceplate occupies less than 25 in² (161 cm²) of PCB area and requires less than 500 mA at 5 V (± 12 V at 200 mA for RS-232).

Interaction Systems, Inc, 24 Munroe St, Newtonville, MA 02160.
Circle 206 on Inquiry Card

MICROPROGRAMMABLE MULTIPLEX BUS INTERFACE

Multiplex Bus Terminal (MBT) provides general purpose interface between MIL-STD-1553 data bus systems and a minicomputer, supporting hardware development and test system integration. Microprogramming provides flexibility to support F-16, 1553A, and 1553B formats and to simulate responses of bus controller, remote terminal, and bus monitor. Power required is 110 Vac, 300 W single phase. Simulation Technology, Inc, 4124 Linden Ave, Dayton, OH 45432.
Circle 207 on Inquiry Card

RS-232 TO CURRENT LOOP ADAPTER
Allowing use of an RS-232 terminal instead of a current loop teletype with KIM microcomputers, the ADA400 adapter both converts an RS-232 signal to a 20-mA current loop signal and a 20-mA signal to RS-232. With this adapter, a computer’s teletype port can be used to drive an RS-232 terminal, or the reverse, without modification of the port. In addition, the device can be paralleled to drive a Teletype or RS-232 printer while using regular terminals. Connecticut microComputer, Inc, 34 Del Mar Dr, Brookfield, CT 06804.
Circle 208 on Inquiry Card

OPTICAL BAGDE READER
Said to be the first of its type to have an integral optically generated strobe pulse for each column whether or not the badge is punched, punched badge reader DSR-100 reads standard 12-row 20-col badges or 12-row 22-col credit cards. It uses GaAs LED sources and phototransistor sensors, measures 6 x 1.5 x 5.5" (15 x 3.8 x 14 cm) and weighs 12 oz (336 g). Open collector sensor outputs can be directly interfaced with low impedance TTL or high impedance CMOS logic. All external connections are via two 20-way ribbon cable connectors. Programming Devices Div, Seal electro Corp, Mamaroneck, NY 10543.
Circle 209 on Inquiry Card

OEM CONTROL MODULES
Providing step times as fast as 5 ms for sequencing operations, 800 HS is engineered for use in original design or retrofit of automation and machine control applications requiring higher speed operations than those typically available from CAM programmers, stepping switches, and drum timers. Series consists of a control module capable of driving 8 output devices (expandable to 40), an array of output modules for driving ac and dc devices, a time module for synchronizing system operation to time of day, and a power module. Control Technology Corp, 82 Turnpike Rd, Westboro, MA 01581.
Circle 210 on Inquiry Card

4-CHANNEL R/W HEAD WITH EQUAL TRACK SPACING
Using 0.020" (0.508 mm) tracks on 0.040" (1.016 mm) centers, 4-channel head provides equal spacing of tracks for cassette and minicartridge applications. This format reduces leakage inductance and crosstalk, while improving sensitivity. In addition, a 0.005" (0.127-mm) guard band is provided at tape edges. The full metal face and hyperbolic contour ensure good tape contact with or without pressure pads. Gap lengths range from 0.00050" to 0.000500" (1.27 to 12.7 mm). Forglo Corp, 3rd & Reagan Sts, Sunbury, PA 17801.
Circle 211 on Inquiry Card

VOICE SYNTHESIS MODULE
The VSM2032 module incorporates a single-chip speech synthesizer with a timeshared 2-stage filter section (SP-0250), a PIC1650A microcomputer, and a std 32k ROM (RO-3-9333). The 3 MOS/LSI devices are fabricated with n-channel ion implant technology. The module forms a complete speech system capable of storing 30 s of speech. It can combine 32 words and syllables to form over 1G phrases. Audio output is 200 mW. The unit has an operating temperature of 0 to 70 °C, and measures 3.25" x 5.0" (8.2 x 12.7 cm). General Instrument Corp, Microelectronics Div, 600 W John St, H Hicksville, NY 11802.
Circle 212 on Inquiry Card

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
Series III speech module consists of speech synthesizer, vocabulary data memory, onboard speech filter, and audio amplifier, and accommodates std and custom vocabularies up to 256 total utterances. Memory is any combination of one or two 16k, 32k, or 64k ROMs or PROMs providing up to 128k bits; approx 100 s of speech can be stored in ROM, allowing words and phrases to be retrieved on command. TTL-compatible I/O and 5-V single supply simplify interfacing to microcomputer bus or I/O port. Telesensory Systems, 3408 Hillview Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304.
Circle 213 on Inquiry Card
IEEE-488 INTERFACE CHASSIS

Model 6955-M interface acts as a listener on the IEEE-488 bus and converts the 8-bit parallel bus signal to a 16-bit TTL positive signal compatible with the relay matrix. Front panel LED display shows status of the 16-bit output from the unit. Available in CPU control configuration or with an alternate manual control feature, the chassis measures 5.25 x 19 x 15" (13.33 x 48 x 38 cm). Matrix Systems Corp, 5177 N Douglas Fir Rd, Calabasas, CA 91302.

Circle 214 on Inquiry Card

LSI-11 TO PRINTER ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL INTERFACE

Offering complete DEC DLV-11F compatibility, the LSI-11F interface provides buffer ready/printer busy monitor circuit in the EIA mode. Features include four levels of priority interrupts; serial EIA-RS-232C/CCITT V.24 interface; 20-mA current loop interface; programmable, switch-selectable baud rates of 50 to 19.2k; and switch-selectable word character format, address, and interrupt vectors. MOB Systems, Inc, 1995 N Batavia St, Orange, CA 92665.

Circle 215 on Inquiry Card

SMALL, CODED ROTARY SWITCHES

For applications such as avionics, navigation, and telecommunications, series 56000 switches are fully sealed and contamination resistant, and measure 0.688" (1.747 cm) in diameter. Std features include 8 dial positions, knob actuation, and pin terminals for PCB mating. Various dial positions, pull to turn isolation stops, and solder lug pin terminals are options. Shock resistance is greater than 100Gs; rated current is 28 Vdc at 128 mA resistive; and op temp is -65 to 100°C. The Digitran Co, 855 S Arroyo Pkwy, Pasadena, CA 91105.

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card

CAPACITANCE KEYBOARD

A replacement keyboard for Keytronics L1660, MPN: 72 is a low profile, solderless contact key switch keyboard featuring microprocessor controlled PROMS that allow custom programming. The device offers single 5-Vdc supply, automatic repeat, an electronic shift lock with LED target, and patented N-Key rollover. With rugged construction and rigid chassis mounting, it utilizes the replaceable silent "snap in" switch that offers greater than 100M keystroke MCBF. Amkey, Inc, 220 Ballardvale St, Wimington, MA 01887.

Circle 217 on Inquiry Card

The Ambassador III Portable Terminal... puts you in two places at the same time!

Whether you’re transmitting data or retrieving it, the Portable Ambassador III Terminal with its built-in 300 baud telephone coupler gives you immediate access to all kinds of important data. At a realistic price, the Ambassador III is the perfect companion for remote bureaus, insurance executives, salesmen, bankers, educators, accountants, stock brokers, or any profession where you’re away from a central office and quick versatile, reliable communications are vital.

Consider these features: full 7" screen displays 24 lines of 80 characters per line. Weighs less than 20 pounds. Measures 18" x 15" x 8". Utilizes virtually any power source. Can be used anywhere in the world using ASCII standard protocol, conversation or time sharing. The Ambassador III’s commands are also a subset of the DEC VT 103.

Telcon also manufactures the Ambassador IV with an 80 column printer. For additional information contact the distributor’s office nearest you.

The Ambassador III Portable Terminal...

Now... you can take your office with you.

TELCON INDUSTRIES, INC

CIRCLE 109 ON INQUIRY CARD

209
ONE GREAT SHOW DESERVES ANOTHER

Since the COMDEX show was first established two years ago, and particularly after the recent overwhelming success of COMDEX '80, many vendors and ISOs alike have been telling us that this unique conference and exposition once a year just isn't enough.

Hello there, COMDEX/SPRING!

The big push is on to computerize America, boost productivity in every office and shop across the land. That's why Independent Sales Organizations (ISOs) are springing up like dandelions after the rain. Vendors are accelerating their schedule of new product introductions, and their intense search for independent sales representation.

Thus, COMDEX/SPRING, in New York City, June 23-25, 1981. If you're a computer industry marketer, whether vendor or ISO, you've now got TWO opportunities each year to get together with the people who really count. You've got COMDEX/SPRING in New York in June, and you've got COMDEX '81 in Las Vegas in November. That's a one-two marketing punch guaranteed to get the job done!

Who exhibits at the COMDEX shows?

Leading vendors of small computer and word processing systems, peripherals, software and media-supplies-services have been flocking to COMDEX since its inception in 1979. Write or call us immediately for detailed information on COMDEX/SPRING and, among other things, we'll send you a list of more than 360 such companies which exhibited at COMDEX '80.

ISO, as defined in our dictionary.

ISO (ai-ess-oh) Independent Sales Organization. Acronym coined by The Interface Group in summer 1979 as convenient umbrella for all independent third-party sellers of small systems and related products and services. Such as: Dealers, distributors, systems houses, commercial OEMs, computer retailers, manufacturers' reps, turnkey vendors, office machines/products dealers, software houses, etc. The acronym has gained widespread acceptance, following its introduction by COMDEX.

COMDEX/SPRING '81

June 23-25, 1981 • Madison Square Garden and New York Statler Hotel

For further information, write to COMDEX/SPRING '81, 160 Speen Street, Framingham, MA 01701. Or call us toll-free: 800-225-4620 (in Mass., 617-879-4502).

Another Conference and Exposition from THE INTERFACE GROUP
Producers of: INTERFACE, INTERFACE WEST, FEDERAL DP EXPO, COMDEX, COMDEX/SPRING

CIRCLE 110 ON INQUIRY CARD
THE FIRST COMPLETE SENSOR-BASED MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEM

At last, there's a single board solution for both local and remote industrial measurement and control. It's \( \mu \text{MAC}-4000 \) — the low-cost per channel, easy-to-implement system that can be used anywhere a cluster of sensors and analog signals must be conditioned and digitized.

\( \mu \text{MAC}-4000 \) is a fully integrated, pre-calibrated, intelligent system, complete with sensor signal conditioning, multiplexing, A/D conversion, digital I/O and serial communications to any host computer. Its on-board microcomputer unburdens the host CPU by performing sensor linearization, scaling and conversion to engineering units, and limit checking.

\( \mu \text{MAC}-4000 \) was designed to accurately process low level transducer signals in the harshest environments. Its accuracy is assured by high quality signal conditioning, featuring input protection, \( \pm 1000 \text{V} \) channel to channel and input to output isolation, high noise rejection, RFI/EMI immunity and low drift amplification. And with \( \mu \text{MAC}-4000 \), you can readily mix and match signal conditioning modules as you require.

For the full story, write Analog Devices, Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062, or call (617) 329-4700.

WAVY OUT IN FRONT.
PACKAGING AND INTERCONNECTION

SINGLE-READOUT CARD EDGE CONNECTOR

1500 series 0.100" (0.254-cm) center mass terminated insulation displacement connectors offer std Jaguar series features and are available in 4 through 15 positions. Connectors terminate with flat ribbon cable or discrete wires, 24 through 30 AWG. housings are molded of glass reinforced nylon and contacts are copper alloy, tin plated. Methode Electronics, Inc, 1700 Hicks Rd, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008.

Circle 218 on Inquiry Card

SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS WITH EMI/RFI FILTERS

GH series rack and panel subminiature connectors combine the functions of a D subminiature type connector with low, mid, standard, or high frequency feedthrough filters to minimize emi/RFI problems. Produced in 9-, 15-, 25-, 37-, and 50-pin configurations, they meet MIL-C-24308 intermateability requirements. Incorporating rugged soldered grounds, environmentally sealed devices can be supplied with 3 types of contacts in any mix: filter, power, or ground. General Connector Corp, 80 Bridge St, Newton, MA 01258.

Circle 220 on Inquiry Card

MASS TERMINATION BACKPLANE SOCKETS

Available in 20, 26, 34, 40, and 50 positions, 0.100 x 0.200" (0.254 x 0.508-cm) Scotchflex backplane socket/header system interfaces with 0.025-in² (0.161-cm²) backplane wrap pins and mates with Scotchflex flat cables in 26 or 30 AWG solid, and 28 AWG solid or stranded wire versions. Uniform engagement eliminates need to cut pins and allows for two layers of wrap below the header. Keying devices fit onto header, interfacing with 2 slots on connector body, acting as lock. 3M Electronic Products Div, PO Box 33600, St Paul, MN 55133.

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card

DIP CONNECTORS

Insulation displacement connectors for mass terminating 50-mil flat ribbon cable are offered in std sizes of 14, 16, 24, and 40 pins. Design is pluggable to IC sockets and affords low profile installation on PC boards; snap lock detents ensure firm cable grip between connector body and cover. Temp range is -55 to 105 °C; current rating is 1 A; and contact resistance is 10 mΩ at 6 Vdc and 0.3 A. Belden Corp, 2000 S Batavia Ave, Geneva, IL 60134.

Circle 222 on Inquiry Card

FIBER OPTIC FACE PLATES

Engineered for silicon photodiode arrays, linear or matrix arrays, and charge-coupled devices, fiber optic face plates are precision ground and polished, then installed in intimate optical contact with the silicon photodiode array to prevent loss of resolution. To ensure device life, face plates are hermetically sealed. The units typically incorporate 6-µm diameter fibers with a numerical aperture of 1; other values can be specified. HSS, Inc, 2 Alfred Cir, Bedford, MA 01730.

Circle 219 on Inquiry Card

DEC COMPATIBLE EXTENDER BOARDS

DE2ET (dual), 4ET (quad), and 6ET (hex) are compatible with DEC products, including the VAX. Cards use gold-plated, double-looped test points on every connection between the card under test and the backplane. Each test point is clearly identified with connector contact number and is arranged in a staggered fashion so that probes can be attached without danger of short circuit. Heavy ground strips down the side of the card are used for putting ground clips of test cables on. Hybricon Corp, 410 Great Rd, Littleton, MA 01460.

Circle 223 on Inquiry Card
Members of this exclusive circle of PRIAM Winchester disc drives have several uncommon things in common. With database capacities from 10.8 to 158 megabytes, they all have the same interface. And they all connect quickly and easily to the typical microprocessor I/O bus through PRIAM's SMART Interface.

A simple adapter, added to the SMART Interface, is all you need to provide your system with the remarkable reliability of Winchester disc drives. And PRIAM's DISKOS drives have the broadest available capacity range, with the lowest cost-per-megabyte, for microprocessor-based systems.

How Smart Is SMART?
With its own sophisticated preprogrammed microprocessor, PRIAM's optional SMART Interface gives you these disc subsystem functions:
- Controls any combination of one to four PRIAM Winchester disc drives.
- Serializes and deserializes data and formats disc with selectable sector sizes of 128, 256, 512 or 1024 bytes.
- Full sector buffering permits data transfers at any rate up to 2 megabytes per second, with programmed I/O or DMA.
- Automatic alternate sector assignment makes disc defects transparent to the host processor.
- Overlapped-command and implied-operations capability improves system throughput in multiple-drive systems.

The single 8" x 14" SMART Interface printed circuit board mounts on the PRIAM disc drive and draws power from the drive; or it can be mounted separately to maintain the basic drive size envelope.

Meet The Elite! PRIAM's High-Capacity, Cost-Effective 14-Inch Disc Drives
PRIAM's high-technology 14-inch Winchester disc drives are available with capacities of 34 and 68 megabytes, with a 158-megabyte version on the way. And they all fit in the same 7" x 17" x 20" package, including optional power supply. Fully servoed linear-voice-coil head positioning provides fast, precise and reliable data retrieval. Average positioning time is only 45 milliseconds, and track-to-track is a fast 8 milliseconds for high throughput.

Use of a brushless DC spindle motor assures mechanical simplicity, positive disc speed control, and operation of PRIAM drives with power sources anywhere in the world without change. No relays, no mechanical brakes, no brushes, belts, or pulleys. Pure, reliable electronic control. Elegantly simple!

The Talk of the Town: PRIAM Eight-Inch Disc Drives
When you want to debut a Winchester disc drive where you now have an 8-inch floppy disc, PRIAM's DISKOS 2050 and 3450 fit right in. And they give race-horse performance to your system by expanding your database to 21 or 35 megabytes, with head-positioning times of only 45 milliseconds average and 8 milliseconds track-to-track.

From the same technical family tree as their bigger brothers, PRIAM 8-inch drives use linear-voice-coil positioning and brushless DC motors. In the next generation, they will permit database expansion to 70 megabytes, in the same small, interface-compatible package.

If a simpler, even lower-cost drive will serve your purpose, the DISKOS 1070 gives you 10.8 megabytes of capacity, with stepper-motor positioning for seek times of 73 milliseconds average and 23 milliseconds track-to-track. Not as fast as other PRIAM family members, but still just as SMART when used with PRIAM's SMART Interface.

Other Interface Options!
Is SMART too smart? PRIAM also offers a lower-cost serial-bit NRZ data interface for the OEM who wishes to design the complete controller or to purchase one. This interface, similar to the evolving ANSI standard, has an 8-bit bidirectional microprocessor interface for all spindle motor and head positioning controls.

And if you have an existing storage module controller, PRIAM offers an SMD interface to extend the life of your controller and software and put Winchester disc drive benefits into your system quickly and easily.

For complete information about the SMART Interface and the members of the SMART SET of PRIAM Winchester disc drives, RSVP by telephone or mail to:

PRIAM
3096 Orchard Drive San Jose, CA 95134
Telephone (408) 946-4600 TWX 910-338-0293

Visit us at NCC Booth #4704 & #4705, Concourse Level McCormick Place.

CIRCLE 112 ON INQUIRY CARD
With Raytheon new Beam-Penetration Color CRT's. Designed specifically for computer color-graphic system applications, Raytheon Beam-Penetration Color CRT's offer better color resolution and better overall system performance than conventional color tubes and other beam penetration CRT's.

Available in 15" to 25" diagonal rectangular and 10" to 23" dia. round sizes, Raytheon Beam-Penetration Color CRT's feature the unique Raytheon patented split-anode design. And this means faster switching, constant focus voltage and good spot size for all colors.

Such tubes are just one example of Raytheon's wide choice of versatile, performance-proven CRT's that are available in a variety of electron-gun types and phosphors and in all shapes and sizes 3" to 25".

Color it right. Color it with Raytheon Beam-Penetration Color CRT's. For complete information, contact the Marketing Manager, Raytheon Company, Industrial Components Operation, 465 Centre St., Quincy, MA 02169. (617) 479-5300.

RAYTHEON

COLOR IT RAYTHEON.
MEET THE OEM BUSINESS CHALLENGES OF THE 1980's

AT CITE.

COMPUTER INDUSTRY TRADE EXPO
ATLANTIC CITY CONVENTION CENTER
JUNE 24 TO 26, 1981

CITE is a new show for the reseller industry — dealers, distributors, OEM's, system integrators, consultants, value adders, turnkey vendors, and software and service organizations.

CITE-CON, the accompanying conference and seminar series, features topics important to the reseller's business future — managing leading edge technology in a rapidly expanding marketplace!

It's the one place to meet with the vendors that provide big business opportunities for you. Meet them when they are prepared to talk the language of the reseller in a marketplace that's private to your trade.

The CITE schedule and format allows attendance at conference sessions without missing any exhibit hours, and the show closes on a Friday, leaving open the possibility of a wonderful weekend at Atlantic City's world-famous beach in summer.

Decide now to gather with the industry in June at Atlantic City's Convention Hall! Register now for CITE-CON, the reseller conference that will show you new ways to profit in the 1980's.

CITE's CONFERENCE DIRECTIONS

CITE's profit-minded conference will deliver a powerful package of up-to-the-minute management and technical information to the busy OEM and systems integrator! But attendees will have plenty of time to explore the exhibits and make new friends because the program manager, CW/Conference Management Group, has come up with a timetable that gets the most from the precious time you will invest in CITE!

You will start the program on Tuesday, June 23, the day before the show opens, with a full day of "In-Depth" seminars on key business and product trends, presented by leading vendors, system integrators, and technical and management consultants. Evenings are reserved to explore new business contacts in the new Atlantic City!

Get an early start on Wednesday and Thursday with "Early Bird Rap Sessions" at 7:30 a.m., with coffee to open your eyes to new solutions to your business problems! More conference sessions follow, just a few steps from the exhibit floor, until 11:00 a.m. when the exposition opens. All of mid-day is reserved to explore the show, until "Wrap-Up Sessions" begin at 4:00 p.m. when the show closes, focusing on some of the product and market issues you have seen in "three dimensions" at the show booths. Friday morning sessions bring down the curtain on an integrated show and conference experience!

CITE's PROGRAMS COVER THESE KEY TOPICS

- TECHNOLOGY . . . CITE's program will bring you up to date on the latest in mini/microcomputer performance and new memory and output alternatives, cost, software-on-a-chip, and applications portability!
- MARKETS . . . The conference will open your eyes to new sales potential in industry automation, the office of the future, communications, and international markets!
- SALES . . . Marketing professionals will share their experience on how to set up third party agreements, plan territories, commissions, and cooperative sales programs!
- MANAGEMENT . . . Consultants, financial sources, and executives with a proven success record will open your mind to business expansion techniques, planning, and personnel development methods so essential in turning a burgeoning enterprise into a profitable organization!
- PERSONAL FINANCES . . . Motivation, career, and stress and time management are key topics on the CITE program, along with personal financial planning for busy — and successful — executives.

Want to speak at CITE? Call CW/Conference Management Group at (800) 225-4698! Want to exhibit at CITE? Call CITE Expo Sales headquarters (201) 569-8542. Want to attend? Register now or get on our lists for latest program information! Send in the coupon below!
Lamb® pm motors are designed for high performance applications

High torque in small frame size saves space and weight.

These 4" diameter pm motors are for high-performance, variable-speed applications, particularly those requiring a repeatable, straight line speed/torque curve. Features include ball bearings, ceramic magnets, Class F insulation, dc and rectified ac excitation, rapid two-lead reversibility, stable commutation for long brush life and high current capability.

The motors are available in standard 5", 6", 7", 8" and 9" lengths and can meet requirements for continuous rated torque to 540 oz.-in. and peak torque to 2400 oz.-in. with speeds to 2000 rpm. Component recognized by U.L. Inc., the motors are widely used in data processing peripherals, reproduction equipment, machine tools and similar applications.

The design of the motor, coupled with Lamb Electric's manufacturing capabilities, make these motors a very economical power package for mid- and high-range production requirements.

For additional details, contact AMETEK, Lamb Electric Division, 627 Lake Street, Kent, Ohio 44240. Telephone (216) 673-3451.

TC2121 optimizes full-duplex transmissions at either 300 or 1200 baud over switched networks. Compatible with Bell 212A modems and 103/113 series, the microprocessor controlled unit provides auto-answer and manual originate/answer. Other features include full-duplex operation over dial-up network, four local and remote test features, visual diagnostic indicators, asynchronous or synchronous operation, -50-dB sensitivity, and high accuracy and stability over wide variations in temperature, data rate, line voltage, and received signal amplitude. The unit uses Bell 103 series communications protocols to allow rapid changeover to 1200 baud without operating system changes. Low speed transmission can be asynchronous or synchronous. Eight status indicators are provided and all std Bell compatible options are available. Model TC2121-2 features built-in voice/data switch, eliminating need for special telephone handsets or auxiliary equipment; -3 includes built-in dial pad and autodialer that is auto redial and field programmable, and requires no telephone handset. TekCom, Inc, 2142 Paragon Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.

Model 2300M medium speed modems provide data rates between 64k and 460.8k bits/s. For transmission at higher speeds, the 2300H operates from 460.8k to 6.3M bits/s. Both units utilize bipolar digital transmission techniques, compatible with the Bell 551A channel service unit, and achieve error rates better than 10^-9. Avanti Communications Corp, Aquidneck Industrial Pk, Newport, RI 02840.

LIMITED DISTANCE MODEM WITH RS-449/422 INTERFACE

Operating in 4-wire, full-duplex, and point to point, internally or externally timed, over unloaded twisted pairs or coaxial cables, the 2300M medium speed modems provide data rates between 64k and 460.8k bits/s. For transmission at higher speeds, the 2300H operates from 460.8k to 6.3M bits/s. Both units utilize bipolar digital transmission techniques, compatible with the Bell 551A channel service unit, and achieve error rates better than 10^-9. Avanti Communications Corp, Aquidneck Industrial Pk, Newport, RI 02840.
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Circle 225 on Inquiry Card
New 96K word module. LSI-11/23 compatible.

TI's growing memory systems family.

Quality. Reliability. Compatibility. And a new addition to our TMM10000 Series as the TI memory systems family keeps growing.

TMM10000 Series
- 64K words or new 96K words
- Optional parity
- Standard “dual” DEC board
- Low power

TMM20000 Series
- 256K word/128K word high-density versions
- Error detection/correction enhances system reliability
- Error correction transparent to operating system
- Fully compatible with PDP-11/34 and the recently announced PDP-11/44 UNIBUS® computers
- Addressing capability to two megawords
- Low power
- Programming options: Modified or extended UNIBUS, I/O page size, control status register address location and error status register.

All TI-designed add-in memory systems employ state-of-the-art 5-V MOS dynamic RAM technology.

Custom capability
If you need custom memory systems in production quantities, be sure and talk to TI. We'll custom-design modules for specific applications with the same meticulous attention to cost-effectiveness that our standard modules offer.

For immediate delivery from stock, call Integrated Memory Systems at (713) 490-3746, your nearest semiconductor distributor or TI field sales office. Or, send us the coupon for more information.

Before I order, I’d like to know more about:

[ ] TMM10000 modules [ ] TMM20000 modules [ ] Custom memory modules

Name ____________________________
Company ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State __________ Zip __________

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Semiconductor Group
P.O. Box 1443, M/S S958
Houston, Texas 77001
TEST
AND MEASUREMENT

PORTABLE I/O CHANNEL TESTER
A diagnostic tool that pinpoints I/O channel problems in IBM system/370s and plug compatible mainframes, model 8 acts as a peripheral controller and interfaces with companion software in the mainframe under test. It exercises CPU I/O channels and identifies specific problems saving time and cutting system diagnostic costs. Useful for both system debug and channel burn-in testing, it speeds checkout and repair time for both OEM system integrators and mainframe builders. The unit operates as an intelligent microprogram controlled analyzer that recognizes addresses, interprets commands, receives and transmits data, monitors data transaction protocol including timing, and can force errors that should be detected by the mainframe's channel hardware. Errors are analyzed with help of 16-word FIFO buffer. An array of LED indicators and buffered test points allow operators to determine problems. Combinations of 6 LEDs display type of channel operation, and 8 more display nature of problem. Data bytes in and out of the mainframe are displayed on 18 LEDs; another 8-LED array displays bus historical data, and 4 more display 1 of 16 data file addresses. Data-Ware Development, Inc, 4204 Sorrento Valley Blvd, San Diego, CA 92121.

Circle 226 on Inquiry Card

3-CHANNEL DATA MONITORING SYSTEM
CM310 simultaneously monitors all data transmitted on up to 3 asynchronous data communications channels and displays the output on its 3 CRT screens. Operating and display modes include both full- and half-duplex real-time monitoring and display as well as a range of arrested display and scrolling modes that allow close inspection of all data. In most modes, the system can be set to display changes in EIA functions and to flag and highlight data stream troubles such as parity errors or the absence of echo-back data. It can interface with any data network equipment that meets EIA RS-232-C output standards, including DCE, DTE, or any combination of the two. The system does not interfere with operation of channels being monitored nor alter characteristics of the data stream. Once installed and tested, it requires no internal programming. It displays all 128 ASCII characters, including nonprinting characters, monitors speeds from 50 to 19,200 bits/s, and offers an internal 2000-byte buffer. Timeplex, Inc, One Communications Plaza, Rochelle Park, NJ 07662.

Circle 227 on Inquiry Card

Only BASF can run a floppy drive ad this small.
Presenting the Raster Graphics Handbook written and published by the Conrac Corporation. Only a company with experience in all video display applications, and only a company with the most extensive and competitive line of monitors could write this exciting book.

In it is everything you need to know about raster graphics. Whether you design computer systems for management decision-making, process control, cartography, image enhancement, trend analysis, or medical diagnostics, raster graphics will be the dominant information display medium of the '80's. The range of options and alternatives are limitless.

Decision-making images. To find out if you qualify for this book, simply circle the bingo number.

Catch up on your reading.

Conrac
500 North Rimsdale Avenue
Covina, California 91722

In Europe:
Conrac Electron GMBH
D-6992 Weikersheim
Federal Republic of Germany

Decision-Making Images
TEST
AND MEASUREMENT

POWER LINE
FAULT DURATION MONITOR

Monitoring power lines continuously for disturbances on 1- or 3-phase maine supply, FDM-3 Power Guard provides detection, process, analysis, and classification functions. Unit detects such line faults as voltage errors, transients, and frequency errors, even if left unattended for extended periods. It will also monitor a dc source simultaneously. The microprocessor based system, produces an alphanumeric printout of any power disturbance while storing all information in memory. Consultronics Inc, 26 Just Rd, Fairfield, NJ 07006. Circle 228 on Inquiry Card

PORTABLE, PROGRAMMABLE SIGNAL ANALYZER

ALN 4040 captures ultrasonic and other signals at software selectable sampling rates up to 20 MHz. In nondestructive evaluation of materials, the high speed data and signal analyzer is used in conjunction with an ultrasonic transducer and pulser/receiver or an eddy current signal source. The programmable device analyzes NDE waveforms at the same time signal acquisition is occurring. Signal analysis programs which can filter and interpret NDE waveforms are supplied as preprogrammed memory modules that plug into the printed circuit cards. Adaptronics, Inc, 1750 Old Meadow Rd, McLean, VA 22102. Circle 229 on Inquiry Card

LOGIC TEST PROBE

Bar-Graf combines functions of digital multimeter, signal generator, and oscilloscope in handheld test instrument; it features a 10-segment display with no settling time, internal dc-dc converter, and reverse and over-voltage protection. Pulse amplitudes as short as 300 ns can be detected and ac and dc voltages are displayed with 5% accuracy. Active rectifier measures positive and negative with equal precision and indicates when measuring negative. Alternating voltages are displayed as peak values with illuminated polarity and pulse. Amcorp Inc, 15031 Parkway Loop, Tustin, CA 92680. Circle 230 on Inquiry Card
The new Spectra-Strip 817 is the IDC D-subminiature connector for those of you who've become disenchanted with D-Sub's.

With our D-Sub, you can mass terminate your flat cables without separating each and every strand. Without stocking up on weird-pitched cable. Without a mechanical kluge tacked onto the back of the connector to go from .054-pitch pins to .050-pitch cable.

It terminates our Twist 'N' Flat® 3C™ Color Coded and that great old standby Spectra-Zip™ with no fuss, no hassle.

And only the 817 comes with a metal shell so that it's fully intermateable and intermountable with any of the other real D-sub's.

If that sounds like the way to build a D-Sub, call your nearest Spectra-Strip distributor. He can also tell you about what we've got for you in our other IDC connectors, flat cable and assemblies. They're simply superb.

SPECTRA-STRIP

When you're down to the wire.

D-Suberior.

Spectra-Strip: 7100 Lampson Avenue, Garden Grove, CA 92642. (714) 892-3361
720 Sherman Avenue, Hamden, CT 06514. (203) 281-3200

In Europe: Spectra-Strip, Ltd.
Romsey, Hampshire, England (0794) 517575

CIRCLE 137 ON INQUIRY CARD
Add in Reliability. Then Relax.

Our LSI-11* compatible memory systems come with built-in ECC (Error Checking and Correction) circuitry. So you don't have to worry about expensive service calls, or strained relations with customers. Our 2,500 ECC systems in the field have a proven MTBF in excess of 15 years.

PEBX is the first to protect your LSI-11 system from failing RAMs and those random alpha particle crashes. We've also made protection from power outages as easy as hooking up a battery.

We'll give you from 32 to 256K bytes of error-correcting memory that takes care of all single-bit errors. Plus a display that points to any erring RAM, allowing preventive maintenance rather than finger-painting after a system crash.

So if you're an OEM and you don't want to worry about costly service calls, find out about our add-in reliability and relax. Contact PEBX toll-free today at (800) 538-3112, (in California (408) 866-7838), for full information on how you can get the best LSI-11 compatible memories available today.

Finally: LSI-11 Compatible memories with ECC.

*LSI-11 is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
If you plan, make, use, or buy computer systems or services, you can't afford to miss the upcoming National Computer Conference, McCormick Place, Chicago, May 4-7.

The theme of this year's conference is "Keys to Productivity", how to use computers and computer services to help increase output and control costs.

Come see the latest in new equipment and money-saving techniques at over 300 exhibits. Take your pick of over 100 technical sessions and 21 Professional Development Seminars. Enjoy the Personal Computing Festival, now a part of the main conference.

Save time. Save money. Pre-register now for the most dynamic NCC ever. You can:
- Avoid long registration lines
- Save $15 on the full 4-day program
- Secure preferential housing and discount travel.

For Conference Information, call or write National Computer Conference c/o AFIPS, P.O. Box 9658, 1815 N. Lynn Street, Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 558-3610.

For discount air fares, airline reservations, hotel and show information, or to pre-register, call toll-free (800) 556-6882.
**PRODUCTS**

**DATA TERMINALS**

**DATA GENERAL COMPATIBLE CRT TERMINAL**

Sprinter replaces Dasher CRT models 6052 (D1), 6503 (D2), D100, and D200. It features a function key that converts the top row of keys to function keys that duplicate all 4 modes of the D200 and CRT's 15 function keys, full uppercase/lowercase keyboard, separate numeric keypad with cursor controls, and a half-intensity screen attribute. Print screen, green screen, and custom keyboard features are available as options. **Computer Enhancement Corp., 3189-E Airways Ave, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.**

Circle 231 on Inquiry Card

**EDITING DISPLAY TERMINAL**

Offering a 15" (38-cm) nonglare screen, large characters, 80- or 132-col format, 4 pages of memory, split screen, soft keys, high speed communications, and English language prompts, 132/15 is a smart editing terminal. Screen labeled soft keys make more than 100 functions—some user programmable—accessible to the operator. English (or other language) prompts lead the operator through setup and operation modes. Features such as bidirectional, smooth or jump scroll, horizontal scroll, split screen, communications speeds to 19,200 baud, 4 pages of display memory, and fully displayed status line, adapt the unit for most applications. CRT screen displays total of 24 data lines at 80 or 132 character each; lines 26 and 27 serve as status indicators and soft key legends. Characters are formed by a 7 x 11 pattern in an 8 x 14 dot matrix. Graphics characters are provided in addition to ASCII character set. Horizontal scrolling prevents loss of columns 81 to 132 when changing from 132 char to 80. Visual attributes include underline, blink, reverse video, bold, double height, and double width. Transmission may be by character, line, partial page, or whole page. **Monitector, 1451 California Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304.**

Circle 234 on Inquiry Card

---

**The O.E.M. Micro-Disc**

It looks like all the others because, for a great many applications, it needs very little modification. In fact, many of our O.E.M customers are quite impressed with how quickly and economically we can customize these data recorders to meet their exact requirements.

However, many others find the standard, off-the-shelf Micro-Discs are perfect for their needs, with no modification at all. It's not so surprising when you consider all these standard features:

- Microprocessor control
- String and global search
- Automatic file directory and freespaced count
- Dual RS-232 ports
- Variable file lengths
- Powerful text editor
- Rack mount or desktop
- Disc repack feature
- 110 to 9600 Baud, switch selectable
- 200 KBytes per diskette

**Read-after-write error checking option**

If you need super secure data integrity, our optional Read-after-write error checking feature will double-check every entry to ensure that data recorded is identical to data entered.

**The O.E.M. Micro-Disc—It's worth a closer look**

Dependable, versatile Micro-Discs. You'll be surprised how easily they fit into your designs. For complete details, write or call today:

TECHTRAN INDUSTRIES, INC
200 Commerce Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 334-9640

Circle 168 on Inquiry Card

---

216h
We’ve just opened up the 132-column terminal market.

At $1395 list, our new DT 80/3 is the lowest-priced 132-column terminal on the market. Even better, no comparably-priced terminal provides more state-of-the-art features.

The DT 80/3 starts with a typewriter-style detachable keyboard with a familiar touch and a non-glare screen. You get both 80- and 132-column formats, smooth scrolling, split screen/regional scrolling, double-high double-wide characters, four cursor controls, even selectable video attributes like dimming, inverse or blink.

Advanced editing techniques include fixed and variable tabbing, insert/delete line, backspace and clear to end of screen/line. Plus you get high-end sophistication like special graphics, software self-test, CRT Saver, even an optional large screen for improved readability in 132-column mode.

Already indebted to your host software investment? The DT 80/3 has keyboard compatibility modes for four popular terminals as a subset of its advanced features. They include our own Datamedia 1521A, ADDS Regent 95, Hazeltine 1450, and Lear Siegler ADM3A. Now you can dramatically upgrade without sacrificing your existing software investment.

If you’re like many users, you’ve been waiting for a low-cost way into the high performance market. The new fully-featured DT 80/3 is your opportunity.

For all the inside information, write or call the smarter terminal maker, Datamedia Corporation, 7401 Central Highway, Pennsauken, New Jersey 08109. (609)-665-5400.

Tell me more about the software-saving DT80/3

Name
Title/Dept.
Company
Street
City
State
Zip
Telephone

Please send product information. Please have your representative call to arrange a demonstration.

From the smarter terminal maker.

CIRCLE 167 ON INQUIRY CARD
PRINTER S/PLOTTERS

CRT EMULATORS WITH PRINTER OPTIONS

In addition to complete emulation ofDataspeed model 40's, terminals can be upgraded to various communications applications and customized protocols with only a change in firmware. Capabilities include entering, displaying, modifying, printing, and sending and receiving messages in a dial-up or private line communication system. Models 40/1 and 40/2 are essentially dial-up CRTs with printer option and speed up to 1200 bits/s. The 40/3 is a multipoint private line terminal operating within B1 store and forward communications systems. RCA Service Co, Cherry Hill, NJ 08358. Circle 235 on Inquiry Card.

SERIAL MATRIX PRINTER

Computer printer offers up to 150-char/s print speed, and up to 136-col output at a competitive price. Designed to provide user convenience, model 500 has few external controls, and can be operated with a minimum of training. Paper loading is simple, and up to 6 copies (original plus 5 carbons) can be produced on either continuous roll or fanfold paper. Paper feeds from either front or bottom and exits at the top rear, reducing forward noise transmission. The adjustable formfeed tractor can handle paper widths from 1.5 to 15" (3.8 to 40 cm). A 9-wire ballistic printhead forms a 9 x 9 dot matrix capable of producing a range of characters under software control. Standard ASCII 96-char set is stored in printer memory. An alternate set can also be stored there and selected on a line by line basis. Printing format can be selected for 10, 13.6, or 16.5 char/in (3.9, 5.3, or 6.5/cm) and either 6 or 8 lines/in (2.3 or 3.1/cm). Up to 136 char can be printed on a line at 10/in. Double-wide and double density printing is also possible. Infoscribe, Inc, 2730 S Harbor Blvd, Santa Ana, CA 92704. Circle 237 on Inquiry Card.

DATA TEST SET PRINTER

Designed to operate with the WECO 1ARDT (Radio Digital Terminal) and 9148 data test sets equipped with the company's model 25 full-duplex long word converter kit or model 15 full-duplex adapter kit, the 2910 printer incorporates a quiet, thermal print head. It can be used online to obtain a record of failures of critical signals in the various data interfaces under test or offline for a record of data errors, block errors, and failure of EIA interface signals. International Data Sciences, Inc, 7 Wellington Rd, Lincoln, RI 02865. Circle 238 on Inquiry Card.

Clifton brushless dc motors work hard for more precise control in Winchester drives.

- Special 15-slot configuration for low cogging
- 8 Ceramic magnets for dependable service
- Compact size
- Easier packaging; better air flow
- Low cost
- Inexpensive to buy and use

Plus, you get:
- Better speed control • Fewer moving parts for better reliability
- No arcing—no brush dust • Optional control electronics package • Performance customized to meet your needs

To review your requirements: call Carey Walter today at (215) 622-1000.

Clifton Precision®
Marple at Broadway
Clifton Heights, PA 19018

...We make it happen with motors

Ez PRINT 21, designed for small screen CRTs, records an exact audit trail of all terminal data and prints it in a 21-col format at a max throughput rate of 42.5 char/s on a std adding machine paper tape. Printer has a buffer that allows input rate of 120 char/s and pathces into std RJ11C modular RS-232-C interface outlet. Lightweight, desktop printer weighs 7.0 lb (3.1 kg) and measures 10.25 x 7.5 x 3.5" (26.03 x 19.0 x 8.9 cm). Mepcom International, 15181 Business Ave, Dallas, TX 75234. Circle 236 on Inquiry Card.

Circle 116 on Inquiry Card
Raster brilliance, contrast and erasability. Z-8001 intelligence plus programmability. All in a desk top, high resolution (1024 x 792), monochrome, graphics terminal ticketed at a low $10,000.

Genisco's G-1000 is the low cost graphics terminal you've been holding your purchase order for. It is the first direct raster replacement for the Tektronix 4014-1** terminal—plug to plug and software compatible. But, at the same time, the on-board Z-8001 microprocessor plus 16K words each of RAM and PROM let you develop your own programs at your pace while your system is up and running on existing software (like PLOT-10).

Because the G-1000 is a bit map raster scan device it can do things a storage tube can't approach—like provide easy viewing in normal room light, and allow erasure of any portion of the screen without altering or redrawing the rest of the display. Genisco has equipped the G-1000 with all the quality features—60Hz noninterlaced refresh for flicker free viewing, a large 19 inch display, a detachable keyboard with cursor joystick. And, an optional alphanumeric overlay eliminates the need to use a second terminal. The unit supports a selection of I/O equipment including graph tablet and hard copy devices. With all that and the Z-8001 intelligence, the list of future capabilities is virtually open-ended.

Take a look at Genisco's new G-1000—the 4014-1 replacement and a whole lot more.

Call or write for more information to Genisco Computers Corporation, 3545 Cadillac Avenue, Costa Mesa, California 92626. (714) 556-4916.

*Price varies according to quantity.
**Trademark of Tektronix.

Graphic software from ISSCO Graphics.
After you compare* features and performance...then look at price. With the Digi-Data Model 2516 KSR printer terminal, you get more value at 16 to 30% lower cost.**

For that Receive Only application, our 2511 RO provides similar advantages. And once your Series 2510 is installed, you have the reliability of fewer components with no cooling fan required...and the serviceability of a single board controller.

After you compare, we know you'll be convinced...the Digi-Data 2516 is "FIRST IN VALUE".

---

*SPECS AND PRICING OBTAINED FROM VENDOR LITERATURE FOR COMPARABLY EQUIPPED UNITS.

**SUBSTANTIAL OEM QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.
The new data comm tester that obsoletes all others.

ARC's INTERVIEW® 4500 Interactive Test System.

Now a total solution to problems encountered in data communications networks. ARC's new INTERVIEW 4500 Interactive Test System. Featuring a new concept in portable test equipment design that simplifies diagnostics of data comm problems and reduces the most complex testing to a few simple operations. **Three units in one.** The 4500 is an emulator, programmable monitor and high speed bulk recorder. Fully emulates CPU, terminal and node. And simplifies network performance measurements.

**Special capabilities** to emulate packet protocols and SNA. Seven codes are standard.

**The first graphic display** that guides the operator in entering timing relationships between data and interface leads.

Self documented tapes allow user to build library of diagnostic tests. Unit records data and all test parameters, providing a record of system problems with the test that found the problem.

**Selective recording** of specific terminal, controller and logical channel eliminates time spent reviewing unrelated data. Reliable 72 Kbps recording is provided by a one megabit high speed bulk memory (optional).

**Easy to understand** code converted keyboard and self-teaching menus dramatically reduce training time.

**Easiest to use interactive tester.** Unique triggers automatically locate problems by simultaneously looking for up to 16 test conditions. Significantly reducing time required locating problems in the network. Developing a test is no more complicated than responding to a few simple prompts.

If you need interactive capability, your best choice is the 4500. Or you can have monitor capability now with the 3500, and convert it later to a fully interactive unit.

Call us or our representative today.

---

Atlantic Research Corporation
Teleproducts Division
5390 Cherokee Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22314
Telephone: (703) 642-4000 Telex: 248893
TWX: 710-632-9828

Representatives worldwide
See us at Interface 81, Booth #720
CIRCLE 119 ON INQUIRY CARD
The Fastest Toughest Z8000 Module on the Market

180+ MODULE FAMILY

Microcomputers:
- 820A Master
- 820A Master/Slave
- Z8001 Master/Slave
- All Microcomputers Feature:
  - EPROM/ROM
  - Floating Point
  - Serial I/O

Memory:
- Extensive Family
- EPROM/RAM
- CMOS/Battery Backup
- Error Detect
- Bank Switched

Digital I/O:
- Low Cost I/O
  - Isolated/Non-Isolated
  - Up to 36 Channels/Module
- Intelligent I/O
  - Automatic Input Scan
  - Stepper Motor Control
  - Event Count
  - High Level/VT
  - Isolated/Non-Isolated
  - Up to 64 Channels/Module

Analog I/O:
- 12/14 Bit Resolution
- Differential/Single-Ended
- Unipolar/Bipolar
- 250V CMV
- Intelligent
  - Programmable Sampling Rate
  - Transducer Compensation
  - Linearization
  - ISA – 550.1

Communications:
- Low Cost
  - Serial to 9600 Baud
  - 4 Channels/Module
  - RS-232/20 mA
- Intelligent
  - Serial to 8000 Baud
  - Pre-Programmed/User-Programmable
  - Asynchronous/Synchronous
  - IBM BiiSync (270, 2780, 3780)
  - IEEE 488-78 (GPIB)
  - 4 Channels/Module
  - DMA
- Level Converters
  - RS-232/422/423/20 mA
  - Fiber Optics Family
  - Coax/Fiber Optics Tap

Accessories:
- Power Supplies
- Card Cages
- Cables
- XYCOAT - Module Sealant
- XYLUBE - Corrosion Preventative

Minicomputer Power in a Microcomputer

From the hardhat computer people, the new 1888+ A, the fastest Z8000 module on the market — faster than most minicomputers, and tougher than the hardest industrial environment.

Based on the Z8001, the segmented version of the powerful new Zilog Z8000, the 1888+ A is a 16-bit master/slave microcomputer module with enough speed and flexibility to outperform most minicomputers.

Memory: 24K bytes of EPROM and 12K bytes of local RAM, plus full access to main system memory.

I/O: Two-channel serial I/O (Zilog SIO) communications up to 800 kilobaud. Additional memory-mapped I/O installed in backplane.

Use the 1888+ A as a stand-alone microcomputer or as a master or slave in a multiprocessor array in any industrial environment. As part of Xycom's 180+ line of modular components, the 1888+ A is hardhat tough, built to work wherever it's needed.

Industrial Software

Like all of Xycom's full line of modular products, the 1888+ A is fully supported by our Industrial Software System, featuring:
- Industrial Pascal
- Industrial Fortran 77
- Industrial Basic
- Assemblers

We make the Industrial Grade

Xycom recently introduced the term "Industrial Grade" to the computer industry, because unprecedented ruggedness and reliability are what Xycom products are all about. We began, over a decade ago, producing computers designed to work on the line, in the plant, and in other demanding industrial environments. Since then, the state-of-the-art has progressed dramatically, mostly as a result of Xycom's research, development, and years of experience in the heat, cold, dust, vibration, and corrosive atmosphere of more than 20,000 installations worldwide.

The Hardhat Computer People
P.O. Box 984
Ann Arbor, Michigan
48105
Phone: (313) 429-4971
TWX: 810-223-0153

xycom
PORTABLE POWER CONDITIONERS

Datapower eliminates need for dedicated power line for computers and reduces equipment failures related to power fluctuations. Input voltages as low as 25% below normal are regulated immediately to within ±7% of nominal. The conditioners, available in seven 50- and 60-Hz models, are UL listed and unconditionally guaranteed. Data Devices International, Inc., 20235 Bahama St, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

EYECOM II
the IMAGE PROCESSING PERIPHERAL

Add this image processing peripheral to your present PDP-11* or LSI-11* to measure variations in image brightness, separate image features, enhance edges and contrast, measure areas of interest, do real time image integration, and real time image differencing.

A basic software package is provided to apply the EyeCom System to your particular problem.

FEATURES:
- Real Time Digitizing, 640x480x8-bits
- Add, Subtract and Convolution of images at video frame rates
- Joystick Cursor, 640x480 Resolution
- Graphic & Alphanumeric Overlay
- Color & Gray Scale Mapping Tables
- Terminal or Rack Mount Configuration

Call or write for complete information:

Spatial Data Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 978, 508 So. Fairview Ave., Goleta, CA 93117 • Tel: (805) 967-2383

*Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation
POWER SOURCES AND REGULATORS

700-VA UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY

Sized to provide standby power for small business computers, PABX, process control, and other microprocessor based equipment, model DSU72 UPS can be supplied with battery power from 5 min to over 4 hours. Front panel indicates operating status, ac voltage, and current levels; contact closures provide full status information to remote monitoring locations. Filtering option allows system to operate in critical rf/emi environments, and static transfer switch option operates bypass in 1 ms and resets when overload condition decreases. Gould-Deltec, 2727 Kurtz St, San Diego, CA 92110.
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200-W SWITCHER FOR SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS

An open frame design having VDE approvals for use in Europe, the 200-W model XL200-3501 can be used in word processors and terminals as well as in small business computers. Approved under VDE 0730 safety, it meets VDE 0871 (N-12) electrical noise specs. The unit supplies 200-W total on 4 outputs: 5-V ± 1% primary output and auxiliary outputs of -5 V at 9%, 12 V at 9%, and -12 V at 9%. About 5 times lighter, 5 times smaller, and dissipating 50% less power than conventional units, its high efficiency reduces heat dissipation. The general purpose design has 2 jumper selectable input voltage ranges: 95 to 130 Vac and 190 to 285 Vac at frequencies from 47 to 440 Hz. Output regulation is specified as total, including effects of line power fluctuations and effects of primary output regulation on auxiliary output levels. The 5-V primary output delivers 5 to 25 A at total regulation within ±1% and combined noise and ripple within ±2%. Auxiliary outputs each provide 0.5 to 4 A with combined noise and ripple of ±2%. Minimum output voltage holdup time is 16 ms at max load and nom input voltage. Boschert, Inc, 384 Santa Trinita Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 243 on Inquiry Card

UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SYSTEMS

Uninterruptible power system (UPS) rated at 12.5 to 60 kW are available in both 50- and 60-Hz models. Expandable onsite to double their original power rating, units allow users to meet future demands for higher power without removing their current UPS. Expansion kits contain slave inverter and rectifier cabinets controlled by existing UPS units. LorTec Power Systems, Inc, 5214 Mills Industrial Pkwy, North Ridgeville, OH 44035.
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150-W OPEN FRAME SWITCHERS

Triple- and quad-output capability, with post-regulated auxiliary outputs in Boschert compatible outline configuration, is provided by NT150 and NO150 switchers. Features include built-in line filtering, soft start circuitry, 115/230-Vac input capability, LSI control circuitry, and built-in remote sense and overvoltage protection. Ripple and noise is 1% of nominal. Units provide recovery to within 1% of nominal output voltage within 500 μs for a 25% load step. Op temp is 0 to 50 °C, and size is 13.6 x 4.8 x 2.5" (34.5 x 12.1 x 6.3 cm). National Power Technology, 2111 Howell Ave, Anaheim, CA 92806.
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GOOD CRT’S COME IN SMALL PACKAGES

Who says a CRT terminal has to be big and bulky to do a good job? At Ann Arbor Terminals, we offer a full 15-inch screen and detached keyboard as standard on all our desktop terminals. And the case is only 14" wide by 15" high by 13.6" deep.

We’re known throughout the industry for our high quality and reliability. On top of this, we probably have the widest range of available options in the field. Display formats from 256 to 4800 characters. Foreign language character sets. Special command sets. Custom keyboards. Editing, protected fields and block transmit.

And if your application doesn’t lend itself to a desktop terminal, we offer display controllers (especially good in industrial environments) for use with freestanding monitors. Or buy our terminal without the case and mount it in your own console.

So when the CRT is the focal point of your system, why settle for a large case and small screen? You can have excellent readability without taking up a lot of room. And get the features you need. Call us for more information at Ann Arbor Terminals, Inc., 6175 Jackson Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48103.

Tel: (313)663-8000. TWX: 810-223-6033.
COMPACT, DUAL PURPOSE, 1/2-INCH TAPE DRIVE
AND ONE CPU QUAD SLOT TAPE COUPLER...
NEW STANDARD FOR IBM/ANSI/DEC COMPATIBLE TAPE SUBSYSTEMS.

HUMAN ENGINEERED . . . SMALL SIZE . . . LOW COST

If you're considering a TM-11, TS-11, TS-03, TJE-16 or TJU-45 magnetic tape subsystem from DEC, then you're probably aware of all the advantages offered by industry standard 1/2-inch magnetic tape... universally interchangeable media and DEC/IBM/ANSI compatible format. Plus its multiplicity of applications ... data acquisition, file management, computer output microfilm, archival storage and disc backup, etc.

This subsystem gives you all this capability in about 1/3 the rack space required for classic 10-1/2-inch reel machines, without cumbersome manual threading of tape around heads, compliance arms, etc., to load the drive.

And since it's a dual function drive, you get (1) a tape subsystem that's completely DEC RT-11 and RSX-11 and RSTS software compatible in the conventional mode... without any modifications (2) a tape subsystem that will run in a high speed "gap on the fly" mode while writing or reading industry standard compatible magnetic tape. This mode permits high speed data acquisition using standard software or Winchester backup using a DILOG supplied or customer written software routine.

Here are a few features making this drive and intelligent coupler an exceptional addition or subsystem replacement for your PDP-11 or LSI-11.

CIPHER F880 DUAL PURPOSE 1/2-INCH TAPE DRIVE — 25 ips conventional or 100 ips streaming mode operation • fits the same space as TS-03 (8.75") • automatically loads 7, 8-1/2 and 10-1/2-inch reels, simplifying and speeding operator loading and operation • 46 M Bytes unformatted storage • 1600 bpi PE compatibility • built-in microdiagnostics.

DILOG uP MAGNETIC TAPE COUPLER • requires single quad slot in either PDP-11 or LSI-11 • emulates TM-11 • handles up to 8 drives in conventional or streaming modes • selectable IBM or DEC byte packing • requires only 3.5 amps from CPU • automatic self-test/data protect and status indicators • FIFO buffer for DMA latency.

Compared to conventional, bulky, hard-to-load tape subsystems, you can achieve up to 60% cost savings. Plus they're field proven and available now.

For data send coupon below. Or for instant info, phone direct (714) 534-6911.

*DEC, LSI-11, PDP-11, TM-11, RT-11/RSX-11/RSTS
Trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp.
PRODUCTS

POWER SOURCES
AND REGULATORS

TRIPLE-OUTPUT
POWER SUPPLIES

Two triple-output supplies have total output of approx. 9.5 W. They provide outputs of 5 Vdc at 1000 mA with ±12 Vdc at 150 mA, and 5 Vdc at 1000 mA with ±15 Vdc at 150 mA. Overload protection is provided on the 5-V outputs. Packaging is in cases measuring 3.5 x 2.5 x 1.62" (8.9 x 6.4 x 4.1 cm) for pc card mount, or 4.0 x 2.7 x 2.0" (10.2 x 6.9 x 5.1 cm) for chassis mounting. Power Products, Div of Computer Products, Inc, 1400 NW 70th St, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309.
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200-W SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

Triple-output model 2005/±12 delivers 5 V at 30 A and ±12 or ±15 V at 1 A, and has ac input ranges of 100 to 132 and 200 to 260 Vac. Line and load regulations for 5-V output are 0.2% and 0.3%, respectively; auxiliary outputs line and load regulation are 0.7% and 1%. Ripple and noise for all outputs are limited to 30 mV. Features include overload and reverse polarity protection, overvoltage protection for main inverter, logic inhibit, soft start, remote sensing, and remote sense protection. Nortel, 31149 Via Colinas, Bldg 608, Westlake Village, CA 91361.
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1-kW POWER SUPPLY

SRX 5200 is a 5-V, 200-A offline switching power supply power density of 2.47 W/in^3 (0.15 W/cm^3). Efficiency is typically 75% at full load. Housed in an industry standard 5 x 8 x 11" (13 x 20 x 27-cm) case size, the supply incorporates advanced switching technology, conservative design, and modular packaging. Std features include LED indicators, digital interfacing, std overvoltage protection, and external crowbar drive. Sorensen Co, 676 Island Pond Rd, Manchester, NH 03103.
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150-W OPEN FRAME SWITCHER

MOS series supplies, available in four 150-W models, meet fcc specs for rfi. MOS-150-0512 delivers 5 V at 15 A, ±5 V at 1 A, 12 V at 4 A, and ±12 V at 3 A. 2412 will deliver 5 V at 15 A, ±5 V at 5 A, 12 V at 1.5 A, ±12 V at 1 A, and 24 V at 3 A with the ability to deliver 5 A peaks. Both are also available in an A version, which will provide 20 A from the 5-V output. Significant features include current limit on all outputs designed to protect user’s load as well as the power supplies. 115 Vac or 230 Vac is available by changing a jumper. Todd Products Corp, 50 Emjay Blvd, Brentwood, NY 11717.

Circle 249 on Inquiry Card

Attn: ECLIPSE/NOVA* users!

Before you graduate to 'Streamer Tape' for disk backup, check out our Model 130 Coupler.

In conjunction with an independent, high-quality streamer unit, Custom Systems' Model 130 Coupler provides economical, 'top-of-the-class' performance.

When compared to DG's streaming tape subsystem, not only are the data rates superior (up to 160 KBS), but the price of the coupler/streamer combination is about $2000 less!

Model 130 Coupler features include:
- True 100 ips streaming!
- Full emulation of Data General 6026 Magnetic Tape Subsystem.
- Microprocessor design to maximize streamer performance.
- Software utilities for optimized disk image or selective load/dump backup.
- Actual backup of 20 Mb disk in under 3 minutes.
- Alternative operation in conventional start/stop mode.
- Compatibility with industry standard NRZI/PE formatted tape drives.
- Two-year warranty.
- $1490 complete with manuals and cables.

Contact us today for a detailed data sheet.

CUSTOM SYSTEMS INC
2415 Annapolis Lane
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441
Telephone: (612) 553-1112 Telex: 290975

*Trademark of Data General Corporation.
MDB makes synchronous communications interfaces for Q-Bus® and Unibus® that handle both bit and byte protocols.

Imagine what else we can do!

DUP-11® compatibility — plus! Now it’s yours for Q-Bus as well as Unibus with the MLSI-DUPV-11 and MDB DUP-11 synchronous, single line communications interfaces.

In addition to providing functional equivalency and software compatibility with DEC, the quad size MDB DUP-11 and MLSI-DUPV-11 interfaces will accommodate BI-Sync and DDCMP in byte-control and SDLC, ADCCP and HDLC bit-oriented protocols, with programmable character lengths of one to eight bits for BOP and five to eight for BCP. This is performance flexibility never possible before. In addition, the MDB DUP boards feature complete error control including CRC-CCITT preset to O's or 1's, CRC-16 preset to O's or VRC odd or even. For Q-Bus users this hardware error checking saves a lot of computer time and memory over the software checking of other systems.

But that’s not all MDB can do. If you need line printer controllers for your DEC, Data General, IBM Series/1, Perkin-Elmer or Hewlett-Packard computer, we’ve got them for more than 100 computer/printer combinations. We don’t just make plain PROM modules — we have modules that let you program EPROM on the board and we have interprocessor links which will maintain high speeds over distances to 3,000 feet. MDB’s new multiplexors let you mix up to eight lines of EIA and/or current loop, and our foundation modules require only one card slot.

All MDB interface products are warranted for one year; most can be delivered in 30 days or less and all are available under GSA Contract #GS-00C-02423.

Now, what can we do for you?

*Trademark Digital Equipment Corp.
Series 5322 incorporates an LED at right angles to the base mounting pins of the assembly. These pins are simply pressed into holes in the PCB to provide precise LED location and height. The indicator incorporates high intensity light output LEDs in red, green or yellow. High dome lens permits max light output over a 90° viewing angle. Typ forward voltages are approx 2 V at 20 mA. Luminous intensity at this current is typ 4 to 5 mcd. Industrial Devices, Inc, 7 Hudson Ave, Edgewater, NJ 07020.
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SYNCHRO-LINEAR DC CONVERTER

Designed for PCB mounting, series of converter modules has accuracy of ±6 min of arc. The 2.6 x 3.1 x 0.82" (6.6 x 7.9 x 2.1-cm) modules convert synchro or resolver inputs of 11.8 or 90 V 400 Hz, or 90 V 60 Hz into ±10 Vdc outputs representing 180° of input angle. The devices have isolated reference and synchro inputs and are insensitive to input amplitude variations. Outputs are short circuit protected. Op temp ranges are 0 to 70 °C and -55 to 85 °C. Computer Conversions Corp, 6 Dunton Ct, E Northport, NY 11731.
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SINGLE-MODULE

2-SPEED S-D CONVERTER

Single module accepts 2 synchro or resolver inputs from a 2-speed system and combines them into a digital word of high resolution and high accuracy. Design maintains accuracy and nonambiguous output even though gear errors or backlash reach 5°. A self-test feature, 2-speed ratio formats, and velocity output units are available. Features include 16-bit resolution; ±20-arc seconds accuracy; 9:1, 18:1, 32:1, 36:1, and 64:1 gear ratios; and 1440°/s tracking rate for 400-Hz units. Transmagnetics, Inc, 210 Adams Blvd, Farmingdale, NY 11735.
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DeAnza's VISACOM/23 now offers you features and capabilities previously only found in large-scale systems. Features like proven and superior image and graphic display software, advanced computing capabilities and proven operating systems software.

All at a very reasonable price.

The VISACOM/23 and the DeAnza Library of Image Processing Software (LIPS) allows you to perform work you only thought possible on the large, expensive systems.

Graphic and display efforts like convolutions, rotations, classification, amplifications, addition, subtraction, image and graphic zoom and scroll as well as much more.

And, the VISACOM/23 incorporates the powerful LSI-11/23 computer so you perform graphic and image processing more easily and much faster.

It allows you to do more work in less time.

VISACOM/23 has a full 512K byte memory for dedicated computer operation or image display as well as 128K bytes of dedicated memory outside of the image memory, four independent graphic overlay channels, alphanumeric character generators, color and monochrome transformation units and cursor overlays.

If your graphic and imaging application calls for a system that provides quality, flexibility and added capabilities all in an economical package, find out more about the VISACOM/23 today.

Call or write:

DeAnza Systems Incorporated
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: 118 Charcot Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131, (408) 263-7155, TWX: (910) 338-7656
REGIONAL OFFICES: 100 First Ave., N.E., Suite 114G, Cedar Rapids, IA 52401, (319) 364-1366 • 3918 Prosperity Ave., Suite 204, Fairfax, VA 22031, (703) 698-0600 • 500K Middle Country Road, Middle Island, New York 11953, (516) 736-3440

GIVE YOURSELF A BETTER IMAGE
Give ILS a signal... then watch ILS give you results.

ILS teams up with your computer and graphics terminal to provide a set of program tools most often needed to support signal processing activities. ILS is a comprehensive set of FORTRAN programs which makes up an organized interactive software system that has standard file structures, documentation, and support. ILS lets you concentrate on your specialized applications rather than system design and routine program development, thereby saving valuable time, and at a fraction of the cost of writing your own software. ILS has been installed worldwide in numerous industrial, university, government, and research organizations for varied applications ranging from low frequency biological signal analysis to high frequency radar signal processing.

Call Toll Free (800) 235-5787

ILS Technology, Inc.
15 West De La Guerra • Santa Barbara, CA 93101 • USA
Telephone (805) 963-1552 • TWX 910-334-3471
CIRCLE 129 ON INQUIRY CARD
SUBASSEMBLIES AND CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

INTELLIGENT LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS

Four versions comprise PCIM 180 series of LCDs: 3½- and 4-digit multiplexed BCD models 180 and 181, and 3½- and 4-digit serial input 182 and 183 that require only clock, data in, and load inputs. Devices use single 5-Vdc supply (3 to 15 V), draw 20 mA, and have 0.5" (1.2-cm) high numerals. They may be cascaded, are CMOS or TTL compatible, and generate all LCD waveforms internally. Op temp is 0 to 50 °C. Printed Circuits International, Inc., 1145 Sonora Ct, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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12-BIT SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION ADC

ADC-1202 provides 2-µs conversion time and pin-selectable input voltage range of 0 to 10 V unipolar or ± 5 V bipolar. Output coding is straight binary, offset binary, or 2's complement. Gain offset and differential nonlinearity tempco's are specified at ± 30, ± 15, and ± 3 ppm/°C, respectively. Power supply requirements are ± 15 Vdc ± 3% at 80 mA, −15 Vdc ± 3% at 20 mA, and 5 Vdc ± 5% at 150 mA. Intech Inc., 282 Brokaw Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
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16-BIT DIGITAL TO SYNCHRO/RESOLVER CONVERTER

With accuracy of ± 1 arc-min and scale factor variation of ± 0.05%, converter is packaged in a std 36-pin DIP. Reference voltages of 115, 26, or 1.3 V are selected by pin programming, without external resistors. Reference impedance is 200 kΩ. Inputs are double-buffered, and converter is TTL and std or high level CMOS compatible. Parallel binary input can be either a 16-bit word or two 8-bit bytes, providing microprocessor compatibility at both 8- and 16-bit levels. National Engineering Co., Inc., 8954 Mason Ave, Canoga Park, CA 91306.
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8-BIT A-D CONVERTER

Linearity of 0.0087% is achieved through use of a statistical linearization technique in the ADC-881 8-bit A-D converter. Conversion time is 1.5 µs max, 1.3 µs typ. Device has ± 5 V analog input range, offset binary coding, output overrange logic signal, and ± 30 ppm/°C max tempco. Unaveraged rms output noise is 0.2% of full scale. Black enameled steel case measures 5 x 3 x 0.375" (12.7 x 7.6 x 0.95 cm) and weighs 6.5 oz (184 g). Device draws 6.6 W at ± 15 Vdc and 5 Vdc. Op temp range is 0 to 70 °C. Datel Intersil, 11 Cabot Blvd, Mansfield, MA 02048.
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Exceed the Speed Limit.

On the highway, speed limits are necessary. But in the world of data processing, faster is better. That's why National Instruments will introduce the GPIB-II-V-2 Q-Bus Interface to link with IEEE standard 488 instrumentation bus. Since it uses DMA the speed far exceeds our existing high performance non-DMA GPIB-II-V-1.

Software greases the wheels.

Software support? NI has utility and driver programs available as MACRO source files. You can assemble them as FORTRAN, BASIC, or MACRO subroutines.

NI also makes two versions of IEEE 488 interfaces for the PDP-11. For the kind of transferring horsepower we offer, you'd expect a high-octane price. But we think you'll be pleasantly surprised.

Contact us today. We'll get you where you want to be—in a hurry.

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS

The faster the better.
National Instruments
8800 Shoal Creek Blvd.
Austin, TX 78758
512/454-3526 or 1-800/531-5966
**PRODUCTS**

**SUBASSEMBLIES AND CIRCUIT COMPONENTS**

**ROUNDED RECTANGULAR LED LAMPS**
High efficiency red in three intensities, and three intensity levels each for std, red, yellow, and green, are colors of LED lamps that replace RL-10, GL-11, and YL-12 types. In a T-1½ package size, they emit a rectangular wedge of light measuring 0.1 x 0.2" (0.2 x 0.5 cm), and can be stacked 10/ln (4/cm) in line or 5/in (2/cm) end to end. Luminous intensity with 20-mA current is 0.6 to 3.2 mcd. Max power dissipation at 25 °C is 200 mW. Litronix, Inc, 19000 Homestead Rd, Cupertino, CA 95014. Circle 257 on Inquiry Card

**HIGH SPEED THERMAL PRINTER HEAD**
Onboard memory and drive circuitry provide easy interface to microprocessor control and permit printing rates of up to 1600-char lines/min of 5 x 7 text by the SM20100 20-col thermal printhead. Device comes with integral heat sink, thermistor preheater, and connector terminated cable. Heads are stackable for column expansion and are available in preganged arrays of 40, 60, and 80 cols. or more. Compact design results from fixed head technology and constant speed paper drive. Gulton Industries, Inc, Hybrid Microcircuit Dept, 212 Durham Ave, Metuchen, NJ 08840. Circle 258 on Inquiry Card

**DATA DRIVER MODULES**
Model 10910 is programmable over -10 to 10 V range for 10-V pk-pk output signal, and features 2-ns rise and fall time with output swing of 5 V, 12-ns max switching time for enable or disable modes, data repetition rates over 50 MHz, and pulse widths as narrow as 5 ns at 5 V pk-pk. Data are transmitted through coaxial cable, parallel or 50-Ω source terminated. Module includes output inhibit mode, allowing Tri-State® configuration, and accepts std ecl output as input. Versatile Integrated Modules, 1283-A Mountain View Alviso Rd, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Circle 259 on Inquiry Card

**HARD COPY INTERFACE FOR TEKTRONIX COLOR TERMINAL**
HC 4027 interface generates full color, plain paper hard copy for the Tektronics 4027 color terminal on the COLORPLOT model C-100. Interface accepts raster format RGB video data from terminal and converts this 3-dot video pixel to a 4-dot copy pixel. Multiple, full color hard copies can be automatically generated by either operator or computer initiated commands. Trilog, Inc, 17391 Murphy Ave, Irvine, CA 92714. Circle 260 on Inquiry Card

**SAVE AS MUCH AS 50% WHEN YOU INSTALL HITEMP’S FIRE SAFE**

**Plenum Telephone Cable**

**U.L. CLASSIFIED for use in ducts & plenums WITHOUT CONDUIT**
The outstanding safety characteristics of HITEMP® cables are complimented by considerable cost benefits. Although the initial per foot investment for a HITEMP FIRE SAFE cable is higher than that for conventional cable, the overall cost of material and installation is sharply reduced...by as much as 50%. because metal conduit is not required. Write or call for complete information on HITEMP FIRE SAFE cable.

516 234-3020

HITEMP WIRES INC.
1320 MOTOR PARKWAY, HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. 11787

**DEC LSI-11 COMPONENTS**

You can count on us

MCS SIMPLY EXISTS TO PROVIDE THE MARKETPLACE WITH DEC LSI-11 COMPONENTS • FAST • LOW PRICED • WORLDWIDE

Mini Computer Suppliers, Inc.
25 Chatham Rd., Summit, NJ 07901 /201-277-6150 /Telex 13-6476
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The new 1421 by Hazeltine:

It can wear many faces.

Looks can be deceiving. The new Hazeltine 1421 is more than a terminal — it's a Hazeltine terminal that does the work of three. The Hazeltine 1421 works with software designed for the Hazeltine 1420, the ADDS 580, or the Lear Siegler ADM-3A. You select the protocol you need with a convenient switch.

So, even if your software was designed to run with someone else's terminal, you can now enjoy the advantages of Hazeltine's advanced features, newer technology, and the industry's most comprehensive, two-year warranty.

Getting to know the Hazeltine 1421 is easy. For the name of your nearest Hazeltine distributor, call toll-free (800) 645-5300. In New York State, call (212) 752-3377.

Hazeltine Corporation, Computer Terminal Equipment, Greenlawn, NY 11740 (516) 549-8800 Telex: 96-1435

Hazeltine and the Pursuit of Excellence

Hazeltine Answers for the 80's

CIRCLE 123 ON INQUIRY CARD
PRODUCTS

COMPUTERS
AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS

PROCESS CONTROL
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Mod 3100 systems offer combinations of standalone, multiple, and remote modes of operations. Featuring fully integrated hardware and software, wide capacity range, common software and hardware, distributed intelligence, and evolutionary systems compatibility, the systems can be configured to operate in combination with the company's MOD 3 system for max process management and control.

MOD 3103 is a compact low end system (64k words) with primary memory expansions (up to 256k words) making small unit processes and remote or critical operations comprising a few loops economically possible. The 3106 is a high end system (64k words) with memory expansions to 512k words for complex or critical process management and control requirements. Both systems use 16-bit semiconductor main memory with ECC logic that automatically corrects single-bit errors, reducing system downtime and enhancing system availability. POL (Process Oriented Language) software, a realtime high level process control language, features online editing capability that allows addition or deletion of operating procedures without interrupting control of the process. Taylor Instrument Co., 95 Ames St., Rochester, NY 14601.
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MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS

V77-500 and -700, 16-bit micro-programmable minicomputers designed for easy field upgrading, offer features and functions of mainframes. Suitable for nodes in a distributed data processing network, both models are fully compatible with the company's range of DDP software, including transaction processing systems and software based on distributed communications architecture. In a DDP environment with a remote IBM host, either system can provide the necessary interface between IBM 3270 terminals and the IBM host. As general purpose minicomputers, the systems feature high speed CPUs, memory mapping and control, error detection and correction, hardware multiply and divide, and direct memory access. Both offer optional writable control store of 2k 48-bit words. Up to 2048k bytes of MOS ECC memory can be installed in the -700; up to 1024k bytes in the -500. Memory cycle time is 600 ns. An optional floating point processor on the -700 accelerates FORTRAN program execution. VORTEX II is the standard operating system. Programming languages include FORTRAN IV, COBOL, RPG II, and micro and macro assemblers. Sperry Univac, PO Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424.
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BELTING INDUSTRIES CO. INC.

MINI-STEPS
MAXI-STEPPERS

PM and VR steppers — responsive and precise — with slewing rates to 20,000 step/sec. and higher. We offer an unlimited range of step angles, frame sizes and configurations. And high torque/size ratios. Options include: dampers, heat sinks, encoders, pulse sources, drivers, preset indexers, gearheads, and more.

Standards and specials — the best of both.

Send for literature.

Eastern Air Devices

1 Progress Drive, Dover, New Hampshire 03820
Tel. (603) 742-3330 • TWX (510) 287-4454
EAD, Holzter-Cabot and Janette motors
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CIRCLE 135 ON INQUIRY CARD
Complete systems for computer graphics and image processing.

And, we do mean complete! Grinnell systems can include computers, disc drives, terminals and software operating systems. Plus a FORTRAN software and driver package; high resolution TV monitor, camera, and hard copy color printer.

There are also other options to meet any special requirement you might have.

Of course, you may already have some of the necessary hardware.

That's why Grinnell systems work with standard TV monitors and cameras, and why plug-compatible interfaces are available for most minicomputers.

We also give you a complete product line to choose from:
- **GMR 270 Series**: 512 x 512 resolution frame buffers and full color pipeline image processing systems.
- **GMR 260 Series**: 1024 x 1024 resolution frame buffers for grey scale, black and white, pseudo color and full color.
- **GMR 27 Series**: High speed, modular graphic and image display systems.
- **GMR 37 Series**: Low cost graphic display systems.

So, whether you want to analyze images from outer space or monitor a process in a plant, Grinnell has a complete system that can do it. For complete specifications and/or a quotation, call or write today.

**GRINNELL SYSTEMS**

2159 Bering Drive, San Jose, California 95131 (408) 263-9920, TWX (910) 338-2145
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A sleek graceful sailing vessel glides across the sometimes green, sometimes blue Caribbean. The cargo: you. And an intimate group of lively, fun-loving shipmates.

Uniform of the day: Shorts and tee shirts. Or your bikini if you want. And bare feet.

Mission: A leisurely cruise to remote islands with names like Martinique, Grenada, Antigua—those are the ones you've heard of. Before the cruise ends, you'll know the names of many more. You'll know intimately the enchanting different mood of each...and its own beauty and charm.

Life aboard your big sailing yacht is informal. Relaxed. Romantic.

There's good food. And 'grog.' And a few pleasant comforts...but any resemblance to a plush pretentious resort hotel is accidental.

Spend 6 days exploring paradise.

Spend six nights watching the moon rise and getting to know interesting people. It could be the most meaningful experience of your life...and it’s easily the best vacation you’ve had.

A cruise is forming now. Your share from $400.Write Cap’n Mike for your free adventure booklet in full color.

Come on and live.
The Leader in color graphic displays

AYDIN CONTROLS 5216 Display Computer — The most powerful and reliable interactive graphic system available.

HARDWARE — The Model 5216 Display Computer is a dual bus multiple 16-bit 8086 microprocessor-based system. It can be configured for requirements from simple alphanumerics to complex graphic and image processing applications. This modular hardware design can support multiple independent CRT displays.

SOFTWARE — The 5216 offers comprehensive software packages, including programs for 2D and 3D, graphics and complex image analysis. Also, all software modules are highly interactive through hierarchical list processing.

SYSTEM — Configuration of hardware, software and peripherals to meet your specific requirements.

APPLICATIONS — Use the 5216 for process control, command & control, data acquisition and distribution, management information, CAD/CAM, image processing and much more.

COST EFFECTIVENESS — Long life cycle, low operating costs, high reliability, low power requirements and modular design for flexibility make the 5216 extremely cost effective.
Oak puts $E^3$ up against the world’s fastest typists.

In a keyboard market clogged with claims and confusion about "N-key-rollover," look to Oak's FTM® keyboard for the practical answer. It provides $E^3$-Entry Error Elimination. And that means precisely what it says. We challenge the fastest typists in the world to make it error. They can't.

Yet $E^3$ makes its real contribution to Oak's Full Travel Membrane (FTM) keyboard — and to you — in the cost column. You get the Entry Error Elimination and 100-million-cycle-plus performance you've got to have in a keyboard at prices far below those of keyboards with comparable performance. That's practical. Entry Error Elimination is a remarkably sensible micro-

processor based N-key-rollover and phantom key lockout system developed by Oak engineers. Without the cost and complexity of Hall Effect and capacitive technologies.

And that's not all. Beneath the FTM keyboard is Oak's proven, industry-leading membrane switch technology. So you get all the good things of membrane switching — reliability, durability, RFI and EMI resistance, design flexibility, and — of course — low cost. All without sacrificing the qualities you demand in a keyboard, right down to human engineered industry standard feel and touch.

Call or write us today for the data and details to prove it. You can't afford not to call Oak.

OAK
Switch Systems Inc.
An Oak Technology Company
P.O. Box 517 • Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014
Phone 815-459-5000 • TWX 910-634-3353 • TELEX 72-2447

Circle 139 For Further Information. Circle 140 For a Salesman to Call.
WHERE BUSINESS TALKS TO BUSINESS

"One Day" California Computer Shows

CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO BE THERE?

Norm De Nardi’s OEM and end-user California Computer Shows—extending the limits of information between exhibitor and prospect—under one roof, in a highly charged, professional environment. In just one day, 1 p.m. to 7 p.m., as an exhibitor your company reaches more key decision makers. And that translates into lower costs of sales. As an attendee, you get a hands-on, buyer’s eyview of the latest in computer and computer peripheral products.

"One Day" California Computer Shows— the best investment you’ll make in the future of your company.

Each show carefully focuses on a specific segment of the computer equipment market. As an exhibitor, you are virtually guaranteed a prescreened, invited audience of qualified decision makers. And the attendee can get right to their product area of interest, too.

The “One Day” California Computer Shows cut the cost of exhibiting and attending, effectively achieving the lowest-cost-per-prospect contact.

"One Day" California Computer Shows.

March 12, 1981 Inn at the Park
Anaheim, CA

April 23, 1981 Hyatt Hotel
Palo Alto, CA

Firms typically exhibiting are Tektronix, Ampex, Control Data, Shugart, Centronics, IBM, Data General, Digital Equipment Corporation, Data Products, Perkin-Elmer, Mostek, National Semiconductor, Xerox, Motorola, Versatec, Intersil, Lear Siegler, HP... and the list goes on.

Norm De Nardi Enterprises
95 Main Street, Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 941-8440

Invitations are available from participating firms, or NDN Enterprises. Call or write today for information.
**LITERATURE**

**CAD/CAM Tools**
Circle 300 on Inquiry Card

**Data Converters**
Using tables to present technical data and specs, color catalog features hybrid and discrete data conversion products. *ilc Data Device Corp, Bohemia, NY.*
Circle 301 on Inquiry Card

**TTL Compatible Fiber Optic Transmitter**
Data sheet describing OTX5000 series lists fields of application, features, and specs, and includes block diagram, performance curves, and dimensional drawing. *Optical Information Systems, Elmsford, NY.*
Circle 302 on Inquiry Card

**Signature Analysis**
Application Note 222-3 presents economic model for determining cost and feasibility of signature analysis for testing and servicing microprocessor based products. *Hewlett-Packard Co, Palo Alto, Calif.*
Circle 303 on Inquiry Card

**Computers and Peripherals**
Naked Mini family is covered in 20-p color brochure that includes photos and specs and highlights Naked 4 series. *Computer Automation, Inc, Irvine, Calif.*
Circle 304 on Inquiry Card

**I/O Subsystems**
Circle 339 on Inquiry Card

**Capacitors**
Line drawings, dimensions, ratings, tolerances, and temperature characteristic curves present complete array of multilayer capacitors and electronic ceramics in multicolor catalog. *RMC-Radio Materials Corp, Chicago, Ill.*
Circle 305 on Inquiry Card

**Stabilized Power Supplies**
Tables, photos and specs describe linear (series pass), ferroresonant (CVT), and switching (offline) stabilizers. *Kepco, Inc, Flushing, NY.*
Circle 306 on Inquiry Card

**Operating Systems**
Diskette based MDOS/80 and disc based HDOS/80 features are itemized in two separate brochures. *Ontel Corp, Woodbury, NY.*
Circle 307 on Inquiry Card

**Dot Matrix Printers**
Brochure discusses advantages of hammer bank over font printing mechanisms, and provides functional and general specs by models. *Printronic, Inc, Irvine, Calif.*
Circle 308 on Inquiry Card

**Programmable Modular Test Instruments**
Included in 4-p catalog are features and functions of 50-MHz clock generator, 30-MHz word generator, and MOS/CCD drivers. *Pulse Instruments Co, San Pedro, Calif.*
Circle 309 on Inquiry Card

**Panels and Systems**
Tables and photos in panel selection guide describe wirewrapping packaging panels and systems, and include compatibility information. *Auga Inc, Interconnection Systems Div, Attleboro, Mass.*
Circle 310 on Inquiry Card

**Power Supplies**
Modules with outputs from 1 to 200 V and up to 60 A are detailed in catalog that includes selection guide. *Acopian Corp, Easton, Pa.*
Circle 311 on Inquiry Card

**Digital to Synchro/Resolver Converter**
Microprocessor compatible, 16-bit hybrid unit is described in data sheet that provides features, applications, specs, and notes on designing with *HD SR 2006. Natel Engineering Co, Inc, Canoga Park, Calif.*
Circle 312 on Inquiry Card

**Display Systems Operation and Applications**
System overview, interfaces, and demonstration program sequences for *SM-810:001/002 are illustrated with block diagrams and schematics in application note. *Beckman Instruments, Inc, Scottsdale, Ariz.*
Circle 313 on Inquiry Card

**Power Sources**
Catalog uses tables and photos to detail specs for both voltage and current programmable models. *Kikusui International Corp, Carson, Calif.*
Circle 314 on Inquiry Card

**Magnetic Shields**
Combination catalog and technical reference guide uses illustrations, photos, formulas, and graphs to detail magnetic shields and shielding materials. *MuShield Co, Malden, Mass.*
Circle 315 on Inquiry Card

**Switching Power Supplies**
Catalog details MOS open frame switchers and single-output switchers up to 1200 W, and features tutorial article on *VARIDRIVE. Todd Products Corp, Brentwood, NY.*
Circle 316 on Inquiry Card
You don’t have to take our word about Maxell Floppy Disk quality.

Ask the people who made your system.

Maxell Floppy Disks are either expressly specified or recommended by many major disk drive manufacturers. We’re also relied upon by a growing number of 8" and 5¼" Floppy System owners. They find our Floppy Disks do everything possible to bring out the maximum performance of their systems. And they find our disks do this consistently.

Are we better than others? Will a box of ten Maxell Disks always contain ten disks that produce high performance results every time? We think so. We certify each one. We maintain extraordinary quality control. So they all meet or exceed the most critical industry standards.

But please ask the manufacturer of your system to double check our recommendation. See your computer products supplier. Or write to us for more information. We recommend dealers write to us about the opportunities Maxell Business Products offer.
Why wait and wait for a voltage regulator when you can have a better one quicker? ....You can have a Staco.

You no longer need to wait for delivery from Variac®, because Staco has the voltage regulator you need, when you need it. Staco's new high performance voltage regulators provide regulation up to 0.25% in millisecond response time with no waveform distortion. This series of packaged voltage regulators is designed with the latest in digital circuitry. The proprietary sensing circuit has a very high signal-to-noise ratio. Applications include computers, process control devices, instrumentation and other applications usually reserved for ferro-resonant or solid state regulators. Catalog models are available for single phase and three phase operation with output capability up to 85 amps @ 240 volts (20.4 kVA), with larger kVA upon request. For details, request bulletin #004-4010.

Ask for Staco when you require regulation.
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Designer Series Transmitters & Receivers

no-fuss fiber optic modules
(throw away the kid gloves!)

• Say GOODBYE to tricky power supply filtering, external shielding, sensitive adjustments, P.C. board ground planes, or other external components.
• The rugged RFI immune packaging is available in three mounting configurations.
• Try them! They just plain ... WORK!
(Up to 1 mile, -20 to +70°C)

Series 2100: 0 to 20MBS TTL Compatible
Digital Tx/Rx Pair, $425, 1-10
Series 3100: 6 Hz to 6 MHz CCTV Compatible
Analog Tx/Rx Pair, $450, 1-10

See us at Interface 81, Booth 309
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80,000
TOTAL QUALIFIED CIRCULATION*

Your recruitment ad in COMPUTER DESIGN reaches the largest, most clearly documented and concentrated group of computer-based systems designers available through any publication in the world.

READER'S ORGANIZATIONAL CLASSIFICATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENGINEERING (Management, Senior, &amp; Staff)</td>
<td>66,362</td>
<td>(82.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Management</td>
<td>- 25,283</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Engineers</td>
<td>- 17,518</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff &amp; Design Engineers</td>
<td>- 23,561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORPORATE MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>8,552</td>
<td>(10.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSULTANTS</td>
<td>5,345</td>
<td>(6.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>80,259</td>
<td>(100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dec. 80 BPA Publishers Statement Subject to Audit

Data Processing

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

COMPUTER-BASED ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

WE DON'T HAVE THE BRAWN…
WE HAVE THE BRAINS.

MCC Powers is not a billion dollar company. We're still dabbling in hundreds of millions. And we don't have tens of thousands of employees. We're kind of exclusive when it comes to hiring. But we do have one of the best futures in ours or any industry and we're having a great time going after Number 1.

MCC Powers does produce the most sophisticated products in the advanced technology field of computerized energy management. We do have an entrepreneurial management team that's teaching some lessons through example. And we do have an aggressive engineering and design staff that's finding new ways to use minis and microprocessors every day.

MCC Powers has openings right now for Software Engineers to be involved with computer applications for control systems. We seek individuals with varying levels of Real Time scientific programming experience, knowledge of control theory, and experience with PDP-11M, FORTRAN and Assembly background also essential. Responsibilities include program development, program checkout, documentation, etc., with emphasis on innovative solutions to unique customer needs.

At MCC Powers, we put our money where our talent is... and that translates to an excellent salary and benefits program. Relocation assistance is provided. Potential for advancement is exceptional. For consideration, send a resume with salary requirements in complete confidence or call collect:

Phil Oakes / Dept. CD1
(312) 673-6700
3400 Oakton
Skokie, Ill. 60076

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

MCC POWERS
professionals in energy management
A UNIT OF MARK CONTROLS CORPORATION
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**S-100 TO IEEE-488 INTERFACE**

THE P&T-488 INTERFACE BOARD lets your S-100 computer be a talker, listener, or controller on the IEEE-488 instrumentation bus. Software packages allowing high level language access to the 488 bus are available for CP/M, CDOS, North Star DOS/BASIC, as well as for direct assembly language programming. Price of the P&T-488, assembled and tested with one of the software packages, is $450.

**Pickles & Trout**, Box 1206, Goleta, CA 93116 (805) 967-9563.

**CIRCLE 550**

---

**SP-308 FLAT-BED IMPACT PRINTER**

Featuring an open throat, the Syntest Corporation's new 40 column flat-bed printer will print on credit card receipts, paper tags and other flat stock of any length. With 5x7 dot matrix impact printing and a 40 column buffer (120 column optional), it sells for the low price of $695.00 in single quantities.

**Syntest Corp.**, 169 Millham St., Marlboro, MA 01752. Telephone: 617-481-7627 TWX 710-390-7659

**CIRCLE 551**

---

**1981 POWER SUPPLY CATALOG**

New catalog features the widest line of open frame switching and linear power supplies available. No power supply specifier or buyer should be without it. Included are 7 new switching power supplies, a 40-500 watt switching line, industry standard OEM linears, Floppy Disc, Microprocessor, Micro-Reg, S100 Bus and custom power supplies. To obtain your own copy call the toll free number below.

**Sierracin/Powerv System**, 20500 Plummer St., Chatsworth, CA 91326. Toll free (800) 423-5669. In California call collect (213) 983-6811.

**CIRCLE 552**

---

**FLEXIBLE, ACCURATE CONTROL.**

For tasks requiring computing and data monitoring, the Miniterm 1206/PAT portable computing system is self-programming to preclude operator error, provides secure tape storage of program and data, has an integral 80/123 col. printer and comes with a complete set of RS-232 interfaces.

**Computer Devices, Inc.**, 25 North Ave., Burlington, MA 01803

**CIRCLE 553**

---

**SP-308 FLAT-BED IMPACT PRINTER**

Featuring an open throat, the Syntest Corporation's new 40 column flat-bed printer will print on credit card receipts, paper tags and other flat stock of any length. With 5x7 dot matrix impact printing and a 40 column buffer (120 column optional), it sells for the low price of $695.00 in single quantities.

**Syntest Corp.**, 169 Millham St., Marlboro, MA 01752. Telephone: 617-481-7627 TWX 710-390-7659

**CIRCLE 551**

---

**THE MC 85 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER**

features a 5MH, 8085 CPU, 4K bytes of RAM, four sockets for 16K bytes of EPROM, 48 programmable I/O lines with sockets for interchangeable line drivers and terminators, a programmable RS232C communications interface, a programmable eight-level vectored priority interrupt controller, and three programmable interval timers. In addition, a programmable CRT display controller with 2K of display RAM, keyboard input port, belltone driver, and 8-level parallel bus arbitration have been included.

**Comark Corp.**, 257 Crescent St., Waltham, MA 02154. (617) 894-7000.

**CIRCLE 556**

---

**WHEN YOU NEED PERMANENT MAGNETS**

...Come to the INDIANA GENERAL STORE for high energy cast Alnico ... Sintered Alnico for small, intricate shapes ... Economical Indexx Ceramic magnets ... Cunife close tolerance stamped or formed parts ... Space-saving Incor® Rare Earth Materials with highest energy product available ... High quality Indalloy® formed or machined in intricate parts. Ask for complete file of current permanent magnet technical data.

**Indiana General — Magnet Products, 405 Elm St., Valparaiso, IN 46383 (219) 462-3131.**

**CIRCLE 554**

---

**MB 85 MICRO-COMPUTER SYSTEM...**

...offers the Multibus user a unique system's capability. Integrated into the system are: 12" CRT, full ASCII keyboard, 5MH, 8085 CPU, 64K RAM, and dual 8" floppy disk drives providing up to 2 million bytes of mass storage. Expansion capability is provided by the 9 slot Multibus card cage featuring 200 watts of usable power. Options include IBM compatible mag tape, hard disk drives, analog and digital I/O, printers, PROM programmers, and mini-floppies. The system comes complete with the CP/M operating system (Version 2.2) and a choice of high-level languages. Application assistance available.

**Comark Corp.**, 257 Crescent St., Waltham, MA 02154. (617) 894-7000.

**CIRCLE 557**

---

**LOW COST POSTCARD MAILINGS**

Here’s a way for your company to test new product acceptance, offer catalogs, find new applications, or support ongoing product lines. Computer Design’s Postal Mailers go to our 70,000 domestic subscribers 4 times each year. Rates start at $895 per card and go down with frequency.

Contact Maureen Sebastian, Computer Design, 11 Goldsmith St., Littleton, MA 01460 (617) 486-8944.

**CIRCLE 558**

---

**INDIANA GENERAL STORE**

**Alnico**... Cunife...**

**CIRCLE 555**
RS232 DATA SWITCHING MATRIX
- Implements every possible connection between Tx Data and Rcvd Data for eight I/O ports.
- Manual Control and connection monitoring via built in key array and 8x8 LED display.
- Non-volatile memory for 16 connection arrangements.
- 20 ma, RS232, or TTL may be mixed.
- Remote selection via parallel TTL interface. $995 (1-4, USA only), DIGITAL LABORATORIES, 600 Pleasant St., Watertown, MA 02172, 617/924-1880 CIRCLE 559

STD BUS PROTOTYPE PACKAGE
The TRS-PROTO Package permits STD BUS Z80 Systems to be developed using a TRS-80 for all editing, assembling, and bulk storage. It includes the Mostek CPU2 card and Debug O.S., and is available for $895 as shown ($1050 for 4.0 MHz). A full catalog of STD BUS products from Mostek and other manufacturers is also available. Contact QC MICROSYSTEMS, 9861 Chartwell Dr., Dallas, TX 75243, (214) 343-1282 CIRCLE 560

GRAY SCALE PRINTER
Remarkable gray scale resolution! Great detail! The CEC® 912 Gray Scale Printer offers 16 true gray scale steps. 200 picture elements per inch, hor. & vert. (or 40,000 per sq. in.)! High speed printouts on inexpensive paper. Archival quality. Unaffected by ambient conditions. Call Cliff Haber, (213) 796-9381 Ext. 2575. BELL & HOWELL CEC DIV. 360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, CA 91109 CIRCLE 561

6800 FAMILY SOFTWARE
SOFTWARE: WIZRD multitasking DOS, editor, assembler, C, PLW, PASCAL, FORTRAN, 12K BASIC. Firmware: FANTOM monitor/ debugger, MATH, long integer and floating point, 4K industrial BASIC. CROSS SOFTWARE: Assembler, PLW, linker, mathscience simulator. WINTEK CORPORATION, 1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904, 317-742-8428 CIRCLE 562

SST-400 MICROMAINFRAME DESKTOP COMPUTER
The new SST-400 system offers mainframe capabilities at a microcomputer price. Standard features of the Z8001-based system include 128Kbytes of processor memory, 11.7Mbyte Winchester disc storage backed by a 1.6Mbyte floppy disc. Also standard to the self-contained system is an 80/132 column video display. TRICOMP SYSTEMS, INC., 1206 John Reed Court, Industry, California 91745. Telephone: (213) 333-4562 CIRCLE 563

RECTIFIER BRIDGES
New integral heat sink provides better heat transfer for higher current ratings at lower cost MPI40 Series 40A, 400A. Surge, up to 1,000 PRV. FREE SAMPLES Outline your application on company stationery for free test samples. Use reader service number for catalogs and prices. Buy from the specialist. EDI ELECTRONIC DEVICES 21 Gray Oaks Ave., Yonkers, N.Y, 10710. (914) 965-4400. TWX 710 560-0021 CIRCLE 564

ARTICLE REPRINTS
Have you or a member of your company authored an article in COMPUTER DESIGN? If you want to distribute it to your customers and prospects, reprints are available at reasonable cost. Minimum quantity is 500. You can incorporate the CD cover as well as your company ad if you wish, in b&w or full color. Contact COMPUTER DESIGN REPRINTS, 11 Goldsmith Street, Littleton, MA 01460. (617) 486-8944. CIRCLE 565

CRT SOCKETS & CONNECTORS
ALDEN offers a variety of styles and materials for most standard applications. Sockets feature "figure 8" contact with strain relief, long engagement, free-floating for self alignment, locks when mated. High quality anode clips and silicone boots for J1-21 and J1-22 applications. Problem-solvers, specialize in custom molding. ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY 117 N. Main St., PO Box 860, Brockton, MA 02403. (617) 583-0160 CIRCLE 566

Presenting: System Showcase
Your product could be represented here next month...

CALL MAUREEN SEBASTIAN (617) 486-8944 TOLL FREE (800) 225-0556
Our Alphanumeric Ticket Printer

For total versatility use our DMTP-9 programmable ticket printer to print the full alphanumeric ASCII character set. Print with ribbon on standard tickets, cards or single-sheet forms, or use impact-sensitive paper for multiple copies. Even program character pitch to handle standard or enhanced printing of up to 48 characters per line on 39- to 59-line tickets. Stepper motor advance for 6 lines to the inch or .110" for graphics.

Mountable on tabletop or wall, the DMTP-9 does it all with advanced stepper motor control electronics and a long-life needle matrix print head. For still more versatility, get it with the optional controllers, power supplies and interconnect cables systems for complete microprocessor/microcomputer compatibility, too. But first, write or call to get more details. Ask for Bulletin 924.
Add total graphics capability to your computer

Different plotting, and printing applications often require different instruments. At Houston Instrument we're aware of your computer graphics needs. We listen to your evaluation and then recommend the plotter, printer, or plotter/printer that's exactly tailored to your specific application. Nobody else can do it, because nobody has such a broad selection of graphic output devices.

CÔMPLÔT® pen plotters are available in fourteen different models with X-Y plotter sizes of 8½ x 11" (DIN A4) or 11 x 17" (DIN A3) and drum plotter sizes of 11" (28 cm) to 42" (107 cm). Pen speeds range from 240 to 4,000 steps/sec. Prices begin at a low $1,085.*

2,400 lines per minute), plotting (up to 2" per second), or simultaneous plotting and printing.

CÔMPLÔT electrostatic CRT copiers provide fast, quality hardcopies from Hewlett Packard Series 2640 terminals or Tektronix® 4010 family terminals for just a few cents per copy. Prices for the Houston Instrument electrostatic products range from $3,950 to $6,550.*

Our Model 6000 TISPP (Thermal/Intelligent/Strip/Plotter/Printer) allows superior quality graphics output from either an analog or digital source and provides the continuity and clarity of a continuous trace with alphanumeric annotations under intelligent control. It's the versatile graphic output device for the new generation of microprocessor controlled instrumentation. Available in one or two pen versions. Prices start at $1,795.*

When you think of hardcopy graphics, think of Houston Instrument. We offer you the best selection . . . the Houston way.

Examine our selection yourself by getting complete information and descriptive literature. Contact Houston Instrument, One Houston Square, Austin, Texas 78753. (512) 837-2820. For rush literature requests, outside Texas call toll-free 1-800-531-5205. For technical information ask for operator #5. In Europe contact Houston Instrument, Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel, Belgium. Phone 059/27-74-45. Telex Bausch 81399.

houston instrument
GRAPHICS DIVISION OF
BAUSCH & LOMB

* Registered trademark of Tektronix, Inc.
* Registered trademark of Houston Instrument
* U.S. domestic price only

Circle 149 for information on Pen Plotters.

Circle 150 for information on Electrostatic Products.
How can a graphics display system save software development time?

By giving you everything you need to start applications programming.

The Ramtek 9400 puts you in the picture fast. We've already solved your graphics problems in the 9400 so you can get your application on line without waiting for—or spending money on—needless systems software development.

The 9400 puts you in total control. Monitor the situation in real time. Reduce an extremely large or complex picture for a quick look or enlarge portions of it for a closer one without distorting line thickness, texture or character size. At the same time, the 9400 automatically displays the appropriate detail so the picture is always clearly understood.

Need to interact with the picture? Our exclusive entity detection feature lets you identify objects that are pointed out on the screen. Whether a single line or a complex object, let the 9400 find and identify them to the host computer.

Need high resolution or fast response? The 9400 offers a wide range of resolutions up to 1280 X 1024 picture elements in full color. System throughput of over 16,000 vectors per second permits multi-channel operation without sacrificing response time. The bright TV-like picture makes it easy to use in normal room lighting.

For more information on the 9400 and Ramtek monitors and accessories, write: Ramtek, 2211 Lawson Lane, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Or call your nearest Ramtek office.

How much can graphics do?
To find out more about the power of full color interactive graphics, request the booklet "Sophisticated Graphics for Control Systems." It's Issue Number 3 of Ramtek's "USE OUR EXPERIENCE" Series.

Ramtek
Our Experience Shows.

REGIONAL OFFICES: Santa Clara, CA (408) 988-2211, Newport Beach, CA (714) 979-5351, Seattle, WA (206) 838-5196, Albuquerque, NM (505) 884-3657, Dallas, TX (214) 422-2200, Maitland, FL (305) 645-0780, Huntsville, AL (205) 837-7000, Chicago, IL (312) 397-2279, Cleveland, OH (216) 484-4053, Washington, DC (301) 656-0350, Metropolitan NY (201) 236-2090, Boston, MA (617) 273-4590, The Netherlands 31 2968 5056.
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